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...keeps your product WORKING
year after year... after year. In your keyboard or ours,
Cherry key switches just don't fail. The kn•fe-edge contact area is so small
(9 millionths of asquare inch)... the contact pressure so great (about 5,000 psi)
... the gold alloy so pure and film-free...that you are assured of positive contact
every time. For 50 mil!ion operations and beyond. (Which is probably beyond the
life expectancy of your product!)
Cherry "heart of gold" keyboard switches are available individually or with
two-shot molded keycaps. Hopefully, you want keycaps. Because, we have keycaps
... in more legends, sizes, type faces than you're likely to find anywhere else.
Sculptured keycaps? We've got 'em. Gloss or matte finish? We've got both. Colors?
Lighted? Specials? Sure! Some "off the
all at prices that make it obvious
For free test sample switch
why the Cherry way is the economical way to put aheart of gold in any keyboard.
and catalog, just
TWX 910-235-1572
or PHONE 312-689-7700
Cherry switches now
available locally from distributors.
CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP.,

3608 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60085
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FROM 20Hz TO

4,500 MHz
S-D has just the right counter for your
communications and low frequency needs.
Communications Counters
Systron-Donner offers you a choice of no less than four communications counters from 100 MHz to 4,500 MHz. Small and lightweight, all
of these counters feature the latest advances in high speed, precision
frequency measurement.
•Sensitivity: 10mV RMS (Models 6241A, 6242A, 6243A). Model 6244A:
10mV RMS to 500 MHz, —13 dBm above 500 MHz. •Overload protection: Withstands high input signal levels without damage. •Display:
8 LED digits, 0.1 Hz resolution. •Tone measurement (opt.): Example:
measure 1020.01 Hz automatically in 1 sec. •Meet the whole family:
100 MHz Model 6241A—$595; 512 MHz Model 6242A—$795; 1250 MHz
Model 6243A—$995; 45D0 MHz Model 6244A-52150.

Low frequency counters, 10 and 80 MHz
Not all low cost counters are alike! S-D's are different because they
can accurately measure most of the signals encountered in low frequency applications. Here's why:
•Three-position attenuator: x1, x10, x100. (avoids false counting)
•Offset control allows measurement of non-sinusoidal waveforms
•Four selectable gate times from 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz •25 mV RMS sensitivity •Advanced input circuitry to assure error-free measurements.
Model 62028 (10 MHz), $295. Model 620313 (80 MHz), $325. (U.S.
prices only).
For sales assistance, contact Scientific Devices or Systron-Donner at
10 Systron Drive, Concord, CA 94518. Phone (415) 676-5000.

SYSTRON
Circle #2 for Literature
Circle #3 for Demonstration
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The newest large-scale integrated circuit for
data communications brings order to establishing the necessary protocols. The datalink control chips promise huge reductions
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Cover by Robert Strimban.
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Computer makers must swap good boards
for bad in field service, because on-site
repair is not possible. More sophisticated
portable test equipment would be one
answer to this expensive problem.
One-chipper has prototyping version, 126

The 6500/ 1 is a one-chip microcomputer
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A microprocessor for fast, automated control and data manipulation in a softwareintensive design produces a highly accurate
digital voltmeter that makes many types of
measurements easily and converts them
into useful engineering units.
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Publisher's letter
There's

areal need for engineers to
learn about data communications—the field has its own buzz
words, and the standards are just
plain confusing to most, says Alan
Weissberger, senior staff engineer
for Signetics Corp., whose cover article attempts to close that gap (see
p. 104).
Weissberger points out that the
protocols in data communications
introduced some five years ago have
still not caught on among designers
because they are not well understood. In addition, the communications field, like all areas associated
with electronic technologies, has
been changing so fast that engineers
working on computers and terminals
have found it difficult to keep track.
The main reason the Signetics
senior staff engineer gives for writing this article on data-link controls
is awish to aid engineers in adjusting—as they will have to—to the
demands of multiple protocols despite the constant changes and the
complexity of the standards.
"Designers are up against acomplex problem in which even understanding the terms is difficult,"
Weissberger observes. "The importance of finding out what LSI datalink control chips can do to solve
these complex problems lies in the
ability of these new devices to
perform multiprotocol support." He
notes that the data-link control chips
discussed in the article and others
like them are more complicated even
than microprocessors.

one of the conclusions Pam Hamilton of the Boston bureau draws after
meeting and interviewing a number
of the people connected with these
unusual endeavors.
For one, Pam points out, the engineers have to work with occupational
therapists to design equipment
that can be used simply but efficiently by the disabled. This requirement
poses some interesting problems. For
example, a keyboard operated by
one hand has to be different from
standard keyboards.
"Crossover efficiency is the reason," Pam explains. "A person's
ability to punch keys with one hand
is best in the center of the board and
very poor at the edges, especially in
crossing over. So the keyboard built
for these situations has to have all
the most-used keys clustered in the
center."
Another unusual aspect of communicator designers' work is that
most have to study linguistics in
order to understand what they are
attempting to do. Surprisingly, that
is more important than learning
anatomy or medicine. At the same
time, the engineers also become part
of the education link with the handicapped. They have to appreciate the
extreme importance the communicators have in the lives of their users.
In one case, a small handicapped
boy using one of the communicators
was able to compose messages for
the first time in his life. "After
trying out the machine, he spent the
rest of the afternoon writing to his
friends and relatives," Pam reports.

The engineers involved in designing
and developing the nonverbal
communicators used by the severely
handicapped to form messages are
highly motivated and unique. That's
June 8. 1978
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CA. Newsmaker in Linear.
New AID makes low-cost
readout as easy as
Our new CA3162 Ato D
converter lowers the cost of
three-digit readout. So you can go
digital in more places. Or in new
places. Our new driver (CA3161)
and our circuit layout make it easy
as well as economical.
Super accurate A/D
Converter.
Our CA3162 uses dual
slope integration, which means
high noise rejection. Freedom
from long-term drift and changes
due to temperature. It has an ultra-stable on-chip bandgap reference. Onchip clock. And much more.
Companion driver IC.
The CA3161 BCD to 7-Segment Decoder from RCA has a25 mA
current per LED segment for brighter, larger displays.
Circuit board layout.
The whole circuit design is right there, ready for you to
drop in the actual components for acomplete 3-digit readout.
Send for our new brochure on the 3162 A to D system.
For more information, contact your local RCA Sold State distributor.
Or contact RCA Solid State headquarters in Somerville, N.J.; Sunbury-on
Thames, Middlesex, England; Quickborn 2085,W. Germany; Ste. Anne-deBellevue, Quebec, Canada; Sao Paulo, Brazil; Tokyo, Japan.

RCA Linear IC experience is working for you.

RCA
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Gas Sensing Semiconductor
Readers' comments

FIGARO
GAS
TOS

receive the appropriate emphasis.
Ervin J. Nalos
Boeing Co.
Seattle, Wash.

SENSOR

._quickly senses
\ even small
amount
of gas.

On the other hand ...
To the Editor: R. W. Johnson
[Readers' Comments, April 13, p. 6]
may indeed be labeled a heretic for
attacking solar-power satellites, but
he does have a blind spot: "safe"
nuclear power. Many prominent
Government and industry officials
have been advocating nuclear energy
with waste-disposal systems that
have earned a great deal of as-yet
ignored criticism. Only one more of
the many criticisms of such proposals is the life-span of anuclear power
plant before it must be decommissioned and left to rot as a piece of
radioactive waste, essentially forever. Mr. Johnson would be wiser to
suggest earth-based solar power.
Alan Falk
Califon, N. J.
Reproduced by permission
of Hewlett Packard GmbH, 13dbfingen,
Germany

HP Pulse Generator 8015A Power
Supply which meets the most
stringent requirements of CMOS
applications.
WIMA FKS 2capacitors are used to
suppress voltage transients and to
decouple the supply voltages at the
operational amplifiers.

WIMA Capacitors:
High Quality Components
for Electronic Equipment
WILH. WESTERMANN
Spezialvertrieb elektron. Bauelemente
P.O. Box 2345 •D-6800 Mannheim 1
Fed. Rep. of Germany
U.S. Sales Offices.
BOSL &ROUNDY •3333, Delray Drive
Ft. Wayne •Indiana 46805
(219) 483-3378
THE INTER-TECHNICAL GROUP INC.
North Dearman Street •P.O. Box 23
Irvington •New York 10533
(914) 591-8822
TAW ELECTRONICS CO.
4215 W. Burbank Blvd., Burbank
California 91505 •(213) 846-3911
8
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Memory at any cost
To the Editor: Your article about
charge-coupled devices and bubble
memories ["New arrivals in the bulk
storage inventory," April 13, p. 106]
mentions the possibility of ccces'
being used as main memory in digital computers. That would of course
require the use of high-speed cache
memories to front-end it—which
brings to mind an interesting idea:
whenever the central processing unit
requested aword from memory, the
memory unit would have to decide
whether it's "cache" or "charge."
Robert F. Gaebler
Rolla, Mo.
Correction
Credit for many of the programs
appearing in "Say it in a high-level
language with 64-K read-only memories" [April 13, P. 119] was inadvertently dropped from the the text. The
Lu Basic software is the work of
Michael D. Maples and Eugene R.
Fisher of Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in Livermore, Calif. Their articles
on the subject have appeared in the
IEEE Computer and in IEEE conference
proceedings.

Applications

N

\

1. \atural Cas -Li-a. Alarm
2. Propane Gas-Leak Alarm
3. Carbon Monoxide
Detector
4. Automatic Fan Control
5. Fire Alarm (Detecting
t

combustible gases
contained in smoke)
6. Alcohol Detector
(Detector for drunken
driver)
7. Air Pollution Monitor
!win, fer,

•,,,

FIGARO ENGINEERING INC.
*Head Office: 3-7-3
ovonaka.
City. Osaka. 560, JA,:\ TELEX: 052861 bb
FIGARO J CABLE: FIGARO TOYONAKA
TEL: (06) 849-2156

«Morel America: 3303 Harbor Boulevard. Suite
D-8, Costa Mesa. California 92626. U.S.A.
TELEX: 678396 CABLE: FIGARENGIN
COSTAMESA TEL- (714) 751-4103
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CABLE
TESTING
THE WAY IT
SHOULD BE
Quickly and inexpensively.
Tests 1to 50 conductors with
continuous readout. Locates shorts.
open, pair reversals, intermittent
connections, ground shorts and
shield shorts.
All for under $200. Call or write
us for information

CORECTOR 1000

f

LECTVONIC5

..

cost savers in electronics

11035 Harry Hines Blvd, Suite 212
Dallas, Texas 75229
(214) 350-6714 or 350-6829
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The Teledyne Zener Report

At 100 nanoamps...
Our knee makes
their knee look sick
If your logic circuit needs an
extremely constant reference voltage, but you want to draw as little
current as possible, our new low
voltage avalanche zener is your
only choice.
That's right. Your only choice.
Other zeners can give you astable
voltage at 50 microamps. Only we
can do it at 100 nanoamps.
Teledyne low voltage avalanche
zeners are available in a range of
voltages from 4.7V to 10V at your
tolerance requirement. Let us know
what you need, and we'll give you
exact specs. And the most pleasant
surprise of all may be the price.
For complete information and/or
evaluation samples, contact Jerry
Kramer at (415) 968-9241.

O'TELEDYNE SEMICONDUCTOR
1300 Terra Bella Avenue, Mountain View, California 94043 •(415) 968-9241
SALES OFFICES: DOMESTIC: Salem, N.H. (603) 893-9551; Stony Brook, N.Y. (516) 751-5640;
Des Plaines, IL (312) 299-6196

Los Angeles, CA (213) 826-6639: Mountain View, CA (415) 968-9241

INTERNATIONAL: Hounslow, Middlesex, England (44) 01-897-2503; Tiengen, West Germany 7741-5066;
Kowloon, Hong Kong 3-240122; Tokyo, Japan 03-403-8141
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be
sure
your
device
has
had
its
filter
shot...
-or
• be charged with someone
else's bill
• be gypped at the automatic
supermarket
• be put on the wrong plane
in have your blood pressure misread

• louse up your marriage with a
screwed up electronic tennis
match
Any of these things can happen as aresult of malfunction!

the Wodd Needs COE
EMI
Filters!
Mean

011rault
Systems

Seriously... CDE Has A Box Of
Answers. Write for details ...
CDE353

CE

CORNELLDUBILIER

CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC CORPORATION
SUBSIDIARY OF FEDERAL PACIFIC ELECTRIC COMPANY
150 Avenue L. Newark, New Jersey 07101
35 Mobile Drive, Toronto. Ontario, Canada M4A2P6
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News update
• Researchers at Bell Telephone
Laboratories in Murray Hill, N. J.,
cite improvements in the lightconversion efficiency of two types of
photovoltaic cells designed with materials other than silicon. The experimental cells, although not as efficient, seemingly are easier to produce and less expensive than conventional silicon solar cells [Electronics,
Aug. 4, 1977, p. 38].
One of the new cells has an efficiency of 14.4% and is made of a
layer of amorphous indium-tin-oxide
on a single crystal of indium phosphide. In 1975 Bell Labs first
reported on an indium-phosphide—cadmium-sulphide solar cell
having an efficiency of 12.5%.
The indium-tin oxide layer can be
polycrystalline or amorphous, notes
a Bell spokesman. This means the
atoms in the cell's two layers do not
have to be precisely aligned, he
continues, "permitting simpler, more
rapid preparation and opening up
the possibility of using awide variety
of less expensive materials."
The second solar cell now has an
efficiency of 12% and is produced by
immersing single-crystal gallium arsenide (pretreated with aruthenium
solution) in a solution of selenium
compounds. An untreated GaAs
semiconductor—liquid-junction cell,
with an efficiency of 8.8%, was
reported by Bell Labs ayear ago.

II
The U. S. Marine Corps has
established a new beachhead in its
efforts to obtain a new battlefield
telephone exchange system. That is
the significance of the award to
Harris Corp.'s Semiconductor Programs division in Melbourne, Fla., of
acontract for an undisclosed amount
to develop a family of large-scale
integrated circuits for use on the
unit-level circuit switch program
[Electronics, Nov. 25, 1976, p. 35].
Awarded by International Telephone and Telegraph Corp.'s Defense Communications Systems division in Nutley, N. J., prime contractor for the digital tactical telephoneswitching system, the contract calls
for Harris to develop five c-mos
circuit types.
Bruce LeBoss

That's ashort run at
Atlantic Casting!
SAMPLES: 2104 WEEKS
With the casting processes and methodology
used at Atlantic we can handle amultiplicity of
jobs ... 5-10 or 20 ... simultaneously.
It doesn't matter if they are complex or
simple ... tiny sizes or large ... Atlantic
produces them all with speed and accuracy.
Atlantic's innovative processes will give you
metal parts of virtually any shape or size that
simulate die cast type, plastic injection type, or
foam molded type parts. In addition our
production capabilities can support your product
lifetime requirements.
Try Atlantic ... write or call for our new
illustrated brochure.

Atlantic
Castin
Eight-Ten Bloomfield Ave.. Clifton. N.J. 07012
(201) 779-2450
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RCA takes the
high cost out of
low bloom.
nd now, low-bloom silicon tubes with
kghter blemish specs are our standard.
It's easy to make our standard your
Iandard. We've lowered the cost of
ow-bloom S-T tubes down to our
)revious "standard" prices—and
;topped making higher-bloom tubes
iltogether. So now, RCA tubes with
ow bloom cost less than competiive types with high bloom. And
we're subjecting tubes to more
;tringent blemish criteria than
wen
It took the leader to do it.
A move like this takes
alot of confidence. But RCA
nas the experience to back it
up. We developed not only anew

target that limits charge leakage
between diodes, but also the techniques to reproduce it faithfully
in high volume. In tubes for low,
very low, and extremely low
light levels.
Why tolerate bloom or pay a
big premium?
Now you don't have to do
either. The low bloom you want,
plus improved blemish specs,
are standard with RCA.
For more information, call
your RCA Sales Representative.
Or contact .Marketing Manager,
RCA Electro Optics, New Holland
Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17604. Phone
(717) 397-7661.

RCA
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CIRCUITS FOE
THAI

Save space, save time, save system
cost with intersil counting
and timing microcircuits.

SYSTEMS
COUNT!
For event timing, unit counting and frequency generation,
Intersil has aline of circuits second to none. You get solid state
reliability and size reduction, plus the time- and moneysaving benefits of just the right product for your job...
from Intersil.

VERSATILE LOW POWER
COUNTER.
7208 is a7-digit frequency, unit or period counter which
directly drives an LED display. For aunit counter, add a
display, 2resistors, acapacitor and control switches.

BATTERY OPERATED
CMOS COUNTER/TIMERS.
7215 industrial counter/timer has four functions (start-stop,
split, taylor and time-out) and times up to 59 minutes,
59.99 seconds.
7205 has split, taylor and reset functions for timing to 59
minutes, 59.99 seconds.
7045A times up to 23.99999 hours. All the above counters
directly drive an LED display.

EXTERNALLY SETTABLE
COUNTER/TIMER CIRCUITS.
8240 is one of afamily of programmable counter/timers
which generate long pulse widths with inexpensive RC components. Each circuit contains an oscillator and divider flip
flops. Pin connections on the 8240 select an output pulse width
from 1RC to 255 RC.
8250 can be used with thumbwheel switches to count from
1to 99.
8260 counts 1to 59 for timing seconds, minutes or hours.

7213 is aversatile oscillator, divider and waveshaping circuit
providing various outputs including 1-second and 1-minute
pulses.
7049A and 7050 are oscillator circuits which include a
divider chain, output one-shot and output buffer for 1.5 Volt
stepper motors.
7051A is aclock circuit for 12 Volt synchronous motor
applications.

CMOS CUSTOM CIRCUITS.
We can develop custom CMOS LSI circuits for your special
counting and timing applications. Consult your local sales
office listed below for information or, return the coupon
below.

INTERSIL SALES OFFICES:
CALIFORNIA: Sunnyvale (408) 744-0618, Carson (213)
532-3544 •COLORADO: Denver (303)750-7004
FLORIDA: Fort Lauderdale (305) 772-4122 •ILLINOIS:
Hinsdale (312) 986-5303 •MASSACHUSETTS: Lexington
(617) 861-6220 •MINNESOTA: Minneapolis (612) 925-1844
NEW JERSEY: Englewood Cliffs (201) 567-5585 •OHIO:
Dayton (513) 866-7328 •TEXAS: Dallas (214) 387-0539
CANADA: Brampton, Ontario (416) 457-1014

INTERSIL FRANCHISED
DISTRIBUTORS:
Advent/Indiana •Alliance Electronics •Arrow Electronics
CESCO •Century Electronics •Component Specialties
Components Plus •Diplomat/IPC •Diplomat/Southland
Elmar Electronics •Harvey/Binghamton •Intermark Electronics •Kierulff Electronics •LCOMP •Liberty Electronics
R.A.E. Ind. Elect. Ltd. •RESCO •Schweber Electronics
Sheridan •Zentronics

LOW COST PRECISION TIMERS.
555 generates time delays from microseconds to hours, with
the addition of only one resistor and acapacitor.
556 contains two 555s in asingle package.

CMOS QUARTZ CRYSTAL
FREQUENCY GENERATORS.
7207 Frequency Counter Timebase (.01 and .1 second count
window) or the 7207A Frequency Counter Timebase (.1 and
1second count window) provide all the gating, store and
reset signals necessary to expand the 7208 into afrequency
counter.

Analog Products — Low Power
10710 N. Tantau Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel: (408) 996-5000
TWX: 910-338-0171

Gentlemen:
Please send me your product literature on device #'s
Please send me your new Mark Twain Poster.

7209 is aversatile high frequency clock generator with a
divide-by-8 output stage for a5Volt system.
7038A is a:nicropower oscillator, frequency divider and
output driver for 3Volt synchronous motors. The 7038B
is designed for 1.5 Volt synchronous motors.
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People
Philips' Bok targets
total industrial systems

ZIP DIP II

SOCKET/RECEP
SERIES

ACLE

IMPROVED TEXTOOL SERIES
INCREASES VERSATILITY
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
The ZIP DIP II socket/receptacle series offers
all the advantages of TEXTOOL's original
zero insertion dual-in-line package models
plus increased socket versatility and reduced
receptacle pricing.
The ZIP DIP II socket features an enlarged entry for use with an even wider range
of devices and aflat top plate for easier entry
and extraction. Contacts are on even 100 mil
spacing (300-400-600 mil) for more convenient mounting on standard hardware.
A built-in "stop" insures that the ZIP
DIP II handle can't be easily over-stressed.
Top mounted assembly screws facilitate the
replacement of damaged or worn internal
parts. TEXTOOL has strengthened both
hardware and plastic for increased reliability
and screw mounting of the socket to the ZIP
DIP II receptacle makes possible a more
positive locking system.
The ZIP DIP II receptacle (left) has all the features of previous ZIP DIP
receptacles, yet at alower
price. It virtually eliminates
mechanical rejects, is a
disposable plug-in unit requiring no soldering and has atypical life of
25,000-50,000 insertions. The receptacle is
ideal for high volume hand testing and, since
replacement time is eliminated, atest station
can process literally millions of devices before it must be replaced.
Detailed information on these and
other products from TEXTOOL ...IC, MS!
and LSI sockets and carriers, power
semiconductor test sockets, and custom
versions
.is available from your
nearest TEX "
TOOL sales representative or
the factory direct.

PRODUCTS, INC.
1410 W. Pioneer Drive •Irving. Texas 75061
214/259-2676
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One thing is certain about Philips,
Europe's giant electronics manufacturer: when the company does something, it does it in abig way. Therefore, when the recently appointed
manager of the Scientific and Industrial Equipment division's Systems
Group in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, says his operations are going
to change course, the international
industrial electronics sector has good
reason to take note.
New emphasis. Alfred B. Bok, 38year-old head of Philips' industrial
control and automation programs,
intends to swing from reliance on
selling individual hardware to emphasis on marketing total processing
systems. "We can do this by integrating all our resources into one
package," Bok explains. "In this
respect, we feel we are stronger than
most of the competition because our
expertise is so diverse."
What this strategy means is that
the Philips group will de-emphasize
the black box approach it has used so
far. "Our studies have shown that
users are not so much interested in a
black box, say a monitor, data
logger, or display unit to handle just
part of acontrol job, but in atotalsystems approach," Bok says.
What is called for these days, he
adds, is analyzing acustomer's overall requirements and satisfying them
with acomplete system, be it alaboratory automation setup or aregionwide air-pollution monitoring network. Besides appealing to the usual
process-control industries such as
steel and cement producers worldwide, Bok expects to attract foodand beverage-processing customers.
Of course, the Dutch firm has sold
complete systems. "What was lacking in the past, however, was an
organized approach," he says. "We
took on jobs on the basis of opportunities as they came along."
Plus, minus. "Our strength is our
many resources; our weakness is that
we don't always make maximum use
of them," Bok concludes. Today he
has a staff of some 500, mainly in

New approach. Philips aims to concentrate
on entire process-control systems, says Bok.

sales and engineering, stationed in
several European countries, and it
appears the number will increase.
"We are now bent on becoming a
full-fledged profit center setting its
own policies and promoting Philips'
role as a major supplier of control
and automation systems with awide
range of applications," he says.

IR's Pelly links U. S.
and European technologies
"Applications activities in Europe
and the United States have tended to
be isolated in the past. Europe has
not always been fully aware of what
was going on in the U. S. and vice
versa," observes Brian Pelly, recently appointed director of applications
engineering worldwide for International Rectifier Corp.
But that situation is changing,
particularly as it involves IR'S breadand-butter power semiconductors —
and adjusting to the changes by
stimulating a cross fertilization of
knowledge is what Pelly's newly
created job is all about. The El
Segundo, Calif., firm manufactures
components both in the U. S. and at
facilities in England and Italy.
Generally, the products where the
two continents can help each other
most include transistors for switching power supplies, now further
advanced in the U. S., and highpower solid-state drives, where the
Europeans have a lot of experience.
"European applications engineers
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The right PROM Programmer
makes the lob simple.
Pro-Log's Series 90
means simple
PROM programming.
Microprocessor control reduces
operating steps and guides operators through the few steps
that remain. The Series 90
verifies PROMs as they're
being programmed and automatically weeds out bad or
marginal parts. Separate sockets for master PROM and copy
PROM protect your master
PROMs from accidental programming. Users never need
to calibrate aSeries 90.

Simple means flexible,
reliable and safe.
ASeries 90 is acomplete
yet versatile programmer. It
consists of asingle master
control unit, aplug-in PROM
personality module and options.
The master control unit handles
any of our personality modules.
There are modules for all major MOS and bipolar PROMs
and for some one-chip micro-

This comparison guide
makes selecting a
programmer simple.
We've got a`ree full-color
comparison guide to help you
evaluate the ieading PROM programmers side-by-side. Call or
write for your copy. Pro-Log
Corporation, 2411 Garden Road,
Monterey, CA 93940. Phone
(408) 372-4593.

processors. The personality
modules come in individual,
generic family, or gang versions. Options include CMOS
RAM buffer (to 4K bytes),
TTY, parallel interfaces paper
tape reader, U.L. listed erase
light, check-sum option, and
RS-232 (terminal or modem)
interface with Auto-baud.

warranty, PROM
personality modules
by aone-year warranty.

Master control units are backed
by atwo-year parts and labor

Pro-Log's programmers are
U.L. listed for your safety.

PRO-LOG
C U IA PO H A T I() N
Microprocessors ot your fingertips.
Electronics/June 8, 1978
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Now we've put
Teledyne technology
in this popular SSR package

If you have been designing around this solid state relay
package simply because of multi-source availability, this is important news. You don't have to settle for less than the best anymore.
Now you, too, can reap the benefits of Teledyne SSR technology.
For instance, the Teledyne 615 features a40 7C reduction in
component count. We don't need to spell out the cost and reliability
advantages that gives you.
No black magic. We do it by using ICs to replace asignificant
part of the discrete circuitry. We designed the ICs ourselves. We
build them ourselves. That gives us an exceptional degree of
quality control. And it gives you reliability and performance you
can really count on.
The Teledyne 615 Series is available in 10, 25 and 40 amp
versions. Contact us for full technical details or see your local
Teledyne distributor for off-the-shelf delivery.
C

Ált7" TELEDYNE RELAYS
3155 W. El Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif. 90250 • (213) 973-4545
Circle 17 on reader service card

Editorial
A savings program that needs saving
When the Productivity, Reliability, Availability
and Maintainability program, called PRAM,
was set up by the Air Force some two years
ago, it had abudget of $30 million, aprogram
office to keep track of projects, and astaff
of dedicated people. As defense programs
go, PRAM was pretty small, but it is paying
off to the tune of almost $80 million projected
over afive-year period. Its mission has been
to identify items in older, established weapons
systems that can be upgraded by new technology
to improve total reliability or maintainability
at asavings to the Air Force. About half the
projects PRAM has in the works involve some
electronics, mainly the avionics portions of
aircraft (see p. 86).
Now PRAM is in difficulty with the
military-budget planners in Congress. The
fiscal 1978 budget was slashed to $2 million,
and it's unlikely that funds will be restored
in the fiscal 1979 budget. At present the Air
Force is hoping to get PRAM funds increased
to $8 million for fiscal 1980 through 1984,
though the program would need $15 million
to be on asound footing and $20 million to
perform at full efficiency, according to an
Air Force official.
Considering the fact that PRAM has both
performed its mission and won supporters in
the Defense Department, it is natural to
wonder about the cutback. PRAM appears to
have been avictim of amisunderstanding of
its objectives by House Appropriations
Committee staffers. Indeed, the program has
come under the suspicion of being aboondoggle
designed to bail out faltering programs.
Since horror stories concerning Government
waste abound, the House Appropriations
Committee staff members have good reason
to be skeptical. But in this case the results
are known— the budgetary investment has
been returned in measurable savings. Therefore,
PRAM should not take the brunt of reductions
prompted by the abuses in other programs.
18

Instead of curtailment, this program should
be extended. Instead of the flap in Congress,
it should be adopted by the other services
(an idea that the Defense Department has
considered already).
For PRAM to maintain its lease on life, the
Defense Department will have to come up
with asatisfactory argument on two issues.
First, the House planners want to keep it in
the research and development section of the
budget while the Air Force wants the bulk
of it returned to operations and maintenance
because PRAM projects concentrate on updating
portions of aircraft and weapons systems
already in the Air Force hangars. The two
commands sharing responsibility for PRAM—the
Systems Command and the Logistics
Command— are concerned with reliability
and maintainability. There appears to be no
reason to put this program solely into R&D
budgets, particularly as the Air Force could
use all the research allotments it can get for
programs that are truly R&D.
Second, the congressional overseers are
concerned about accountability in the PRAM
program. They want projects budgeted as
line items, that is, defined ahead of time. But
the Air Force maintains that this requirement
would hamper flexibility. Line items, the
military argues, not only require congressional
approval to proceed but need additional
approval to change or even be dropped — a
time-consuming process for individual activities
that may only involve $25,000. A compromise
will have to be reached on this accountability
question, most likely by linking the budget
to projects or entire weapons systems — a
procedure the Air Force can live with.
PRAM has been tangled up unnecessarily
in abudgetary conflict between Congress
and DOD that goes well beyond this particular
program. It would be awaste to see it slip
through acrack during the maneuvering that
accompanies the huge military budgets.
Electronics/June 8, 1978
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product advances from Hewlett-Packard

Capture state, timing, and
glitch information
simultaneously
Now you can approach digital system
design and troubleshooting from atiming
or state point of view with HP's 1615A
Logic Analyzer. The analyzer can be used
as a24-bit state analyzer for real-time
monitoring of program execution, or as an
8-bit timing analyzer for locating problems on control lines or other asynchronous system elements. With its cross triggering and arming capability between timing and state modes, the 1615A allows you
to debug interaction problems between
asynchronous and synchronous system
elements.
Evaluation of system performance at
the time of aglitch, verification of I/O
stability prior to reading aport, monitoring of asynchronous handshake sequences
at specific problem points in aprogram,
and many other measurements are easily
accomplished with this analyzer.
Keyboard entries save you both development and debugging time. In addition, powerful triggering capabilities, six
clock qualifiers, and sophisticated delay
and occurrence capabilities assure that
the necessary timing and state information
is captured for analysis.
Glitches greater than 5ns are detected
and separated from data which allows
them to be used as part of atrigger specification. A trace specification can include
both pattern and/or glitch requirements on
any combination of lines—glitches can
even be captured during data transitions.
A menu input system reduces the
lumber and complexity of front panel con.rols while retaining the necessary mea3urement parameters.

INTERNATIONAL edition

JUNE, 1978

Simultaneous state, timing, and interactive measurements, plus glitch triggering make this logic
analyzer a powerful tool for both hardware and software designers. Simple keyboard entries to
pin-point areas of interest in system activity also save development and debugging time of
synchronous and asynchronous digital systems.

For complete details on this new logic analyzer, check C on the HP Reply Card.

IN THIS ISSUE
Introducing Series E calculators

• Signature analysis starts paying off

• New hi-rel GaAs FETs

HP's computing controller line newly expanded.
Now choose the right controller for your job

HP 9815%

HP 9825A

System 45
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Interface Cards

Whatever your interfacing needs may
be, chances are HP has acomputing controller that's right for you. With afull line
of controllers, interface cards, and new
user guides, HP offers you an easy-to-use
system that will save you time and money.
Make Your Instruments Smart at a
Price you Can Afford—HP's 97S,
9815A, 9875A
The new 97S is the inexpensive solution
to automating data acquisition operations
for low-cost, low-speed instrumentation.
It combines the HP-97A fully programmable, printing calculator with apowerful
BCD interface.
For applications dedicated solely to
data logging, HP offers an economical
solution with the new 9875A Tape Cartridge Unit. In addition to acting as a
peripheral mass storage device for data
exchange between the HP Series 9800
desktop computers, the 9875A is a
stand-alone data logger. With abuilt-in
microprocessor, it can log data on aDC100 tape cartridge without acontroller.
Where enhanced small system performance, varied interfacing capability, and
amoderate price are needed, HP's 9815A
computing controller can serve as adata
logger or controller for asmall instrumentation system. The 9815A's Auto-Start
"MEASUREMENT/COMPUTATION
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feature cuts operator instruction by automatically loading and executing aprogram when the power is switched on. The
controller also features a 16-character,
alphanumeric thermal printer, two optional I/O channels, and atape cartridge
for quick storage and retrieval of 12,000
12-digit numbers. HP's four optional interface cards enable the 9815A to interface to avariety of HP peripherals.
For Greater Speed and Power—HP's
9825A, System 45
Consider the powerful and versatile HP
9825A controller with vectored priority
interrupt for control of multi-device systems. You can increase data throughput
by programming software buffers between
the program and your instrument. For
real-time communication with high-speed
instruments, the 9825A has direct memory access (up to 400k transfers per second) and abuilt-in 250K byte tape cartridge. A memory load/record feature allows you to suspend processing anytime,
store the complete contents of memory on
tape, and continue later. A live keyboard
also permits you to do calculations, call
subroutines, list programs, etc., while the
program is running.
If you have high-performance computational needs, HP's System 45 could be the

answer. Similar to the 9825A in its di
acquisition and control features, Syste
45 also offers 15 levels of priority intern
and aCRT. Its dual processors allow I
and computation operations to be handle
simultaneously. On the CRT, you can pl
your data, create drawings, histogram:
pie charts, and contour plots and circl
diagrams. To make programming faste
and easier, System 45 has atypewrite
keyboard and enhanced BASIC languag

Five Interface Cards and User Guidi
To get your system up and running fas
plug in one of HP's standard interface
cards and attach the cable to your instrt
ment. Choose from five cards:
• HP-IB-implements IEEE standard
488-1975 • Bit-Parallel-general purpose interface • Bit-Serial-RS-232-C
communications interface • BCDinstrument/measurement interface and
• Real Time Clock
To help you put things like interruF
and direct memory access into perspective, HP recently published an
Guide, aconceptual explanation of
interfacing and HP-IB Programming
Hints for Selected Instruments
(9825A).
Obtain full details by checking D on
the HP Reply Card.

Troubleshoot data
elephone lines quickly
ind accurately with new
inalyzer

New OEM switching power
supply for computers and
peripherals

New from Hewlett-Packard comes the
771A/B Data Line Analyzer for making
-oubleshooting measurements on telehone lines used for carrying high speed
ata. Two versions are available—the
771A is compatible with CCITT stanards, the 3771B with Bell Publication
1009. Both measure two basic types of
arameters affecting data lines—steady
:ate and transient. The steady state
arameters measured are: level, phase jitn-, weighted noise, noise-with-tone, and
equency shift. The transients measured
re: 3-level impulse noise, phase hits,
un hits, and dropouts.
Because of the nature of the transients,
ley are normally measured over 15inute intervals and by measuring all of
tern simultaneously, the 3771A/B saves
msiderable operator time. Also, any
miparison of results is statistically valid.
Though usable as astand alone test
strument, the 3771A/B also functions as
trt of an automatic test system. The
7718 can be used with the HP 4943A/4A
•ansmission Impairment Measuring Set
rcomplete data line characterization
id testing. In addition, an option, availIle starting next August, will allow the
'71A/B to be controlled externally via
eHP-IB.
dain more information on other optional
;lures and multi-language instructions
checking E on the HP Reply Card.

wlett-Packard's new 3771A performs troubhooting measurements to CCITT standards
high speed data transmission lines. When
xi with the existing HP 3770B Telephone
eAnalyzer, shown in background, they proeacomplete, portable data line test system.
ASUREMENT COMPUTATION NEWS

If you're an OEM manufacturer of computers
and peripherals, consider this 550 waft
switching regulated power supply for your
products.

Designed for use in electronic data
processing equipment, HP's new 63312F
multiple-output, switching regulated DC
power supply provides three adjustable
output voltages of +4.75 to 5.25V, —12
to —15V, and +12 to +15V. An optional
fourth output can be specified by the
customer to drive a CRT terminal, a
motor, or control circuitry.
Featuring brownout protection, the
550W modular supply allows full output
power with input voltages ranging from 87
to 127V AC for a 120V input, or 174 to
250V AC for a240V input.
The unit's three main outputs are
regulated to 0.1% for full line and load
variations with ripple and noise of 0.05V
p-p at the main 5V output and 0.075V p-p
at the ±12 to ±15V outputs. To delay loss
of DC output voltage following AC input
interruptions, the supply maintains the
terminal voltage for minimum carryover of
20ms under full load.
Available with barrier block or edge
connector interface, the supply has
over-voltage crowbar circuits for each of
the three main outputs to help protect
sensitive loads. Other protective features
include output current limiting and
overtemperature shutdown. Easy access
to components also allows the 63312F to
be readily serviced.
Forfull details about this product, check F
on the HP Reply Card.

Two mobile reference
standards calibrate remote
measurement stations
A new measurement assurance concept
is emerging in metrology to supplement
the usual hierarchy of NBS, to company
primary lab, to secondary lab. Critical to
such aMeasurement Assurance Program
(MAP), is astable portable reference
which can carry areference parameter
right out to aproduction line, aflight line,
or acommunication tower.
HP now offers two such packages for
verifying microwave power meters and
frequency counters. The 435A-K05 Dual
Power Reference features two totally redundant high-stability oscillators, each of
which supplies 1mW, 50 MHz reference
power from a 50 a source to calibrate
thermistor, thermocouple, and crystal detector power sensors. Each output is
factory-set to 1mW, ±0.7%, traceable to
the NBS.
The 435A-K06 Frequency Power Reference verifies frequency counters and
power meters with a10 MHz, 0.5 V standard frequency source and aseparate
1mW, 50 MHz power reference (identical
to source of 435A-K05). The frequency
reference oscillator exhibits an aging
rate of <5 X 10 -1 °/day.

Complete specifications can be obtained by
checking item G on the HP Reply Card.
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Extremely fast, convenient time and frequency measurements
for a broad range of applications
The new 5391A Data Acquisition System makes over 50,000 frequency and
time measurements per second. Its 8K
byte memory stores up to 2,000 four-digit
measurements, all under convenient control of acomputing controller. The 5391A
also measures successive pulse widths or
periods with 2ns resolution, characterizes
signals with rapidly varying frequencies
up to 500 MHz, compares the varying
frequency of two input signals, or totalizes
agroup of serially occurring pulses. Its
many applications include:
Electronics -VCO testing, radar rang-

ing, data communications, measuring
pulse jitter and frequency stability, studying effects of high energy radiation upon
electronic devices.
Mechanical Engineering -studies of:
rotating machinery, turbine blade flexure,
timing in fuel injection systems, highspeed mechanisms.
Physics Research -studies of: time of
flight (including velocity and acceleration), nuclear fuel burning rates, and
shock waves.

4E0

HP's 5391A Data Acquisition System is capa
ble of over 50,000 measurements per second
in frequency, period, time interval, ratio, or to-

Check H on the HP Reply Card.

talize mode.

Signature analysis starts paying off in digital field service
Signature analysis is the new digital
troubleshooting technique for microprocessor based products. You trou bleshoot quickly and confidently—right
down to the component level in production
or the field. Over 200 companies have
designed signature analysis into their products so they can use the low-cost, portable HP 5004A Signature Analyzer for efficient field service. For example:
On-site service. A designer of controls for long-range pipe systems foresaw
the difficulties of aboard exchange program in remote locations. They designed
their product for signature analysis and
are forecasting lower downtime and reduced spares.
Signature analysis users report increased efficiency troubleshooting microprocessor-based
products—in the field and on the line.

Field office repair. A cash register
manufacturer with anew microprocessorbased product avoided retraining of a
large, mechanically-oriented field service

force by redesigning their product for signature analysis. Now existing dealer personnel service the product locally.
Service center savings. The board
turnaround point for aminicomputer company's board-exchange program had a
high rate of "no trouble found" for bad
returned boards. By retrofitting some
boards for signature analysis, they can
troubleshoot most of those boards.
Production line troubleshooting. A
maker of computerized games used the HF
5004A Signature Analyzer to cut troubleshooting time on the production line for
avery cost-sensitive product.
Check out the benefits ofsignature analysis
and HP's 5004A for your products and
send for a copy of A Designer's Guide to
Signature Analysis. Item Ion the HP
Reply Card.

Economical, high-accuracy automatic network analyzer
for RF/microwave measurements
You can make error-corrected vector
measurements of RF/microwave networks
rapidly and with results formatted in the
form you want with the HP 8409A semiautomatic network analyzer. This system
consists of programmable signal sources
covering 110 MHz to 18 GHz, network
analyzer with test sets, computing controller and digital plotter, plus the applications software to operate the system and
perform the error-corrected measurements. The Hewlett-Packard Interface
Bus is used to connect and control the
system elements.
ZA/KAM'FF‘ti:Nr COAIP1"1.1//0):
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The system's ease of operation and the
straightforward nature of the software
make the 8409A an outstanding system for
production applications requiring highaccuracy measurements.

The dramatic effects of error correction are
shown in this plot generated by HP's semiautomatic network analyzer system. It offers

Check Jon the HP Reply Card for more
information.

major advantages in speed, accuracy and
convenience, yet costs only 50% more than
manual network analyzer.
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gew, high-rel GaAs FET available off-the-shelf
Hewlett-Packard has developed a
:ost-effective standard test program for
aigh-reliability Gallium Arsenide FETs
hat enables us to provide these devices
df-the-shelf.This means that component
and reliability engineers can now easily
and more economically obtain stabilized
aAsFETs which meet rigid specificaions for applications requiring high reliaaility performance.
Products available under this program
are based on the recently introduced

standard HFET-1101 and HFET-1102
GaAs FET transistors.
A unique pricing policy distributes the
cost of lot acceptance testing over the devices purchased by the various customers
obtaining parts from each lot.

_owest guaranteed noise
'igure in new FET

New optoelectronic
catalog now available
from HP

The new HFET-1102 is apackaged
microwave GaAs FET with superior gain
characteristics and the lowest guaranteed
loise figure at 4GHz in the industry-1.7
113 maximum.
This low noise performance and auseful range from 1to 12 GHz, makes the
HFET-1102 excellent for use in critical
first stage microwave receiver/amplifier
applications in land and satellite communications, radar, avionics, and ECM.
In addition, the HFET-1102 has ahigh
minimum small-signal associated gain of
11.0 dB at 4 GHz and should minimize
iistortion even at the moderate power
levels at which the device can be operated. The HFET-1102 is packaged in the
hermetically sealed HPAC-100A (100
mils square).
Check L on the HP Reply Card for more
information.

This new rugged GaAs FET, with a 1.7 dB
guaranteed noise figure, is intended for first
stages of amplifier design.

r
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If you would like more information on the
preconditioning and screening programs,
designated TXVBF-110112, check Kon the
HP Reply Card.

Standard hi-rel programs will now give confidence to engineers considering the use of
GaAs FETs in applications with demanding
performance requirements.

New bipolar transistor
offers superior linearity
The linearity of HPs new HXTR-5102
microwave transistor at 4 GHz is unmatched by any other one-half watt bipolar transistor on the market and assures
the user of minimal distortion.
The new transistor has typical power
output figures at 1dB gain compression of
29 dBm at 2GHz and 27.5 dBm at 4GHz.
Typical associated gain is 11.5 dB at
2GHz and 7dB at 4GHz. Class Apoweradded efficiency is 37% at 2 GHz and
23% at 4GHz. Featuring superior power,
gain and efficiency up to 5GHz, this NPN
device is avery reliable, cost-effective
microwave transistor for applications requiring power and linearity.

The 1978 Optoelectronic Designer's
Catalog is here. Included in this 228-page
volume are complete, up-to-date, detailed
specifications on HP's entire optoelectronic product line.
This catalog is divided into five major
product sections: solid state lamps, solid
state displays, optocouplers, emitters,
and PIN photodiodes. Included is also a
new section on fiber optic technology.
Each section contains aselection guide,
product photographs, package dimensions, complete specifications, and performance graphs.
Order your free copy of the catalog by
checking M on the HP Reply Card.

For more information, check N on the
HP Reply Card.

Internal matching at input enables broad
bandwidth designs with this 34 -finger
ballasted transistor.

HP introduces anew line of calculators
that, logically, have no equal
With HP's new line of scientific, engineering, and business calculators—the
Series E—excellence becomes available
at amore affordable price. Like their predecessors, the Series E calculators have
the "feel" and reliability, born of quality
design and construction. And like their
predecessors, the Series E calculators
have no "equal". That is, they have HP's
user-heralded RPN logic for fast, efficient

I. 2 3 .4, S5 1, x 3

problem solving that has no equal, literally and figuratively. When you add to
those traditional HP qualities anumber of
new convenience features and alower
price, it all adds up to value.
The new conveniences include larger
LED displays for improved readability,
commas inserted between thousands, a
new level of accuracy, and abuilt-in diagnostic system that tells you 1) when you've

"
1 1-1
.5E 1.85 O.

C0000

performed an incorrect operation; 2)
it was incorrect; and 3) if the calcula
isn't working.
In addition, each calculator is acco
panied by acomplete, modular documg
tation system.

For acloser look, visit your nearest h
dealer, or send for detailed literature
checking A or B on the HP Reply Cal
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HP-31E. Scientific.

HP-32E. Advanced Scientific

HP-33E. Programmable Sci-

Trigonometric, exponential,

HP-37E. Business Manage-

HP-38E. Advanced Finan

with Statistics.

and math functions. Metric con-

ment.

and metric capabilities than

entific. 49 program fines of
fully merged key codes. Ediâng,

versions. Fixed and scientific

problem solving. Simultaneous

HP-31E, plus 15 user

Programmability. No po
ous programming experier

control, and full range condi-

display modes, 10-digit display,

memories, hyperbolics, com-

tional keys, plus 8 user

PV, PMT, and FV. Amortizalon
schedules, statistics with trend-

prehensive statistics. Engineer-

toi 980 cash flows in 20 gro

memories.

and 4separate user memories.

More math

ing, scientific, and fixed display
modes. Decimal degree conversions.

Europe-Central Mailing Dept. P.O. Box 529,
Amstelseen-1134. Netherlands.
Ph.1020) 47 20 21
hpan-Yokogassa-Hewlett-Paelcard Ltd., Ohashi
Bldg.. 59-1 Yoyogi 1-Chome
Shibuys-ku. Tokyo 151, Ph. 03-370-2281/92.
ID•ewhere «abide the U.S.A.-1507 Page Mill Rd.,
Palo Alto, California, 94304. U.S.A.

Features for intuitive

necessary. IRA and NPV fc

line forecasting, plus 5financial

2,000-year calendar, 5finer

and 7 user memories.

and 20 user memories, plu
to 99 program lines.
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DIRECT RESPONSE SYSTEM

Due to individual government and import regulations, the
prices of the products featured in this edition may vary from
one country to another.
For pricing

information, please contact the Hewlett-Packard

sales and service office nearest you. or write to any of the
regional offices listed on the preceding page
We look forward to serving you

For fast response. use the above reply cards Please note that
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choose two types of HP response.

Literature. (You will receive more information on a product.)

Please contact me (You will receive product information and a follow-up call from a Hewlett-Packard representative.
If both reply cards on this page have been used, contact
your nearest HP field office or one of the regional offices
listed on the preceding page Or. write directly to the
Hewlett-Packard Company. 1820 Embarcadero Road,
Palo Alto,

California. 94303, U.S.A.
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en you need
ED readout displays
or more than
readout displays...

Come to Dialight.For built-in circuitry for example. If
that's the type of convenience you're considering, then
Dialight's the first place to look ...because Dialight's
the first in value-added LED readout displays.
For many years now we've been offering not only
the latest technology, but also the latest in time and
labor-saving pre-engineered displays. These can be
ordered any way you wish: with or without on-board
decoder/driver, with or without code generator, in any

number of digits in an assembly, complete with bezel
for instant panel mounting.
We also offer high brightness, low cost design
flexibility with a choice of discrete and assembly displays with character heights, of .270", .300" and .600".
For your free copy of our new Readout Product
Selector Guide, call or
write to us at Dialight
today.
A North American Philips Company

DIALIGH

Dialight meets your needs.
Dialight, 203 Harrison Place, Brooklyn, KY. 11237 (212) 497-7600

Circle 27 on reader service card

"Proven reliability at half
the cost of metal types.
That's why we use AMP
Circular Plastic Connectors:'
You save all down the line with AMP CPCs
—from lower initial costs in materials
to lower applied costs as a result of
standardized Multimate contacts. Even the
housing design saves costs—by reducing
hardware and speeding coupling with
fast threads.
There are also the substantial savings
resulting from machine application of
contacts and volume production. Machines
can range from simple manual types up to
the high speed AMPOMATOR lead making
machine. The end result is lowest applied
cost and greater uniformity and reliability.
These lightweights are reliable in many
other ways. Housings are U.L. recognized
high grade thermoplastic that can withstand
virtually any commercial and industrial
environment. They meet military standards
for resistance to thermal and physical
shock, humidity and corrosion. They're
CSA certified, FAA accepted and recognized
for 250-volt service under the U.L.
component program.
AMP CPCs are also part of our longestablished program of full technical
support. It comes with every AMP product.
Because we believe professional engineers
are entitled to our help and backing.
Both before and after the sale.

They can be used practically anywhere.
Applications include everything from
automotive equipment and office machines
to general aviation and data processing
equipment.
A lot of people depend on AMP Circular
Plastic Connectors for their equipment and
we invite you to do the same.
For more information on CPCS, circle
the reader service number or call AMP
Customer Service at (717) 564-0100.
Or write AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, PA 17105.

AMP has abetter way
...The Multimate system

It means that the wide range of
Multimate Connector families
can accommodate a variety of
common contacts to handle
signal, power, coax, and even
fiber optics. And you save
on both inventory and tooling.
In addition to CPCS, some of
the other connector families
that are part of Multimate are:
Metrimate connectors ...Low
Cost Sealed connectors ...
"M" Series connectors ...and
several more.
For additional information
on these Multimate products,
just call Customer Service at
(717) 564-0100 or write
AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, PA 17105.
AMP and AMPOMATOR are trademarks of

IF»

AMP Incorporated.

INCORPORATED
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Production volumes are proving the learning curve again.
Mostek has been manufacturing
the MK 4116 16K RAM longer than
any other supplier. During the first
quarter of 1978 we delivered more
16K RAMs than we shipped in all
of 1977. Our goal for 1978 is to deliver more than 5 million. With this
increasing production momentum,
Mostek is quickly solving the
industry shortage of 16K RAMs.

2. Performance
Mostek's 4116 has always been
the industry standard 16K RAM.
Eleven companies have announced intentions to secondsource our design, but no one has
yet matched Mostek's performance
or features.

Access
Time

Cycle
Time

15Ons

32Ons

200ns

375ns

250ns

41Ons

There are several
new features in Mostek
16K RAMs. For flexibility
in system design, VBB
power supply now
operates over the range
of —4.5 volts to —5.7 volts
allowing —5V operation
with TTL, or-5.2V operation with ECL systems.
In addition, cycle time has
been reduced to 320ns for the
4116-2, improving system operating performance.

3. Reliability
our

Both the learning curve and
process are key fac-

polyllTM

Take advantage of Mostek's
industry standard performance
and reliability now. Call or write:
Mostek, 1215 West Crosby Road,
Carrollton, Texas 75006; Telephone
214/242-0444. In Europe, contact
Mostek GmbH, West Germany;
Telephone (49) (0711) 701045.

tors in Mostek's 16K RAM reliability record. Over 12 million circuits
have been built using the Poly-ITM
and Poly-II processes.
During this time,
Active
Standby
quality and reliability
Power (MAX) Power (MAX)
standards have
continued to lead
Circle 31 on reader service card
the industry.
Comprehensive
20mW
462mW
performance and
environmental testing
furtherensure reliability
in your system. Every
16K RAM we ship is
thoroughly tested to rigorous
screens and stresses.

MOSTEK®

Industry's smallest die, 22,000 square mils, now
processed exclusively on 4-inch wafers.

t 1978 Mostek Corporation

The
Indicator
With aMemory

Meetings
International Colloquium on Reliability and Maintainability, GIEL
(Groupement des Industries Electroniques, Paris) et al., Tour Olivier
de Serres, Paris, June 19-23.
International Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatibility, IEEE, Sheraton-Biltmore, Atlanta, June 20-22.
32nd Annual Convention of the
Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Association (Falls
Church, Va.), Sheraton-Park Hotel,
Washington, D. C., June 20-22.
Eighth Fault Tolerant Computing
Symposium, IEEE, Congress Hall,
Toulouse, France, June 21-23.
Device Research Conference, IEEE,
University of California, Santa Barbara, June 26-28.
Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements, IEEE, Conference Center, Ottawa, June 26-29.
Applied Magnetics Workshop on
Magnetic Recording, IEEE, Hilton,
Hotel, San Francisco, June 27-28.

SeThe
\ P35 panel mount memorizing indicator from
Ferranti-Packard.

The P35 features:
• Long life (100 million operations minimum)
• Excellent visibility (light reflecting disc)
• Choice of 5 fluorescent disc colors
• Enclosed housing
• Simple mounting

International Microwave Symposium, IEEE, Chateau Laurier Hotel,
Ottawa, June 27-29.
Fiber Optic Con West, Fiber Optic
Communication and Information
Society (Boston), San Jose Convention Center, Calif., July 19-20.

A 1 millisecond, 250 mA current pulse sets
or resets the disc, status is retained
indefinitely by remanent magnetism.
Uses include:
Transient recorders, Industrial process
displays, Contact status indicators, Field
equipment.

Actual Size

Discover how you can use the P35 indicator—Fill
out the reader service card or write direct today.
When clear displays count, specify:
FERRANTI
=_-

p

PACKARD
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Ferranti-Packard Limited
Electronics Division
6030 Ambler Drive
Mississauga, Ontario
Canada L4W 2P1
Telephone: (416) 624-3020
Telex: 06-961437

Circle 32 on reader service card
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Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, IEEE, Town and
Country Hotel, San Diego, Calif.,
Aug. 20-25.
International Optical Computing
Conference, IEEE, Imperial College,
London, Sept. 5-7.
CompCon 78-17th IEEE Computer
Society International Conference,
Capital Hilton Hotel, Washington,
D. C., Sept. 5-8.
Wescon/78 Show and Convention,
Electronic Conventions Inc. (El Segundo, Calif.), Los Angeles Convention Center, Sept. 12-14
Electronics/June 8, 1978

One dynamic reason
to bull
s4kstatÏc.
Delivery's fast
and that's good news,
but there are more
dynamic reasons to
buy the Mostek
4104 4K X 1static
ACCESS
CYCLE
TIME
TIME
RAM. For one, it offers
the industry's best
speed/power product.
MK4104-4/-34
25Ons
385ns
Using our own widelycopied Edge-Activated''
46Ons
MK4104-5/-35
300ns
design concept,
Mostek engineers
MK4104-6
350ns
535ns
developed the 4104
offering the best features of static and
dynamic RAMs. Power is extremely low— just 150mW
active and 28mW standby. It's directly compatible with
TTL. It operates on asingle + 5Volt power supply
with atolerance of ±10%. And you can get it in the
industry-standard 18-pin configuration.

The new 4104-3X
series offers the
capability of retaining
data in a reduced
power mode. When
BATTERY
Vcc is lowered to 3V,
ACTIVE
STANDBY
BACKUP POWER
POWER (MAO)
(.30 Sirius)
maximum power
POWER (MAX)
dissipation is only
10mW. This allows
complete data retention during battery
150mW
operation.
There's a lot of
dynamic reasons for
Mostek's 4104 static
RAM. To get the
complete story, call a Mostek distributor or sales
representative now. Or contact Mostek at 1215 W.
Crosby Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006; telephone
(214) 242-0444. In Europe, contact Mostek GmbH,
West Germa
lephone (0711) 701096.

1978 Mostek Corporation
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The one variable the world
can standardize on.
Our new Type M conductive plastic variable resistor is hard metric. A 10 mm
cube that's tiny, flexible and rugged. The MINI-METRIC is the smallest dual
pot available today. Manufactured in the United States, it's dimensioned
the way the rest of the world thinks. Allen-Bradley has what you need;
or, it can be ordered through our distributors. Ask for Publication 5239.

single or dual pot or
pot/switch combinations

(.394-inch) for all combinations.

conductive plastic resistance
elements, ±20% tolerance,
standard resistance values
conform to IEC.
case, bushing and shaft for
electrical isolation.

Quality in the best tradition.

C
A
-B

ALLEN-BRADLEY
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
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Electronics newsletter
TI to launch
raft of PL
military products

HP discontinues
its 2000 system

Intel's 64-K
CCD on hold

Burroughs signs
for amorphous
semiconductor EAROMs
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Texas Instruments Inc. is planning amajor assault on the military marketplace with abarrage of microcomputer boards, modules, and devices. All
are based on TI'S integrated-injection-logic technology and all are compati ble with their commercial counterparts so that end users can take
advantage of the existing commercial software and products base. Due by
the end of the third quarter is the TM 990/110, amilitarized equivalent of
the TM 990/100M microcomputer board.
TI'S family of militarized boards will be expanded in the first quarter of
next year with the TM 990/304, aMIL STD 1553A multiplexed data-bus
interface module, and the TM 990/1481, a high-speed-microcomputer
that uses the firm's 74S481 4-bit slices and has sine, multiplication,
division, and floating-point functions. A SEM 990 module, functionally
equivalent to the 990/110 but packaged in the Navy's standard electronic
module format, is expected to be available early next year.

One of the first minicomputer-based timesharing systems, the HP 2000
from Hewlett-Packard Co., will no longer be sold by the Cupertino, Calif.,
manufacturer. The reason: HP is beefing up the surrounding systems—the
HP 1000 and 3000. The 1000 line was only recently refurbished [Electronics, May 25, p. 193] and the 3000 is in its second generation; what's more,
HP'S DS 3000 distributed network, which hooks together the 1000s and
3000s, has all but squeezed out the 10-year-old 2000 system.

Although its eagerly awaited 64-K charge-coupled-device memory, the
2464, was discussed by Intel Corp. in apaper last month at Electro/78 in
Boston, samples of the part are still afew months away. Apparently beset
with some reliability problems, the 2464 is in transit with Intel's other
memory components to a new facility outside Portland, Ore. The shortloop device, organized as 256 loops of 256 bits each, promises to eliminate
many of the high-capacitance and power-consumption drawbacks associated with earlier CCD designs.
National Semiconductor Corp. will begin second-source production of
the device in two to three months, as soon as the masks arrive from Intel.
The part is a two-chip hybrid: the CCD array accompanied by a small
timing and interface chip that makes the 2464 compatible with transistortransistor logic.

Energy Conversion Devices Inc., the tiny Troy, Mich., company set up by
Stanford R. Ovshinsky to develop amorphous semiconductors, has won a
vote of confidence from giant Burroughs Corp. The two firms have agreed
to couple ECD'S amorphous-memory technology with Burroughs' improvements. Burroughs wants the resulting electrically alterable read-only
memories for its own computers, and the two firms are seeking to jointly
license the package to semiconductor makers to ensure a commercial
source for the unusual devices.
Under an earlier license, Burroughs mated the nonvolatile memory
cells—built on amorphous films sputtered onto single-crystal silicon
substrates— with on-chip current-mode-logic steering circuits to produce
bit-alterable parts with access times as fast as 15 ns. It has also pushed up
the technology's process, operating, and storage temperatures and cut its
write voltage to 12 v. The firm is now reportedly churning out 1,024-bit
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devices and has started masks for an 8-x version.
The agreement comes on the heels of a$7 million purchase order from
3M Co. for ECD'S MicrOvonic file, a desktop imaging unit using thin
amorphous films on Mylar. Unlike conventional photographic microfiche,
the film can handle add-ons and deletions.

Frequency reuse
by cable net
starts In fall

National 8331 joins
list of memories
for IBM 303X

Three terminals
based on LSI-11
shown by DEC

RCA unveils
small-plane
weather radar

36

The frequency-reuse concept will get its first workout by cable TV in
September when uA-Columbia Cablevision starts using the RCA Americom
satellite, Satcom I, with its vertical polarization. Frequency reuse allows
both horizontal and vertical polarization on a given channel, thus effectively doubling capacity. Earth stations that are equipped just for singlepolarization reception will need relatively simple modifications to pick up
the additional programming, according to Harold W. Rice, Americom's
vice president for video and audio services.

The ranks of manufacturers of IBM-compatible add-on memory manufacturers that offer units for the 303X computers are almost complete with
the introduction this week by National Semiconductor Corp. of its 8331
memory. Offering from 1to 8 megabytes of memory in asingle cabinet,
the unit will be priced in the $70,000-per-megabyte range and will be
marketed by National's recently formed end-user sales force. National
Follows Intel Corp.'s introduction last October, Cambridge Memories
Inc.'s April announcement, and the recent unveiling by Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corp. of a unit priced at 80% of IBM'S $110,000 per
megabyte. Still to be heard from is Intersil Inc.

Three intelligent terminals incorporating the company's LSI-11 microcomputer were shown for the first time this week at the National Computer Conference by Digital Equipment Corp.'s Components Group, Marlboro, Mass. The PDT 11 family is the first designed to be fully compatible with DEC'S PDP-11 minicomputers and can run programs developed
for the minis or their own stored programs. The PDT 11/110 uses the
family's new VT100 cathode-ray-tube terminal and LSI-11 without
magnetic storage. The PDT 11/130 has those same features plus two
magnetic-tape storage units, while the PDT 11/150 offers single or dual
floppy-disk storage and CRT or hard-copy printout.
All three can drive up to three additional "unintelligent" terminals, have
a minimum of 16,383 bytes of local storage expandable to 60,000, and
their prices include arun-time version of DEC'S RT-11 operating system.
Prices range from $3,900 ($2,890 in hundreds) for the 11/110 to $6,325
($4,322 in hundreds) for the 11/150.

The Avionics Systems unit of RCA Corp.'s Government Systems division in
Camden, N. J., is taking the wraps off what is believed to be the first
weather radar developed specifically for use in single-engine generalaviation aircraft. Called the WeatherScout I, the system is designed to
mount inside a wing and will be priced at about $5,500. Slightly more
expensive at around $6,200 is the WeatherScout II weather radar developed for light twin-engine general-aviation aircraft but usable on singleengine aircraft as well, if used with awing-mounted pod.
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$725:
2K bytes RAM.
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Introducing the Data General microNOVA
Board Computer, MB C/1. The smallest,
most functional 16-bit single board microcomputer you can buy. More power and
capability in less space than any other.
It's aful116-bit processing unit. And it has
multiply/divide, stack architecture, data
channel (DMA) and 16-level priority interrupt, 2K bytes static RAM, sockets for
up to 4K bytes of PROM. It also has async
interface, 32-line digital I/O, optional console debug software and self-test diagnostics. All in aspace of 7.5 x9.5 inches.
It's all supported by our MBC/M
real-time multi-tasking monitor and monitor emulator that lets you develop software under Data General's AOS, RDOS
and DOS operating systems for execution
on MB C/1.
To go along with all of this, there's
afull array of compatible interfaces, design
interface support, compatible software
and excellent program development tools.
If you want more board in less room,
reserve aData General MB C/1 microNOVA Board Computer. For more information, mail the coupon, call Data General
or your nearest full service industrial
distributor: Schweber or Wyle (Elmar/
Liberty). Or call your local dealer.
*Single unit price. Quantity discounts available.

Mail to: microNOVA PRODUCT INFORMATION
DATA GENERAL CORPORATION,
WESTBORO, MA 01581

irN 636

Name

Title

Company

Tel. No.

,„8-1

Address
City

State

Zip

Data General Corporation, Westboro, MA 01581, (617)366-8911. Data General (Canada) Ltd ,
Ontario. Data General Europe, 61 rue de Courcelles, Paris, France, 766.51.78. Data General
Australia, (03) 8941633. Data General Ltda, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 543-0138. Data General Middle
East, Athens, Greece, 952-0557. 0 Data General Corporation, 1978.
microNOVA is aregistered trademark of Data General Corporation.

16-bit microNOVA.
I

•Data General

We make computers that make sense.
Electronics/June 8, 1978
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Give your next
great design idea the quality
connedor it deserves.
For example:
Miniature Circular Connectors — high quality at commercial prices in polycarbonate, quick disconnect, high-contact-density
connectors that go just about
anywhere. From computers and
medical instrumentation where the
compactness and reliability are
essential —to marine and automotive use, especially where
ruggedness, corrosion resistance
and low cost are desired.
Relay Sockets —for just about
every crystal can relay made.
Viking sockets are used for
relays with Babcock, C.P.
Clare, Deutsch, Electronic
Specialty, Hi-G, Leach, StruthersDunn, Wabco and more. It's first
quality at competitive prices.
Printed Circuit Board
Connectors — one of the
broadest quality lines available. Contact centers range from 0.50 through
.156, from 6to 210 contacts, all contact
designs including low insertion force,
economical selective gold plating, and
miniatures, to name a few.

Special products for special applications.
We've been designing and manufacturing connectors for over 25 years. One
result is our broad, deep connector line — a line we can only begin to suggest here.
Another important result is our custom design and production capabilities with special experience in underwater, geophysical exploration and marine applications.
For full details, call our nearest representative.
/AI\
ea»
\III

Vvikin

CONNECTORSg
Viking Industries, Inc., 9324 Topanga Canyon Blvd., Chatsworth, Ca. 91311, U.S A. —Telephone: (213) 882-6275 —TWX 910-494-4912
New Zealand:

Switzerland:

Terminal Distributors Ltd.
23 Edinburgh Street
Auckland, New Zealand

Egli, Fischer & Co., Ltd.
Gotthardstrasse 6, Claridenhof
8022 Zurich, Switzerland

Spain:
Difitronic S.A.
Provenza, 214, 5°, r
Barcelona 11, Spain

Swedenitionvay/Finiand:
Gylling Teledata AB
Pepparvagan 27
S-123 05 Stockholm-Fersta,
Sweden
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West Germany:
Selectron GmbH
Pappenheimstrasse 7/111
8Munich 2, West Germany

Benelux:
Bodamer International BY
Havenstraat 8A
Zaandam, The Netherlands

Italy:

Israel:
Ira Curtis Ltd.
67 Brandeis Street
Tel-Aviv, Israel

Auriema Italia, SRL
Via Domenichino 19
20149 Milano, Italy

on reader service card

South »lea:
Tecnetics (Ply) Ltd.
P.O. Box 56412
Pinegowrie 2123
South Africa
Japan:
Daito Shoji Co., Ud.
1-6 Kojimachi
Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 102,

Jaw

United Kingdom:

Korea:

Viking Industries (U.K.) Ltd
Barton Industrial Estate
Faldo Road, Barton-le-Clay
Bedfordshire, England
MK 45-4RS

The Yeu-Da Ltd
CPA Box 332
Seoul, Korea

Denmark:
Lars Vallentin Elektronic ApS
Stenlose Center 30A
3660 Stenlose, Denmark
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Electronics review
Significant developments in technology and business

Two popular bipolar
technologies combine
in Philips' device
Low-power Schottky TTL
for high speed and I
2L
for packing density are
mated to double benefits
Consider a pair of bipolar technologies: low-power Schottky transistortransistor logic aiming at high speed
for medium-scale parts like the 7400
family, and integrated injection
logic, which merges transistors specifically for the high packing density
needed in large-scale integration.
What if the attributes of both could
be found in ahigh-speed, low-power
logic suitable for 1st? Apparently
they can —in ISL, a newly developed
technology that stands for integrated
Schottky logic [Electronics, May 25,
p. 42].
Developed by Jan Lohstroh and
colleagues at the Digital Circuitry
and Memory Group of Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken in Eindhoven, the
Netherlands, 1st. has already performed admirably in "kit" parts —
flip-flops, oscillators, and the like.
Such devices have exhibited gate
propagation delays of about 3.5
nanoseconds (half that of low-power
Schottky and aquarter that of 1
21.),
with each gate drawing only about
400 microamperes. An ISL D-type
flip-flop toggles comfortably at 60
megahertz, as compared with alimit
of about 33 mHz for a similar lowpower Schottky device.
Filling the gap. "What led to the
invention of Isl.," Lohstroh explains,
"was the compulsion to fill the gap
between Pt. and low-power Schottky." Though Pt. exhibits high packing density and low power consump-
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New logic. In ISL, the normal downward npn transistor inherently adds a vertical pnp device.
A pring parallels the vertical transistor with alateral pnp one.

tion, it cannot attain the speeds
desirable for many applications.
Low-power Schottky, on the other
hand, features good speed but consumes too much power and chip area
for Ls'.
Work on the new process started
about a year and a half ago,
Lohstroh says. "We went through a
thorough comparison of all the types
of logic circuits that can be made in
standard Schottky processes." After
extensive computer simulations, he
adds, "we concluded that Isl. would
be avery good solution."
The configuration of an ISL gate is
shown in the figure. Like 1
21_, ISL has
one input and multiple outputs. The
concept for it had been proposed by
C. L. Schuenemann and S. K. Wiedmann of IBM Corp.'s Boeblingen,

West Germany, research facility
back in 1973, in a process called
Schottky Di-istor Logic that looked
like Isl. without the pnp transistor
(Q2—Q3). The problem with di-istor
logic, however, was that the npn
transistor went heavily into saturation when it turned on, and because
of the saturation delay, the logic was
slow. ISL adds amerged pnp transistor to limit the saturation in the npn
device, thus greatly increasing speed.
Built in. The neat thing about ISL
is that the pnp transistor was virtually built in already. As shown in the
cross section, the npn transistor is in
a normal downward configuration
(1 21 has an inverted npn device).
This places a parasitic vertical pnp
transistor just where the saturationlimiting pnp device is needed. All
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that was required was to enhance
this element.
But for
to be aviable Ls1 technology, the parasitic pnp transistor
had to be enhanced without enlarging the npn device. This is done two
ways. First, a shorter buried layer
than usual for the npn device is
applied, giving the vertical pnp more
area. Second, ashallow pring overlapping the isolation diffusion is
added around the base of the npn
transistor to create alateral pnp that
actually parallels the vertical one,
Lohstroh explains.
Though the normal downwardmode npn device solves some of the
problems, it creates another. In that
mode, the current-injection source,
which would normally be apnp transistor, cannot be merged with the
npn device; since ¡SL, like _1 2L,
requires a current source, this pnp
transistor (or just aseries resistor in
some cases) must occupy its own
island. That is why ¡SL occupies an
area some 40% larger than 1
2(...
Among the products Lohstroh
envisions being made with ¡SL are
fast microprocessors, frequency-divider circuits, and gate arrays. ¡SL
can also be used in analog applications, he says, where it offers three to
five times better speed than 1
21...
Signetics Corp., owned by Philips,
has hurried into fabrication of ¡SL
devices. The first part from the
Sunnyvale, Calif. company is expected to be a 1,200-gate array,
though larger ones will become
possible as the process is refined.
Right now, Philips is working with
conservative 5-micrometer geometries in ISL. "Smaller dimensions and
washed emitters will improve speed,
density, and power consumption,"
Lohstroh says.

Solid state

Dynamic memories
racked by radiation
Having grappled with nonrecurring,
random errors due to system noise or
voltage marginality, the producers of
charge-coupled-device and dynamic
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The radiation is common
The alpha particles that produce soft errors in dynamic memories are emitted
by radioactive uranium and thorium, present at parts-per-million levels in
packaging materials. They are helium nucleii with a mass of approximately 4
atomic mass units (1 amu = the mass of a proton) and a charge of
3.2 x 10 - '
9 coulomb.
The energy of an alpha particle, lost as it collides with the molecules of the
substance through which it is traveling, is measured in electronvolts. One
electronvolt is the energy of an electron that has been accelerated by a
potential of 1 volt. Thus, the kinetic energy of a 5-megaelectronvolt alpha
particle is equivalent to that of an electron accelerated by a potential of 5
million volts. In silicon, as an alpha particle is slowed to a stop, its energy is
absorbed and produces electron-hole pairs at a rate of 1 pair for each 3.6
eV. A 5-MeV particle therefore produces up to 1.4 million such pairs
concentrated within a 25-micrometer length.

random-access memories are now
facing an enemy from within—alpha
particles that cause nondestructive
soft errors in these memories and are
emitted by the minuscule amount of
radioactive material found in chip
packages.
Engineers have been aware for
some time of alpha particle activity
inside packaging materials. But it
has become aproblem only in recent
years with the advent of shrunken
geometries and increased bit storage
capacity of recently introduced dynamic memories.
The upshot, as suggested by Timothy C. May and Murray H. Woods
of Intel Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.,
may well be that the trend toward
shrinking the storage cell for future
dynamic memories has hit a snag.
The basic design parameters—the
circuit densities, storage-cell sizes,
and critical charge—increase the
likelihood that soft errors will occur
in association with alpha-caused ionization, the engineers points out.
A soft error is one in which a
misread or miswritten bit can be
corrected by repeating the operation.
Soft errors, therefore, are both
detectable and correctable, unlike
hard errors, which are detectable but
not correctable except by hardware
replacement since hardware failures
are what causes them.
"It is coincidental that alpha
particles have ranges of penetration
in silicon that are comparable with
new device storage-cell widths and
diffusion lengths," states Woods,

Intel's reliability engineering group
leader. "That is the reason this effect
has only recently become evident in
reliability analysis projects."
The dynamic-memory vendors are
working hard to find solutions to the
problem, but in doing so they face
the increased costs incumbent upon
using larger die sizes with attendant
lower wafer yield, more complex
testing devices to accumulate soft
error statistics, and the like. They
are attacking the problem from
several different directions—for instance, by devising new packaging
material processes or applying protective coatings to the upper surface
of the chip, says Gene Miles, director of memory components marketing at National Semiconductor
Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif. Solving the
problem will no doubt affect the
prices of large-capacity dynamic
memories because of the increased
costs of production and testing, as
well as of developing more complex
packaging materials.
Problem source. CCD memories, as
reliability engineers know, have a
soft error mechanism, but the source
of the problem had eluded them.
Investigation pointed to radiation as
a possible cause, but at first the
culprit was thought to be cosmic
radiation. Finally, researchers identified the naturally occurring radiation from materials within the package as possibly to blame. It seemed
likely that alpha radiation could
cause problems in dynamic RAMS, as
well, and subsequent user feedback
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about soft error headaches with
sensitive 4,096-bit dynamic RAMS
began to appear.
The problem has been magnified
with the 16-K dynamic devices that
are now being applied. According to
Miles, there is increasing statistical
data tying the occurrence of soft
errors to die size and critical charge.
What's more, all the current 16-K
dynamic RAMS have observable soft
errors to varying extents. The implications for 64-K dynamic RAMS are
ominous unless the memory manufacturers learn to cope with the
alpha particles.
Ionization caused by a 5-megaelectronvolt alpha particle coursing
through a silicon die and coming to
rest after its energy is absorbed
produces approximately 1.4 million
electron-hole pairs (see "The radiation is common"). Key to the problem is that the newly liberated pairs
are concentrated within a 25-micrometer length (the typical penetration
depth of a 5-mev alpha particle in
silicon). In contrast, a beta particle
would easily penetrate to 10 mils in
silicon and leave a much smaller
concentration of electron-hole pairs
in its wake.
Critical charge. Whether these
concentrated electrons will cause a
soft error or not depends in part on
the proximity of the alpha particle's
path to a storage well, the angle at
which it travels relative to the chip
surface (90° being the worst case),
and, very significant, the number of
electrons that differentiate a logic 1
from logic 0. Called the critical
charge, this number is complexly
related to the integrated-circuit
layout, charge-collection efficiency,
and storage-cell size. The higher the
critical charge, the less likely are
alpha-caused soft errors.
Other contributing factors are
electrons generated thermally within
the die and less-than-complete transfer of charge to sense amplifier lines,
according to Intel's Woods and May.
Methods exist by which designers
can lessen the effects of these factors
and increase the critical charge, but
producers are still cautious about
them. In any case, "no one factor
can diminish the soft-error probabili-
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ty to more than a few orders of
magnitude," Miles points out. The
approach appears to be one of collective action on packaging material
processes, better design layout, absorbant surface coatings, and other
techniques now under investigation.
The system designer is not really
in too much of a bind. He has the
option of using the dynamic memories and designing in hardware
error-correction circuitry or using
static devices, which do not store
charge and are therefore immune to
these soft-error effects. It does,
increase the system cost. And in very
small systems, the soft errors may
not be very significant, so the designer may choose to ignore them.
LI

Radar

Radar gets really
long-range test
There is a tunneling, or ducting,
effect in the ionosphere that has
been known for many years. But now
the Air Force thinks it could lead to
a system for detecting ballistic
missile launchings at very long
ranges—even over intercontinental
distances.
Accordingly, the service is begin-

ning a series of experiments this
week to measure how efficiently
very-high-frequency signals can be
carried through these ducts and scattered earthward through portions of
the ionosphere that have been heated
and altered with rf energy.
If these and later efforts are
successful, they could lead to the
installation at radar sites of special
rf "heaters" for injecting signals into
an ionospheric duct. Then signals,
after traveling to a target and back
through the duct, would be ejected
from the heated region to the radar
receiver. The reach of such asystem
would far exceed that of today's
over-the-horizon radars, some of
which bounce signals off the ionosphere and back to earth at ranges of
3,000 kilometers.
Mirror. "We can get very longrange vhf using an artifically altered
ionosphere as a big mirror in the
sky," says Terence Elkins, deputy
chief of the propagation branch in
the Electromagnetic Sciences division of Rome Air Development
Center. The experiments will last
until October at four U. S. sites
using mostly existing installations,
and they should go a long way
toward determining just how good
that mirror is at injecting signals
into the ducts.
Elkin's branch, located at Hans-

IONOSPHERIC DUCTING CHANNEL

Ne

414L

RADIOFREQUENCY
HEATER

EXTENDED-RANGE
SURVEILLANCE
RADAR

Long -distance radar. The tunneling or ducting effect in the ionosphere could provide a
means of using long-range radar signals injected into the duct via rf "heaters."
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Radar ducting known in World War Il
Radar ducting is not a new discovery. During World War II, operators noticed
that occasionally their aircraft tracking radars would operate out to much
greater ranges than usual. No explanation of the phenomenon was possible
if the radar energy was assumed to be propagating in a straight line through
a uniform atmosphere.
It was soon discovered, however, that the radar energy was being guided
through waveguide-like ducts in the atmosphere. As radar waves decrease
in speed when they pass through high-humidity air, avarying height-humidity
profile is enough to create the ducts. Low moisture content in the air at the
earth's surface, when overlaid by high moisture at higher altitudes and low
humidity again at still higher altitudes, creates a high-velocity region above
and below a low-velocity region. Such a structure continuously focuses
energy back toward the center of the channel instead of letting it drift out of
the channel. "Over the horizon" transmission occurs, and the earth's curvature has little effect.

corn Air Force Base, Bedford, Mass.,
has awarded contracts totaling
$620,000 for the experiments to two
companies over two fiscal years. He
points out that it has been demonstrated only recently that aregion of
the ionosphere could be artificially
altered by rf heating and produce
irregularities that could be used to
inject signals into the ducts.
Cause. Elkins says the irregularities are caused by heat generated
when the heater frequency equals
the resonance frequency of the plasma in the ionosphere. This causes
instabilities in the plasma and strong
absorption of radio energy in avery
narrow height range. Not only could
this phenomenon be used to inject
the vhf radar signals into any duct
lying near the heated region, it could
also eject signals from the duct as
they return from atarget.
The heated region will be located
in the skies above Platteville, Colo.,
created by an rf heater source on the
ground there by the Department of
Commerce's Institute for Telecommunication Sciences in Boulder,
Colo. Vhf transmissions will be
beamed toward the heated region
from transmitters at Aya, N. Y., and
Lost Hills, Calif. The signals will be
scattered some 500 km to the south,
where a scatter receiving site has
been set up at Los Alamos, N. M.,
by ITS. Along with ITS, the other
major contractor for the first-phase
experiments is SRI International of
Palo Alto, Calif., which owns trans-
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be directed in exactly the opposite
direction from the heated region
above Platteville. The energy could
be carried in the ducts around the
globe and ejected to earth through
the heated region.
El

Fiber optics

Standards work
is heating up

As with all new technologies, the
need for industrywide standards in
fiber optics is rapidly becoming
apparent. And it appears they are on
the way for both the international
mitters and receiving arrays already and national markets.
in place at Lost Hills.
The first step toward international
The heated region will be 20 km standardization of commercial fiberhigh and about 100 km in diameter optic products will be taken in Florand will be suspended in the iono- ence, Italy, on June 26 with the pressphere between 150 and 250 km entation of nine proposed standards
above the earth. The heater consists to the newly organized International
of nine 200-kilowatt transmitters Electrotechnical Commission fiberthat feed alarge array of nine dipole optics subcommittee, SC46E.
antennas on the ground, sending a
"Numerous technical editorials
narrow beam to the ionosphere.
are emphasizing the need for early
The Lost Hills transmitter, about standardization of fiber optics," says
1,400 km westward, and the trans- Gustave Shapiro, the Electronic Inmitter at Aya, owned by the Air dustries Association international
Force and some 2,500 km to the standards administrator and internaeast, are sending swept-frequency, tional secretary of the new subcomfrequency-modulated continuous- mittee. "However, standards
wave signals in a range of 6 to 30 adopted before the technology mamegahertz. The transmitter in New tures can be premature. On the other
York can put out 10 kilowatts hand, if standards are delayed until
continuously. The Lost Hills site also the technology matures, industry
has a 10-kw transmitter for the becomes committed to so many
6-to-9-MHz range and a20-kw trans- diverse approaches that no agreemitter for the 9-to-26-MHz range.
ment is possible."
Receivers. There are two receive
In between. SC46E can be exsystems at Los Alamos. One is
pected to take a middle-of-the-road
linked to a Beverage antenna array approach. The initial emphasis will
of eight 300-foot-long elements and probably be on definitions and test
is aimed at the heated region. This methods, says Shapiro. The more
receiver system will produce plots, or difficult problems of standardizing
ionograms, of the ionospheric prop- hardware will follow.
erties during heating and transmis"Many nations will probably
sion from the transmitters. The other adopt the IEC fiber-optic standards
receiver system makes use of an end- as their national standards, since
fire loop array aimed east or west to there is an increasing tendency for
pick up any signals arriving not both the industrial and emerging
through the ducts but directly from nations to take such action," he says.
the transmitters.
The proposals are based on U. S.
In addition, the transmissions standards under development by
from New York and California will organizations like the Society of
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When you hop a
plane to troubleshoot
8080, 6800, 6502 or
Z-80 software, grab
our new

e

icro

»

... because all
iiP-based systems
need help.
E-H's new MBA-1, designed for field
service software debug, has agiant
memory that can trap 128 32-bit words at
clock rates to 5MHz.
But your field service guys had better hide
it from your engineering and QC people,
because the MBA-1 is flexible and
versatile enough for their purposes, too.
It's asimple diagnostic tool. Takes an
accurate snapshot of critical system
software information while the microprocessor is running in its regular socket.
You can step ahead 96 words or back up
32 from your trap condition. In RUN
mode, it will generate ascope trigger
every time it passes the trap condition
to let you study it more thoroughly.
Electronics/June 8, 1978

Unless people stop making programming mistakes, software will always
need fixina. Our MBA-1 is a12-lb underyour-seat solution to finding what needs
fixing. Probes are available for
808O, 6800, 6502 and Z-80 systems.
Ask us about the probe you need.
We're working on abunch more.
Write or call, or use the reader service
number fo :he data sheet. If you want
to order one, hell, call us collect.
E-H Internatonal, lic., 515 Eleventh
Street, Oakland, CA 94607.
Phone .(415) 834-3030
TWX: (910) 366-7258

Circle 106 on reader service card
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Automotive Engineers fiber-optics
task group and the EIA'S P6
committee on fiber optics.
Already available from the EIA is
a connector-terminology standard,
RS-440. The American National
Standards Institute has approved it
as anational standard.
Other proposals that either have
been or are being circulated to
industry include standards for a
cable-test procedure, fiber diameters, and material classes. In addition, projects are under way for standards on connector splices, light
sources and detectors.
Work on the ER fiber-optic standards began two years ago with
connectors, and industry user interest is producing expanded activities.
Groups formed over the past few
months now include:
• P6 committee on fiber optics
(chairman, Joe Neigh, AMP Inc.).
• P6.2 ad hoc group on terminology,
definitions and symbology (chair-

man, Tore Anderson, Solitron
Corp.).
• P6.3 working group on interconnecting devices (chairman, John
Makuch, Amphenol Inc.).
• P6.4 working group on test methods and instrumentation (chairman,
Jim Wittmann, Hughes Aircraft
Co.).
• P6.5 working group on optical
transducers (chairman, Franc Noel,
IBM Corp.).
• P6.6 working group on fibers and
materials (chairman, Roy Love,
Corning Glass Works).
• P6.7 working group on cable
(chairman, Ramesh Sheth, Belden
Wire and Cable Inc.).
However, there is still time to get
on board in the standards-setting
effort. "Participation in these groups
by manufacturers and users of
fiber-optic components is welcome,"
says EIA staff engineer Charles W.
Flint. The next group meeting is in
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 3-5, he notes. CI

Packaging

Chip carrier thrives on ceramic substrates,
lifts off epoxy-glass boards, GE says
Most packaging engineers agree that
the ceramic chip carrier is going to
be the large-scale integrated-circuit
package of the 1980s because of its
small size. But how should the
carriers be attached to printedcircuit boards?
That is not such an easy question
to answer, apparently, as major chipcarrier users keep coming up with
experimental test results that disagree. The latest to take aposition is
General Electric Co.'s Aerospace
Electronic Systems department in
Utica, N. Y., which says that at
present chip carriers cannot be
soldered directly to pc boards;
instead, they need protective ceramic
motherboards with lead frames. This
opinion goes contrary to what Martin Marietta Aerospace Co., Orlan-

do, Fla., says it recently found and is
now implementing—namely, that
the ceramic chip carriers do very
well attached directly to the circuit

boards [Electronics, April 27, p. 42].
At GE'S recent component engineering seminar held in Utica, Tom
Schoonmaker of the department's
advanced reliability test group reported the results of his company's
tests on thermal cycling of chip
carriers soldered both to ceramic
and to epoxy boards.
Test results. One test concerned
the integrity of the solder joint
between ceramic chip carriers and
ceramic substrates. Two substrates
carrying 24 chip carriers apiece were
fabricated, and each sample was
repeatedly cycled through arange of
— 65 °C to + 125 °C. One sample had
carriers lifting off the substrate after
60 cycles, but the cause was traced
to a defect in the substrate's thickfilm conductors rather than to failure of the carrier-to-substrate joint.
The other sample has survived 875
cycles and is still going strong.
A second test was run with a
group of eight similarly loaded
substrates, each of which was placed
in a modular assembly. The complete assemblies were put through a
temperature range of —55°C to
+100°C, with power applied to
resistors in the chip carriers for half
the cycle. The result: no failures in
any of the assemblies after atotal of
514 cycles.
Lastly, GE'S test engineers had the
carriers reflow-soldered to epoxyglass test boards. These units were

Future package? GE says ceramic chip
carrier, seen in exploded view, works with
ceramic substrates.
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Motorola presents
the Gap-Filler.
A55 Amp SCR
for 40% less.
That big hole between 35 A and 60 A SCRs that's long
been open because of a technology gap is now
filled-to overflowing-with Motorola's new 55 A SCR
giving you the opportunity to select the right device
for the job ... and save a few bucks besides.
The MCR63/65 family's a direct spinoff of our
tried-and-true, high-volume, hermetic pressfit
package that's literally filled millions of failure-free
hours of operation in everything from autos to
welders.
The technology's super, too. Large, center-fired
die geometry for uniform current distribution.
Glass-passivated junctions for long-term reliability.
Pressfit, isolated or non-isolated stud options for
design flexibility.
But the best part's price. Just $5.87 for a 200 V
unit in 1-99 quantities ... about 40% less than you
were forced to pay for a 63 A device that you may not
have wantec or represented design overkill.
Use it in industrial and consumer designs for power
supplies, battery chargers, temperature, motor, light
and welder controls.
Contact Motorola Semiconductors, Inc.,
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ or your authorized
distributor for this or any other from Motorola's broad
thyristor line.
Gap-Filler
SCR

VDRM
V
-1

MCR63
Pressflt
MCR64
Stud
MCR65
Isolated
Stud

-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9
-10

Trigger/
Price
Surge
Hold
At
mA

25
50
1006.33
200
300
550
400
500
600
70010.50
800

t(One cycle. 60 FW

10/15
(fYP)

1-99
MCR63 MCR64 MCR65
4.78
5.05
5.32
5.50
5.68
6.21
6.92
7.91
9.25
10.83

5.16
5.42
5.70
5.87
6.06
6.85
7.30
8.53
9.87
11.21

5.78
6.05
6.50
6.69
7.21
7.93
9.16
11.83

Fill a gap. Save a bundle.

MOTOROLA
Semiconductor Group
Electronics/June 8, 1978
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that diffracts light, Johansen explains.
When the crystal is coupled to two
pairs of drive coils that change the
magnetic field, the width of the
stripes can be altered to change the
diffraction angle and the entire
grating pattern can be rotated, thus
also rotating the diffracted laser
beam. Sperry Univac introduces bismuth and adds more iron to the
garnet so it differs from the thin-film
garnet used for bubble memories.
The extra materials serve to increase
both the diffraction angle and efficiency, the firm says.
No moving parts. Unlike beamsteering mirrors, the approach is free
from moving parts—an obvious advantage. And because there is no
Garnet setting. Multiple exposure shows
mechanical inertia to overcome, laslaser beam diffraction through agarnet cryser beams can be steered very fast:
tal in the laboratory test setup.
Sperry Univac has measured speeds
its internal funding to develop the up to 10 6°per second. "That agile
higher-quality crystals that will be beam capability translates into mulneeded to demonstrate alaser steer- titarget capability," Johansen points
ing device. It received some early out. "We think we can track up to 60
money from the Office of Naval targets simultaneously."
Further, because the magnetic
Research, interested in developing a
Fiber optics
laser scanning system to access grating will diffract light as much as
optical memory cells. Now it is 45°—as opposed to the 5° or so of
under contract to the Air Force acousto-optic deflectors now being
Avionics Laboratory, which sees the developed for solid-state beam steermagneto-optic approach as the only ing— its field of view is very wide,
one that can access points randomly improving the technique's resolution.
Sperry Univac thinks it can take and quickly within a wide field of Sperry Univac says it has a device
advantage of the magnetic charac- view. Gimbaled mirrors at present that will resolve 104 points, and it
teristics of certain garnet crystals to used to steer laser beams are rela- thinks it can get 10 8."We're now
limited by defects in the [garnet]
build a low-cost, solid-state device tively bulky and slow.
crystal,"
Johansen says, "so we're
"The
approach
is
reasonable
if
that can steer beams of light.
Univac can whip the [garnet] quality upgrading our crystal growth facility
Engineers at the firm's Defense
Systems division are now preparing problem, but its feasibility hasn't to clean-room status." Eliminating
been demonstrated," cautions Ken- crystal flaws will also improve the
to demonstrate their approach, adneth R. Hutchinson, technical man- grating's diffraction efficiency—the
mittedly still in the laboratory stage,
says Thomas R. Johansen, senior ager of the Air Force's Avionics amount of light diffracted—to 50%,
Lab's electro-optic techniques and up from the 10% that the company
electrical engineer in the Physical
has shown to date.
D
Sciences Laboratory at Sperry Uni- applications group.
Sperry Univac's hopes are pinned
vac's Eagan, Minn., facility. The
Distributors
team hopes to take the demo to a to a technology that rests on a
2-millimeter-square gallium-gadomissile test range this summer to
linium-garnet substrate. On that, it
show off the precise position and
grows an epitaxial film of a
velocity data that can be gathered by
bismuth-substituted rare-earth iron
a laser harnessed to the magnetogarnet that forms parallel magnetic
optic steering device.
Recent boost. The company came strips, each 0.5 to 2 micrometers
across the steering possibilities of wide. The component of magnetiza- Data General Corp. was the first
tion pointing parallel to the light major minicomputer maker to offer
garnet material in 1969 when it was
beam alternates from stripe to stripe, its microcomputer products through
developing thin films for memory
essentially forming a phase grating distributors when it announced last
cells. But it only recently beefed up

put through a —65°C-to- + 125°C
range. After only 30 to 40 cycles, a
significant amount of solder-joint
cracking developed. But Schoonmaker points out that since there is a
3:1 mismatch between the temperature coefficients of expansion of
alumina and epoxy-glass, these results are not surprising.
Pro-ceramic. At the present time,
the department's component and
reliability engineers see the chip
carrier compatible with ceramic substrates but not with pc boards. They
do not, however, see the problem of
attaching the carriers to circuit
boards as insoluble.
Despite its present incompatibility
with pc boards, the engineers still
believe the chip carrier will be the
1st package of the future. In fact, at
the same seminar Dale Cole, advanced component group leader at
GE/AESD, predicted that by 1985 the
chip carrier will be on apar with the
dual in-line package and that by
1990 it will be the standard.

Univac steers light
with garnet film

Hamilton/Avnet

takes on LSI-1 1
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The new era
in wafer inspection.
Introducing System 4000 Inspection Station.
It will automate your
inspection process, operate
stand-alone or in-line with
other System 4000 wafer
processing units, give you all
the data you need for wafer
lot control, and increase your
throughput dramatically.
Uniplane System 4000 Wafer
Inspection Station. So automatic
and easy to use that operators
seldom have to move their eyes
from the microcope. They stay
fresh, productivity increases, and
you get better inspection results.
Whether you use it as a standalone station or integrate it into
a Uniplane System 4000 wafer

processing line, it will help you
process more wafers, more
accurately, than you have ever
been able to do before.
Its smooth cassette-tocassette wafer handling system
is completely automatic from
Load to any of three outputs—
Accept, Rework, Reject. Wafer
damage is a thing of the past.
It has automatic sampling
with skip mode so you can
inspect every Ilth wafer without
waiting for the in-between wafers.
Automatic Reject which you can
program to various thresholds.
Automatic pre-align. Keyboard
and learn mode programming

in inches or metrics. Motorized
fine focus. Smooth stage travel
creating no discernible vibration.
And many more advanced
features to improve accuracy
and increase throughput.
There's more. Its combination
of keyboard, microprocessor, and
digital display lets you record
and summarize inspection data—
for example, up to 32 categories
of rework data—so you can have
complete lot control.
Get full details now from your
local Kasper office. Or write
Kasper Instruments, 749 North
Mary, Sunnyvale, CA 94086,
(408) 733-9800.

INSTRUMENTS
A Cutler-Hammer Company
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Featuring:
•Pleasant warbling sound
•Interfaces to telephone line
•Minimum of external components
•Low power consumption
•On-chip regulator
•Positive switch on
•MIN DIP 8-pin package
•LOW PRICE $1 25 at 10 Kqty.
Ideal for:
•BELL REPLACEMENT
•EXTENSION RINGER
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Rockwell unveils educational microcomputer
The Electronic Devices division of Rockwell International Corp. has introduced a powerful educational-type single-board microcomputer. Built
around the Anaheim, Calif., company's 6502 microprocessor, the AIM 65
(for advanced interface module) boasts a full typewriter keyboard, a 20character display, and a 20-column printer, all on board. Unlike others that
have only a keypad for programming in hexadecimal code, AIM 65 deals in
full alphanumerics, in both printer and display. Yet at $395, it is comparably
priced and even offers an optional interpreter, resident in read-only memory,
for programming in Basic.
Cutler-Hammer acquires Singer Instrumentation
The Singer Co.'s Instrumentation operation in Los Angeles has been
acquired by Cutler-Hammer Inc. of Milwaukee for an undisclosed amount of
cash. The acquired company, a manufacturer of radio-frequency-interference—measuring equipment and mobile-communications test instruments,
had sales last year of approximately $9.5 million. It will continue to be
operated from its present location and with its present staff as part of the
Ailtech division of Cutler-Hammer's Instruments and Systems group.

r
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DEC reorganizes to consolidate responsibilities
In a move to achieve better coordination during its growth toward multibillion-dollar sales, Digital Equipment Corp., the Maynard, Mass., minicomputer giant, has reorganized itself into three major product groups. Three
senior managers have consequently been given new corporate responsibilities as well. Winston R. Hindle, formerly vice president and group manager
with six business areas reporting to him in the old multiple-product-line
structure, becomes vice president for operations on July 1. At the same time,
Andrew C. Knowles becomes vice president for marketing and William H.
Long will be vice president for corporate planning. They were managers of
the components group and the OEM group, respectively. Also, all former
product lines are being consolidated under the three major groups: computer, commercial products, and technical products. Total sales for the company in 1977 were just over $1 billion, making DEC the first minicomputer
manufacturer to reach that dollar mark.

18 AIRPORT BLVD
BROMONT. QUEBEC, CANADA
JOE 1L0
(514) 534-2321
TLX 05-267474

MITEL
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New head named at Perkin-Elmer Data Systems
William W. Chorske has been appointed a senior vice president of PerkinElmer Corp. and general manager of the firm's Data Systems group in Tinton
Falls, N. J. Formerly vice president and deputy general manager of P-E's
Instrument group, Chorske succeeds Daniel Sinnott, who has resigned.
Sinnott was a founder of Interdata Corp., the minicomputer manufacturer
acquired by Perkin-Elmer in 1974.
AMI agrees to buy Millennium Systems
Semiconductor manufacturer American Microsystems Inc. of Santa Clara,
Calif., has agreed in principle to acquire Millennium Systems Inc. in nearby
Cupertino, a producer of microprocessor development systems. The privately held firm, which had sales last year in excess of $5 million, will become a
wholly owned AMI subsidiary if its proposed purchase for approximately
500,000 shares of AMI common stock, valued at nearly $10 million, goes
through. Subject to the approval of both boards of directors and Millennium's shareholders, the transaction is expected to be completed by midJuly, according to an AMI spokesman.

fall that Schweber Electronics Corp.

last

was stocking its microNova line. But
it appears Digital Equipment Corp.

Electronics that the Culver City,
Calif.-based distributor will have

may have pulled off an even bigger
distributor coup when it announced

DEC's LSI-1 1 microcomputer line
stocked at all 36 of its locations
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Electronics review
starting within the month on July 3.
The nonexclusive agreement links
the largest electronics distributor in
the U. S. and Canada with the
world's largest minicomputer manufacturer. It also marks the first time
DEC has resorted to distributor channels for any product in the company's history. Andrew Knowles, who
was named DEC's corporate vice
president for marketing recently (see
related story, p. 50), estimates that
30% to 50% of the Maynard, Mass.,
company's LSI-11 sales could be
through Hamilton/Avnet in the next
few years. He adds that DEC is not
looking to sign up any other distributors in the United States or Canada
in the foreseeable future.
DEC is putting the microcomputer
line, principally the second-generation LSI-11/2 [Electronics, Nov. 24,
1977, p. 50], in the hands of Hamilton/Avnet's sales force of 600. Tony
Hamilton, president of Hamilton/Avnet, believes the strong sales
to date of the original LSI-11 —more
than 16,000 since it was introduced
in 1975—will help his organization
sell even more of the newer, smaller
four- and five-board systems.
Hamilton adds that his company,
which will easily top last year's sales
of $286 million in its fiscal year
ending June 30, sought the LSI-11
line because "it's the tops in microcomputer technical capacity." For
his part, Knowles says DEC listened
carefully to Hamilton/Avnet's proposal some 15 months ago, "because
they're the largest and best-managed
operation we could go with from a
marketing standpoint."
Lots of customers. He points out
that DEC'S Components group has
only 35 to 40 persons concentrating
on selling the LSI-11 boards, "along
with some other corporate people, so
this arrangement will allow us to
reach a lot of customers we can't
reach now." Hamilton says his organization has more than 90,000
customers. The development system
version of the machine, the PDP11/V03, will be available as a software development tool to the original-equipment manufacturers who
are the distributor's main customers,
Hamilton adds.

Data General followed the Schweber signing [Electronics, Sept. 29,
1977, p. 50] by adding the Wyle
Distribution Group for the microNova last December. Schweber has
16 U. S. locations, and two of Wyle's'
six locations now stock the microNova. The Westboro, Mass., company's microcomputer system on a
single board, the MCB/1 [Electronics, May 25, 1978, p. 187], will also
be offered through these distributors
soon.

The Hughes
family of industrial
electronic products
...from Carlsbad,
California
e
•• •e•u,

IMAGE AND DISPLAY PRODUCTS
Direct view storage tubes, cathode ray
tubes, scan converter tubes,.analog and
digital image memories, Probeyee
infrared viewers, liquid crystal displays,
silicon materials and devices, custom
components.

Production

Molecular beam
makes epitaxy bid
As a means of growing epitaxial
layers on wafers, both vapor and
liquid-phase methods may soon be
outclassed by a molecular-beam approach. Under development at Mitsubishi Electric Corp. in Japan, the
process has already yielded a lownoise, gallium-arsenide, metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor that
operates at 8 gigahertz. Different
sizes of this MES FET are replacing
silicon devices and Impatt and Gunn
diodes in applications in small-signal
amplification, frequency generation,
and power amplification.
So far, these wafers have achieved
a gain of 8.4 decibels at optimum
bias and a noise figure of 2.5 dB, or
only 0.3 dB poorer than the figure
for devices made from vapor-phase
epitaxy wafers. But Mitsubishi engineers are confident that molecularbeam epitaxial growth will soon
come up with higher-performance
chips, promising as it does devices
with high carrier mobility, sharp
epitaxial layer-to-substrate interfaces, and layers grown to the
desired thinness.
Molecular-beam epitaxy is atechnique very similar to vacuum deposition of metals. Like deposition, it is
carried out in a high vacuum.
Sources of gallium, arsenic, and
dopant are heated to send vapor
beams to the substrate. The substrate is also heated to an àppropriate temperature to enhance the

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
Microcircuit welders, bonders, and soldering systems; computer controlled wire
and die bonders; custom assembly
equipment.

FACT SYSTEMS
FACTePC, Flexible Automatic Circuit
Tester-Proces
sor Controlled, for high
speed continuity and leakage testing
of complex wire assemblies and bare
multilayer printed circuit boards.

"et
INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
Computerized pattern graphic systems
for automated grading and placing of
pattern parts. Lasercutting systems for
automated cutting of fabric, paper,
leather, metal, and various composites.

LASER PRODUCTS
Helium-neon laser plasma tubes, power
supplies, optics and subsystems for
industrial, OEM, and laboratory applications. Also CO2 and custom gas lasers.
For information, write Hughes Industrial
Products Division, 6155 El Camino Real,
Carlsbad, CA 92008 (714) 438-9191

!HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

Industrial Products Division
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Why you should use
switching regulatQrs.
And why you should use ours.
Why switching regulators?
To save power. To reduce part count.
To improve efficiency. To increase
design flexibility.
A switching regulator can be
used for step-up, step-down or
inverting switching regulators

It also happens to be made by the
world's leading manufacturer of
regulators.
FAIRCHILD
pA78S40 SWITCHING REGULATOR
Input Voltage Range

2.5 to 40 V

Power Switching Current

1.5 A Max

Supply Current

2.5 mA Max

Typical Efficiency

75%

Adjustable Output Voltage

1.3 to 40 V

Switching Saturation

.7V@ lA

Reference Voltage

1.2 V

100-Piece Price

$2.10

Which applications benefit
the most?
as well as series pass or DC-DC
conversion. It is especially efficient
in battery operated systems which
require low input voltage and
low supply current.

Why Fairchild's switching
regulator?
Our new liA78S40 is simply the
very best switching regulator on the
market.
It has the widest input voltage
range (2.5 to 40 V).
It has the highest output current
capability (1.5 A switching current).
It has extremely low supply
current (2.5 mA max).
It's the only one with an independent on-chip op amp.
It has the kind of prices that
make switching to switching regulators asmart move.
Electronics/June 8, 1978

We'd like to send you an application note that demonstrates the
incredible versatility of switching
regulators. Specifically the fiA78S40.
Please contact the Fairchild office
or representative near you. Or use
the direct line listed below
France: Fairchild Camera 8. Instrument SA.. 121 Ave. dRole,
750013-Porrs. Tel 00331 584 55 66. Telex: 0042 200614.
Italy: Fairchild Semiconduttori S.P.A.. Via Rosellini, 12.20124
Milano. Tel:02 6887451. Telex: 36522. Germany: Fairchild
Camera 8Instrument (Deutschland) GmbH. 8046 Garching
Hockbruck. Do,rnlerstr 15 Munchen. Tel:089 320031.
Telex 52 4831 loir d. England: Fairchild Ca rnera 8 Instrument
(UK) Ltd., 230 High St., Potters Bar, Hertfordshire EN6 5BU.
Tel: 0707 51111. Telex 0051 262835. Sweden: Fa rch Id
Semiconductor AB, Svartengsgotan 6, S-11620 Stockholm.
Tel: 8-449255. Telex: 17759.
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the search.
Bussrnann's new Small Dimension
Fuse Catalog makes it easier to select
And protect
The Bussmann
Small Dimension Fuse
Catalog puts aworld of
component and circuit
protection at your
fingertips.
This new edition is
the most complete listing
of small dimension fuses,

indicating devices, and
accessories in the industry. And it makes selecting the right type of
protection easier than
ever.
Everything's conveniently indexed by
electrical characteristics.

A selection of time
current characteristic
curves tells you how the
products you choose will
perform.
There's even an
index of literature on
Buss products and various
fusing techniques.
Everything you
need to take the guesswork out of circuit and
component protection is
in our new Small Dimension Fuse Catalog. So
call off the search. Just
call your Bussmann
representative today
and ask for Form SFB.

1111cGRAW{DISON
Bussmann.
The Protection
Experts.

Bussmann Manufacturing Division
McGraw-Edison Company
P.O. Box 14460
St. Louis, Missouri 63178
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Washington newsletter
NATO to Jump
EW, ASW outlays
In 5-year plan

10 electronics
experiments picked
for space processing

Photovoltalcs gets
65% budget boost
from House unit

MCI hits AT&T
tariff filing
for Execunet

Electronics/June 8, 1978

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization will sharply increase outlays for
electronic warfare — particularly tactical-communications jamming and air
defense systems—and antisubmarine warfare during the next five years,
said NATO officials at the organization's summit meeting just concluded in
Washington. "That seems to be our only effective response to countering
[Soviet] force numbers we cannot begin to match," one explains, citing
U. S. Defense Department figures. The new, unreleased status-of-forces
estimate lists respective strengths at 67 NATO divisions vs 86 for the
Warsaw Pact, not including 91 Soviet divisions in western Russia and
another 50 on the Chinese, Afghanistan, and Iranian borders. Warsaw
Pact forces in Europe also have a 4-to-1 advantage over NATO'S 11,000
tanks and 3,000 combat aircraft. NATO submarines number 238, including
122 nuclear-powered boats and 45 carrying 720 ballistic missiles.

The high promise of perfecting materials processing for semiconductors,
battery electrolytes, and electro-optics in the weightless environment of the
space shuttle and Spacelab has led the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration to select electronics applications for 10 of its first 17
experiments to be flown aboard the two spacecraft. NASA'S Marshall
Space Flight Center has named 17 scientists as principal investigators
under its initial $12 million, five-year program. Three electronics materials
experiments will be among the first five flown next year aboard an early
orbital test of the space shuttle to get preliminary data and see if
refinements in the experiments are needed before being flown again.

The House subcommittee on advanced energy technology has approved a
$125 million Department of Energy spending program for photovoltaics in
fiscal 1979 despite the department's refusal to support the 65% increase in
the White House budget request [Electronics, Feb. 2, p. 76]. Although a
precise breakdown of proposed outlays must still be written into the
pending appropriations bill, both committee and energy sources say
approximately $80 million will go for research and development with
another $45 million to be used for equipment in demonstration, test, and
applications programs. Like most committee budget recommendations, the
bill is expected to be approved by the full House, although a separate
long-term plan by subcommittee chairman Mike McCormack (D., Wash.)
to establish a$1.5 billion photovoltaic development program over the next
decade [Electronics, April 27, p. 59] faces stronger opposition on the floor.

MCI Telecommunications Corp. is charging American Telephone & Telegraph Co. with "filing lies," "double billing," and "a serious violation of
antitrust laws" in AT&T'S proposed tariff filed with the Federal Communications Commission to cover local switching rates for ma's extension of
its intercity Execunet service in 16 cities. The filing came after aSupreme
Court refusal last month of an AT&T petition for review of a ruling
ordering it to provide MCI with local loops. Execunet permits users to dial a
local number, give abilling code, and then be connected by microwave to
another city and dial alocal exchange number there.
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Washington commentary
The price of making NATO pay
When Congress gets the military budget for
fiscal 1980 that President Carter will submit in
January, defense officials expect its emphasis on
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization will be
new and different from the one in the fiscal
1979 spending program now close to being
wrapped up on Capitol Hill. "Other NATO
members are going to have to pick up a larger
share of systems costs if the alliance is going to
continue its buildup," says one defense budget
specialist. "There is no other way that Ican see
now because we won't have the money," he
explains, citing new White House budget guidelines now being distributed to Federal agencies
by the Office of Management and Budget. The
guidelines call for limiting Government outlays
as ameans of curbing inflation as well as reducing the Federal deficit —two Carter promises no
closer to fulfillment now than when they were
first made two years ago.
For U. S. defense electronics suppliers, there
is allegedly more good news than bad in the
prediction that NATO allies will demand an
increasing share of the contractual pie if they
are expected to cough up more for their own
defense. "Europe can't match American military electronics, so the business its contractors get
will be concentrated in relatively static technologies like transportation systems. State-of-theart electronics will be either made by or licensed
from U. S. companies," the official says. "If
there is any lost business at all —and Idoubt
it—it probably will come in discrete passive
components used for replacement parts."
Retrofits aplus?
More than that, budget analysts believe electronics contractors will benefit further from
NATO'S efforts to achieve systems commonality
and standardization of parts. "A lot of the
[weapons] platforms will vary, like planes and
tanks, and may never achieve uniformity," the
official notes. "But standard communications
and tactical things like missiles mounted on
these platforms are really the only things that
matter. They will come much more quickly
through retrofits on old platforms." That, e
should benefit electronics suppliers, particulely
in the area of countermeasures and telecommunications, he argues.
As work on the fiscal 1980 budget proceeds,
these and other nostrums are being put forth by
Pentagon planners to salve industry concerns
about the prospects of reducing military outlays
in fiscal 1980 and spending more of the available monies in Europe. However, congressional

staffers and contractor representatives in Washington are waiting for more specifics to emerge
as budget planning gains momentum during the
Capital's hot and humid summer after Congress
has adjourned.
Lowering the ceiling
The new OMB guidelines placing a $122
billion ceiling on fiscal 1980 outlays are what
trouble military planners most, including the
proposed limit of $36.5 billion on procurement.
The figure is well under the $126 billion spending level with its $38 billion procurement
account forecast for fiscal 1980 by Defense
Secretary Harold Brown before Congress just
four months ago [Electronics, Feb. 2, p. 73].
Congress may raise that spending program
when the time comes, as it has just done in the
House by authorizing another $2.5 billion for
the fiscal 1979 procurement account that Carter
had not sought, raising the total to $38 billion.
"But we can't count on Congress to give us more
money," notes DOD's planner, "We work for the
White House and take our orders from there."
Military-budget watchers in industry believe
at this point that Carter's proposed ceiling and
its option to put more contract money into
Europe faces trouble in Congress and with military leaders as well. "We can talk about cooperative efforts," says one, "but when it comes
down to a buy, Congressmen don't like to see
jobs that might be in their district going abroad.
The Joint Chiefs don't like foreign production
either because it jeopardizes sources of supply
and technological security as well. And, if the
F-16 fighter is any example, it raises program
costs, too." The General Dynamics plane is the
first NATO coproduction venture.
There is still eight months until the fiscal
1980 budget is locked up, of course, and international political considerations not now foreseeable could force achange in Carter's spending
plans. Failure of the upcoming strategic arms
limitation talks with Russia or an escalation of
the infighting in Africa are two possibilities.
Nevertheless, an increasing number of
defense electronics contractors are not counting
on the unpredictable. Nor are they ready to
swallow the DOD nostrum that more contracting
with companies in NATO countries is unlikely to
hurt their military sales. Instead, they are
counting on congressional support to keep the
military market at home while covering themselves by exploring new corporate alliances of
their own in Europe for licensing and coproduction of subsystems.
Ray Connolly

l,
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A new series of vacuum fluorescent display drivers that simplify the
design of many applications, including ... POS systems, cash registers,
clocks, scales, automotive displays, appliances, and pinball machines.
These new integrated circuits contain
either six or eight high-voltage output
drivers and are compatible with most
TTL, MOS, and CMOS logic systems. All
are expressly designed to interface between low-level digital logic and vacuum
fluorescent displays. They are capable
of driving display digits and/or segments
and permit all outputs to be activated
simultaneously. Pulldown resistors are
incorporated into each output and no
external components are required in
most applications.
For application engineering assistance on these or
other interface circuits, standard or custom, write
or call George Tully or Paul Emerald, Sprague
Electric Company, Semiconductor Division, 115
Northeast Cutoff, Worcester, Mass, 01606. Telephone 617/853-5000.
For Engineering Bulletin 29313A and a Quick
Guide to Interface Circuits', write to: Technical
Literature Service, Sprague Electric Company,
35 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass. 01247.
For the name of your nearest Sprague Semiconductor Distributor, write or call Roger Lemere,
Sprague Products Company, North Adams, Mass.
01247. Tel. 413/664-4481.
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Type No.

UDN-6116A

No. of
Pins
Sustaining
Voltage
Source
Current
No. of
Drivers

UDN-6126A

UDN-6118A

UDN-6128A

16

16

18

18

85V

85V

85V

85V

40mA

40mA

40mA

40mA

6

8

5V

5V

6-15V

TTL, Schottky
TTL, DTL,
and CMOS

MOS
(PMOS or
CMOS)

Input
Compatible
with:

8

6

6-15V

TTL, Schottky
TTL, DTL,
and CMOS

MOS
(PMOS or
CMOS)
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SIEMENS

Acompact unit
for automated measurements
The efficient automation of measurements and tests is
synonomous with freeing highly-skilled personnel from routine
chores. This is as important to the field of telecommunications
as it is to the other types of electronic test engineering.
A compact control unit which can automate measurements,
evaluate results, and compute data is now available from
Siemens.

From individual test sets to extensive systems, all measuremer
can be automated economically. The measurements themselv
are easily programmed into the PEGAMAT ®,BASIC, and
PEGAMAT ® ATLAS test languages; service, printing and test
programs make it easy to perform the measurements.
BASIC and FORTRAN can be used for technical and scientifi(
assignments.

The new Compact Control Unit S2313 consists of

The new compact control unit is so versatile that you can alsc
use it independently as adesk computer, and even as an
intelligent terminal for ahost computer.
Compact Control Unit S2313 is, of course, equipped for
interactive communication

• afreely programmable 16-bit computer with memory,
• an alphanumeric standard keyboard with arow
of special keys,
• an alphanumeric display panel with six lines,
each with 40 characters,
• aprinter with 40 characters per line, and
• amini floppy disk with 50 K words.
The S2313 can be connected to all test equipment designed
for this purpose via its IEC bus. In addition, the V24 interface
provides connection to data lines.

If you're interested in cutting your testing costs, you should
request detailed information.
Write to Siemens AG,Postfach 700079,
D-8000 München 70.

PEGAMAT Compact Control Unit S2313
from Siemens
Circle 255 on reader service card
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International

C-MOS op amp fits onto chip
beside digital circuits: page 69

The pace is quickening and the [recording time lengthening
in video cassette recorders for the European market: page 70

Maximum effectiveness in
the switching mode.
SwitchMax. A new series of RCA
transistors designed and built for high
performance in off-line power supplies, converters, and pulse-widthmodulated regulators. SwitchMax
transistors are hot-temperature
tested. To give you new predictability
under operating conditions. New
efficiency in heat sink design.
Performance that starts with design.
These RCA n-p-n transistors have a
multiple-epitaxial, double-diffused
tc (max)
VC
structure, fine emitter geometry,
TYRea
lc (sat)
at lc (sat)
Rating
and atrimetal system. Which make
Ma
2N6671
450
V
SwitchMax transistors rugged. And
0.4 (25C)
2N6672
550 V
5A
0.8 (1250)
give them excellent high-current
2N6673
650 V
2N6674
450 V
0.5 (250)
and fast switching characteristics,
10 A
2N6675
650 V
0.8 (1000)
with improved second breakdown.
2N6676
450 V
0.5 (250)
2N6677
550 V
15 A
Verified by worst-case testing.
0.8
2N6678
650 V(1000)
Every Switch Max transistor is tested
at 100°C or 125°C against precise limits forall switching parameters. Including inductive turn-off time and saturation voltage. To give you switching
characterization that lives up to RCA's reputation in second breakdown,
safe operating area, and thermal cycling ratings.
As the tableshows, SwitchMaxtransistors cover awidevoltage and current
range. Send for our brochure detailing howto usethem in yourdesigns. Contact your local RCA Solid State distributor. Or RCA Solid State headquarters
in Somerville, NJ; 1130 Brussels, Belgium; Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex,
England; Quickborn 2085, W. Germany; Ste.-Anne-de-Bellevue, Quebec,
Canada; Sao Paulo, Brazil; Tokyo, Japan.
EV

RCA Power experience is working for you.
Circle 64 on reader service card
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International newsletter
Britain to back
memory maker
with $40 million

EIA-J seeks four
changes to aid

Aiming for asuccess like that of an Intel or Mostek, the United Kingdom's
three-year-old National Enterprise Board is to fund astartup semiconductor memory company and hopes for partnership with British engineers
who are now key figures in the U. S. semiconductor industry. The
company, UK Memories Ltd., which aims to leapfrog Britain into the
64-K—random-access-memory race, is to be backed to the tune of $40
million to $60 million. It will be in the north of England and is expected to
employ some 4,000 as production builds.
Under aparallel $200 million, five-year program [Electronics, May 11,
p. 88], the Department of Industry aims to provide acustom capability in
large-scale integrated circuits for British equipment manufacturers
centered around Plessey, General Electric Co., and Ferranti, while at the
same time building a standards capability with aid to multinationals.
Although the NEB-backed company plan is to meet Japanese and U. S.
semiconductor makers head on and the DOI'S low-risk scheme precludes
such strategy, the semiconductor company is expected to play arole in the
DOI'S overall program.

Consumer electronics manufacturers in Japan have proposed four new
broadcast services that would generate $3.2 billion in additional sales as a
means of lifting their industry out of its doldrums. With a sluggish

consumer industry

economy at home and new export restrictions to contend with, the
Electronic Industries Association of Japan has petitioned the ministry of
posts and telecommunications to expand broadcasting regulations to
include multiplexed sound for television, an increased number of commercial fm stations, use of multiplexed data displays, and the transmission of
still pictures over TV channels.
Multiplexed sound for television, which could be used for either stereo
or dual-language broadcasts, was singled out by the association as the most
attractive of the new proposed services. Estimates place increased revenue
from this new venture alone at about $1.3 billion.

Viewdata export sales

As the British post office's Viewdata service, linking a central computer
bank by phone to home TVS, hiccups into its marketing trials, additional
overseas customers could soon be signing. West Germany has already
purchased asystem, the Netherlands and Hong Kong are believed to be in
the final stages of negotiation, and abig marketing push is now under way
in the U. S. But all is not roses for British set makers. The first of the
1,500 sets to be delivered for the trials will require additional current
limiters to meet post office safety standards, ateething trouble that will
delay the buildup of sets for the service—now trade-named Prestel— which
is to go public in the first quarter of 1979.

near as trials
get under way

Ferranti teams
with Honeywell
on military lasers
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Capitalizing on its expertise in laser-ranging and target-marking systems,
Ferranti Ltd. is joining with Honeywell Inc. to develop and market
neodymium yttrium-aluminum-garnet laser systems for the U. S. military.
Such systems are already in volume production at Ferranti's Edinburgh
factory, which recently took its first production order for laser target
marker equipment to be supplied to the British army. Honeywell has
complementary skills in the development and production of detection and
imaging equipment for military and civilian applications.
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International newsletter
PCM codec
with $10 price tag
due from Siemens

Siemens AG is coming out with samples of a fully integrated pulsecode-modulation dual-channel coder-decoder system priced low enough to
make it aformidable contender in the emerging and hotly contested codec
market [Electronics, April 13, p. 77]. In lots of 50,000 or more, the system
will sell for less than $10 apiece, which works out to less than $5 per
channel. Volume deliveries will get under way by August, the West
German company says.
Convinced that ahighly complex codec on asingle, one-technology chip
is an uneconomical solution, the Siemens designers settled on two largescale integrated circuits, each using a different but well-established
process. That and proper partitioning of system functions are the prime
reasons for the low cost, declares Werner Flagge, aproduct manager in
the Components division.
One LSI chip, the SM61A, uses n-mos technology and encompasses the
logic controller, the successive-approximation register, the code converter,
the input and output sampling switches, and other digital circuitry. The
other Ls! chip, the S291, is a bipolar device that integrates a voltagereference source, the comparator, and three amplifiers. In addition, the
two-chip set needs afew resistors and capacitors in its periphery.

Thomson to produce
memory systems
for Amdahl

Japanese firm
slims down
analog watch

Addenda
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Thomson-csF of France may soon start providing memory systems for
Amdahl Corp.'s V-series mainframe computers, says chairman and founder Gene Amdahl. He says talks between the two firms are "very
promising" and expects an announcement soon. The Thomson operation
may include production of the memory chips currently supplied by MotorOla Semiconductor. The French firm may find it cheaper to go on buying
them, but "at least the deal will be an opportunity for them to consider
chip production, if not at this time, then in the future," says Amdahl. The
memories are presently based on 4-K chips but soon will move up to 16-K
versions.

With the market in analog watches still very strong in Japan, companies
are vying with each other t
o produce slimmer ones. The latest entry in the
race comes from Citizen Watch Co. Its new timepiece is only 4.1 mm
thick, which company spokesmen say is a world's record. To make its
debut in Japan in July, the new watch has a movement only 2.25 mm
thick, including battery. Seiko, amajor competitor, is currently marketing
an analog watch with amovement that is 2.9 mm thick.

Some 60 electronics companies now have plants in the Republic of Ireland,
with the latest addition to the list being Computer Automation Inc. of
Irvine, Calif. The minicomputer maker will produce its Naked Mini and
Cipher systems in aplant in Dublin. At the same time, authorities predict
that exports from Ireland will jump to $910 million annually by 1980 from
the 1977 total of $520 million.... Sperry World Trade Inc. and Czechoslovakia's ministry for technical development and investment have signed a
deal to explore possible areas of industrial, scientific, and technical cooperation. One area to be investigated is commercial computer systems. The
accord is reported to be the first between an American firm and aCzech
government agency.
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New recorder family:
precision priced right

=or XV and YT plots there's now
:he recorder ZSK 2 in five differant models so you can choose
axactly the right one for your
application, and at the right price.

ZSK 2works on the principle of a selfbalancing potentiometer. This gives
minimal non-linearity (0.1c/0) and guarantees good reproducibility (0.05%).
The high writing speed of >110 cm/s
on both axes combined with fast
acceleration produces superior dynamic characteristics. Deflection factors calibrated between 10 ILV/cm
and 11 V/cm, electronic limiting of the
writing area for DIN A3 and A4 plus
governable zero offset make operation
easier, whilst inputs for remote control
and ratio recording mean greater variety of use.
The models differ in their inputs:
Universal model 02
Sensitivity 10 AV/cm; floating input

amplifiers with guard; timebase generator.
Standard model 04
Sensitivity 5mV/cm; differential amplifiers for both inputs.
Lab model with timebase 06
Sensitivity 100 MV/cm; floating input
amplifiers; timebase generator; offsetvoltage source
Lab model 08
Sensitivity 100 MV/cm; floating input
amplifiers.
System model 10
Sensitivity 100 mV/cm; direct inputs
20 kit
For more information quote
ZSK 2recorder family

Rohde &Schwarz
Postfach 80 14 69
D-8000 München 80
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Electronic Measurements and
Radio Communications. Development,
manufacture, sales and service.
Known for "electronic precision".
Independent concern (estabf. 1933),
represented in 80 countries.
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Significant developments in technology and business

Silicon process shrinks
op amp to fit
onto digital chip
Making the operational amplifier
with aC-MOS process permits
fabrication by digital techniques
that lay down the rest of the chip
The ubiquitous operational amplifier
is entering the LSI world in a Japanese adaptation of a digital silicongate process. At this stage in its
development, the resulting circuit
need occupy no more than aquarter
of asquare millimeter on achip that
includes digital devices. So designers
will be able to squeeze a good
number of op amps onto such achip.
As large-scale integration incorporates more and more circuitry onto a
single chip, such devices as the op
amp are likely to become leading
candidates for inclusion. In fact, the
Nippon Electric Co. engineers who
are developing the complementarymetal-oxide-semiconductor op amps
say that chips incorporating similar
devices will be marketed soon. An op
amp will be needed for low-cost onechip analog-to-digital and d-a converters that will come into use for
interfacing microcomputers with the
outside world in the expanding
control applications.
Configuration. Working at the
NEC integrated-circuit plant in the
Tokyo suburb of Kawasaki, the engineers fabricated the differential input stage with c-mos technology,
because it allows an active load with
a higher impedance, resulting in a
higher gain. They chose p-channel
transistors for the differential input
pair and n-channel transistors for
the load, because this configuration
permits operation over a0-to- +6.5-
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On achip. In experimental LSI operational amplifier built with complementary-MOS technology, dc gain is 90 dB, slew rate is 2.5 V/µs, and common-mode rejection is 65 dB.

volt input range when the op amp
operates from asingle +8-v supply.
In the resulting Ls' circuit (see
figure), the differential stage is
followed by asingle-ended n-channel
driver and then by an n-channel
source-follower output stage. The
three constant-current power supplies are each p-channel enhancement transistors. The 20-picofarad
phase-compensating capacitor is also
fabricated with c-mos technology.
Input offset voltage of the silicongate devices is about 5 millivolts,
compared with the 10 to 20 mv
common with aluminum-gate devices. Moreover, input drift with
temperature is on the order of 50
microvolts/°C. The low-frequency
noise referenced to the input is about
20 microvolts.
The NEC engineers note that their
device's characteristics are less than

spectacular when compared with
independent op amps. But they are
confident they will set the pace for
LSI op amps that can be built with
digital techniques.
LI

France

Protocol-linkup plan
would stymie IBM
Taking dead aim at lam Corp., a
newly released French government
report proposes a linkup with other
European countries and perhaps
even with the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co. to set international protocols for telecommunications.
Such an agreement would keep
control over interfaces out of the
hands of the computer giant, thus
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Proposals are wide-ranging
The charge laid upon Simon Nora by the French government was to assess
the increasing impact of telecommunications, computers, and broadcasting
upon the world and to make proposals for the government's policies in light
of this. Because his group looked at computers, it also gave apassing glance
to semiconductors.
A key recommendation is the call for a ministry of communications to
coordinate efforts between the equipment-making, broadcasting, and satellite-technology industries. Also, the telecommunications side of the PTT
should be split off to make an independent commercially oriented company—and it should begin hiring some high-level salesmen, the report urges.
Components and computers take aback seat in Nora's proposals, though
he stresses as strongly as anyone the impact they will have on society and
economic growth. Given the current hard bargaining between the French and
various American firms over joint ventures for integrated-circuit production,
the discussion of components is understandably brief. But Nora observes
that a state without the ability to make high-technology ICs will be in a
position like that of anonnuclear state.
Surprisingly, the report backs recent industry suggestions that Cil-Honeywell Bull could have a crippling effect on France's relatively prosperous
smaller computer firms, those making terminals, minicomputers, and peripherals, as well as on France's computer-service industry, second only to the
U. S. Too big amarket share for CH-NB in either area could spell disaster for
the smaller firms—an important part of France's data-processing plans.

slowing its inroads into the communications business.
The report's principal author,
Simon Nora, insists that he is not
anti-Ism. Yet, implicit in the final
version is the belief that a main
imperative for France and for the
rest of the world is keeping Ism out
of the key telecommunications network. "Control of the network market conditions control of telecommunications and the behavior of the
computer market," says Nora, a
senior adviser in the finance ministry. "If IBM became master of the
network market, it would have a
share—willingly or unwillingly—of
the world power structure."
Cooperation. He proposes that
France work towards setting up a
telecommunications body involving
other European countries and possibly AT&T. The report envisions that
such agroup would have the clout to
set international interface standards
and the power to make them stick
over possible Ism objections.
If such standards are designed to
exclude compatibility with Ism protocols, then the firm could well be
hobbled in carrying out any plans for
a major role in telecommunications.
At the very least, it would have to
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junk a substantial investment in
switching to the new protocols. On
the other hand, failure to agree upon
an international standard might let
IBM's protocols become the de facto
standard.
Prepared on the orders of French
president Valery Giscard d'Estaing,
the report, L'Informatisation de la
Société, also calls for anational telecommunications company to take
that responsibility from the PTT, the
national common-carrier and postal

agency (see "Proposals are wideranging"). The aim of the move
would be to boost France's commercial effectiveness in the world telecommunications market.
Nora also thinks that an international agreement on protocols will
benefit the French telecommunications industry, among others. "It
would be better to have no standards
than to have a mixture of national
standards," he observes. "This would
only isolate the French from export
markets."
Reaction. At this point, there has
been no approach to AT&T on the
proposed linkup. One Paris-based
international specialist in computers,
information, and telecommunications does see it as a logical move.
"AT&T could be interested in teaming up with the Europeans to protect
its monopoly at home from IBM and
to break into export markets," he
says. "And control of interfaces is
the important thing. It is just what
IBM is hoping to escape by going into
satellites."
In basic agreement with that
assessment, Georges Péberau, administrator-director general of CITAlcatel, adds that the American
company "has similar problems to
those of the European Prrs. But any
big deal with AT&T would have to
involve more than just the French.
You have to have somebody pretty
big to dialog with AT&T" —such as
an all-European body.
D

West Germany

4-hour-and-more video cassette recorders
aim at retaining quality of sound and video
European manufacturers of consumer equipment are readying stiff
resistance to the expected Japanese
onslaught on the lucrative market in
video cassette recorders. The latest
effort to make the market a tough
one for outsiders to break into comes
from Grundig AG, West Germany's
leading manufacturers of entertainment electronics.
Thus the Fürth-based company is
beginning to market a unit that can

record 4 hours of programs on a
single cassette. Its engineers have
coupled the longer playing time with
design improvements intended to
maintain the picture and sound quality at the level found in VCRS with
shorter attention spans.
The introduction follows closely
an announcement from Dutch electronics giant Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken of 3-hour cassettes for its
VCR-standard recorder. The move is
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we also offer our know-how as reagent manufacturers,
gained over decades of work in this field.
It is from this experience that we have built up the purification
and sophisticated analysis methods which enable
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physical and chemical aspects.
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with time, and offer maximum safety in handling.
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Oscilloquartz, one of the world's first and
most technically competent manufacturers of
quartz-crystal oscillators is offering his new
Primary Cesium Frequency Standard, Model
3200.
• A new precision frequency and time source.
• A new standard of reliability and operating
simplicity at most competitive price.
• A complete instrument with 220/110 VAC
and 24 VDC power supplies, 5-hour internal
stand-by battery, monitoring and control
devices in a 19 - rack with 1, 5 and 10 MHz
outputs on front and rear.

Heart of this self-contained Primary Standard,
an entirely new compact cesium tube developed by Frequency +Time Systems Inc., an
Oscilloquartz affiliated company in USA.
Also new — the Oscilloquartz Model 2200
Quartz Frequency Standard and Clock with
built-in time comparator and a full range of
modular options.
Complete engineering and performance specifications are available on Model 3200 Cesium
Frequency Standard and Model 2200 Quartz
Frequency Standard and Clock.
A Step Ahead... In Time

Stability

Technical data
Accuracy:

±1 x10- 11 over temperature range
(without calibration)

Reproducibility:

±5x10-12

Settability:

±2 x10- 13 iotal range ±,4 x10-11

Output

10, 5, 1 MHz/1 Vrms/50 LI

Power supply:

220/110 VAC and 20 to 30 VDC

Dimensions

height 131 mm, width 483 mm,
depth 456 mm

OSCILLOQUARTZ SA
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slab is laser-trimmed until the 70µm gap length is obtained.
Available for the SVR4004 recorder are four cassettes, for 1, 2,
3, and 4 hours of playing time.
While the 1-, 2-, and 3-hour
cassettes use a20-µm-thick tape, the
4-hour version has atape only 16 gm
thick. It contains a 570-m-long tape
and sells for about $33 on the
German market. The 5-hour cassette
will have a13-µm tape.
To enhance the SVR4004's usefulness, Grundig includes a digital
electronic clock that permits programming of turn-on and -off times
as long as 10 days in advance of the
show to be recorded. The built-in

receiver section can automatically
search for stations and has a nonvolatile station memory.
What's more, the user can remotely control the unit with infrared
signals from ahand transmitter. The
signals go to an appropriately equipped iv set, and the recorder's optional remote-control adapter interconnects it and the TV receiver.
The 4-hour model consumes only
75 watts of power, weighs 14.5 kilograms, and measures 590 by 320 by
151 millimeters. The firm also
makes a4-hour professional version,
the SVR4004AV, which has inputs
and outputs for signals from camera
equipment and the like.
D

Great Britain

It's green all the way for vehicles
using flat antennas to control signals
Fire engines in the English town of
Northampton will soon encounter
only green lights as they speed on
their way. A compact roof-mounted
planar antenna array will transmit a
pencil-thin microwave signal
ahead of each vehicle to switch traffic lights equipped with companion
receiver units.
The application calls for a lowpower transmission by emergency
vehicles. Such a system needs to be

highly directional, so the planar
array forms the front face of the
transmit and receive units. The
receiver thus has anarrow receiving
angle with low side lobes, and the
transmitter beam width is 10° in the
system, which is under evaluation.
Narrow. In operation, the transmitter can approach to within afew
meters of the receiver, from behind
or from the side, without triggering.
Yet the straight-ahead range of the

Weighing performance and economy
Since the antenna arrays are planar and are reproduced accurately in
quantity by a photolithographic process, they are smaller, cheaper, and
lighter than their three-dimensional equivalents made by machining. Add to
this their compatibility with coaxial and microstrip components, their good
control of beam width and side-lobe level, and their typical radiation efficiency of 80%, and it is easy to see why the Philips researchers chose the
technology for Evade (emergency vehicle automatic detection equipment).
Polyethylene is one of the best materials for the dielectric, because it has a
low permittivity and avery low dissipation factor. But, at about $400 per
square meter, it is prohibitively expensive for such applications.
So Philips turned to acheaper material with higher dielectric losses. This
glass-fiber-mat reinforcement, used in TV tuners, costs about $20 /m2 and
drops the typical overall gain on alarge multielement array by 3decibels, as
opposed to 1dB for apolyethylene-substrate aerial.
Already the Philips lab has supplied one customer with planar aerials
designed in its new configuration. It should be well placed for business,
should the Department of Transport give the green light to the priority-light
scheme after the Northampton trials come to aclose this fall.
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experimental 10-milliwatt Gunn
generator is over 500 m.
The developer, the Philips research laboratories in Redhill, Surrey, is supplying 25 systems to the
Department of Transport for the
Northampton trials. Other applications for the array include manpack
radio transceivers, burglar alarms,
road and sea traffic-control and
location systems, hand-held and vehicle radars, and speed-measuring
systems including collision-avoidance systems.
The transmitter operates in the
continuous mode. Operating frequency is in the 10-to-20-gigahertz
band; a lower frequency would
require larger aerials to meet the
low-beam-width requirement, while
a higher frequency would increase
manufacturing costs because it
would use components that are less
readily available.
The antenna itself is made from a
square dielectric substrate, copperclad on both sides. The top face is
etched to produce amatrix of radiating elements interconnected by diagonal copper tracks. Thçse elements
are arranged so that the high-impedance microstrip lines connecting
each to its neighbor are awavelength
apart, for aparallel forward beam.
A miniature coaxial connector
feeds the center of the array through
the dielectric substrate. The configuration thus comprises four parallel,
balanced arms, which together
match the 50-phm source impedance. The resulting power distribution has maxiMurn power at the
center, tapéring to aminimum at the
edges of the beam, This tapering
insures excellent side-lobe performance; typically the gains are between
19 and 27 decibels down on the main
beam for a25-dB gain aerial.
The number of radiating elements
controls the 'beam width—the
greater the number, the narrower
the beam. Arrays from 2by 2to 24
by 24 elements have been formed
with beam widths from 50° to 7°.
Further beam-width control can be
achieved by warping, or squashing
the antenna like a concertina. The
size of a 100-gHz array is typically
23 centimeters square.
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Going new ways:
vector analyzer ZPV
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Completely new of its kind,
ZPV combines three measuring
instruments in one:
vector voltmeter
+ RF impedance meter (option)
+ group-delay meter (option)

ZPV for measurement and direct
digital readout of:
1. complex transmission coefficient
(amplitude and phase,
voltage and voltage ratio)
2. impedance, admittance,

= vector analyzer ZPV
(100 kHz through 1000 MHz)

s-parameters,
VSWR, reflection coefficient,
return loss
3. group delay and
group-delay variation
ZPV for any kind of display:
• linear and logarithmic
• absolute and normalized
• polar and cartesian
of magnitude and phase plus
active and reactive components

Rohde & Schwarz
Postfach 80 14$9
D-8000 München 80
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Electronic Measurements and
Radio Communications Development,
manufacture, sales and service.
Known for "electronic precision".
Independent concern (establ. 1933),
represented in 80 countries.

• digital on two 4-digit readouts
and analog on two tendency
indicators

ZPV for calcuNator-controlled network analysis: the optional IEC interface enables direct connection to a
calculator, e. g. Tektronix 4051 with
graphic display.
ZPV for highest operating ease
through built-in intelligence: choose
type of measurement, store reference
value by pushing button, read off result
— everything else (selection of measuring and frequency ranges, calculation
of values measured and performance
monitoring) is handled by the microprocessor.
And for all this the ZPV comes at barely
a third the price of conventional
measuring setups, bringing almost unlimited capability for complex RF
measurements within reach of even the
smaller users.
For more information quote
ZPV vector analyzer
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We
know
how
to channel time,

Among our advanced systems is "Proteo"
which uses time division
for telecom switching.
Made in Italy.
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Hybrid circuits for any
data processing systems application.
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Magneti Marelli is one of the largest
producers of electric and electronic systems and has been manufacturing standard or custom made thick-film hybrid
circuits for over five years.
Magneti Marelli is happy to allow
its customers to take advantage of its
complete design capabilities and production facilities at competitive prices.

Magneti Marelli can manufacture
hybrid circuits for awide range ofap plications including:
—data processing syste ms
—communication equipments
—automotive electronics
—industrial electronics
—medical equipments
—consumer market
—military electronics

GNE
ARELLI11capability& technology
SYSTEMS AND ELECTRONICS DIVISION

MAGNET' MARELLI/DIVISIONE SISTEMI ED ELETTRONICA/ SESTO S. GIOVANNI/MILAN0/1 .
7ALY/VIE ,TALIA 1/TEL. (02) 2490.1/TELEX 31041 MAGNET!
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New products international

Microcomputer cards
tailored to industrial
controls start at $300
by Arthur Erikson, Paris bureau manager

the kernel system and the development module—are built around an
Intel 8085A microprocessor and a
Belgian firm puts variety
companion 8156 multipurpose chip.
of memory and interface
Along with these two devices are a
bipolar fused-link programmable
chips into low-cost systems
read-only memory, up to 8kilobytes
of erasable programmable ROM, I
Standard microcomputer boards de- kilobyte of random-access memory,
signed to cover a wide range of and an optional floating-point mathapplications often provide a super- ematics chip, the Advanced Micro
fluity of capability when applied to Devices 9511. The 100-by-160-mm
industrial-control systems. On the card also carries programmable
other hand, it usually does not pay to square-wave and pulse-width genergo for aspecial-purpose board unless ators.
The bipolar PROM is special,
there are enough systems involved —
the threshold may be between 100 Simpson points out. It receives the
and 1,000 units—to write off the high-order address bits of the microdevelopment cost. The cost threshold computer's central processor and
translates them into chip selects for
has often been too high for designers
memory mapping. That way the
of low-cost systems.
module can have apair of 16-kilobit
This threshold, however, will soon
(2716) chips for 4 kilobytes of
shift significantly, says Claude
memory for starters and later be
Simpson, managing director of Data
upgraded to 8 kilobytes by using
Applications International, a small
32-kilobit (2532) chips in the same
Brussels-based microcomputer maksockets. "I don't know of any other
er. At the late-June International
microcomputer system that has this
Microcomputers Minicomputers Mifeature of programmable memory
croprocessors 78 exhibition in Genemapping," Simpson says.
va, it will introduce its RCS family
The power supply is on the card as
of microcomputer control modules
well, which means the module can
that Simpson maintains will "get
run off the unregulated 24-v dc
functional cards into the lowest end
supply commonly found in indusof the market."
trial-control systems, and adapters
The RCS module, which the
are available for 24 y ac and 220
company calls its kernel system, will
ac. These, as well as an interface
sell for some $300; fully fitted cards
will run up to almost $1,000. A adapter and RS-232 input/output
interface, have the screw terminals
development system for the modules
that designers of industrial equipwill sell for just under $1,000, too.
ment generally prefer for their hard"What we have done is put alittle
bit of everything on a single Euro- ware design.
The input/output features reprecard," explains Nimal Jinadasa,
sent the main differences among the
DAI'S marketing director. All the
modules in this family. The general
modules in the RCS family—there
control module (RCS-GCM) has
will be four initially, in addition to

With basic Eurocard,
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four 0-to-10-v analog input channels, two analog output channels,
four opto-isolated digital inputs, and
four reed-relay outputs. The automation control module (RCS-ACM)
has two 3-A current drives, six
300-mA drivers (at 24 v), and 14
opto-isolated inputs.
Then there is the position and
temperature controller (RCS-PTC),
with four analog input channels, two
opto-isolated digital inputs, four
10-mA constant-current output
channels, and four medium-current
drivers. Finally, an instrumentcontrol module (RCS-ISC) comes
with 22 programmable digital ho
lines and an IEEE-488 bus interface.
As for the basic module (RCS-K),
it is essentially the microcomputer
with opto-isolated serial 1/0 on a
slightly smaller card. This card can
be mated with a breadboard for
prototyping. It has free area of 100
by 110 mm with a predrilled 0.1inch grid for mounting integrated
circuits that users need to tailor the
module to fit their requirements.
The bus on each of the cards is
accessible through a flat-cable connector, so that hooking up the development module (RCS-DEV) is
merely amatter of plugging in aflat
cable. This automatically redefines
the host module's address map and
provides automatic bootstrapping to
a high-memory—resident utility program on the development module.
PROM and RAM on the host and
development modules can be freely
shared and interchanged by software
command, allowing the latter to
start at address zero—a particularly
handy feature for the low-cost
systems targeted by the firm.
To check out the on-line workings
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We put less into our printer/plotter. .. so you can get more out of it.

New products international

Because we designed our
1004 printer/plotter with the
nimum of working parts it is a
ant, reliable set-and-forget
¡chine.
In every other way it gives
umore for your money. It
lises machine time to the full,
nting and plotting
nultaneously at speeds of up to
10 character lines and 1,320 dot
es per minute. At the same
le aunique drive system keeps
apaper aligned without any
kof damage to the record.
Copies are dry, fast and
lear-free right from the word go,
en after long stand-by periods.

of the host control modules, the
development module offers the usual
resident assembler, text editor, and
PROM space for resident development
software with programmable memory mapper, so that either 2716 or
2532 erasable PRoms can be used
with equal facility.
For debug, there are 4 kilobytes
of RAM into which the system
program in the erasable PROMS of
the control module is transferred.
When the contents of the RAM are
all right, they can be put into erasable PROMs by the development
module's programmer.
Data Applications International SA, 6 dréve
des Renards, 1180 Brussels, Belgium [441]

Intended for production, laboratory, and test
applications, the 477 spectrum analyzer will
operate in the range of 0 to 50 MHz. Values
can be selected between 100 kHz and
10 MHz. Sharetree Ltd., 70 Westward Rd.,
Stroud, Gloucestershire GL 5 4JA, England
[448]

For all that's best in
ctrostatic printing/plotting in
le reliable cost-effective unit
ecify SE 1004.
There are interfaces and
for awide range of
)mputers and peripherals and
rline printing only there's the
E1002 which can be upgraded
full SE 1004 specification.
,
ftware

SE 1004 is designed in
irope, manufactured here, and
rviced by EMI Technology
)mpanies in all major centres.
So the supporting
chnology, application software
Id service are all availa ble
henever you need them.

Digital capacitance meter NS434 is especially designed to test capacitors in quantity and
to gather inspection data. It has a range of
0.1 pF to 1.999 nF. Digital limit comparators
can be added. Anglo Japan Electronics
Corp., Maruzen Bldg. 2-3-10 Nihonbashi,
Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103, Japan [446]

For laboratory and production control applications, multipoint recorder PM 8236 will
record up to 12 channels of information;
used with one of three different input
modules it performs as a universal, singlerange, or six-range unit. Pye Unican Ltd.,
York St., Cambridge, England [449)

Single-phase full-wave bridge rectifiers, designated the Jand K series, are meant for use
in high-current applications—up to 10 A and
25 A maximum average dc output current,
respectively. Micro Electronics Ltd., York
House, Empire Way, Wembley, Middlesex,
England [447]

The 9100 momentary push button is 6.5 mm
in diameter and 17.5 mm in overall length. Its
contact resistance is less than 30 mg and its
insulation resistance is greater than
1,000 Mff measured at 500 V. It has a life of
300,000 operations. APEM, B. P. 1, 82300
Caussade, France [450]

Send the reader service card

ir full details or contact our

ata Products Division on
1-8901477.

EMI Technology
Labs (EMI) Ltd,
3ta Products Division
nir Road, Feltham, Middlesex
V14 OTD, England
:lephone: 01-8901477 Telex: 23995
member of the EMI group.
ernational leaders in music, electronics and leisure
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Designed for consumer and industrial
applications, power relay 172 operates with
ac or dc. It handles about 3,500 VA at a
maximum continuous current of 16 A. Two
working contacts are spaced 3 mm apart.
Rausch & Pausch, 8672 Selb, P. O. Box
1540, West Germany [451]

Speech-noise generator model RGS-1, for
speech simulation on telephone channels,
produces a quasi-random noise signal using
MOS shift registers. An active RC filter
performs a spectral evaluation. Felten &
Guilleaume, 5 Cologne 80, P. O. Box
805001, West Germany [452]

The Thermotron TM/14/2 is a vacuummeasuring instrument for pressure ranges
from 10 -3 to 10 millibars, which are
commonly used in electronic laboratories.
The unit measures 100 by 70 mm (front
area). Leybold-Heraeus GmbH, 5 Cologne
51, P. 0. Box 510760, West Germany [453]

The NE0111%1
NEOHM spa
Via Torino 177 - 10040 LEINI' (Torino) ITALY
Tel. (011) 9989553/9989664 - Telex 21577
NEOHM UK
18 Greenacres Road - Oldham Lancashire - England
Tel. (061)624-0281/9261 -Telex 666060 Neohm G
NEOHM D
Auweg 96 -8056 Neufahrm - Bei Freising - W Germany
Tel. (08165) 5561 -Telex 526710 NeohmD
Representatives
Austria - Rieger - Tel. 734684
Denmark - Tage Olsen - Tel. 294800
Finland - Oy E Friis - Tel. 90-327722
France - Rifa - Tel. 6030640
Holland - Ritro - Tel. 03420/5041
Norway - Melbye - Tel. 02-106050
South Africa - Joseph leer - Tel. 22-4634
Spain - Hispano Electr. - Tel. 6194108
Sweden - Abemi - Tel. 08-7300790
Switzerland - Memotec - Tel. C63-26181

#...• ;Idle
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A universal counter, UZ46, has a quartzcontrolled time base and operates at up to
15 MHz. Six different modes enable the
instrument to count events, frequencies, time
units, rpm values, pulse widths, or pulse
duration. Grundig AG, 8510 Fürth, West
Germany [454]

PCXB, a programmable color-bar generator,
can store 256 test colors for reference and
comparison with processed signals on the
screen. Every color is defined with an 8-bit
binary word. Each signal's amplitude is
stored in a PROM. Bosch-Fernsehenlagen,
61 Darmstadt, West Germany [455]

The type 300 digital ohmmeter can measure
from 104 to 20 AC in 13 decades. Use of a
four-wire technique reduces the maximum
error to 0.1%. All leads are shielded to
reduce risk of false measurements. Dietechnik, 8041 Weng, Am Kirchfeld 2, West
Germany [456]

programmes
Military
Depend on proven technology
Reliability is just one of our features
Resistors
Thick film carbon, Metal Glaze,
metal film, wirewound
Precision Trimmers
Cernei and wirewound
Slider Potentiometers
Rotary Potentiometers
carbon and wirewound
Preset Potentiometers
carbon and wirewound
Resistor networks and hybrid circuits

Ventilation :la baie 19" existe
en version ventilée par un
dispositif breveté qui assure
le même indice de protection :
IP 55/NFC 20.010

Etanchéité IP 55:
le joint néoprène arrête poussières
et projection d'eau.

New products international

Facilité de surveillance :
la porte peut être vitrée claire ou teintée -pour faciliter
la surveillance des appareils.

-4111tilis
111511es,
daira

Voluminous filter sets are replaced by these
pin contacts with integrated filters. The
contacts handle up to 5 A and are available
with Ir , C, LAC, and CLR characteristics.
Connectors house from 3 to 64 contacts.
Amphenol-Tuchel GmbH, 8024 Oberhaching, West Germany [457]

Featuring bounce-free mercury contacts,
dual in-line reed reray 043 handles 300 mA
and 28 V at a 10-W switching power. Transfer resistance is 100 mi2; maximum deviation, 10 mn. Life is between 5X 10 6 and
5x 10 operations. Elfein GmbH, 6 Frankfurt,
Wienerstr. 120, West Germany [458]

Charge importante :
la baie accepte jusqu'à
500 kg d'équipement.
Esthétique :
4 couleurs standard
au choix :paille brûlée,
bleu CC 43, marror mamba,
brun dégradé

Sécurité :la structure
peut recevoir un traitement
assurant la continuité
électrique de l'ensemble.

a)

o

Veuillez me faire parvenir votre documentation sur les baies 19" IP 55
Fonction
Société
Activité

The series PC14 to PC40 test clip adapters
connect to integrated circuits with from 14 to
40 pins for applying power to them and
performing functional tests. The chance of
short circuits is eliminated. Atlantik Elektronik GmbH, 8 Munich 70, Hofmannstr. 20,
West Germany [459]

Adresse
_Tél.

IMHOF-BEDCO-GERARD 34, rue Hoche 94200 Ivry sur Seine -Tél. :670.15.85.
.•
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Semiautomatic attenuation tester
DT-1
feeds a 1-kHz sine-wave noise signal into the
line and then measures noise level with its
built-in level meter. Automatic range selection of results simplifies operation. Felten &
Guilleaume, 5 Cologne 80, P. O. Box
805001, West Germany [460]

VOLTAGE
BIPOLAR

Drift: 0.5 to 2uVPC max
Bias Current: ±15 to ±35 nA max
Offset Voltage: ±60 to ±150 uV max

FET
Drift: 2 to 10 uV/°C max
Bias Current: 2 to 5 pA max
Offset Voltage: 250 to 500 uV max

3510's total performance over the -25°C to

3527 sets the pace when you compare the

+85°C range exceeds many competitive
units rated at 0°C to +70°C! You'll find this

important

op amp family designed for high accuracy
analog circuits

and

instrumentation

performance

numbers:

SCIM

F

bias

R\ 230 PC

current, offset voltage, offset drift -and
price! Laser trimmed offset eliminates
adjustments in most installations. You get

applications, but priced at practical "buy"
levels. Minimum open loop gain is 120dB;

acost effective FET op amp for current-to-

CMR is 110dB.

tion circuits.

3 ArYN ,
P

voltage converter and general computa-

For specifications on these high accuracy op amps contact the
Burr-Brown sales office in your area.

RI-200 series of compact chokes is
designed to suppress radio-frequency interference for thyristors and triacs. They are
vacuum-molded in polyurethane for protection against moisture and are suitable for
printed-circuit-board mounting. Schaffner,
CH-4708 Luterbach, Switzerland [461]

The

BURR-BROWN

Putting Technology
To Work For You
FRANCE Le Cnesney. 954-3558 -GERMANY -LeInIelden. 0711/75 3021. Bremen. 0421/81 2273. Neuss. 0210/30738. MuLP.,
089/61 7737 HOLLAND •Schophol 0001. (0201 470590 •JAPAN •Tokyo. (03) 588-8141 -SWITZERLAND •Ruschhkon. 0)/724 0428 UNITED KINGDOM. MR10.1.109231 33837 -(Other ..... contect)Burr-Brown. P 0 Box 11400. TUCSON, ARIZONA 85734USA
INN/ 294-1431
TWO 910-952-1111 •Telex 1303•13491
Cable LIBCORP

Teisphone

Circle 708 on reader service card

Just published:
1978 EBG!
Completely new listings of
catalogs, new phone numbers,
new addresses, new manufacturers, sales reps, and
distributors! The total market in
a book—four directories in one!
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with the

rElectronic Buyers Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020
Yes, please send me
copyfies) of 1978 EBG.
I've enclosed [3 $ per copy for surface mail
Full money-back guarantee if returned in 10 days.
Name
Company
Street
Country
City

Metalized polypropylene capacitor PHD 470
can be used for many ac applications, particularly in motor circuits and for coupling. Its
range is from 1.5 to 3.0 µF, and its tolerance
is ± 10%. It operates at 260 V ac at 50 Hz.
RIFA, Fack, S-161 11 Bromma, Sweden
[462]

coupon now.
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There's more to 7045 •
•
•
•

.... than first meets the eye
Under the elegant cover of this new 4 digit
DM M is the very latest technology from Solartron which places the 7045 in avery special position in the
marketplace. Pulse width conversion, used in the bestselling Maestro DVM, has been compressed on asingle
chip designed by Solartron and manufactured by
Plessey. The result -alaboratory standard mu ltimeter in
alow-cost portable package. Both mains and battery
operated, look at some of the features:

*
*
*

measures temperature from -20 to 200°C
six functions: range hold: display hold
voltage:
dc 1pV - 1000V
ac 10 pV - 750V
*
current:
dc 1nA 2A
ac 10nA 2A
*
resistance:
10m0 - 20M0
Contact any of the companies listed for full details
about 7045 -or fill in the magazine's reader reply card.

The Solartron Electronic Group Ltd. Farnborough, Hampshire. England. GU14 7PW.Tel (0252) 44433
Electroplan Ltd .P0 Box 19, Orchard Road. Royston. Herts England, SG8 5HH Tel (0763) 41171
Schlumberger Messgerate GmbH ,Robert- Bosch-Strasse 32-38. 6072 DREIEICH (SPRENDLINGEN). W Germany Tel 061 03/37 81
Enertec-Schlumberger. Diffusion commerciale. 5Rue Daguerre. 42030 St Etienne. Ceddex. France Tel (77) 25 22 64
Schlumberger AB, Vesslevagen 2-4. Box 944. S-18 109 Lidingo 9, Sweden. Tel (08) 765.28 55
Schlumberger Messgerate AG. BadenerstrasSe 333. 8040 Zurich. Switzerland Tel (051) 528880

Solartron
Electronics/June 8, 1978
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T7 is a miniature trimming-potentiometer (dia 7 mm height 5 mm). Its cermet
track and mechanism are protected by a dust and splash proof housing.
Environmental conditions : -25°C I+ 125 C/ 21 days damp heat. Its design
permits a dissipation of 0,75W at
40-C. This economical trimmer presents most of the performances requested in the professional grade
components. The use of cermet confers a good global stability, a low
temperature
coefficient,
a wide
range of ohmic values 'IOLA° 1M J.
Can be mounted parallel or perpendicular to the printed circuit board.
Its use is a must in both industrial
and professional fields.

A 10-bar light-emitting-diode line array
permits assembly of linear displays of any
desired 10-multiple length. It is intended for
applications where it is desirable to have a
display output in linear analog form. ITT
Components Group Europe, Edinburgh Way,
Harlow, Essex, England [463]

From all distributors
handling SFERNICE
List available on request

SOCIETE FRANÇAISE DE L'ELECTRO RESISTANCE
115-121, bd de la Madeleine
B.P. 17 -F06021 NICE CEDEX
Phone (93) 87.58.90 -Telex 470261
Circle 710 on reader service card

um TECHNOLOGY!!
Features
1. Two element time axis
Model D-72C permits time recording by
two systems; mechanical recording chart
feed and time axis sweep by time.
2. High performance chart attraction
Troubles due to faulty attraction of the
chart due to friction during chart feed has
been completely eliminated regardless of
the temperature or feed rate.
3. Automatic chart replacement in XY
recording
The chart can be automatically fed and
stopped at the end of chart replacement
with one touch by loading roll chart.

4. Remote control terminals
•Pen up-down
•X-axis electronic time sweep trigger
•Mechanical time feed recording chart
start/stop
•XY chart automatic replacement feed
trigger
5. Easy-to-install optional chart takeup device (Optional)
6. Felt tip pen (Optional)
7. High input impedance 10Mf2 fixed

The TSN integrated-circuit socket will permit
high-density mounting on pc boards for
increased burn-in oven production. It measures 12.53 mm wide, accommodating a 16pin unit. Astralux Dynamics Ltd. Brightlingsea, Colchester, Essex, CO7 OSW, England
[464]
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Circle 711 on reader service card

•For further information, please contact
5-5-2. Yutenji, Meguro-ku, Tokyo, Japan
TELEX: 0246-8107

Two noise measurement systems, designated models 1561 and 1562, are specifically designed to meet international CISPR
standards. Ranges are 150 kHz-30 MHz and
25 MHz-300 MHz, respectively. GECMarconi Electronics, Marconi House,
Chelmsford, CM1 1PL, England [4651
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Quality-backed power
from 20 to 120W
Power supplies work longer hours
than most other bench top units,
so quality is critical. Judging it on
theoretical MTBF figures, however,
is virtually meaningless.
Have the components been derated
sufficiently for worst case conditions?
Have the units been checked out
for vibration, bump, radiation and a
whole host of other tests, including
safety?
Wth Philips power supplies the
answer is yes.
This is an important claim and one
that we're prepared to support in
detail. And detail is something that

Model

you'll also find in our specifications.
Important parameters like ripple
and stability are clearly defined, the
latter, for example, always includes
the effect of short-term drift.
To find out more send for our 8-page
brochure, but be prepared for one

surprise: this is quality that you can
afford.
Philips Industries,
Test & Measuring Instruments
TO III-2,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

---PE 1535

PE 1536

PE 1537

PE 1538

PE 1539

PE 1540

PE 1541

Voltage range

0-40 V

0-20 V

0-40 V

0-75 V

0-20 V

0-40 V

0-75 V

0-7 V

2x0-20 V

Current range

0-0,5 A

0-2 A

0-1 A

0-0,5 A

0-6 A

0-3 A

0-1,6 A

0-3 A

0-1 A

.5 0,5%

«- 0,01%
or 1mV

5_ 0,01%
or 2mV

-5- 0,01%
or 4mV

5. 0,01%
or 1mV

5. 0,01%
or 2mV

0,01%
or 4mV

5-. 0,05%
or 1mV

5_ 0,05%
or 2mV

e_.-1mV

..._1mV

1mV

5-1mV

_«_1mV

Parameter

Stability*

1 or 4mV

Ripple*
.-1,5mV
_
Voltage (RMS) i

.

*Ripple and stability figures in constant voltage mode. Stability given for ± 10% line variations.

PHILIPS

Test &Measuring
Instruments

*.

. 1mV
_

PE 1542

.

0,5 mV

--1mV
CS D10.128

PHILIPS

D OSCILLOSCOPES 10 -150 MHz E DIGITAL &ANALOGUE MULTIMETERS O CONVERSATIONAL DATA LOGGERS O RECORDERS CHART &X -YD LF &RF OSCILLATORS O MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT
D DC POWER SUPPLIES &AC STABILIZERS O FREQUENCY COUNTERS &TIMERS D TV STUDIO &TRANSMISSION INSTRUMENTATION E PULSE GENERATORS [7 AUDIO &VIDEO SERVICE EQUIPMENT

Circle 712 on reader service card

with VFT channel tuning and psophometric filter
for noise measurements according to CCITT P. 53
Features when used for level measuring:

Additional applications:

* Selective from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with 7switchable
bandwidths from 10 Hz to 1.6 kHz

* Selective amplifier with adjustable center frequency
(restoring noisy signals)

* Wideband from 20 Hz to 50 kHz

* Wideband amplifier in range 20 Hz to 50 kHz

* Measuring range: —90 dB to +20 dB

* Tunable filter in range 20 Hz to 20 kHz

* Level adjustable in 1dB steps from 0dB to —39 dB

* Tracking generator in range 20 Hz to 20 kHz

* Semiautomatic level calibration with internal
calibration source

* 6digit selective frequency counter;
0.1 Hz/1 Hz switchable resolution

* Carrier control input for external tuning

And even with all those features, there are still more

* X-Y output for chart recorder

applications in electroacoustics and harmonic analysis.

With the PMG-13 we can offer you auniversal precision measuring instrument
for audio frequency measuring techniques.
Please request detailed information with the reader service number.

Wandel & Goltermann
Posttach 45 •D-7412 Eningen •F R o Germany
Tel (0 7121) 84 41 •Telex 07 29 833/wug d
Electronics/June 8, 1978

Representatives in more than 50 countries Affiliates in
BR
Wandel & Goltermann L A RIO DE JANEIRO, Tel 275-77 99
CDN R-O-R Associates Ltd SCARBOROUGH Ont, Tel 416-291-7121
F
Wandel & Goltermann France• 94-RUNGIS, Tel 687 32 70
GB
Wandel & Goltermann UK Ltd •LONDON W 3, Tel 992 6791
S
Wandel & Goltermann AB •STOCKHOLM, Tel 08/18 83 45
USA W & G INSTRUMENTS Inc LIVINGSTON N J Tel (201) 994-0854
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Light Fantastic
Technological progress is aprocess of evolution.
The familiar light-spray lamp, for example, uses
minute-diameter flexible glass fibres to transmit
light along acurved path. This same principle has
evolved into ascience that will have asignificant
impact on 20th century communications technology.
Philips optoelectronics engineers have developed
this 'light fantastic' sufficiently to install the fibre
optics transmission system.

%f
ir

.

Using 0.1 mm diameter fibres -each with a
capacity of 1920 telephone channels -the system is
also suitable for transmitting data, telegraph, videc
telephone and television signals. Once the problem
of short-haul transmission have been resolved, it
stands to reason that much greater distances
will be covered. For, quite apart from its enormous
economic and technical advantages over traditiona
copper-cable transmission systems, fibre optics is a

••.•• •
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logical answer to the future demands of global
communications.
Optical transmission is one example of how
Philips are translating advanced technology into
practical innovation. Here are some more.

Stored Program Control, or SPC,
represents the logical integration of
advanced computer techniques with
sophisticated communication electronics.
It leads to drastic improvements in
telephony, telegraphy and data communications.

If you would like to know more about the
products and systems mentioned here, or about
the scope of our industrial activities in general,
you can reach us by telephone in the following
European cities, or -especially for countries
outside Europe -by completing and returning
the coupon.
Athens 9215311
Dublin 693355
Helsinki 17271
Madrid 4042200
Stockholm 635000

Brussels 2191800
Eindhoven 793333
London 8364360
Milan 6994371
Vienna 645511

IRAS -Infra-Red Astronomical
Satellite- due to be launched into a900
kilometre polar orbit in 1981, is the first
scientific satellite designed to make a
detailed inventory of infra-red sources in
space. The on-board computer, which will
process about 500 million bits of measured
data per day, will be supplied by us along
with other electronic systems.

Solar energy is used to re-charge the
storage battery aboard each of the forty
survey buoys currently performing a
marine study in the Indian Ocean.
Continuously monitored data is automatically transmitted from each buoy every
hundred minutes via the Nimbus-Six
satellite. The study is being carried out by
the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO).
Philips supplied the solar collector panels.

Iam especially interested in:

Copenhagen AS2222
Hamburg 2812417
Lisbon 683121
Oslo 463890
Zurich 442211
98-23

Attach this coupon to your official
letterhead or business card and mail to:
Philips Industries, C.M.SD.-TQIII-4.
Room 55, Eindhoven, Holland.

PHILIPS
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RF automatically now."
"Until EIP invented the Model 451,
measuring the frequency of my radar
signals was about as easy as finding
Atlantis with asnorkel. Ihad to use
narrow band cavity wavemeters with 0.1
to 0.2% accuracy. Or Ihad to use a
transfer oscillator with its infernal zero
beat. Both these techniques required a
lot of auxiliary equipment. Not to
mention being difficult and time consuming, particularly for narrow pulses
and low repetition rates.
“EIP's Model 451 Automatic Microwave Pulse Counter is the first and only
counter around that automatically and
directly measures pulse modulated signals
from 0.3 to 18 GHz.

signal's frequency immediately appears on
abright 7digit LED display with resolution to 10 kHz. Ican measure pulse
widths as narrow as 100 nanoseconds.
And there's no minimum or maximum
frequency limits on pulse repetition.
((It's also awhiz for doing frequency
measurements in the time domain—
VCO post tuning drift measurements for
instance.
“The EIP engineers have put together an informative app note explaining how
the 451 works. To get your copy, phone
or write EIP Tell them you're ready to
retire your snorkel.),

"Even unskilled operators can use it.
All that you need to do is connect a
signal to the counter input. The pulsed

E

•

EIP, Inc. /3230 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, California
95051 /Phone (408) 244-7975.
In Europe: DP International, Brussels, Belgium /Phone
2/660 48 70.
Electronics/June 8, 1978
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Electronics Magazine
Book Series

1. Microprocessors

What you must know about
available microprocessor
technology, devices, information, 4th printing. $8.95

2. Applying
Microprocessors

2nd and 3rd generation technology. 26 detailed applications from data networks to
video games. $9.95

3. Large Scale Integration

Covers the basic technology,
new LSI devices, LSI testing
procedures, plus system
design and applications. $9.95

4. Basics of Data
Communications

Includes 47 articles from Data
Communications magazine
covering more than 11 key
areas. $12.95

5. Circuits for Electronics
Engineers
Contains 306 circuits arranged
by 51 functions from Amplifiers to Voltage Regulating
Circuits. Saves design
drudgery. $15.95

The technology, devices, and
applications that link memory
components and system
design. $12.95

8. New Product Trends in
Electronics, Number One
From "New Products," stateof-the-art materials and equipment, arranged according to
function. $14.95

6. Design Techniques for
Electronics Engineers
Nearly 300 articles drawn
from "Engineer's Notebook."
A storehouse of design
problem solutions. $15.95

Electronics Book Series
McGraw-Hill Publications Company, Shoppenhangers Rd.,
Maidenhead, Berkshire SL620L. England
1. Microprocessors
Send me
copies at $8.95 per copy.
2. Applying Microprocessors
Send me
copies at $9.95 per copy.
3. Large Scale Integration
Send me
copies at $9.95 per copy.
4. Basics of Data Communications
Send me
copies at $12.95 per copy.
5. Circuits for Electronics Engineers
Send me
copies at $15.95 per copy.

If after my 10-day free-trial examination Iam not fully satisfied IunderstancT1
that my payment will be refunded.

D

Payment enclosed
D Bill firm
Charge to my credit card:

D American Express
D BankAmericard/Visa
Acct No.

ID Bill me

D

Diners Club
O Master Charge•
Date Exp.

•On Master Charge only,first numbers above name
Name

6. Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers
Send me
copies at $15.95 per copy.

Company

7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes
Send me
copies at $12.95 per copy.

Street

8. New Product Trends in Electronics
Send me
copies at $14.95 per copy.

City

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book.
-

Signature

22E

7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes

Title

County
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ULP 12

The"intelligent"
system cell
Basic unit of automation systems SEPA design and
manufacture, the ULP 12 minicomputer is being
used in a wide range of applications such as:
-industrial, marine and military system automation
-data acquisition, processing and transmission
-scientific calculus
-data base management in industrial, business
and community environment.
SEPA manutactures the ULP 12 minicomputer in a
professional as well as a military version: both are
compatible with the same software packages and
interface to a wide range of conventional and special peripherals.
The available standard software packages are
heavily user oriented to provide maximum ease

and promptness of use. In addition to various utility
and service programs they include mono/multiprogramming operating systems as well as compilers
and interpreters for high level languages (RTL/2,
BASIC).
Società di Elettronica per l'Automazione S.p.A.
Lungo Stura Lazio 45 -10156 Torino (Italy)
Tel. (011)262.3333(5 linee r.a.) Telex: 23527 Sepa

User size electronics
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P.O. Box No. 2530, Clinton, Iowa 52734. U.S.A.
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Hybrid Systems:
Recognized For Reliability
Reliability. In the toughest jobs. In the most unforgiving environments. Before the first man set foot on the
moon, Hybrid Systems was building quality products
you can depend on. Data converters. Thin film
resistors. Hybrid IC's.
We're proud of our reputation as aworld leader in thin
film hybrid IC technology and we work hard to protect
it. Nearly one-third of our employees are directly
assigned to quality assurance and testing. Our
engineers are as concerned with product reliability
as with "State of the Art"
performance. Our manufacturing
techniques are MIL-certified.
Hybrid Systems' products all meet
MIL-M-38510C Class B standards
by 100% screening per method
5004.3 of MIL-STD-883A. Class A
processing can be provided.
Not all of our products go into
space. From satellite systems to
navigation and guidance equipment

to the most demanding industrial and commercial
applications, our products meet the highest standards
for reliability and performance.
Whatever your needs, you'll recognize Hybrid Systems
as aproven, innovative source for thin film products.
Our latest catalog presents 12 new series of hybrid IC
data converters all meeting tough specifications at
cost-effective prices.

When the chips are down...

systems

CORPORATON

Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA 01730
Phone (617) 275-1570
(TWX 710-326-7584 HYBRIDSYS BFRD)
In Europe: Hybrid Systems GmbH. 61 Darmstadt. Luisenplatz 4, Germany
Tel 6151-291595 (TELEX 419390 HYSY DI
In The United Kingdom: Hybrid (Component) Systems U.K. Ltd.
12A Park Street, Camberley. Surrey
Tel. (0276) 28128 (TELEX 858720 HYBRID G)

A/D & D/A Converters •Thin Film Resistors •Hybrid Integrated Circuits
Circe 75 on reader service card

Intel announces sever
Now you can really
Hold the power, hold the clock, order the speed you need.
Our 2141 family includes seven new low power, fully static 4K RAMs
that give the designer the choice. Now you can get the
speed/power product you want without the design complications of clocked RAMs. That's just what you need IMO
to simplify design of main, buffer, cache and control store
memory systems, and speed your product to market.
HMOS, our new memory technology, is the key. Its
active speed/power product is just one fourth that of
previous processes. So while maintaining the highest
performance in its class, the 2141 operates with as
little as 40 mA. And automatic
power down on deselection cuts
standby power to 5mA. In larger
systems, where most devices are
deselected at any given time, the
combined power savings can
reach 90% or more over other
fully static 4K x1RAMs. That
cuts cooling and power supply
costs dramatically.
Faster, easier design is what
Intel's HMOS is all about.
Automatic power down is accomplished without aclock so
the 2141 can be designed into
either synchronous or asynchronous
systems with equal ease. And the cycle
times equal access times. That means higher data
rates, as fast as 8.3 MHz for the fastest version.
76
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rew fully static 4K RAMs.
lave it your way.
For even greater speed, the seven
41 parts are directly pin and function

4096 x1BIT HMOS STATIC RAMs
DEVICE

Max.
Access
Time
(ns)

Max. Active
Standby
Current
(mA) Max.
Current
(mA)

2141-2
120
70
20
mpatible with our three super fast 2147
2141-3
150
70
20
2141-4
200
55
12
MOS parts. So you can have it your way
2141-5
250
55
12
Dm 55ns to 250ns using the 2141/2147
5
2141L-3
150
40
5
2141L-4
200
40
ries, with avirtually identical
5
2141L-5
250
40
)eed/power product.
2147
70
160
20
2147-3
55
180
30
Both the 2141 and 2147 follow the
2147L
70
140
10
Ldustry standard 4096 x1bit, 18-pin
.nout, and can replace conventional 4K static RAMs in both clocked and
unclocked systems. Both 2141 and 2147 are directly
TTL compatible in all respects: inputs, output and
operation from asingle +5V supply. And both parts
deliver the inherent reliability of HMOS. They've
already achieved the same dependability as the 2102A.
For acopy of our HMOS reliability report and
data sheets, write Intel, Literature Dept., 3065 Bowers
Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051.
The 2141 is in production and available now.
You can order directly from your distributor, or from
your local Intel sales office. Just ask for the new
4K static RAM with everything on it.
®

delivers.

Europe: Intel International, Rue du Moulin a Papier, 51 -Boite 1, B-1160, Brussels, Belgium. Telex 24814.
Japan: Intel Japan, K.K., Flower HIII-Shinmachl East Bldg. 1-23-9, Shinmachl, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 154.
Telex 781-28426.
US and Canadian distributors: Almac/Stroum, Component Specialties, Cramer, Hamllton/Avnet, Harvey,
Industrial Components, Pioneer, Sheridan, Wyle/Elmar, Wyle/Liberty, or L.A. Varah, Zentronics.
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A system for every application. Whether your
needs are for high-volume production testing,
incoming inspection, development engineering or circuit evaluation, there's aFairchild
system that's right for you. Our testers are
modular, easily tailored and they're efficient—
they'll provide 50 to 100 percent greater
throughput than competing systems.
Sentry

V for economical LSI
testing. It's the most advanced LSI test system
in its price class.
Sentry V delivers
high throughput,

exceptional accuracy and the flexibility
to handle all
modern technologies.
Sentry VII for
LSI engineering
and characterization. It's
the industry standard. Sentry VII's
multi-tasking software and distributed
processing cuts device characterization to
afraction of the time required by other systems.
Sentry VIII for VLSI. When it comes to
testing VLSI, Sentry VIII is the only game
in town. It's the only commercial 120-pin
test system with data pattern handling,
multiple clocking, real-time error analysis
and high speed memory on every pin.
Its test programs are also softwarecompatible with Sentry V and VII.
Xincom III for efficient memory testing.
Xincom III is Fairchild's computer controlled
memory test system for production testing,
circuit characterization and incoming inspection. It has a host computer and up to
four test satellites, each with two heads for

testing RAMs, ROMs or PROMs in wafer
form or packages. Its distributed architecture
lets you test several devices simultaneously
in real time with true foreground/background
processing. Without slowing the testing
function in the foreground, the background
allows program development, data analysis
and logging, printer/CRT interaction and more.
World-wide service for every system. Our
products made us number one. Our service
keeps us there. Training centers in the U.S.,
Europe and Asia have taught over 5000
engineers and technicians the latest in LSI
testing techniques and equipment. Our
worldwide applications staff will help you
develop test programs to suit your requirements, so your Fairchild system is productive from the moment it's installed. And
our field service group will be close by to
keep your system running. Whether you're
in Singapore or San Francisco.
Watch us roar. With the lion's share of the
market, you have made Fairchild king of the
testing jungle. We're constantly improving
our technology to keep pace with yours.
We intend to stay on top.
Find out more about Fairchild's LSI test
systems. Mail the coupon today, or contact:
Fairchild Systems Test Group,
1725 Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110
(408) 998-0123.

Fairchild: First in LSI testing
Please send data on the following:
Sentry V D

VII E

VIII EJ

Xincom Ill D

I'd like to talk with a Fairchild engineer. D
My testing needs include

Name
Title
Company
Address _

_

City/State/Zip
Area Code (

)Phone

Abtl
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...begins anew
oscilloscope era.
This is an oscilloscope that's many times more accurate
than traditional oscilloscopes, and it has an order of magnitude better resolution. It is agreat storage oscilloscope,
too, storing literally hundreds of times more information,
without adjustments, at the touch of abutton, and it doesn't
"forget" until you want it to. It can show live waveforms,
or stored waveforms, or live waveforms superimposed on
stored waveforms. It has x64 display scale expansion
which allows you to see fine details. You can see signal
changes as small as ahundredth of apercent, while observing superimposed signal waveforms.
EXPLORER has "retroactive sweep trigger" which means
you can observe signals that precede your sweep trigger
just as easily as you can observe those that follow. Therefore, you can see the causes of an event as easily as the
consequences. This is truly ageneral purpose oscilloscope,
for signals in the frequency range of millihertz to a few
megahertz, and of course, dc. It provides the same functions as general purpose analog oscilloscopes. The
improvement is simply that it performs these functions
superbly, with less hassle, and under a greater range of
conditions.
An optional internal magnetic disk memory, with removable disks, allows you to store waveforms permanently
.and recall them in seconds for comparison or inspection.
It records at the touch of a button, or automatically in
sequence if a series of signals is to be stored. Another
option is digital I/O, in case you want to analyze the
signals by calculator or computer. RS-232 and IEEE 488
busses are available.

NICOLE!
INSTRUMENT
CORPORATION
OSCILLOSCOPE DIVISION
5225 Verona Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53711

Telephone: 608/271-3333

EXPLORER has plug-in unit construction so that you can
choose one or two channel operation. You can choose
fast plug-ins, or plug-ins designed for measurements of
very low frequency and high sensitivity.

Nicolet? Who's Nicolet?
If digital oscilloscopes mark the beginning of anew era in
oscilloscopes, you might wonder why little, unknown,
Nicolet was the one who pioneered them, rather than
one of the traditional manufacturers of 'scopes. Well,
we're not so little, and are well known in other instrumentation fields. We manufacture high technology instrumentation including Fourier transform infrared spectrometers, superconducting magnet NMR spectrometers,
research and clinical medical instrument computers, realtime FFT spectrum analyzers, and signal averagers. In
every one of these product areas we are leaders, or right
near the top.
Nicolet has what was needed to conceive and produce
general purpose digital oscilloscopes: A fresh viewpoint,
imagination, a good knowledge of what an oscilloscope
should be and exceptional expertise in the design of digital
instrumentation.
There's much more you should know about the
EXPLORER, and how it can help you. For complete
details or ademonstration, send the reader service
card or call Jim Bartosch at 608/271-3333.

SALES AND SERVICE OFFICES WORLDWIDE
CANADA:

Nicolet Instrument Canada, Ltd.
23-1616 Matheson Boulevard
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1R9
(416) 625-3901
ENGLAND: Nicolet Instrument Ltd.
80A Emscote Road
Warwick, Warwickshire
(0926) 44451-52
EUROPE:
Nicolet Instrument GmbH
Frankfurter Strasse 121
6050 Offenbach am Main
West Germany. 0611-812075

JAPAN:

Nicolet Japan Corporation
Daisho Building, Room 1001
8-7, 6 Chome
Nishinakajima, Yodogawa-ku
Osaka 532. 06-305-2150.
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Teradyne finds the practical solution.
No. 6in aseries.

Daisy-chain backplane fixturing
Workinc wonders with afew wires anc afew volts.
Testing backplanes for wiring errors
should not be avery big deal. After
all, the technology of finding opens
and shorts is not the kind of thing
you write your doctoral thesis
on. Yet, until afew years ago,
any backplane with afew thousand points or more was sure to
represent hours, if not days, of
testing time.
Well, not testing time, really. The
problem was less the testing than
the getting ready for the testing. Since
one wire had to be connected from each
backplane point to the tester, preparing a
10,000-point backplane for testing was afearsome job in its own right. In fact, with awire-per-point
system the tester-to-backplane
connections were often less reliable than the backplane wiring,
and awhole new round of verification
was necessary. The backplane testing
was then performed via banks of clattering relays whose
own reliability was less than gilt-edged. Clearly, to call
this "automatic testing" was to abuse the language. But
at the time there were no alternatives.
Teradyne, which had backplanes of its own to test, refused to accept wire-per-point connection and set about
to find abetter solution. The result was the "daisychain" approach now generally conceded to be the only
way to test backplanes.
The idea behind daisy-chaining is to distribute aportion of the test electronics onto the backplane itself,
via "fixture cards" inserted into the backplane's cardedge connectors. Then, through acombination of
serial and parallel addressing, the system can access any
pin connected to any fixture card for testing. The
fixture cards are linked, daisy-chain fashion, by aquarterinch cable carrying 14 leads. At each end of the daisychain the cable connects to the test system. That's the
only connection to the system required, whether the
backplane has 100 points or 100,000. One does have
to plug in those fixture cards, but compared with wire-

per-point connection this is atrifle.
(Besides, with two sets of fixture
cards one can set up one backplane
while another is being tested.)

Since four switches per point are
required to carry off the multi
piecing, the game is played ir
solid-state. But not just any sof
id state. Turning 400,000 T2L
switches loose on a100,000-point
backplane is asure way to vaporize
everything in sight. So the switches
were designed in custom CMOS,
where they run on acool 350 milliwatts.
As the length of the daisy- chain varies witi
the size of the backplane and the number of fixture
cards, the daisy-chain capacitance varies as well, and
it was therefore necessary to design the system sc
that timing would be independent ol
daisy-chain length. Teradyne accomplishes this via a"handshaking"
technique that ensures that each
step is complete before the next
is initiated.
The use of low voltage to test backplanes was initially
taken for heresy by aworld conditioned to define continuity in terms of what would pass 500 volts. However,
where the idea is to find wiring errors, 10 volts proves
to be just as effective as 500. The case for high-voltage
testing rests chiefly on its use to predict insulation
cut-through, but even here it's ashaky case at best, for
the time window during which breakdown will occur at
500 volts and not at 10 is likely to be statistically
insignificant.
Backplane errors are generally the least forgiving of all; asingle missed connection can
cripple an entire system. Yet many manufacturers sample-test their backplanes or bypass
testing altogether until final system checkout. In
the days when backplane testing presented ahorrendous accessing problem, this may have been understandable. But not now. Testing backplanes today is as
easy as picking daisies.

laieetite
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Probing the news
Analysis of technology and business developments

Board inventories mount
Computer makers seek the ideal field tester as way to get off
the expensive merry-go-round of replace, repair, and ship

"Once it was common for us to send
out a field engineer with an oscilloscope and a pocketful of chips, but
that's not practical anymore. It has
become necessary to go out with
replacement modules, swap good
boards for those we think are defective, and send the suspect boards
back to the factory for repair."
That statement, made by John
FioreIli, national logistics manager
for customer service at Interdata
Inc., a unit of Perkin-Elmer Corp.'s
Data Systems Group in Oceanport,
N. J., neatly encapsulates the widespread problems of field service and
replacement-board inventory that
confront computer manufacturers
large and small. One reliable estimate puts the costs—for reworking
and board inventory—at close to
$100 million for each of the major
computer makers. Another estimate
is that worldwide $6 billion in circuit
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boards is languishing at repair
depots or on their way to and from
those depots. But regardless of the
estimate, everyone agrees that computer companies account for alarge
chunk of the total.
At NCR Corp. in Dayton, Ohio,
Donald Phelps sees board swapping
and inventory as a multimilliondollar expense. Phelps, manager of
corporate maintainability and reliability in the Research and Development division, says NCR is trying to
reduce those costs by moving its testing and repair capability closer to
the field. That is why it funded the
development by Omnicomp Inc. of
the portable service processor [Electronics, Feb. 16, p. 41].
Looking. Also seeking asolution is
Control Data Corp. The mainframe
maker now uses Mirco Systems Inc.
programmable testers in nine locations and also employs chip-level

testers from Testline Instruments
Inc. at some facilities. "But we're
looking very seriously at the Omnicomp tester and expect to make a
decision within three months," says
H. Ben Meeks, manager of repair
and refurbishment operations. The
Omnicomp approach is attractive to
CDC because the tester is speedy and
can handle large-scale integrated
circuits, memories, and some analog
circuits.
One way to control costs is to
design with an eye to field testing.
Burroughs Corp. of Detroit follows
that route. Beginning with the Weir
meter developed in England, Burroughs has spurred development of
Data Test Corp.'s 1000 and Tektronix Inc.'s 851 field-service instruments. George R. Johnson, vice president and head of Burroughs' field
engineering and technical support
organization, says, "New system
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favor of establishing remote testing
facilities using less costly small-scale
testers much as NCR is doing with
development is approached, in part, the Omnicomp instrument. "Those
with a view toward the capabilities
systems," he says, "cannot check the
of those field-test instruments."
full scope of uses aboard may be put
Differences. Burroughs' attitude
to once it is put back in float; all they
toward replacement points up a can establish is that it functions in
difference in philosophies among the
the specific applications they are
computer makers regarding approgrammed to test for. We prefer
proach and, therefore, the ideal test
to bear the expense of shipping the
instrument. Burroughs has more
board back—across borders, if necthan 1,100 field-service locations
essary—to a fully equipped test site
around the world employing 12,000
where it can be tested more thorfield engineers. The emphasis, says
oughly." HP has two such sites
Johnson, is on having the field
outside the U. S.: one in France and
person restore the system in one visit
the other in Japan. It also has about
and go on to the next user. "If he has
200 field bases and 1,100 field engito come back to base to replenish a neers.
board supply, that impedes the overChain. The scenario for Sperry
all efficiency. That's why we are
Univac is a bit more complicated.
aiming at component-level repair in
After Sperry's field people snap out
the field," he says.
malfunctioning multiple-board asOn the other hand, Hewlett-Packsemblies, those three or four boards
ard Co. believes in changing an
are sent up through a chain that
assembly—board or box —to get the
starts at one of the field-service
system up and running as quickly as
centers. The next stop is one of a
possible. Thomas C. Lauhon, head of half-dozen central service repair
the 11
2 -year-old Computer Service
/
depots, and the final stop is the
division ; Sunnyvale, Calif., is not in
factory, vendor, or scrap pile. That

Makers of field testers keep pace
Instrument makers are setting out in different directions to develop and build
testers designed to enable technicians to economically service computer
mainframes and peripherals in the field. Although marked improvements over
what was available before, none of them appears to hit the mark of being
the ideal tester. Here is apartial rundown of what is available:
• Hewlett-Packard Co. of Palo Alto, Calif., offers the 5004 signature analyzer, a lightweight (5.5 pounds), $990 instrument that checks out acompatibly
designed digital product by detecting bit streams at circuit nodes and
displaying them as hexadecimal signatures [Electronics, March 3,1977, p.95].
• Tektronix Inc. of Beaverton, Ore., has developed the model 851 digital
tester that combines a digital multimeter, a counter, and a logic-state
indicator [Electronics, Sept. 1, 1977, p. 116]. The $1,995 instrument
measures voltage, resistance, time, temperature, and logic states.
• Akin to the 851 is another multifunction instrument, the Datatester 1200
[Electronics, July 21, 1977, p. 31], developed by Data Test Corp. of
Concord, Calif. Costing $1,200 in volume, this instrument does the job of a
digital voltmeter, voltohmmeter, frequency meter, and timer, as well as of a
duty cycle meter, logic probe, and integrated-circuit and logic tester. Like the
others mentioned, it is a purely manual troubleshooting instrument that lacks
any degree of automation.
• Perhaps the most sophisticated approach to field testing is the automated
portable service processor developed by Omnicomp Inc. of Phoenix [Electronics, Feb. 16, 1978, p. 41]. Fully automated and using the software data
base available on large production test systems, the PSP steps the technician through the troubleshooting process. However, its weight of 40 pounds
and price tag of $20,000 in quantities of 10 or more will likely limit its use
primarily to repair centers, rather than at customer sites.
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procedure will be followed for the
next year or two, says Thomas Chernetsky, manager of technical services
at the division's headquarters in Blue
Bell, Pa. However, system diagnostics will be beefed up so that, "as
boards become more complex and
more expensive, the system will be
able to pinpoint aboard, instead of a
group of boards," he says.
Data General Corp., the Westboro, Mass., minicomputer maker,
maintains 150 field locations around
the world and 1,400 to 1,500 field
engineers. There are a dozen main
depots where, in the words of technical services director Thomas Cook,
faulty boards are "renewed." Data
General relies on internal diagnostics—which may be either software
routines or microcode in firmware—
and Tektronix or Philips oscilloscopes for on-the-spot identification
of faulty boards.
Various needs. While instrument
makers are working hard to advance
the art of field testing, they have yet
to develop the instrument that will
meet the needs of all makers—a goal
that could well be unattainable
considering the variety of needs
listed by the computer companies.
For example, while NCR backed
the development of the Omnicomp
tester, it still does not have the true
field tester it seeks. And Control
Data says it would like a more
sophisticated tester to keep up with
the more sophisticated boards, rather than to extend field service closer
to the customer. "That's an evolution," says repair manager Meeks.
"With our new generation of equipment we'll need anew generation of
testers, and we've already started
planning for that." So, to be sure,
have the instrument makers.
Perhaps Univac's thinking about
the problem sums it up. Technical
services mana ber Chernetsky points
out that his company is evaluating
the Omnicomp tester, "but I, don't
think you can give each man one of
these testers. No matter how sophisticated systems get, there are always
going to be some assemblies that
have to be sent to a repair center,
and that's where the expensive testing and repair equipment will be." El
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Super efficient and cost effective:
New JEDEC high CTR couplers.
From the leader. Texas Instruments.
greater coupling efficiency.

You get maximum output with
minimum input from TI's new
4N47, 4N48, and 4N49 couplers.
Typically, aCurrent Transfer Ratio
of 800% at 1ma input current.

•Greater isolation protection between low level logic sources
(CMOS, MOS, low power
Schottky, TTL).
•Excellent switching speeds —
non-darlington output.

Such high performance is only
the beginning. Here are more advantages of this new series:

•Stability over —55°C to 125°C
temperature range.

•Improved systems reliability—
fewer components, fewer circuit connections, and much

•Greater cost effectiveness
•Popular TO-5 hermetic package

Ti's Super Coupler Family
Max. CTR
Min. CTR
@ I
F=1 ma @ I
F=1ma

100-Piece
Price

PTexas Instruments Incorporated
P. O. Box 225012, WS 308
Dallas, Texas 75265

FREE

Please send me your new Optoelectronics
Master Selection Guide.

Device

MI. Vol.

4N47

1000 V

100%

—

4N48

1000 V

200%

800%

7.50

COMPANY

4N49

1000 V

400%

1600%

10.63

ADDRESS
CITY

$ 6.25

Use the new super couplers in
motor-speed controls, numeric control systems, relay replacement,
ground isolation protection, microprocessor systems, instrumentation, meters, and data
transmissions.
For more details,
call your nearest authorized TI distributor or mail coupon
below.

NAME
TITLE

STATE

ZIP

E

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
©1978 Texas Instruments Incorporated

81510

INCORPORATED
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Military

Savings program runs into flak
A budgetary flap is slowing an Air Force project that cuts costs
by infusing aging weapons systems with new technology
by Alfred Rosenblatt, Associate Editor, and Ray Connolly, 14

When one of its cost-savings procut for fiscal 1979. The service is
grams turns out to be a success, the giving up, though: it hopes to boi
Air Force expects a pat on the back
PRAM funding to $8 million in t.
from Congress. But in the case of its
fiscal 1980 budget request that it
Productivity, Reliability, Availabiliwill submit next January.
ty, and Maintainability program,
Misunderstanding. Both the Air
which applies new, off-the-shelf Force managers who oversee PRAM
technology to established weapons and the Defense Department, which
systems to reduce their running
would like to have the concept
costs, the service is getting someextended to the Army and Navy,
thing more like akick in the pants.
contend that Congress misunderFor an initial investment of $3.5
stands the program. The military
million, the two-year-old program
points to documented results chalked
has already chopped nearly $80
up by PRAM, which is run as ajoint
million from the Air Force's operaoperation of the Systems Comtions and support costs for a mand's Aeronautical System diviprojected five-year period. Neverthesion and the Air Logistics Comless, disapproving of PRAM'S method
mand, both of which are at Wrightof funding and organization, ConPatterson Air Force Base, Dayton,
gress slashed the program's fiscal
Ohio.
1978 budget to $2 million from $30
PRAM'S team of just 33 specialists
million and is unlikely to restore the
(reduced from 50) modified 93

PRAM's savings account
A sampling of PRAM projects provides an idea of the program's range of
activities. For example:
• One project replaced rate gyros in the F-4 that were magnetically damped,
expensive, and prone to failure with less expensive and more reliable fluiddamped gyros from Timex Corp. [Electronics, April 13, p. 44]. PRAM cost for
the project —$48,000; projected five-year savings — $2 million.
• Another project found an improved encapsulant for a traveling-wave tube
that halved the tube's rejection-rate. PRAM cost —$200,000; projected
five-year savings — $6.99 million.
• A system was instituted for erasing and recertifying 1- and 2-inch-wide
video and instrumentation tapes used by intelligence-gathering agencies,
instead of throwing them out. PRAM cost —$35,000; projected five-year
savings — $1. 14 million.
• Another study aims at replacing mechanical-movement clocks costing
$225 to $250 and watches costing $118 with quartz-crystal liquid-crystaldisplay units costing $115 to $125 and $25 respectively. PRAM cost —
$100,000; five-year savings—$1.3 million. Field tests are now going on.
• A project requiring engineering development involved equipping aircraft
cockpits with electroluminescent displays that use a technique for microencapsulating individual phosphor particles to provide hermeticity. The PRAM
office is making 10 sets of panels for testing in the A-10 attack aircraft.
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systems for the anticipated $80
million savings. Of the 362 projects
undertaken, about half involve electronics technology, with 71 avionics
programs representing the largest
electronics share.
Under the direction of the
Wright-Patterson joint office, the
projects are spread out to nine
program offices at various Air Force
installations. PRAM activities can
range from replacing 15-year-old
magnetically damped rate gyroscopes found on the F-4 fighter with
more reliable fluid-damped gyros to
introducing electroluminescent displays into aircraft cockpits (see
"PRAM'S savings account," p. 87).
"We have been shooting for a 5:1
return on investment after you take
the PRAM cost and implementation
cost into account," explains Col. Bill
Moss Jr., program director for PRAM
and 26-year Air Force veteran.
George Britton, PRAM chief engineer, adds, "We find that 10% of the
parts are causing 90% of the problems. Those are the parts we concentrate on."
House complaints. If the projects
are paying off, why are staffers on
the House Appropriations defense
subcommittee down on the program? The criticisms at the heart of
this budgetary flap—and the Air
Force responses—are these:
• Congress suspects that PRAM money is being used to bail out incomplete development programs. But the
Air Force points out that the targets
of PRAM projects are older weapons
systems already in their arsenal—
items that need to be studied to
infuse today's cost-effective technologies into their designs.
• The House has insisted that the
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Man from PRAM. Col. Bill Moss Jr., program
director for the Air Force cost-savings, reliability, and maintainability program, says that
PRAM projects work best when his otfice
can pick opportune targets as they arise.

Air Force break out PRAM activities
as line items in the budget in order
to ensure funding accountability.
However, Col. Moss says that,
though possible, this kind of budgeting could hamper his efforts. Congress would have to approve projects
before they begin as well as those
that are ended.
"We look upon PRAM as an office
of opportunity—one where we find
the funding flexibility to look at
what offers the best potential for
saving dollars," he explains. "We'll
attack systems with reliability and
cost problems, but not everything
may pay off. When we see that, we
want to be able to drop it. We're
after low-cost, high-payback fixes
that we can do now rather than wait
two years to get the money programmed for it."
• Congressional budgeters are determined that PRAM should be
funded solely from research and
development funds, not with procurement, operations, and maintenance funds as well. But PRAM is not
involved with R&D, retorts Defense
Department Under Secretary William J. Perry. Until House appropriations cutbacks crippled the PRAM
program, he says, "it went after the
readiness and ownership cost problems of older systems—it did not
address systems in production or
early deployment."
Another DOD official bristles, "We
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are willing to see PRAM funded with
different kinds of money. PRAM is
too good aconcept, with too high a
return on investment, to let it slip
through a crack while we decide
which pocket the money should
come from." Consequently, the Air
Force's $8 million PRAM budget for
fiscal 1980 is made up strictly from
R&D funds, which it finds in short
supply.
• The House staff members' charge
that really riles the Pentagon and the
Air Force is that the split management of PRAM is causing internal
conflicts. Top officers at two Air
Force commands simply deny there
is any problem at all and point out
that the service itself set up the joint
program in the first place. Briefly,
Systems Command provides the engineering backup for the programs,
while Logistics Command is closer
to the operational aspects of the
program and implements shortcomings and whatever fixes have to be
made in the field.
Says Col. Norman Hoyt, assistant
deputy chief of staff for financial
management at Logistics Command,
Wright-Patterson, "There is no
problem between Log Command and
Systems Command. PRAM has done
an outstanding job."
Closing ranks. For now, the
program may be limping along on a
slashed budget, but it is still yielding
cost savings. Chief engineer Britton
has had to focus on the possibilities
of repairing what have heretofore
been throwaway parts, since these
investigations cost little.
"What is being thrown away
might be repairable," he says. "The
price has gone up, but the poor guy
in the field has no option because of
the way the parts were coded years
ago. We're looking at weapons
systems to see how they are breaking
•and recoding them when they can be
repaired at afield depot."
One example of what can be done:
the Air Force is now repairing a
$240 over-pressure sensor in an
aircraft hydraulic system. After
three or four years in the field, a
plastic cap worth $1.65 had been
breaking, causing the entire sensor
to be thrown away. "We never
expected the cap to be the problem.
It involved a very simple fix," Britton observes.
El
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Our Model 601L is an ultrawideband RF Power Amplifier
whose wide range of frequency
coverage and power output
provides the user with the ultimate
in flexibility and versatility in a
laboratory instrument. Easily mated
with any signal generator, this
completely solid state unit amplifies
AM, FM, SSB, TV pulse and other
complex modulations with
minimum distortion.
With aflat frequency response
from 0.8 to 1000MHz the Model
601L will provide alinear class A
output of 12 watts and amaximum
saturated power output of 2watts.
Constant forward power is
continuously available regardless of
the output load impedance match,
making the 601L ideal for driving
reactive as well as resistive loads.
Unconditional stability and
instantaneous failsafe provisions in
the unit provide absolute protection
from damage due to transients and
overloads.
Priced at $1195 U.S.A.
APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
• Laboratory Instrumentation
• RFI/EIVil Testing
• NMR Spectroscopy
• TV Signal Distribution
• Comm inication Systems
For further information or a
demonstration, contact..
ENI
3000 Winton Road South
Rochester, New York 14623
Call 716-473-6900, or
Telex 97-8283 ENI ROC

ENI
The world's leader in power amplifiers
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measuring synthetic textile fibers
[Electronics, Nov. 11, 1976, p. 34].
Analog Devices owns 81% of Micro
Sensors now with "limited business"
to date, Stata says, adding, "There's
still a question about how much we
want to grow in that business." He
emphasizes that "our greatest
growth momentum and market potential is in data-acquisition components."
But strategy is at least as important as plant capacity in the lc business, and the word that keeps recurring in Stata's vocabulary—and the
current five-year plan—is "focus."
His company's focus is on industrial,
scientific, and avionic instrumentation—all areas that require precision. Its product focus is on semiconductor data-acquisition components,
and "our competitive focus is on
becoming avery significant factor in
a small slice of the business."
Familiar areas. That means concentrating the semiconductor capability in areas in which Analog is
already established: precision measurement and control applications
involving data acquisition, control,
and computation. Converting the
company's module products—highperformance operational amplifiers,
data converters and computational
devices— —into precision ics was
the company's plan as early as 1969,
and it's working.
By concentrating on the precision
market Stata is convinced that
Analog can avoid the withering
competition from the likes of Texas
Instruments Inc. or National Semiconductor Corp. if those semiconductor giants choose to enter the
market for precision monolithic devices. But he thinks that the market
is not large enough to attract them
in a big way and that the customer
base, well known by Analog, is too
fragmented for them.
"There's growing evidence that
strategic management is a critical
factor in the semiconductor business," Stata asserts, citing Mostek
Corp. in memories and Intel Corp. in
microprocessors. "They've grown
from small companies a few years
ago to muscle out larger firms in
those markets. Our objective is to be
unto data-acquisition components
what those companies have been to
memories and microprocessors." III
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FOUR TIMES THE ECHO
FROM OUR CHIP.
We brought you the SAD-1024, the SAD-512D, and now
we are introducing the next generation audio delay line,
the R5101. This CCD unit holds 2000 samples of the
signal, almost four times as many as the SAD-1024. It's
easier to use, because it has an on-chip clock driver so
you only need a single phase clock to control it. Its
performance is significantly better than anything you
have ever used. Now you can achieve longer delays,
better echos, reverberation and significant amounts of
data buffering.
The delay provided by the device can be continuously
varied by the clock rate from one millisecond to more
than one second. Our R5101 will give you 10dB better S/N
than four SAD-1024's, at half the price. Also available is a
complete circuit card to help you evaluate this incredible
device so you can be up and running immediately. So if
you want the longest delays with the best performance,
get the Reticon R5101.
This is another I.C. in our growing family of signal
processing devices. We have aworldwide network of over
20 distributors and more than 70 salesmen to help serve
you.

RETICON®
AN

AEGEG

COMPANY

910 Benicia Ave • Sunnyvale, California 94086
(408) 738-4266 • TWX: 910-339-9343
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Probing the news
Military

Updates add to P-3C capabilities
Navy continues to introduce new avionics into its $5 billion program
with deliveries of latest version to start in 1980
by Ray Connolly, Washington bureau manager
With the Soviet submarine fleet
already the world's largest and
continuing to expand by a dozen or
more boats ayear, the U. S. Navy is
pushing for greater tactical mobility
in its antisubmarine warfare forces.
A major beneficiary of this trend
away from ASW systems fixed in
place on ocean bottoms [Electronics,
April 3, 1975, p. 61] is Lockheed
Aircraft Co.'s P-3C Orion, the
lumbering land-based, four-engine
turboprop plane now being updated
for the third time.
"ASW electronics contractors have
done well with the P-3C," says one
senior officer. "Those old Electra
airframes haven't changed much in
10 years, but their black boxes
certainly have." He estimates that
about $5 billion has been spent on

the program, including research and
development, since the first Orion
in 1969.
For that investment the service
now has 24 squadrons of nine planes,
each with a 3,000-mile range, operating from 17 bases to cover the
world's oceans. It will buy another
dozen P-3Cs in fiscal 1979, just as it
is doing this year and did the year
before, spending $333 million on the
planes plus a lot more on Government-furnished electronics.
Deliveries of the P-3C Update III,
which includes six additions and
improvements to major electronics
systems, will not begin before 1980.
ASW personnel have no complaint
about that, however. "We're just
getting our arms around Update II,"
explains Lt. Cdr. C. T. "Skip"

Moyer of the Tactical Support
Center at the Jacksonville, Fla.,
Naval Air Station. Users are still
taking delivery of Update II's 20
hardware changes in new aircraft
while older models wait.
Missiles. One key Update II
change is the Orion's capability to
carry and fire six McDonnell Douglas Harpoon missiles against ships as
far away as 100 kilometers, using
their active radar terminals. These,
the first missiles in the P-3C's weapons inventory, complement eight torpedos, six 2,000-pound mines, 10
depth charges—including two nuclear ones—plus a broad range of
air-droppable sonobuoys.
The sonobuoy mix includes new
command-activated types and passive systems using Difar (direction-

Sub chaser. The P-3C Update Il Orion land-based subhunter incorporates a variety of new sensors, avionics, and weapons. Included are a
passive infrared-detection system and the Harpoon antiship missile that enables the aircraft to attack surface targets 60 miles away.
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At last.
JEDEC's 2N3055A
ends the spec game
with real/
registere
SOA.
No more confusion. No more
uncontrolled SOA approximations.
No more false alarms with
"2N3055Hs", "2N3055SDs", etc.
The new 2N3055A now has official
EIA stamp of approval on safe
operating area—it's the new industry
standard for high SOA sockets
needing performance previously
associated only with single-diffused
NPNs.
Motorola uses patented PowerBase*
technology, too, offering greatly
improved uniformity and
reproducibility over single-diffused.
It's interchangeable with singlediffused, and it's stable and reliable.
You can complement the NPN
2N3055A with the PNP MJ2955A.
Same great, registered specs. Same
low, se price. Same great, reliable
supplier. Motorola.
Contact your authorized Motorola
distributor or Motorola Semiconductor
Products Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix,
AZ 85036. Give yourself abreakthrough.
'Trademark of Motorola Inc

JEDE
Rejects R
Code Appe f
By Robert J. Sonenclay
WASHINGTON, D.C. In the first shc
its recently redoubled effort to force in
pliance to its regulations, the Joint El
gineering Council(JEDEC) has rejec
an agency order to drop an u
from its 2N3055 power tra -ie:
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represents the start of apoll
on the long-standing disregar•
regulations by semiconductor n
Often brushing aside JEDE
its history of timid enforceme
dustry bellwethers RCA. M
for years conspicuously a
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By Emlly.S. Blount
WASHINGTON, D.C.-,
will decide today wileapprove Motorola's applic.
an "A" euff. for
.
tranalatora manufactured -With
power base orrice 0000 .formerly
called 263055H. Al pre.. time.
Motorola and JEDEC were maim..
tic about the outcome
...There's a 90, chance that the
proposal will be approved, - toad
Jack Bemoan, JEDEC executive
sec 00000 y.
A Motorola representative emd
the company haa begun 'Mono«ur
for the change in nomenclature.
readying data sheets and 'linings
for publication However, he added.
until the company receive. Ib.
official word. à anot authorized to
use the -A' .flia.

earif.

make.
•0010

RCA'. ho
.r. will now
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21130S5,
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Fa
A
...due denied
Wanton. direr
of power device
that the
had ever affixed
marketing,.
that the new brand
the
..
aiwer transistor
ia - entirely
crept. ble within
products. ald,
he conjectured
JEDEC'. eta deed. of branding."
that the company might have been
He contin
-Our product i• not
contemplating doing so last fall
an 'A,' eo
see that suffix."
when the controversy .111.0

trey property. -A" indicates that the
d vic
better than the prototype.
A buyer will be able to contact
JEDEC for ',tweaks.. on the
regie.red device.... explained Mr
Heaeman.
At RCA. the problem has been
eolved by developing • new brand
that circumventa Iba guff. iimue
altogether.

Motorola OK'd For 'A' Suffix

MOTOROLA
Semiconductor Group
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It. Emoly-Sue Sloane
.%7.11INGTON. 11 C -TheJoint
io., ironic. Device Engineering
tour. obJEDECI hat notified Moto.
pd,, trial it is authorized to attach an
.ufroi
sta 2N30.55 translators
,th
mproved processes. IEBN.
January 16. 19781.
The der... by JEDEC was to
have been made Mond... JonoarY
hut wria delayed by two obier.
goons from the industry Jack
11..minan. executive tier rrrrr y of
JEDEC explained that both objer.
tomn hove been overruled He

aerl I
nod to o
dpick we the names of the JEDEC's new auffoin.
compante, that objected. Both, he
The second objection included an
a.ertion that confusion will arim
said. have the ophon of appeal.
The first oothection. overruled be because of a queatien of ¡Mr,
loo- II was not based on technical changeability between Motorola's
grounds. rettuerard that JEDEC -A" parta registered under the new
author,. -S11 - or "H" auffoita, format, and the medley of 2N3(15.5
ed under the old
which companies have been afilo -transistors reg
mg to, their 21,131155 device. to format.
Mr. Heitman overruled. saying.
indicate improvements in process.
Mg The objecting company assert. - It's a matter of oipinion as to
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already commonly accepted would confusion with the addition of the
eliminate confosain an the market. "A" auffia.
place. which might he generated by
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MOMW M
Modules
stack
this
way
or

in any
earray
a**
ta eve*
Customize your
circuitry, legends and colors
with the versatile "Mix and
Match" Grayhill Series 82
Available locally
through these representatives
Copenhagen, DENMARK
E. V. JOHANSSEN ELEKTRONIK A-S
London, ENGLAND
HIGHLAND ELECTRONICS LTD.
Neuilly-Sur-Seine, FRANCE
RADIO TELEVISION FRANCAISE
Munchen 21, GERMANY
DATA MODUL GmbH
Tel-Aviv, ISRAEL
RAPAC ELECTRONICS LTD.
Rome and Milan, ITALY
MICROEL-ITALIA SRL
Stockholm, SWEDEN
BO PALMBLAD AB
Zurich, SWITZERLAND
WALTER BLUM LTD.
or send for
free literature
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sonobuoy reference system. With its
10 antennas, Navy officials explain,
it employs electronic phase measurefinding and -ranging) techniques and ments to simultaneously track up to
older, longer-range systems like Lo31 sonobuoys for processing by the
far (low-frequency analysis and reUnivac CP 901/ASQ-114 computer
cording) employing very high fresystem that is also used with the IR
quencies for detection at up to 80 detection set.
miles. In addition, the plane carries a
Problems. The computer system
tail-mounted Texas Instruments Inc.
does pose problems for its users,
ANSQ-81 magnetic-anomaly—detecsome of whom note that its recording
tion set known as MAD, plus TI'S
heads and tapes regularly get out of
APS-116 antisubmarine radar.
alignment and that interchangeabiliIncreased traffic by surface ships
ty of tapes between systems is diffiand partially submerged subs has led cult because no two alignments are
to inclusion in Update II of the the same. The Update III will
AAS-36 infrared-detecting set decorrect such problems with the
signed by Texas Instruments, one of installation of anew digital magnetthe first to use forward-looking
ic-tape system common to both the
infrared modules. Basically, the IRDS
ASQ-114 and to a new advanced
senses heat in the 8-to-14-micromesignal processor developed by IBM,
ter region from atarget and converts
Corp. Called Proteus and first used
it to an electrical signal that is
in the SSN-688 attack submarine,
processed and amplified for converthe signal processor delights the
sion to avideo image on an 875-line
Navy, particularly with its potential
vidicon. Since all targets emit IR
to increase by up to four times the
energy, the 360° scanner in the nose
processing ability of the AQA-7.
radome can detect objects in spite of
Another Update III addition, the
haze, smoke, camouflage, or darkNavy says, will include two more
ness. However, moisture from
Precision Data Inc. AQH-4(V)2
clouds, rain, or fog will cut the range wideband recorder-reproducers for
by scattering the IR energy.
both Difar and Lofar sonobuoy
New hardware that will enhance signals to double capacity. The new
the Orion's submarine-detection
black box will have two I
4-track
ability and simplify the tasks of the
recording heads and two more for
plane's tactical coordinator, known
reproduction, instead of the singleas Tacco, is Cubic Corp.'s ARS-3
head model in Update I.
EJ

Probing the news

The Canadian way with the P-3C
After the U. S., Canada is the next biggest user of the P-3C long-range
antisubmarine warfare system. Australia, Norway, and other North Atlantic
Treaty Organization members also employ the plane. Canadian expertise in
submarine detection with what it calls the CP-140 Aurora is regarded as
superior to that of the U. S. and somewhat less frustrating as well, U. S.
officials say privately.
"Canada keeps its crews together for the duration of their service and on
the same plane where possible," explains one, "and that is important not
only to developing a team concept but also to knowing the idiosyncracies of
the plane's hardware. Equipment performance varies widely from plane to
plane. In the U. S., we are always transferring personnel around."
One dedicated P-3C specialist observes, "We have enough trouble getting
spare parts that fit, but when a squadron undergoes a complete personnel
change in one year, that is a bit much—especially if you finally get a man
who learns how to operate and repair a million-dollar computer or radar in
flight and then lose him to another unrelated assignment."
Although such gripes are widespread among P-3C personnel, a highly
dedicated and competent group, the Navy indicates it has no plans to
change its policy of giving seamen and officers as wide a range of experience
as possible. It does admit to difficulty in recruiting such ratings as aviation
ASW operator, of which it needs 2,400, and aviation ASW technician, of
which it requires 1,000.
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Medical

Communicators help the handicapped
Severely-disabled persons have new ways of forming messages,
using programmable keyboard and display combinations

by Pamela Hamilton, Boston bureau

To 12-year-old Jennifer, a braindamaged child, it opens the way to
education, despite the fact that she
cannot speak and has limited use of
her hands. To 53-year-old Matthew,
astroke patient, it is away of getting
back in touch with the world cut off
when he lost the ability to speak and
move his right arm. And for 20year-old Susan, paralyzed in an
automobile accident, it is a start
toward regaining asmall bit of independence even though she cannot
speak.
Those are not their real names,
but these three, along with agrowing
number of other speech-disabled
persons, owe their ability to form
messages to the development of electronic communicators designed for
those unable to do so on their own.

Indeed, one of the fastest growing
areas of research and development
for the severely handicapped centers
on this equipment.
Problems. Researchers close to the
development of nonverbal communicators see valuable design advances
in using microprocessors in programmable hardware that is easy for the
handicapped to use. But they concede that the problems of getting
this equipment to large numbers of
users will not be solved easily.
First of all, no one is certain how
many people would benefit from a
nonverbal communicator —there is a
pressing need for a demographic
study to identify the "market." The
best estimate is that there are
between 400,000 and 1.5 million
potential users. However, even if the

population of potential users is
identified, the cost of the equipment might be too high. Finally,
rehabilitation experts, design engineers, and occupational therapists
must work more closely in developing the hardware in order to provide
the maximum benefit for the user.
The uncertainty that these problems create for potential hardware
manufacturers is obvious. Lack of
knowledge on market size and the
sorts of educational or therapeutic
programs with which the communicators will operate make entering the
field risky.
"There has been a growth in
manufacturing, but we don't know
how many companies there are. A
lack of funding has also been an
impediment," observes Richard A.

Message center. To form a message with the Tufts Interactive Communicator a disabled person selects each letter by stopping a scanner in
the correct box. Messages are printed out on astrip printer mounted on the back of the unit. Each system sells for $2,500.
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It's specified for one year! You know how much
money you can save by eliminating the time and expense
of shorter re-cal cycles. And this kind of long-term stability
is just what you'd expect from Fluke.
So now, in addition to the industry standard 8800A,
you have your choice of application-oriented and costsaving configurations of the new 8810A, choices you'd
expect only from Fluke.

The problem was, what could be improved? The 8800A
already has made its reputation by providing the accuracy,
stability ard resolution usually found only in big, expensive lab instruments. And it has four-terminal ohms,
1000 MeDC input resistance, and full guarding thrown
in for good measure.
Combine all this with autoranging, extensive overload
protection, and acost effective price, and it's no wonder
the 8800A is the industry's most popular bench/portable
51
/
2-digit DMM.
Field-installable options snap-in when you need them.
Now look at the 8810A.
It's modular! You can buy the lab-performance DC
mainframe for only $695.* Add the six-range ohms converter for $175* any time you wish.
It's got true rms ac! Actually you can choose either
the true RMS converter module for accurate measurements of most waveforms at $275,* or the average-responding AC converter module at $150.* Both are spec'd
to 100 kHz.
For data recording, there's adata output option.

CALL (800) 426-0361, TOLL FREE. Or, contact one
of the more than 100 Fluke offices or representatives,
worldwide. In the U.S. and all countries outside of Europe,
contact: John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. Box 43210, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043, U.S.A. Telex: 32-0013.
In Europe, contact: Fluke (Nederland) B.V., P.O. Box
5053, Tilburg, The Netherlands. Tel.: (013) 673973. Telex:
52237.
*U.S. prices
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Here are some of our
newest linears destined
for MIL-STD 883 qualification:
More muscle for your microprocessor:
Now there's asimpler way
to trigger a trim,
drive adigit, or lice up a lamp.

Choose from three new op amps with
high slew rates. One specifies the
industry's lowest noise: 4nV/nlit

One of our new addressable drivers
con control up to eight peripheral
devices in any bus-oriented sys en,
Next tone )1111 put a mIcropruee,or
to work, st niai have more to manipulate
than data. Reabworld cl applications
often require the kind of muscle that our
new NE590/591 Addreweible Peripheral
Drivers can provide —et mpler and le. expeneively than the usuel combination of
discrete power transistors end rent/tuns
Another Fleet Front Stguetica Either of
these new devices can rpm you a powerful al.rnetive way to address and
drive art many ea eight different
peripherals. using bits ...led
directly from a hus. Each of the 8
latched Darlington outvote can
drive a 26(1-rnA load current, subject
to prever dissipation limitation.. That's
plenty of motel, for turning on or
LEDe. SCR*, stepping motors and •host of
other commonly used peripheral orrnpo.nlet

ore

100 quantity. the NE591N. so... T. con
do the tarte job with an addressable latch.
but you'll need extra driver transionre
and reuniters that will brutg your total
parta .1.4-exclusive of assembly. reeling and related eximnees.-to a censidet.
ably higher price.
L'as NE590 or NE50I whenever you
. have multiple high-current peripherals
to drive in any hos.oriented gya.
tern You'll simplify your design.
improve reliability, reduce component and assembly costa. In
abort, you'll get more muscle for
your money.
Addressable Peripheral
Driver's. Available only from Sig.
setica. Call your nearest distributor
or send the coupon to ut today fur your
data sheet, a sample. or quirk attention
to any implication quern's.. Poo have.

s
s

s.

Mort applications can be Imndled by
the 16-pin NE590,which has ilopem
collector leurrent sinking) outputa the NE591 in an 18.pin
re
version with opennnotter (current murcingt outputs.
Sheol. Deng. al Lower Cert.
A quick parts count and cost evaluation will demonstrate the device .* dollar
ravings. The NE690N cords only $1.95 in

Signetics Op Amps:
Fast Performers Ready For
Fast Delivery.
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The next time you find yoormlf .arching the
specification tables for a high.performence op amp,
be sure to search ours. You'll find abroad offering—
more than 00 models, each with package and
.mperature options You'll elm discover
three new entne. one of which is likely
to provide that exceptional epee you
need.
Our Quiet Performer: SEJNE6634.
If low noise scritical to your design. then you need our new SE.
NE5534. There's not another op
amp around with better noi.
pe rfor in ance With ir nt
name specified at ant'st
at 1 kits, this device can
drive a 600-ohm load.
f
Great for quality audio f
equipment and Metroteem...Den/control Mrcuite. Our quiet performer also offers a
generous 10-111Ht bandwidth
seer slew rate.
When you compere the SEME6584 with 950e.
darda like the pA741 and LM307, you'll find that it of.
fern eupenor performance—spec for spec. This outntanding op anip is internally compentated for genie
_equal to. or greater than. 3. And if you want to opt i.
mise frequency response for unity gain, capacitive
lead, low overshoot. etc., you can do so easily with an
external capacitor.

-'

TwoForIlIghSlew. Poe th.e designs demandinghigh
slew rates, you should look into our super-fast pert...re--the SEINE550 or SE/NE538. Internally
compenseted, both of these deckna have
excellent Input charaeleristim.
The ME/NE530 is a auperiur re.
replacement for •ny device ill the
',Vial family. With high slew
rates of 18Yrittec (r Igain) and
26Vfiesec (-1 geint —plus a
small-Monet bandwidth of
3MHz—thm op amp is ano ri.
table workhorse for numerous applications. Pelant.
ing it over a 741-type
device trans)atem to
Pmved performanm.
greater design Bent.
bility and reduced
inventory.
the SE/NES38. Yon get
slew at •minimum gem
of 06,-1. This guaran.ed speed
sootas without power penalty. as
the leaxlmum oupply current required in just
1MA-1f you're 'mina op anme late the µA741,
LMZOIA or BiFETs, you meld be getting
better performance erithour 530 or 6.13,
ewunra opto better op amp performance. Move up
iliglibeneel.. For complete details. use the mopon below or contact your local Hi,neticg distributor.
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Circle 268 on reader service card

Circle 267 on reader service card

New: The First Monolith'
DIA Converter System.

Our New
Dual-Polarity Voltage Regulator
L
replaces two singles
for less than abuck.

No one else
can give you an 8-bit DAC
with all peripheral furictions
It% truly microprocessor-compae
and costs $6951
rainaSutg(e-chip
have been
taon

around
IhA tonverter
along

time But too have the design
'emblems that go along with
them when interfacing with
micropmeemetre—seloction
of op amps. voltage refer.
enes. latches and the veri.
not other active components you've had to add to
use them.
Non for the first time.
you can eimplify your ayetern design by sang the
Signet's, 5018 Monolithic
IYA Converter Sys.m, li
combines, on aeingle
chip the converter circuit
and all the required periph.
era) funct ions—a voltage reference, emu, latches and an output amplifier It
cot., in quantitimi of 100 and ult. only 86 05 .That ,
.e ream» why tt sates you moo.
Reduce Parts Count and As.mbly Coml.
The 5018 is a syreem simplifier and cost reducer You
can forget ateut the costa emaciated with ell those
extra part. Material control to simpler Inconung
test end rnspectmn coets go down_ Component handling
.d amembly expenses can be reduced named,
re 76 percent.

'deed Arehilecture for Computer•Ibmed :beano.
no- 5013 hon builtrin latches and extremely low
input I.ding 11100 TfL load per liner. Theme fee.
turro make it agood rhoes for multiple.peripherel.
busoriented microprocessor or computer.
bused modems the low input
loading Into you Onto many
converters from sangle hue
Ja rj
The latches then permit the
btu to rem. emend periph.
eralt at Ito maximum
throughput rate.
Ibmperature stabslity is
an added plu. The reference
voltage can be adjueted for
cornet full-wale velue with
minimal temperature (Antn.
ihmpereture-related
curettes are use mrnim reed
because the precision. lowtemperature coefficient
tom ore on the chip.
Other Signed. DAC.
The 5015 ta our teSteur IPA
in
conversion pr... The coupon
below will help you team more
about it. If you'd like other data
slimts on our other DA converters listed lwlen. be
mre to check the appmpriate bootee or call your
nearest St.... distributor

grannies'
whes5sh ir its OW» Comormen
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Replacing 78M and 79M regulators,
this new IC gives you positive
and negative regulation
at 32% lower cost.

Enhance Deeign Flexibility. Check the ehart
below to meilct from the ter fixed.voltage model,' now
•
ay. table. Continuously attestable. each
model .n be italencedhmbalanced aim;
ply by using shunt reenstont This
f.ture enhances denier, flextbility
during development or small Production runs. Internally current•
limited, our dual.pelaray regulators
are al» lidly protected spires roaroat overload. And they mme in •
choice of packages: either ecomm..
ciabgrede piastre DIP-or a 132.99
specified over the full military
lenspereture range.
Noce the lime u, Mart de.
signing in the Signet,os dualpolarity regoletore for future cost
savings and reduced parra count.
And if you're designing •

Hren many tinsea have y.0,
re.led for two mingle-polarey
regulator. and wished that the
functions of both were handled
shy a single. Ion-00m IC ,
Wish no more Signetics
dualitelarity voltage regulate
ve here And each new
•is designed to replace both 7
and 79M devices at a32.5 se
They corn only 995 each
hundred quantity But low
the only melon to choose our d
polarity regulators her your next d
They elm reduce capainor costs and tes
create destim nembilitY
Compere Capacitor Cone. Almost
always a voltage regulator re.
quires inputmutput repenters
..- bermse o it remotely located

,..to

eingbilmlerita Power ...PDX
don't forget that we also have
• complete line of 3. and
eingle.polarity
regula.re lb get complete
technical infonnetron and a
quick response to mom specific
needs. complete and mail the
coupon belos.

1

from the power supply filter.
With the 78M '
7951 approach.
two fixed-compotthen capeciters 10.1 of and 0.33pfl
, and two electrolytic» (1.0pf
• and 2Opt, meet he uesd But breams: of a unique dew., our d
polarity ICs oar only low-com. fix
composition capecnora it) loft. Even when components ore purchased in large quontitx the dual.
- polarity approach ran save mom than 4Ue per re,.
dater in capacitor mete alone,
th
78M,791,1requirement.

wh'n

''''''''"d

signoties
r/ lIS Pepe Corporadon
iumil.'

S'E 5551- 55
e
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look to Signetics for leadership in linears.
(Use the individual reader service numbers to get more information.)
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"Here are five ways
Biomation can
cut your test costs?
Like having a design engineer test
every product. DTO-1 is the fast, easy way
for engineering to develop thorough test procedures
for new digital
products. Step through
your test sequence
once and DTO-1 records
reference logic
traces for the entire
program on atape
cartridge. So you can
quickly produce test
programs for each
design change and every
new product. And DTO-1 is virtually selfprogramming, with no software development needed.
Finally, automated
comparison testing.
The time-consuming,
error-prone monotony
of total product
checkout is ended by
DTO-1. Technicians
just follow the established test sequence and
DTO-1's powerful
microprocessor automatically compares logic traces with the
recorded reference traces. Pass-Fail lights on
DTO-1's probe guide technicians through
complete testing of product functions. You get
improved quality control. It's quick and
it's foolproof.
Speeds and
simplifies troubleshooting, too.
When afault is detected,
the probe's red light
alerts the technician to
check DTO-1's builtin scope. There he has
the diagnostic capability to pinpoint both
digital and analog
faults. Like alogic analyzer, DTO-1 displays time
domain logic traces, comparing the test trace
with the reference trace and highlighting any disagreement. Analog waveforms can be simultaneously
displayed with logic traces, on the same time base.

That makes it easy for the troubleshooter to
determine if the malfunction is digital or analog. Result:
Quick, positive fault isolation.
Technicians
love DTO-1.
Finding, training and
keeping test technicians
is agrowing, costly
problem. DT0-1 is the
answer. It practically
trains technicians .for
you, using your
recorded test programs
to control the test
sequence. It automatically aligns itself to the frequency
of the system under test, is self-calibrating
and includes built-in diagnostics. DT0-1 frees your
technicians from the repetitious routine of
product test, and lets them concentrate on finding
and fixing malfunctions.
DTO-1: A cost
effective solution.
At $8950* you can
build your entire test and
service capability
around DT0-1.It's acost
effective instrument
at the end of your assembly line. And you can
afford to put one in the
development lab
for before and after testing of design changes. Supply
your repair depots and field service force with
DT0-1s. Then by sending the latest tape you can
provide them with test routines for new products
and design changes.
The coupon below will get you ademonstration, or a
reprint of an eight-page article on the DTO.
See why we say that there's nothing like DTO-1 for
improving production test efficiency.
"U.S. price only.
r Gould Inc., Bicmation Division

4600 Old Ironsides Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 988-6800
I'm in ahurry. Call me at
ext

to arrange ademonstration.
Send me the reprint and complete product data
Title

Name
Company
Address
City

G0U1_0

Mail Stop
State

Zip

biomation
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Period,
Model

Frequency (MHz) No. of
Direct Prescaled Digits

Sensitivity

Ratio &
Totalize

9

25mV

512

9

15mV

*
*

500

1250

9

25mV

*

9514

500

I 1250

9

25mV

*

9901

50

I

6

10mV

9903

50

I

7

9905

50

I

200
200
520

9015

100

9035

100

9510

9913

I
I

Trigger Level
Auto Adjust Fixed
* I * I

*

Standard

$2,995.00

*

Standard

$3,495.00

*

I
I

*

*
I *

*

I

I *

10mV

*

I *

I

8

10mV

*

I

I *

8

10mV

I

I *

*

8

10mV

I

I *
I *

*

60

I
I

9917

560

I

9

10mV

I

8

10mV

I

560

I 1100
I 3000

9

10mV

I

9921

Base Prig
(U.S. List)

RF
Shielding

*

9915
9919

LE
Multiplier
Option

Programmability

I

I *
I *

Battery
Option

$1,295.00
$1,995.00

*

$ 675.0C
$ 850.0E

*

$ 795.0C
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

$ 395.00

*

$ 650.00

Standard

$ 895.00

*

$1,095.0C

*

$1,995.0C

Our combined technologies now
give you abroader selection of performance characteristics than any
other counter source in the world.

If you purchase counters, there is aname
you must consider to get the best measurement value for your company's dollar
The name is Racal-Dana. We
are the new force in frequency measurement, with acomplete range of practically
priced, working solutions to your measurement needs.
Racal-Dana not only developed
the world's first microprocessor controlled
timer-counter but today also offers the
least expensive plz) unit at under $2000.
We offer 12 totally unique frequency measurement instruments, for as
little as $400 or as much as $4000. Each
gives you more performance for every
measurement dollar.
Call or write today Put the force
to work for you.
Racal-Dana Instruments
Inc., 18912 Von Karman Avenue,
Irvine, CA 92715. Telephone: 714/
833-1234.

RACAL-DANA
RA

For demonstration, circle No. 102
For literature. circle No.103

A guide to data-communications abbreviations
ADCCP
ANSI
ASCII
Bisync
BOP
bps
CCITT
CCP
CRC
DCE
DDCMP
DDD
DLC
DLCC
DMA
DTE
EBCDIC
FIA
FCS
FIFO
HDLC
l-field
ISO
LRC

advanced data-communications control procedure
American National Standards Institute
American standard code for information interchange
"binary synchronous communications (IBM)
bit-oriented protocol
bits per second (also b/s)
International Consultative Committee for Telegraphy and Telephony
character-controlled protocol (also charactercount protocol)
cyclic redundancy check
data-circuit-terminating equipment
digital data-communications message protocol (Digital Equipment Corp.)
Direct Distance Dialing (AT&T service)
data-link control
data-link control chip
direct memory access
data-terminal equipment
extended binary-coded-decimal interchange
code
Electronic Industries Association
frame check sequence
first-in, first-out (buffer)
high-level data-link control
information field
International Standards Organization
longitudinal redundancy check

NCP
NRZI
NSP
Rx
SDLC
SNA
Tx
UART
Usart
USRT
VRC

network control program (IBM)
non-return to zero inverted
network services protocol (DEC)
receiver
synchronous data-link control (IBM protocol)
systems network architecture (IBM)
transmitter
universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter
universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver/transmitter
universal synchronous receiver/transmitter
vertical redundancy check

Standards
RS
RS-232-C
-422
-423
-449
X3.28
1745
V.35
X.21
X.25

recommended standard (EIA)
interface standard for DTE to DCE
electrical standard for interfacing balanced
circuits
electrical standard for interfacing unbalanced
circuits
mechanical standard for connector pin
assignments
character-code control standard (ANSI)
basic-mode control standard (ISO)
48-kilobit/second data-transmission standard (CCITT)
general-purpose DTE-to-DCE standard for
public networks (CCITT)
interface standard for packet-switched service on public networks (CCITT)

and from the user's applications programs.
Because of the proliferation of different data-communications protocols adopted in recent years by various
standards-making organizations—the Electronic Industries Association, the American National Standards
Institute, the International Standards Organization, the
International Consultative Committee for Telegraphy
and Telephony, and the U. S. Government—it has
become difficult to identify the control functions associated with any single one. To remedy this situation,
protocols have been divided into four levels, or layers
(ANSI has chosen five), that define various functions and
logic operations. Each level is designed to be functionally
independent of the others, but each depends on the
correct operation of the previous level to operate.
These levels, summarized in Table 1, form ahierarchy
of protocols:
Level Icontains the physical, electrical, and functional
interc ,ange used to establish, maintain, and disconnect
the physical link between the data-terminal equipment
(DTE) and data-circuit-terminating equipment (DcE) or
between two DTEs.
Procotols provide order
Level II, the data-link-control level (Fig. 1), contains
A protocol is simply aset of rules that must be obeyed the functions to transfer data reliably over a single
to ensure an orderly information exchange between two communications link. It provides control between two
or more parties. In data communications, a protocol physical nodes in anetwork.
Level III, the communications-control level, defines
defines the rules for the electrical, physical, and functional characteristics of the communications link. Such a the formatting and control procedures for end-to-end
protocol contains the control procedures required to connections in a network (more than one data link).
facilitate data transfer across the link's interfaces and to These procedures include message routing through the

CI The marriage of data communications and large-scale
integrated-circuit technology has brought power, size,
and cost savings to data-communications users and
designers. Programmability provides flexibility in data
rates, transmission formats, protocols, and character
lengths—a feature made all the more important by the
proliferation of new data services and new types of
equipment.
The newest breed of Ls! data-communications circuit,
the data-link control chip, simplifies the implementation
of standard data-communications protocols and control
procedures, and continues the trend of integrating
system functions into programmable metal-oxide-semiconductor LSI circuits dedicated to specific tasks. In most
cases these chips can interface with 8-bit microprocessors, and some will even interface directly with 16-bit
microprocessors and minicomputers.
To fully appreciate the power of these new chips, and
to better understand their implementation, consider their
major role in a data-communications system—establishing communications protocol.
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TABLE 1 THE HIERARCHY OF PROTOCOLS
Level

I

Function

Examples

physical link

electrical: RS 232 C, RS 422, RS 423, CCITT V.35
functional and mechanical: RS 232 C. RS449,
CCITT X.21

II

1

character-controlled: IBM Bisync, ANSI X3.28,

data-link
control

ISO 1745
character-count: DEC DDCMP
bit-oriented: IBM SDLC, ANSI ADCCP, ISO HDLC

Ill

path control

packet switching: CCITT X.25 2
front-end communications: IBM NCP, DEC NSP
code-independent headings: ANSI X3-281

IV

system and
user control

IBM SNA, UNI VAC DCA, NCA DNA,
DEC DECNET, COMTEN CNS

1X.21 also encompasses levels II and Ill. It is ageneral-purpose interface for
synchronous transmssion on public data networks and has been implemented
in the Nordic countries and Japan. IBM is evaluating X.21 and ANSI is
considering it for adoption as American National Standard BSR X3.69.
2X.25

specifies X.21 level 1, HD LC level 2, and its packet-switching
procedures for level 3.

network, flow control, and accountability from the originating node to the destination (target) node.
Level IV establishes the system control to identify the
characteristics of the information being transferred—
such as character code, character or data format of the
information field, or peripheral-device control—and to
coordinate the transfer of data between the user's applications programs and the operating system.
Bit-oriented protocols evolving slowly
With communications and software costs consuming
an ever-growing portion of a data-communications
system, the need for an efficient, reliable, and easyto-implement level II procedure takes on increased
importance. Having recognized this fact, ANSI, the ¡so,
and the U. S. Government have adopted aDLC protocol
based on a bit-oriented concept called advanced data-

DTE

cc ZCI
Lu
—
=
ct_ cc
2 U.
,

0 i
f-, CC

communications control procedure, or ADCCP.
In a bit-oriented protocol such as ADCCP or the iso'
high-level data-link control (HDLc), messages are trans•
mitted in frames, and all messages adhere to one franat
format. Before the emergence of this type, character.
controlled and character-count protocols were used ir
data communications. In these protocols, aheader fielc
specifies various control parameters and an informatior
field contains communications control characters. Th(
result is that data-link control procedures are sensitive t(
the information code set, and much software is require(
to interpret the control characters and charactei
sequences or to maintain character counts.
Despite being more straightforward, bit-orientec
protocols will not replace character-controlled ones over.
night. Much hardware is in place today supporting th(
older protocols—particularly lam Corp.'s character.
controlled version, called binary synchronous communications, or Bisync.
The implementation of adata-link control depends ir
part on the type of link configuration employed in du
data-communications network. The link can be eithei
balanced or unbalanced; physically, it can be point.
to-point, multipoint, or switched (Fig. 2).
In the balanced link, there are two stations on 2
point-to-point link (leased-line or switched) with identi.
cal data-transfer and link-control responsibilities. Eithei
party may initiate atransmission at the first opportunity
In half-duplex, two-wire operation, that opportunit3
occurs when the link is idle for aspecified period of time
In full-duplex, four-wire operation, transmission may tic
initiated at any time.
In the unbalanced link, one control (primary) statior
selects tributary (secondary) stations to receive and solicits transmission by polling each tributary. The second.
ary station must search for its address while receivim
and supply its address when transmitting. However
looking for a secondary address can be a tremendou:
burden for a secondary station on a multipoint link: il
the message format is not explicit, the secondary statior
software must continually monitor the line searching foi
its address, which is imbedded in the message header
An asynchronous response mode on an unbalanced linl
permits the secondary station to initiate a message (t(
the station it selects via its address field) without havim
obtained explicit permission from the primary station.

DTE/DCE INTERFACE
•

BINARY
SERIAL INTERFACE
HARDWARE
*
DATA e 1. RATE GENERATOR
2. SYNCH/ASYNCH R/T
3. MODEM CONTROL LOGIC
4. SELF-TEST LOOP-BACK S 4
ADDRESS 5. DATA-LINK CONTROL
MODEM
AND
CONTROL
CONTROL SUPPORT
SIGNALS
M

DCE
ç'

4_

ffl

DATA LINK

COMMUNICATIONS
I
4-CHANNEL

1. Linkage. Modems, serial communications interface, and communications channel are all part of basic data-communications link. Data-linl
controls are needed only for the link, not for the computer or its peripherals. The modem can also be a data-service unit for Dataphone digits
service, a line driver and line receiver (modem eliminator), or an interface with a satellite or microwave channel.
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Address
COMMUNICATIONS
CHANNEL
PRIMARY
STATION

SECONDARY
STATION

COMMUNICATIONS
CHANNEL
PRIMARY
STATION

SECONDARY
STATION

01 11 111 0 1or more
8-bit
chars
(
ADCCP)
(a)

Control
1or 2
8-bit
chars
(
ADCCP)

I
nformation

FCS

Flag

0or more
characters.
Character
length is
use

16 bits
CRC CCITT
divisor,
inverted
remainder

01111110

BASIC BOP
CONTROL FIELD
(
SINGLE OCTET )
(a) POINTTO POINT,HALF DUPLEX
(
NONSWITCHED )

ei

PRIMARY
STATION

I
I

(la) POINTTO POINT.FULLDUPLEX
(
NONSWITCHED )

COMMUN CATIONS
CHANNEL

INFORMATION
TRANSFER
le

I

SECONDARY
STATION

Lr

A

SUPERVISORY

O

NS
SEND SEQUENCE
COUNT

O

MESSAGE
TYPE

P/F
NR
POLL/I RECE I
VE SEQUENCE
FINAL
COUNT

F
VF

NR

CONTROL )
(
SECONDARY
STATION

NONSEQUENCED
PiF

(b)
SECONDARY
STATION

UP TO 32 COMMANDS/RESPONSES

3. Frame format. With a BOP, only one frame format (a) is necessary. Each station attached to the link searches for.the flag sequence
and for an address sequence. For multipoint links, each station must
detect a flag immediately followed by its address to activate the
receiver. The heart of the BOP message is the control field (b). It

(c) MULTIPOINT,FULLDUPLEX (
NONSWITCHED )

determines message type and send/receive sequence counts.

logical link connection between two stations.
Data-transfer and message integrity, the third DLC
function, means transferring data sequentially and without error over the link. For better line utilization, a
synchronous transmission format is almost always used.
Errors are detected by parity checks (vertical and horizontal) or cyclic redundancy checks, the latter being
capable of burst (multiple) bit-error detection, a
common error of communications channels.

A

Requests for retransmission
(d) SWITCHED DOD (
POIMTTO POINT,HALF DUPLEX )

When errors are detected, a request-for-retransmission scheme is used. This scheme may be of the stopand-wait variety, in which a positive or negative
dictates the choice of a DLC. On a point-to-point data link (a),
communication takes place between two stations only. Information
acknowledgment is required after each message is sent,
or a continuous "go back N" type, in which frames
flows in one direction (ha)f-duplex). Permanent lines can be leased
remain unacknowledged until aresponse is requested.
for two-way (fut -duplex) communications on apoint-to-point link (b).
In a multipoint configuration (c)., one station is designated as the
In "go back N," separate send and receive frame
counts are maintained by the transmitter and the receivprimary and the remaining stations act as tributaries or secondaries.
er, respectively. When an acknowledgment is requested,
The public telephone network is used in Direct Distance Dialed (DDD)
service. Here half-duplex communication is centrally switched for a the receiver sends back its frame count, which is compared with the transmitter's frame count. If the counts
point-to-point conversation (d).
are not equal, the difference N represents the number of
The data-link control protocol is actually responsible frames that must be retransmitted. (A variation of "go
for five individual functions. The first is framing of the back N" is the selected reject supervisory command in
message block —that is, locating the start and finish of a ADCCP — See "ADCCP vs SDLC ," p. 109.) In addition to
message by identifying groups of bits that act as message detection and requests for retransmission, time-outs are
delimiters. Once framed, the message blocks require link used to identify stations on alink that have not respondmanagement. This function controls transmission and ed within a prescribed period. In that case, either the
reception on the link by, among other things, directing link or the station is down.
It is often necessary to transmit binary data, floatingtransmission, deciding who may transmit, identifying
sender and receiver, and establishing and terminating a point numbers, packed binary-coded-decimal data,
2. Link configurations. The nature of the communications options
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TABLE 2: COMPARING DLCs
BISYNC

FEATURE
Full duplex

no

Half duplex
Message-formatted
Link control

yes
variable'
control character,
character sequences,
optional header

DDCMP
yes
. yes
fixed
header
(fixed)

ADCCP

SDLC
yes

yes

yes
fixed
control field
(8 bits)

yes
fixed
control field
(8/16 bits)

I

Station addressing

header

header

address field
(8 bits)

address field
(8 bits to 001

Error checking

information field only

header,
information field

entire frame

entire frame

Error detection

VRC/LRC-8
VRC/CRC-16
CRC-16
CRC-12

CRC-16

CRC-CCITT

CRC-CCITT

Request for retransmission

stop and wait

go back N

go back N

go back N,
selected reject

Maximum frames outstanding

1

255

7

127

Framing—start
—end

2SYNs
terminating
characters

2SYNs
count

flag
flag

flag
flag

Gaps between characters allowed

yes

no

no

no

Information transparency

transparent mode

inherent
(count)

inherent
(zero insertion/
deletion)

inherent
(zero insertion/
deletion)

Control characters

numerous

SOH, DLE, ENO

none

none

Character codes

ASCII
EBCDIC
Transcode

ASCII
(control
Character only)

any

any

Information field length

nX L

nX 8

nX 8

unrestricted

Bootstrapping capability

no

yes

yes

yes

,
,

Note: n = number of cha acters: L = character length =6, 7, or 8 bits.
1Depends

on physical link configuration and type of message (information, control, or acknowledgment).

unique specialized codes, or machine-language computer
programs. In order to do so, all data, including the
normally restricted data-link control characters, are
treated only as specific bit patterns. But consequently, a
way is needed to distinguish between the pure data and
the control characters of the information code sets. This,
the fourth function of data-link control, is called information transparency.
Finally, adata-link control procedure should be capable of bootstrapping. Secondary stations on an unbalanced link may not be able to configure themselves for
data-communications operations. Bootstrapping provides
a means for the primary station to set the initial states
and control modes of all such secondary stations on an
unbalanced link. It is done in atransient state, when no
other communications are permitted.
BOPs increase efficiency
As noted earlier, bit-oriented protocols are straightforward when compared with the older character-controlled
types. Their advantages include efficiency, reliability,
and easy implementation in software. And with LSI
data-link control chips, hardware implementation, too, is
simpler. Using abit-oriented protocol, data is transmit-
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ted by bit in synchronous format on either a half- or a
full-duplex facility. soFs can be employed on pointto-point, multipoint, or dial-up links. (In one case, IBM'S
SDLC, aloop-mode configuration is also possible.)
One frame format (Fig. 3a) is used for all messages
and link configurations, as opposed to the numerous
message formats needed for character-controlled protocols, and the control field (Fig. 3b) specifies only three
message types — information transfer, supervisory control, and nonsequenced commands and responses. Positional significance is used in place of control characters
to define the various fields of aframe. The defined fields
are address (A), control (c), information (I), and frame
check sequence (Fcs). The information field length is
variable and may be zero.
Besides the defined fields, only three bit sequences in a
bit-oriented protocol have meaning: 0111110 equals a
flag, which delimits the start and end of each frame. The
closing flag of one frame may be the beginning flag of
the next frame. Seven to 14 is equals an abort, which
prematurely terminates aframe when there is aproblem
at the transmitting station (a frame check sequence does
not follow an abort). Fifteen or more is equals an idle,
which identifies alink idle state in half-duplex operation.
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ADCCP vs SDLC
Among standard bit-oriented protocols available today
are the American National Standards Institute's ADCCP
(advanced data-communications control procedure) and
its identical International Standards Organization counterpart, HDLC (high-level data link control). IBM Corp., on
the other hand, is supplying its own bit-oriented protocol,
known as SDLC (synchronous data-link control). Although
both ADCCP and SDLC employ the same basic format,
special bit patterns (abort, flag, idle), zero insertion and
deletion, and error checking, there are still significant
differences between the two:
• ADCCP supports a balanced link configuration and
normal and asynchronous response mode in an unbalanced link, whereas SDLC retains the concept of centralized control by supporting only the normal response mode
on an unbalanced link.
• ADCCP permits recursive expansion of the address field
(any number of octets greater than one) and an extended
control field. The address field can be a single address, a
global address, or a group of addresses. When the first bit
of an address is 0, the following octet is an extension of
the address field. The control field can be two octets. This
increases the send (Ns) and receive (Nr) sequence counts
to allow up to 127 outstanding frames—an advantage
when using satellite links, where there are long delays.

A secondary station can use the asynchronous response
mode to effect aline turnaround once the idle state has
been detected.
Information code transparency in abit-oriented protocol is achieved by a technique known as zero insertion
and deletion, or bit stuffing and removal. Following
opening flag transmission, a 0 is inserted whenever five
successive is have been transmitted. The receiver, too,
counts the number of is. When there are five, the sixth
bit is deleted if it is a0. In this way it is impossible for
any bit sequence in a frame to be misinterpreted as a
flag, an abort, or an idle. Character-controlled DLcs, on
the other hand, require a more complex transparent
mode of operation. This mode is initiated and terminated
by specific sequences of characters, and to do this
requires considerably more software.
Error checking in a bit-oriented protocol is on the
entire frame (between opening and closing flags) using
ccrrr's CRC polynomial, x'6 + xI2 + x5 + 1, as a divisor
with the dividend preset to 16 is and the inverted
remainder transmitted as the frame check sequence. The
Os inserted to maintain transparency are not included in
the FCS calculation. An error-free frame will yield the
hexadecimal constant FOB 8 as the CRC remainder. In
contrast, character-controlled DLCS only error-check the
information field and do not check control messages or
acknowledgments.
Full-duplex operation is facilitated by acknowledging
a group of frames rather than each individual frame.
Such acknowledgment will reduce line turnarounds in
half-duplex operation. Also, with the "go back N"
request-for-retransmission technique, frames can be
outstanding (unacknowledged, unreceived, or being
received) during transmission.
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In SDLC, the address and control fields are each one
octet. The address field is the address of a secondary
station or a global address. The control field permits up to
seven outstanding frames.
• ADCCP provides a selected reject supervisory command that requests retransmission of single information
frame, NR.Information frames up to and including NR— 1
are acknowledged. SDLC does not have this command.
• The greatest difference in the two is the number and
type of nonsequenced control commands and responses.
ADCCP has 12 commands, 7 responses defined with 4
additional commands, and 4 additional responses that are
user-defined. SDLC encompasses 7 commands and 7
responses. Some of the commands and responses are
different, and some are the same but with different names.
• The information field length must be a multiple of 8 bits
in SDLC. In ADCCP its length is unrestricted.
• IBM has a loop-mode SDLC configuration for its 3650
retail-store system. This mode requires a 1-bit delay
between receiver input and transmitter output for all
stations on the loop. There is no provision for loop mode in
ADCCP.
• IBM includes SDLC in its software for its level IV system
network architecture, whereas the ADCCP user must
define and implement his own level IV software.

The number and type of commands and responses in
bit-oriented protocols are modular, and the specific combination may be configured to best suit agiven application. In fact, many include user-defined commands and
responses in the nonsequenced control field.
Table 2 compares ADCCP and IBM '
S SDLC with the
same company's character-controlled Bisync and Digital
Equipment Corp.'s character-count protocol, called digital data-communications message protocol, or DDCMP .
Figure 4shows the message blocks for the last three.
Reducing hardware needs
The data-link control chip is not the first LSI device to
have a strong impact on data communications. It is in
fact only the latest in aline beginning with the universal
asynchronous receiver/transmitter (see Table 3). The
basic task of all these LSI circuits is to assemble 5- to
8-bit characters from a received binary serial-data
stream (receive) and to serialize characters into atransmitted sequence of binary pulses (transmit).
Many of the LSI data-communications circuits introduced in the past two years are bus-oriented: data,
command, and status information are contained on a
single 8- or 16-bit data bus for easy interfacing with
microprocessors and minicomputers. Also, many operate
from asingle 5-volt power supply.
Besides the obvious physical advantages of their Lsi
makeup, these circuits also incorporate numerous functions that reduce adata-communications system's overall hardware requirement. Modem control is one such
function. It is accomplished by controlling interchange
signals between the binary serial interface (the dataterminal equipment) and the modem (data-circuit-terminating equipment). These signals may include request to
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BINARY SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION (BSC)
BLOCK FORMAT FOR TEXT MESSAGE

SYN SYN SOH

HEADER

STX

TEXT

ETX

BCC
LRC-8, CRC-12, OR
CRC-16, DEPENDING
ON CHARACTER
CODE (ASCII,
TRANSCODE, EBCDIC)

SYNCHRONOUS DATA LINK CONTROL (SDLC)
BLOCK FORMAT FOR ALL MESSAGES

HEADER
SYN SYN

SOH

COUNT
(14 BITS)

FLAGS
(2 BITS)

RESPONSE
(8 BITS)

SEQUENCE
(8 BITS)

ADDRESS
(8 BITS)

CRC-16
(16 BITS)

INFORMATION
(ANY NUMBER
OF 8-BIT
CHARACTERS)

CRC-16
(16 BITS)

DIGITAL DATA COMMUNICATIONS MESSAGE PROTOCOL (DDCMI))
FRAME FORMAT FOR ALL MESSAGES
HEADER

FLAG
(8 BITS)

ADDRESS
(8 BITS)

CONTROL
(8 BITS)

INFORMATION
(ANY NUMBER
OF BITS)

FCS
(16 BITS,
CRC-CCITT
INVERTED
REMAINDER)

FLAG
(8 BITS)

ZERO INSERTION/DELETION, CRC ACCUMULATION

FLAG=01111110

ABORT=01111111/11111111

IDLE =111111111111111

4. Block comparisons The three different protocol schemes generate three different block formats. IBM's Bisync uses a character-controlled
arrangement; DEC's DDCMP relies on a character-count procedure; and IBM's SOLO employs a bit-oriented protocol.

send, clear to send, carrier detect, data terminal ready,
does the reverse. In either case, the program at the
data set ready, and ring. The first three are necessary for
source compares the received characters with the charachalf-duplex operation or controlled carrier multipoint
ters it has transmitted to verify correct operation of the
environments (only one data conversion allowed on the
link.
line at a time), the last three for automatic answer on a
Perhaps the most important function of these circuits
dial-up telephone network or call establishment and
is data-link control support. Some support only one type
disconnection. When not used as modem controls, the
of DLC, whereas others are multiprotocol and thus can
associated pins are available for general-purpose inputs
handle several types (see "Why multiprotocol chips?"
or outputs if they are not coupled into the transmitter or
receiver enabling logic.
p. 111). The DLC chip supports at least one bit-oriented
procedure and includes CRC generation and checking for
Loop-back mode—a self-test capability—isolates desimultaneous (full-duplex) transmission and reception.
fective equipment on the link, pinpointing communicaLSI circuits also relieve a central processing unit of
tions problems or malfunctions. Many Lsi circuits use
high-speed interface tasks. Direct-memory-access conthis mode in conjunction with analog and digital modem
trol signals and internal first-in, first-out buffers are
loop-backs. Local loop-back internally loops the transincluded in some devices, which may have data rates up
mitted data and transmit clock back onto the receiver
to 2megabits per second.
data and receiver clock, respectively. Remote loop-back
For Lsi circuits supporting a bit-oriented protocol, a
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coding technique known as NRZI (non-return to zero
inverted) can be used to effectively reduce cabling costs
for limited-distance communications without modems.
(Line driver and receiver ics that meet the RS-422
specification can transfer serial data at speeds up to
100,000 bits per second at 4,000 feet. Packaged line
drivers and receivers can extend this distance to a few
miles.) NRZI coding inverts the line state whenever a
binary 0 is encountered in the data stream. With line
transitions guaranteed within the time it takes to transfer 6 bits, it becomes possible to recover the received
clock from the received serial data. One DLC chip (the
Intel 8273) does the clock recovery using a phase-locked
loop. In any event, NRZI plus clock recovery logic eliminates the clock wire from source to destination.
Two LSI chips (the Signetics 2651 and National Semiconductor's NSC 8250) contain logic to generate receive
and transmit clocks. This function is not needed when
using synchronous modems, which supply both clocks.

TABLE 3: LSI's ROLE IN DATA COMMUNICATIONS

LSI
Circuit

Characteristics

UART

appends and deletes start/stop bits; generates and detects
parity, line break; detects overrun, underrun, framing error.
Receive clock frequency = 16x or 64x bit rate. Each
character is resynchronized with respect to the start bit.
Examples: WD1602, Moto 6850, NSC 8250, Harris 6402/3

USRT

transmit and receive acontiguous bit stream with the
receive clock (1X )locked onto the received data. Character synchronization achieved by "hunting" for one or

ll

two SYN characters. SYN characters are inserted during

i

gaps in transmission (underruns). Examples: GI, AMI 2350,
Moto 6852, SMC Com 2601, NEC µPD379

USART

rhe DLC chip unmasked

capable of synchronous or asynchronous operation. Microprocessor writes aconfiguration word or words to internal

Because of the hardware requirements of zero insertion and deletion, of flag, abort, and idle generation and
recognition, and of full-duplex CRC generation and
detection, the DLC chip is extremely complex. Just to
determine the closing flag and to error-check the
received frame clock sequence requires a 33-bit receiver
shift register, an 8-bit flag comparator, and a 16-bit FCS
accumulator and comparator.
Table 4 examines the available and announced DLC
chips. To interpret it, however, some understanding of
the operation of bit-oriented types is needed.
The automatic extended address and extended control
fields switch the character length (receiver or transmitter) from 8bits to the length required by the information
field. If the information field character length is 8 bits,
nothing is done; if the length is less than 8bits, the chip

mode register(s). Modem controls. Examples: Intel 8251,
Signetics 2651, WD ASTRO — 1671
,
DLCC

synchronous receiver/transmitter with hardware support of
bit-oriented and possibly other DLCs. High-speed operation
(microprocessor to 2M bits per second maximum), full
duplex CRC generator/checker, zero insertion and deletion,
flag and

abort

generation/detection, 8- or 16-bit data

bus. Example: see table 4

switches to the information field length just before transmitting or receiving the first information field character.
Software or firmware is capable of doing this with little
effort, considering that it has to interpret the extended
address and control fields. (The chip's secondary

Why multiprotocol chips?
Several data-link control chips support more than one
data-link control procedure. These chips ease the problem
posed by the increasing number of data-communications
systems that must support both character-controlled and
bit-oriented protocols within the same equipment.
In a multiline controller, each line protocol may be
different. A multiplexer or data concentrator, for instance,
might service character-controlled protocols on its lowspeed terminal side and bit-oriented ones on its highspeed backbone link.
Protocol conversion is done in software or firmware.
Many IBM computers and front-end processors support
that company's Bisync and synchronous data-link control
protocols. Using the same chip for different DLCs simplifies system design and capitalizes on the advantages of
large-scale integration. Even if distinct DLCs are defined
for given products, the diversified data-communications
manufacturer or user can buy the same part and take
advantage of volume purchasing, single-part qualification,
incoming inspection, and inventory.
The multiprotocol DLC chip effectively prevents hardware obsolescence. When a new DLC procedure must be
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supported, the same printed-circuit board can be used if
the DLC chip is reprogrammed. This advantage is analogous to that realized by using a programmable processor
in place of hardwired logic.
As a good example, take the case of the changing DLC
requirements in Telenet Communications Corp.'s level II
implementation of CCITT recommendation X.25. This
packet-switching protocol consists of three levels, with
HDLC (now identical to ADCCP) specified for level II.
Telenet, a packet-switched specialized common carrier,
now embeds HDLC-formatted frames in Bisync transparent-mode messages. Later this year, it plans to support
HDLC directly. It then must provide Bisync and HDLC
hardware to customers using their packet-switched
network. With a multiprotocol chip, this hardware could be
the same.
There is one data-link control, CCITT X.21, that requires
a character-controlled protocol for call establishment and
a bit-oriented protocol for data transfer. X.21 has gained
popularity because of its single five-pin DTE-to-DCE interface for level I. Its level ll implementation can be facilitated
by amultiprotocl DLC chip.
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TABLE 4 AVAILABLE DLCCs COMPARED
Feature

Signetics

SMC
5025

Fairchild
3846

Motorola
6854

Intel
8273

Western
a
1933

Maximum date rate lb is)

1M/2M

500K

550K/880K

1M

660K/1M

64K

1M

Package pins

40

40

40

40

28

40

40

Data bus pins

8or 16

8or 16

8

8or 16

8

8

8

Modem control/general-purpose I/O pins

none

none

4Per channel

6

4

10

6

_ 81

_ 84

Character length (bits)

1— 8

1— 8

5

5— 8

8

5— 8

System clock required

no

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

Separate receiver and transmitter interrupts

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

Receiver FIFO buffers

none

none

2

none

2

none

none

Transmitter FIFO buffers

none

none

none

none

2

none

none

Loop-back self-test mode

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes

yes

Multiprotocol (Bisync, DDCMP)

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes 2

5

Bisync CRC handling

external

external

start/stop CRC-16

yes

n.a.

n.a.

n.

Secondary address comparison

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

Global address recognition

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

Automatic extended address, extended control

no

Residual character handling

yes

no

yes 3

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

receiver

Underrun line fill (BOP)

abort/flag

yes

abort/flag

FCS-flag

abort/flag

abort

abort/flag

NRZI coding

abort/flag

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

Digital phase-locked loop

no

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

Short-frame rejection

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

receiver
lyes

1 8-bit SYN character restricts character length to
8bits in synchronous mode.
2 Supports asynchronous; 2full-duplex channels.

address-compare is disabled during extended-addressfield reception.)
The global address is a field of eight is (with Os
appropriately inserted or deleted) that is detected by
those DLC chips selected to be secondary stations. Recognition of the global or programmed secondary station
address activates the DLC chip's serial receive-data path
to the data bus. This hardware address comparison is a
valuable feature. Without it, the software for a secondary station on a multipoint link must monitor every
message transmitted in order to search for its address.
Residual character handling is necessary when the last
information field character length does not match the
programmed character length. This is possible in ADCCP
when a pure bit-stream information field is transmitted.
In SDLC, when the information field length is not a
multiple of 8bits, aresidual character must be transmitted to guarantee that the field is, in fact, amultiple of 8
bits. In either ADCCP or SDLC, the transmitter character
length can be out of step with that of the receiver, a
situation that may exist in multiplexer or data-concentrator applications. The DLC chip should be able to
handle all these situations by transmitting and receiving
alast data (residual) character of 1to 8bits.
When the controller cannot service the DLC chip's
transmitter within the time it takes to transfer one
character, the transmitted protocol frame must be
aborted. The line fill performed by the DLC chip's bitoriented protocol should be eight consecutive binary 1s.
This abort bit pattern may be followed by an idle or by
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Zilog
SIO

3. Single address octet must have bi D=1.
4. Transmit character length may be 1to 8bits.
n.a.= hot applicable

flags to retain link continuity. Some DLC chips can also
line-fill with aborts or abort-and-flags.
Short-frame rejection prevents areceived frame of less
than 32 bits from being accepted. (Recall that a minimum frame consists of an 8-bit address, an 8-bit control,
and a 16-bit frame clock sequence.) To accomplish it,
DLC chips may ignore the short frame, automatically
send and detect an abort, or activate an invalid frame
interrupt.
The DLC chip, like all 1St serial receiver-transmitters,
has two independent interfaces: one to the communications line and the other to the bidirectional data bus (see
the left side of Fig. 1). Line driver and receiver ICs
meeting RS-232-C, RS-422, or RS-423 electrical specifications are needed for each signal to and from the
communications line interface. The bus interface is to a
CPU for mode initialization, command generation, and
status checking, and to a CPU, external FIFO, or DMA
controller for character transfers.
Character transfers can be on an interrupt basis to a
microprocessor if serial data rates are 4,800 bits per
second or less. Faster speeds require DMA, FIFO, or microprogram polling using medium- or large-scale integrated
bipolar processors. At 2megabits per second, the fastest
data rate of any DLC chip, 8-bit characters must be
loaded and retrieved within 4 microseconds. Such highspeed applications are becoming more common in
computer-to-computer links, master-controller—slaveperipheral interfaces, and high-volume communications
utilizing AT&T's Dataphone digital service.
LI
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How the bi-FET process
benefits linear circuits
Op amps that combine bipolar and field-effect transistors
on the same chip outperform purely bipolar chips at little extra cost
by Rod Russell and Tom Frederiksen,
D The new kid on the block in linear technology is the
bi-FET process. Monolithic operational amplifiers built
with this mixed process provide broader bandwidth,
faster slewing, and higher input impedance than do
standard bipolar devices, yet they are selling at only a

National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.

channel between the source and drain contacts, which
are standard bipolar p-type gate base diffusions. A
second implant produces the n-type gate region overlying
this channel. The pinch-off voltage of ajunction FET is
roughly proportional to the total amount of dopant there

is in the channel.
With diffusion processes, pinch-off voltage is very
hard to control, and matching these voltages in two JFErs
is nearly impossible. But implanting the channel virtually permits counting the number of dopant ions for a
predictable channel Q, so that control over absolute
pinch-off voltage and JFET matching are easily achieved.
Besides minimum pinch-off voltage, low-concentration
channel implants provide high JFET breakdown voltages.
In many linear circuits, the very low de input bias
current the JFET offers is, by itself, atremendous advantage over strictly bipolar devices. Another benefit of
these transistors—an even more important one in some
applications—is the roughly order-of-magnitude improvement in frequency response.
Moreover, in op-amp circuits, slew rate may be
improved
by a factor of 20, even with no increase in
Bi-FET vs bipolar
bandwidth. The slew rate of a standard monolithic
Ion implantation makes the difference between bi-FET
frequency-compensated op amp is proportional to the
and standard bipolar linear processing. In the mixedratio of the quiescent bias current to the transconducprocess devices (Fig. 1), one ion implant produces the p

slight cost premium.
Bi-FET is an appropriate acronym for these linear
circuits, which combine bipolar transistors with junction
field-effect transistors on one and the same silicon chip.
A number of semiconductor manufacturers are already
producing bi-FET integrated circuits in standard linear
configurations besides op amps: analog switches, instrumentation amps, and even sample-and-hold circuits.
Emerging only a few years ago, bi-FET technology
today accounts for about 5% of the total linear lc
business. Moreover, the industrial market for linears is
expected to double by 1980 and most of this increase
should be in bi-FET products. Thus major semiconductor
manufacturers are getting on the bandwagon and are
turning their attention to innovations in this area.

1. Basic structure. Because of ion implantation, bi-FET circuits can combine high-performance bipolar transistors with high-performance
matched JFETs. One implant creates the pchannel between source and drain contacts, another the gate region over this channel.
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Mixed-process linears: aperspective
Since the first practical devices appeared some three
National Semiconductor, Precision Monolithics, Signetics,
years ago, mixed-process linears have steadily gained Texas Instruments, and the latest entry by Analog
ground on their all-bipolar counterparts. These bi-FET and
Devices. Among the manufacturers of bi-MOS devices are
bi-MOS chips are clearly here to stay. About a dozen
RCA Corp., Harris Semiconductor, Siliconix, and again TI.
semiconductor manufacturers are now using the mixed
For the last year or so, the competition in bi-FET op
technology for a variety of standard linear circuit func- amps centering on price versus performance has been
tions, and the list is growing. Besides numerous opera- vigorous. For example, last August, National and TI drastitional amplifiers, the circuit functions include analog multi- cally slashed prices on their amplifier products, so that
•plexers, comparators, sample-and-hold cli cuits, analog
there is now only a difference of pennies between an
switches, instrumentation amplifiers, and even the analog
economy bi-FET op amp and the industry standard bipolar
portions of data-converter chip sets.
op amp, the 741. As compared to the 741, which sells for
Mixed-process devices combine field-effect transistors 20 to 25 cents in quantity, TI offers its TL081 devices for
with bipolar transistors on the same silicon chip. The FETs
33 cents and National is asking 39 cents for its LF351
most often are front-end devices, the bipolars are in the
units. Moreover, National's higher-performance LF356
output stage. A bi-FET device mixes bipolars with ppart is down to 75 cents, from its initial $2 plus.
channel junction FETs, whereas a bi-MOS device
But the standard versions of these op amps have fairly
combines metal-oxide-silicon FETs with bipolars, a high input offset voltage, in the range of 10 to 15 millivolts,
mixture that may even involve complementary MOSFETs.
although both National and TI do offer selected versions
In terms of input bias current, bandwidth, and slew rate,
with offset down to 2 or 3 mV. In contrast, besides
bi-FET and bi-MOS op amps perform nearly equally.
second-sourcing a better-performing LF356, PMI is
However, bi-FET parts exhibit better noise characteristics
making an improved second-generation of bi-FET op
and less offset-voltage drift. Bi-MOS devices, on the other
amps, designated the OP-15, -16, and -17. These devices
hand, can handle inputs over the full range of the supply
boast an input offset voltage of 500 microvolts maximum,
voltage, so they offer broad common-mode voltage capaand their input bias current is compensated for changes in
bility. The chips are also processed differently. Bi-FET temperature. Of course, the user pays apremium for these
devices involve an ion-implant add-on, while bi-MOS parts
features, but as aresult, instead of doubling for every 10 °C
are products of diffusion, requiring an extra masking step.
rise in temperature, as is the usual case with JFETs, the
Because of the performance edge bi-FET technology
bias current of the PMI chips doubles only approximately
offers, far more semiconductor manufacturers are making
every 18 °C. (Both National and TI have indicated they will
bi-FET chips. In alphabetical order, these vendors include:
also be making 0.5-mV-offset parts in the near future.)
Advanced Micro Devices, Fairchild, Intersil, Motorola,
Lucinda Mattera

tance of the input stages. So the key to obtaining high
slew rate is to use first-stage gain elements that have a
large ratio of biasing current to transconductance.
Compared with bipolar transistors, JFETs require alarger
biasing current to obtain the same transconductance,
making them the better choice for the input stage.
The monolithic op amp

Unquestionably, standard monolithic bipolar op amps
have proliferated through the years, and there now are a
relatively large number of different devices available.
The reason for this proliferation is the continuing introduction of circuit innovations to correct one or two
operational deficiencies at atime. From the first successful monolithic op amp—the 709 (Fig. 2a) and its
improved version, the newer popular 741 frequencycompensated unit—bipolar designs have used lateral pnp
transistors to solve dc level-shifting problems. Since
these transistors are relatively low-frequency devices,
they limit overall frequency response. Still, bipolar npn
transistors can be biased for good frequency response,
but then the input current becomes undesirably large.
To improve input characteristics, semiconductor
makers turned to super-beta npn transistors to come up
with the 108-type op amp (Fig. 2b). Although these
transistors have low breakdown voltage, they provide a
beta as high as 10,000. Therefore, for asmall sacrifice in
additional circuit complexity to keep off high voltages,
these devices are able to serve as excellent input transis-
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tors. Unfortunately, though, the lateral pnp transistors
are still necessary, so that the speed of the op amp
remains essentially unchanged.
The next improvement came with acircuit technique
called feedforward, which results in the improved bandwidth and slew rate of the 118-type op amp (Fig. 2c).
The idea is to feed the signal around the slow-responding
pnp stage. Although this development significantly
improves bandwidth, settling time and input bias current
are relatively unaffected.
No matter what circuit tricks were tried, only a few
parameters at a time could be improved. What was
really needed was a high-speed replacement for the
lateral pnp transistor, one that did not sacrifice breakdown voltage. The bi-FET process gives just such an
active device. What results is an op amp that delivers
excellent dc and ac characteristics while offering fast
settling and low noise specifications.
The first bi FET design

The basic design (Fig. 3) of the first viable bi-FET op
amp, the LF-356, consists of a differential JFET input
stage, followed by adifferential bipolar stage for symmetrical bias-current loading. The input transistors are
biased at less than 'p as (the zero-bias drain current) to
prevent excessive increases in input current should the
differential input voltage become large. If a JFET's drain
current increases beyond 'DDS, the gate-source junction
of that device will actually become forward-biased.
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To simplify biasing in a standard bipolar op amp, a
current mirror makes the conversion from adifferential
to a single-ended stage at the output of the first stage.
But this approach does not work with aJFET differential
input stage. Such a bipolar current mirror would yield
much too large an input offset voltage when the JFET was
biased for maximum slew rate. The low transconductance of this transistor actually causes the input to
exceed the offset voltage of the mirror.
The biasing solution for aJFET front end is adifferent
circuit approach. For similar biasing, well-matched
JFETs also provide well-matched drain currents, so they
are useful as current-source loads. A simple gate-source
short provides two-terminal current source loads, with
the matching depending only on the JFETS. Such diodeconnected transistors act as the loads for the input stage,
and acommon-mode feedback loop biases the sources of
the differential input stage. With JFETS, the same device
type may be used for both the gain element and its
current-source load—something that is out of the question with bipolars.
The common-mode feedback loop optimizes performance for both dc and ac operations. At dc, the 10picofarad compensation capacitor looks like an open
circuit, and the feedback to the sources of the input
JFETs is common-mode. For ac inputs, the compensation
capacitor will absorb the output current of the first
stage. Since there is no place for ac to be absorbed at the
other differential output, the common-mode loop must
constrain this output current at zero. As a result, the
entire differential input voltage is impressed across the
gate-source terminals of the noninverting input JFET.
This yields gain-doubling, differential-to-single-ended
conversion for ac inputs.

(—)

(+)

(a)

Enhanced stability

OUT

VIN

(C)
2. Evolution. Monolithic bipolar op amps have proliferated because
of the evolution of circuit innovations. For example, the 709 (a)
incorporates lateral pnp transistors to solve dc level-shifting problems, the 108 (b) has superbeta npn transistors for better input
characteristics, and the 118 (c) uses a feedforward technique to
improve bandwidth and slew rate.
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To make the stability of the op amp insensitive to
large capacitive loads, even up to 10,000 pF, the LF356
contains awideband composite JFET in its output stage.
Many users say they are not driving capacitive loads
since they are not working with peak detectors or
sample-and-hold circuits. But they may be asking the op
amp to drive 50 feet of coaxial cable. At 29 pF per foot,
even only afew feet of low-impedance coaxial cable will
affect the stability of many op amps.
Another less obvious benefit of the LF356 is its scheme for adjusting input offset voltage. In general, zeroing
the input offset voltage of conventional bipolar op amps
requires adjusting an external potentiometer. This device
shunts the on-chip resistors in the emitters of the current
mirror in the first stage. The result of this adjustment is
a mismatch in the resistor temperature coefficients, so
offset drift is increased. In addition, the signal path is
affected, and both gain and common-mode rejection may
also be degraded.
The LF356's offset-adjust circuits overcome these
problems by using differential JFET currents to modify
the dc biasing only. Typically, this technique permits
holding offset drift to 0.5 microvoltrC per millivolt of
offset adjustment. The performance of many op amps,
monolithic and hybrid, is an order of magnitude worse.
Since the same active devices that contribute to offset
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COMMON-MODE
FEEDBACK

OUT

10 pF

JFET INPUTS
AND JFET LOADS

3. High-performance bi-FET. The basic design for the front end of the first bi-FET op amp, the LF356, consists of a differential JFET input
stage. A pair of matched JFETs make up this stage, followed by adifferential bipolar stage for symmetrical bias-current loading.

voltage also contribute to noise voltage, an input stage
designed for low offset voltage tends to produce low
noise voltage as well. In the bi-FET op amp, the major
contributors to noise voltage are the input JFETS and
their JFET current-source loads. The equivalent noise
resistance of these devices varies inversely with transconductance. Consequently, it is fortunate that the firststage transconductance must be high for it to be possible
to use alarge enough value for the compensation capacitor to obtain effective pole-splitting. Minimizing the
input currents of the second stage keeps the la noise
corner low, without degrading the frequency performance of the output stage.
A low-cost approach
Bi-FET op amps may also be fabricated as less
complex, smaller circuits not optimized to achieve low
offset voltage. The trick in this case is to use areaconsuming JFETS only in the first stage and then to adjust
offset by laser-trimming the chip.
One offset-trim method involves opening up metal
links across binary-weighted portions of the resistors in
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the emitters of the current mirror. A larger quiescent
voltage is developed across these mirror resistors— by
roughly an order of magnitude larger than in a 741
bipolar op amp. As aresult, the offset and noise voltage
contributions of the bipolar devices in the current mirror
are no larger than those of the input JFETS.
What's inside
Figure 4 shows the basic circuitry for a typical lowcost trimmed bi-FET op amp like the LF351 single,
LF353 dual, and the LF347 quad devices. When they
are run off aconstant bias current, their input JFETS have
atransconductance that is independent of pinch-off voltage. To keep the bandwidth of the op amp independent
of variations in the characteristics of the JFETS, the input
bias current is set by a zener voltage and a resistor.
Thus, despite their comparatively simple design, these
trimmed bi-FET op amps provide large bandwidth, low
current drain, short settling time, fast stewing, and the
low input bias currents of iFErs.
Because of their broad bandwidth, bi-FET op amps
make excellent building blocks for active filters. The
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4. Low cost. Bi-FET op amps that are less complex and expensive than the LF356 are made by using laser trimming to adjust offset voltage
right on the chip, instead of optimizing the design for low offset as with the LF356. A zener and aresistor set the input bias current.

active-component sensitivities of these filters are inversely proportional to the gain-bandwidth product of the op
amps with which they are built. Broadband bi-FET
devices, therefore, permit higher frequency operation
and higher Q, as well as reduced sensitivities. Further,
for low-frequency filters, the benefits of employing
smaller-valued capacitors may be realized by impedance
scaling, without creating de voltage-biasing problems.
In data acquisition, an obvious application for abi-FET
op amp is as the output amplifier for a current-output
digital-to-analog converter, thereby taking advantage of
these devices' fast settling time and dc accuracy.
Another use
A less obvious d-a converter application for a fastsettling op amp is as the driver that keeps the bases of
the reference current-source transistors properly biased.
As the bits switch, any glitches that occur are coupled
back to the output of this driver. The time required by
the driver to recover from these abrupt disturbances can
limit the settling time of the complete converter.
Moreover, the low cost of trimmed bi-FET devices,
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brings the advantage of JFET-input amplifiers to inexpensive systems. For example, the large power bandwidth
and low noise of these chips make them ideally suited for
use in audio applications as R1AA equalization preamps,
tone controls, and room equalizers. In addition, even
large input voltage swings can be handled with low
distortion because of the low transconductance of the
JFET input stage. Such performance is especially useful
at high frequencies where the reduced open-loop gain of
the op amp forces input signals to be larger.
Just abeginning
Undoubtedly, the advent of bi-FET technology is
breathing new life into the linear lc world. It gives the
circuit designer another tool, providing him with highperformance devices that sell for only slightly more than
comparable bipolar parts. The best news of all is that the
benefits of bi-FET technology are just the beginning. In
the near future, further process innovations and new
circuit designs will mean bi-FET op amps with significantly wider bandwidths, higher slew rates, and lower
noise voltages.
El
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Designer's casebook
High-accuracy calibrator uses
band-gap voltage reference
by Henno Normet
Diversified Electronics, Leesburg, Ra.

The Analog Devices' AD581J voltage reference can be
used to build a low-cost and extremely accurate voltage
calibrator for oscilloscopes that either do not have one
built in or have one of inadequate accuracy. If this
calibrator is battery-operated, the unit can be built for
under $15.
The calibrator generates a 1-volt peak-to-peak squarewave signal that is accurate to within better than 0.5%,
owing its long-term accuracy to the band-gap technology
used in the voltage reference. The reference voltages
produced by the band-gap method are more temperature-stable than that produced by azener diode, because
the method makes use of the inherently constant potential that exists between adjacent electron energy levels in

the semiconductor material of the integrated circuit
itself. Here, the potential across selected energy bands is
used to derive a 10-v reference that will vary no more
than ± 13 millivolts over the temperature range of 0°C to
70 °C (for the 581L, the variation would only be 2.5 mv).
In this circuit, the output of a 1-kilohertz square wave
is scaled to 1y with the aid of the reference as shown in
(a). An astable multivibrator, G 1—G 2,is used as the
square-wave oscillator. R3 compensates for input-threshold and power-supply variations, so that the duty cycle
can be maintained at approximately 50%.
G3 is used to improve the shape of the square wave
that drives the 2N3904 switching transistor. The collector voltage for powering the transistor is derived from
the band-gap voltage reference.
To eliminate the errors due to the transistor's offset
voltage, R6 is used to adjust the output for a collector
swing of 0.005 to 1.005 y so that the difference voltage
of 1ypeak to peak will appear at the output.
A dc digital voltmeter can be used for accurate adjustment of the output voltage, contributing to the ease with
which the circuit can be calibrated. Accurate peakreading ac voltmeters are not readily available, and

Precise amplitude. Scope calibrator generates 1-V square wave, accurate to within 0.5%, with aid of AD581J band-gap voltage reference
(a). Unit may be powered by two 9-V batteries. Current drain is 6 mA. Ten-volt reference voltage is available at output jack for voltmeter
calibration, etc. If more than occasional use is contemplated, the unit should be powered from the ac mains (b).
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The only other professional
quality sweepers in our price
range that we know about make a
loud noise and are constantly
needing their bags emptied.
So if you're more interested in
clean sweeps than clean floors,
we recommend our Model 1061. It
sweeps from 1MHz to 400MHz at

line frequency, with excellent
signal quality. Output flatness is
± 0.25dB, sweep linearity 2%.
The calibrated output is + 10 to
-60 dBm and you have achoice of
either 50-ohm or 75-ohm output
impedance.
All for $675.
But if anyone else tries to sell

you asweeper with athree-digit
price tag, watch out. You may be
getting sucked in.
Wavetek Indiana, Inc. 66 N.
First Ave., P.O. Box 190, Beech
Grove, Indiana 46107. Telephone
(317) 783-3221, TWX 810-341-3226.

eiv
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Without Waveteles
Model 1061,
the under $700
sweeper market
would be avacuum.

Circle 119 on reader service card

root-mean-square voltmeters will not yield accurate
results if the output is not perfectly symmetrical (having
aduty cycle of 50%).
To calibrate the circuit, it is necessary to open S2,
which disables the 1-kHz oscillator by removing the
supply voltage to GI G3. R6 is then adjusted for an
output voltage of 1.005 v. Then S2 is closed, the input
of GI is grounded and the output voltage is measured
again. The difference between these two readings should
be exactly 1v. The two-step procedure should be repeated as necessary; R6 should be adjusted for a voltage
slightly removed from the 1.005 y originally set, then
—

In-range frequency detector
has jitter-free response
by A. J. Nicoll
Instromedix Inc., Beaverton, Ore.

This simple circuit will detect when an input signal falls
within aspecified frequency range and is thus ideal for
use as an out-of-tolerance alarm or as a rudimentary
phase-locked loop. It could also be called unusual, since
it uses hysteresis to provide separate lock and capture
ranges that eliminate the jitter of the circuit's logic-level
output.
The diagram shown in (a) and the hysteresis curve
shown in (b) help make the circuit's operation clear. AI

R2>R,

GI's input grounded, and so on, until adifference voltag
of 1.000 yis obtained.
Two 9-v batteries will provide many hours of opera
tion. Battery drain is approximately 6 milliamperef
Typical units will work well down to asupply voltage c
about 12 v.
If more than occasional use is anticipated, the uni
should be powered from the 120-v ac line, as shown i
(b). A bipolar (15-v) supply is derived from the powerline voltage, and a fine-trim circuit added as show
inside the dotted line, so that the set accuracy of th
581J's 10-volt output may be improved.

and A2 are two retriggerable one-shots. Their puls
widths, and therefore their maximum frequency of oper
ation, are controlled by R1—R 4. Whether RI or R
controls the width of AIand R3 or R4 controls the widt
of A2 depends upon the state of the A3 or A4 D-typ
flip-flops.
Assume RIand R4 are the controlling elements as a
input signal of arbitrary frequency, fin, arrives to trigge
both one-shots simultaneously. The positive transition c
fin then fires AI and Az,as shown. The next positive
going transition will trigger both AI and A2 again whil
clocking the previous output states, which were genet
ated before retriggering, into A3 and A4.
If this second transition occurs before either one-she
has returned to its time-out state, a logic 1 will b
clocked into its respective flip-flop, changing the state
that flip-flop. Once the flip-flop moves from a 0 to a 1
the pulse width of the one-shot will be controlled by on

1N914

CI

_L

3- 18 V

H

1,8,15

2

3- 18 V

f
1 =10.2 R2Ci In VDDI -1
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f2 =10.2 R1C1 In VDDr i
f3 .10.2 R4C2 In V001 -1

4

3- 18 V

GA

tCLK

I

fa =10.2 R3C2 In VD13)

A3

2 MC14528
/
1

O

3

@CI >0.01

biF

1

CLK
2 M14013
/
1

VO UT
fIN

CAPTURE RANGE

fCLK
3- 18 V

11 '
13

A2
%MC 14528

Vcc

CLK
2 MC14013
/
1

V0UT

C2

1N914
(a)

(b)

Within limits. Circuit (a) detects whether input signal is within user-set frequency range f
2—f
3 (b). Flip-flops enable selectable hysteresis s
that circuit, once locked, will not change state until f,„ moves below f
,or moves above f
4.Lock and capture ranges are controlled by R,—R
Hysteresis eliminates jitter that would normally occur at output if f, were near fis or f
3's edges.
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Display Technology
just took agiant step forward.
With the M4408 by Motorola. Like some of our
Dthers, it's a 15" raster scan CRT d:splay module,
put that's where the similarities end. The M4408
Nas specifically developed tor systems that denand displays of up to 6,300 upper and lower
;ase, clearly readable characters.
With its unique horizontal or vertical mounting
)apability, the M4408 can display a full typewriten page (96 characters x 66 lines) or a wide
page printer format (132 characters x48 lines ...
Dr 43 if you prefer). And those are only two
amples. The M4408 is the optimum display for
my high performance, high densry character
]pplication.

The cost? Not much more than convereional 15"
80 x 24 type displays — considerably less when
you consider cost per character. And the M4408
doesn't require high speed, expensive logic
either.
When you compare features, we think you'll
agree that the Motorola M4408 is the price performance winner.

MOTOROLA INC.
Data Products
455 East Nth Ave, Carol Stream, IL 60187
(.312) 690-1400 TWX: 910-252-4404
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Circle 12'
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of the two timing elements, R2 and R3.
The curve (b) shows more clearly how the lock and
capture ranges are contro4q by R1—R 4,where 1' 14 4 are
equal to the reciprocals of the pulse widths determined
by CI—R 1 or —R2 and C2—R 3 or —R 4.A3 will move high
when f
in rises above f
2,and it will not move back to its
initial state until f
in falls below f
i.Sinilarly, A4 will
change from a0to a 1when f
in rises above f
a,
and it will
change back to a 0 only when fin falls below f
3.The
amount of hysteresis acting upon f
l
—f 2 and f
3
—f4 can be

Processor-to-cassette interface
helps slash data-storage cost
by Pawel Mikulski
Finlux Television, Lohja, Finland

chosen by simply selecting the appropriate resistance
values for R1—R4.
The NOR gate output moves high when f
i
„is within the
set limits of f
2
—f 3.It will not move low again until the
input frequency falls below f
ior above fn. If desired, an
OR gate can be used instead of aNOR gate, since both the
Q and Q outputs are available in D-type flip-flops.
Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $50 for each item published.

It doesn't pay to buy an expensive mass-storage device to
store data handled by an inexpensive microprocessorbased data system. Storing data on a cassette tape
recorder or reading data from one is aviable alternative,
however, and these low-cost interfaces will provide an
economical solution to the data-storage and -retrieval
problem for read/write speeds of up to 4,000 bauds.
Microprocessor data is phase-modulated by the trans-

1. Inexpensive. Low-cost microprocessor-to-cassette interface can be used with tape recorder to form economical data-storage system.
Interface converts input to pulse-modulated waveform so that data may be easily stored in cassette recorder.
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mitter interface as shown in Fig. 1, in order that it may
be stored in the recorder in a form that may be easily
retrieved. The input signal drives G I and G2 and,
depending on the logic value (0 or 1), will determine if
either phase cp or 0+90 ° (both generated by a 5.5kilohertz oscillator) appears at the output of G3. This
signal is then stored in the cassette. The transmitter
timing diagram clarifies circuit operation.
Data played back to the receiver (Fig. 2) is applied
first to A 1 and then to a Schmitt trigger/comparator

(74132). A2, a retriggerable one-shot, is fired on every
rising and falling edge of the input signal and thus will
stay high if the input signal pulses are separated by less
than 130 microseconds. A2 drives A3, a D-type flip-flop
wired as aT device, so that the output will be areplica of
the data signal originally recorded. A4 is a time-out
one-shot, which moves high (Q) if data input should
cease for more than 300 milliseconds. Circuit operation
can be clearly visualized with the aid of the receiver's
timing diagram.
III

2. Retrieved. Data is recovered after passing through receiver interface using process essentially inverse to one used at transmitter. One-shot
A2
A3,

is used to convert input signal to two complementary 130-gs waveshapes. One waveform drives asecond one-shot, A4, which in turn resets
while the other waveform drives its clock input. Timing diagram details operation. Output is adelayed version of the original signal.
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The OEM terminal that is built to do more
for your customers...and your nameplate.
Convection cooling eliminates
far. and filter

Production burn-in for every
unit minimizes failures

Bonded, non-glare.
protective faceplate
reduces distracting
reflection and
eliminates dust
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Matte keycaps eliminate
distracting reflection
from keys
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Circuit breaker provides
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Detachable keyboard permits
flexible keyboard positioning

N-key rollover eliminates
lost characters, improves
throughput

Deep-dish keycaps provide
tactile home row
identification

30 Day Free Trial.
Get all the features shown above in aterminal
that can be programmed at any time for additional processing functions. It can be used to
control printers or flexible disks. Or interface
it with industry-specific devices like ticket
printers or credit card readers.
We also manufacture conversational display
and edit display terminals. They're simpler,
but we put the same concern for quality into
all of them. All feature modular construction
for simpler maintenance and installation, and
we've added features to enhance operator
efficiency. And we back them all with a
one-year warranty.
Control Data people know terminals. We've
been making them for more than twenty
years. We can help you put quality behind
your nameplate.
Electronics/June 8, 1978

For the 30-day no-obligation evaluation
now available to qualified OEM's, or for
further information, call us at 612/482-4229.
In Europe, contact one of our European
representatives. Or return coupon to:
E-68

Bob Bell, Product Sales Manager,
Control Data Corporation,
2401 North Fairview Ave., Roseville, MN 55113
Tell me more about Control Data OEM terminals.
Name

Title

Firm

Address

City

State

Zip

Phone

@D

CONTIPL DATA
CORPORATION

More than acomputer company
Circle 125 on reader service card
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Expanded package speeds design
with new, one-chip microcomputer
Prototyping version of 6500/1 adds extra pins
for access to internal bus signals and external memory
by D. Starbuck, D. Peeters, K. Hogan, and R. Eufinger,

Rockwell International Corp., Microelectronic Devices, Anaheim, Calif.

III Assembly-line work certainly does go faster when an
entire microcomputer is availablè on a single piece of
silicon instead of on separate processor, memory, and
timing and control chips that all have to be interconnected. But the process of designing and debugging such
asingle-chip system can move with frustrating slowness
precisely because all those interconnections are hidden
within the package. For that reason, the single-chip
6500/1 version of the 6500 8-bit microprocessor family
comes in a64-pin emulator model as well as astandard
40-pin production model.
No slouch in performance, the 6500/1 features the
same instruction set and 13 modes of addressing as its
predecessor, the 6502. But the two versions of the
6500/1 give it an edge over other one-chip computers.
Apart from pin count, the, two packages are essentially
identical. The emulator chip simply has the address,
data, and control buses connected to bonding pads and
made accessible externally through its 24 additional
leads. At the prototyping stage, the user links them to
the external memory being used for software development. Then, when satisfied the program is error-free, he
or she can have it masked into the read-only memory of
the production chip.
Such an approach is much more exact than building a
breadboard of the one-chip metal-oxide-semiconductor
microcomputer from other large-scale integrated circuits
and transistor-transistor-logic devices. It is also superior
to using the expanded bus of an expandable one-chip
microcomputer and attaching memory and input/output
devices to it; for the associated 1/0 ports are unavailable
and must still be modeled, so that the software dealing
with them will remain untried until the first maskedROM part is delivered.
Finally, to further speed prototyping with the 6500/1,
a third-generation development system is available.
System 65 incorporates minifloppy-disk drives, can
interface to high-speed terminals and printers, and may
also be equipped with a personality subsystem that
adapts it specifically to the 6500/1's requirements.
The production chip
But what are the capabilities of the basic 6500/1 chip
that these development aids exist to serve? From Fig. 1,
which diagrams its architecture and bus structure, it is
evident that the 6500/1 contains all the components for
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a computer —clock, central processing unit, memory,
and vo section.
Its built-in oscillator can use any of three timing
elements. An RC network is the least expensive, but the
more popular crystal is also the most accurate. Alternatively, an external frequency source may be used if
synchronization to other subsystems is required.
Different clock phases for timing are also generated
by the internal logic of the device. The internal clock
frequency is one half the frequency of the time-base
source: a4-megahertz crystal, for example, will operate
the 6500/1 at its maximum frequency of 2MHZ.
An important goal of the design of the 6500/1 was to
maintain software compatibility with programs already
written for the 6502 microprocessor chip. The arithmetic
and logic unit is therefore identical in both chips, though
some of the signals to the 6500/1 ALU are different. The
device's internal address bus uses only 12 signals to
provide an address space of 0 to 4,192, since this is the
limit of on-chip memory. Also, the control signals SYn,
RDY, and SO have been omitted in the one-chip device,
since they are not made available externally. Otherwise,
all the 6502's instructions and addressing modes have
been retained unchanged.
As in the 6502, the instructions in the 6500/1 are
pipelined, with instruction fetches overlapping the execution of immediately preceding instructions. Each address
is supplied as part of an instruction and can therefore
access all the memory in the 6500/1 directly, so that
there are no data-address-pointer registers to be manipulated. Also, instructions are shortened by one byte and
one execution cycle by means of azero-page addressing
mode whenever the data involved is in the lowest 256bytes of memory—a page that includes all the on-chip
RAM and the vo port addresses.
The 6500/1 has 2,048 bytes of mask-programmable
ROM for storing instructions and constants. These 2
kilobytes occupy memory address space of 2,048 to 4,095
(800 to FFF in hexadecimal). The six high-order address
locations are dedicated to the interrupt-request, reset,
and non-maskable-interrupt address vectors, as shown in
Fig. 2. Thanks to its ability to directly address all
memory space, the 6500/1 can, unlike other single-chip
microcomputers, store constant tables in its ROM.
The 64 bytes of RAM handle the storage and retrieval
of modifiable data. Its own power-supply pin gives the
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INDEX
REGISTER
Y

INSTRUCTION
REGISTER
INDEX
REGISTER
X

CRYSTAL
1

CRYSTAL
2

CLOCK
OSCILLATOR

STACK
POINTER
S
INSTRUCTION
DECODING
LOGIC

TIMING
CONTROL

PROCESSOR
STATUS
REGISTER

RES

NMI

PROGRAM COUNTER
HIGH

CONTROL
REGISTER

INPUT/OUTPUT
ADDRESS
DECODING
LOGIC

16-BIT
LATCH

EDGEDETECTING
LOGIC
64-BY-8-BIT
RANDOM-ACCESS
MEMORY

16-BIT
COUNTER

CNTR
INPUT/OUTPUT
PORT A

I/O
2,048-BY-8-BIT
READ-ONLY
MEMORY

INTERRUPT
LOGIC

PORT B

I/O

PA 0_7

PB 0_7

PC 0_7

PORT C

I/O
PORT D

P0 0-7

1. One-chip 6500. The 6500/1 contains all the makings of a computer —clock and associated timing circuits, arithmetic/logic unit and
storage registers, four 8-bit input/output ports, and memory. There are 64 bytes of random-access and 2,048 bytes of read-only memory.
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HEXADECIMAL
ADDRESS

RAM aCCeSS to battery backup so that it can retain data
in the event of a power failure. The RAM is addressed
right up front, with addresses 0through 63 (000 to 03F).
This way, the efficient zero-page addressing mode deals
with its data. Like the 6502, the 6500/1 uses astack for
subroutine- or interrupt-return information and for
temporary storage. The associated stack-pointer address
will be recognized by the address decoding as a zeropage address. The software should therefore be written
to initialize the stack pointer to hexadecimal 03F, thus
starting the stack at the top of the RAM. Subsequent
pushes to the stack will cause the stack pointer to decrement, moving down through the RAM area.

DEVICE FUNCTION

0000
64-BY-8-BIT
RAM STORAGE
FOR
DATA AND STACK
003 F

0080

PORT A

0081

PORT B

0082

PORT C

0083

PORT

0084

LOAD UPPER LATCH

0085

LOAD LOWER LATCH

0086

READ UPPER COUNTER

0087

READ LOWER COUNTER AND CLEAR
OVERFLOW STATUS

0088

LOAD UPPER LATCH, DOWN-LOAD TO
COUNTER, AND CLEAR OVERFLOWSTATUS

0089

CLEAR PAi EDGE DETECTOR

008A

CLEAR PAo EDGE DETECTOR

Input/output

UNASSIGNED
008F

CONTROL
---.,

0400
ADDRESSABLE BY
EMULATOR ONLY

0800
2,048-BY-8-BIT ROM
FOR
PROGRAM STORAGE
0 F F9
OFFA

NMI VECTOR (2 BYTES)

OF FC

RESET VECTOR )2 BYTES)

OFFE

IRO VECTOR )2 BYTES)

2. Address selection.

The efficient addressing in the 6500/1 has

random-access memory occupying the first 64 locations. Together
with I/O, RAM is on page zero—the first 256 bytes—which can be
addressed with a single instruction. There are 13 address modes.
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All input and output addresses in the 6500/1 become
memory locations just as in other 6500-based systems.
As is clear from Fig. 2, the address assignments are
predetermined and all the decoding is built in. The I/O
addresses follow the RAM addresses in the first page of
address space, again for greater efficiency. There are
three categories of vo: peripheral and counter lio and
interrupt-request inputs. Associated with them is an
8-bit control register that contains 2 bits for choosing
between the four counter modes as well as (to anticipate
a little) three pairs of bits for handling three sources of
interrupts.
For peripheral vo, the 6500/1 has four 8-bit bidirectional ports (A, B, C, and D). Each pin within a port
may be individually assigned an input or output function
and in the latter role can drive a single TR, load.
Figure 3 indicates how the 6500/1 makes this possible
without using a direction register as several other
devices have to do. The circuit for each line has an active
transistor that can drive it to Vss and a passive pullup
transistor that normally holds it at Vcc .Initially all lines
are pulled up to the high state by the resistor. Only in the
high state can the lines accept inputs. A 1 input will
cause no change in the line, whereas a 0 input overrides
the passive pullup and drives the line low. When the
microcomputer is using the line for an output, it either
leaves the line in the normally high state for a 1or drives
its active transistor low for a0.
Port A has in addition two special pins with edgedetecting logic that operate in parallel with the port's
normal I/O functions. The logic associated with pin PA O
detects an asynchronous rising edge, that associated with
PA I a falling edge. When either edge is detected, a
corresponding status bit is set in the control register.
Consequently, with these two pins it is possible both to
infer the value of the current input signal by reading port
A and also, by reading the control register, to determine
whether the signal has changed. Of course, the edge
detected could be the result of either an earlier input or
an earlier output signal. As will become subsequently
apparent, this edge-detect capability is especially useful
for requesting interrupts.
The 6500/1's versatile, 16-bit counter has four modes
of operation (Fig. 4) selected by the first two bits in the
control register. Linked to the counter is one bidirectional pin, CNTR, which functions as an output in one of the
modes and an input in two of the other modes. Also
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associated with the counter are a 16-bit latch and timing
and control logic. The program can load both the upper
and lower bytes of the latch, cause the latch to download data to the counter, and read the two bytes of the
counter.
In mode 0, the counter is free-running off the internal
timer, busy counting the internal phase-2 clock. Poweron reset (TES) automatically selects this mode, in which
the CNTR pin remains in the high state.
Mode 1 is also free-running, but when the counter
overflows, the CNTR pin inverts its state. This mode can
be used to generate symmetrical or asymmetrical output
waveforms. It can also synthesize a one-shot mode by
switching after overflow from output-enabled to output
high, as in the previous mode.
In mode 2 it becomes an external event counter,
decrementing whenever a rising edge is detected on the

3. No direction. The bidirectional input/output lines require no
direction register. Normally written to 1, an input is overridden by a 0,
which latches the D-type flip-flop driving the transistor low. The
6-kilohm pull-up resistor can be omitted with a mask option.

CNTR pin. The maximum rate at which the edges can be
detected is half the internal phase-2 clock rate.
Finally, mode 3is suited to pulse-width measurement.
Reading negative pulses, the counter will decrement with
each internal phase-2 clock pulse as long as its CNTR pin
is in the low state; counting stops when the CNTR pin
goes high. This mode may be selected to stop the counter
if the CNTR pin is left unconnected, since the internal
pull-up device will then cause the input to always be in
the high state.

Interrupts
Like the 6502, the 6500/1 has two interrupt-request
lines, W?I and 1R. Both are vectored interrupts that,
when they are serviced, cause program-return and
processor-status information to be automatically saved
on the stack. The minimum interrupt response time is
eight cycles until access of the first instruction of the
service routine.
The rsii interrupt is used to request the higherpriority, non-maskable interrupt for critical events such
as power failure. The more general-purpose interrupt is
the ik--0 line. Usually associated with one or more interrupting devices in amultichip 6502 system, it is basically
the same in the 6500/1 except that the IRQ at the central
processor is only available internally. External TWO
requests are made by means of the PA 0 or PA, edgedetecting circuit or by effecting acounter overflow: the
different modes are shown in Fig. 5.
All TIM requests may be enabled by clearing the
interrupt-disable bit in the processor-status register.
That done, each of the three sources of WQ requests may
be selectively enabled by the 3bits in the control register. Whenever an enable bit and its associated status bit
O

7

COUNTER
MODE

OVFLW
STATUS

CONTROL REGISTER

MODE 0

OVERFLOW

2

COUNTER
+5 V

COUNTER

0V
MODE 1

OVERFLOW (N)
N

N+1

N+2

N+3

N+4

N+5

+5 V

N+6
COUNTER (OUT)

0V
MODE 2
OVERFLOW

+5 V

COUNTER (IN)

0V
MODE 3
OVERFLOW

S
i, 2

+5 V
0V

Y

START
STOP
COUNTER (IN)

4. The counter. The four-mode counter is programmed by 2 bits in the control register. Modes 0 and 1 are both free-running, the latter
toggling the CNTR pin on overflow. Mode 2counts down with each rising edge on CNTR, and in mode 3CNTR gates the countdown.
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15

8 7
UPPER
COUNTER

0
LOWER
COUNTER

PA2

7
COUNTER

OVERFLOW

A A
1

O
PAo
POSITIVE
EDGE

PA i
NEGATIVE
EDGE

COUNTER
INTERRUPT
ENABLE

RAU
INTERRUPT
ENABLE

PA i
INTERRUPT
ENABLE

I
COUNTER
MODE

CONTROL REGISTER

I

I
-D-LED0

IRO

5. Interrupts. The IRO interrupt request originates from three sources that are each software-maskable: the rising edge at pin PA 0,the falling
edge at PA, and counter overflow. The other interrupt, NMI, is non-maskable and is used for critical events such as power failure.

are both true, an interrupt request will be made. The
software routines for servicing interrupts read the
control register's status bits to determine the interrupting source. Interrupt requests will remain until the software clears the interrupting status bit.
The emulator
The emulator version of the 6500/1 enables the
designer to exploit all this capability with ease. The
64-pin package not only provides the access to internal
bus signals that allows the use of external memory
during the software development and prototyping
phases, but it does this without detracting from any of
the production version's capabilities or subtracting any
of its features, except of course the masked ROM.
It also adds several control lines that can aid debugging. A typical prototype system may require as few as
two components—the emulator and a 2716 programmable ROM. Since each of these requires only a 5-volt
supply, only the supply for the final product is needed for
the prototype. Most important, the electrical characteristics of the 34 uo lines are the same as those of the
production device.
From asoftware standpoint, the emulator appears to
duplicate the production device. All memory- and uoaddressing functions, CPU operations, and timing are
identical. The only difference is that instructions reside
in a memory external to the emulator so that modifications may continue until the program is finally ready for
incorporation in masked ROM.
The additional signals available in the emulator package are the 8 lines of the data bus, the 12 lines of the
address bus, the phase-2 clock signal, and the read/write
control line for interfacing to external memory. The RDY
and SYNC signals (not used in the production model) are
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also available on the emulator chip for debug control and
monitoring.
Because the address bus is available, the 6500/1 can
operate with 3 kilobytes of external program memory
from addresses 1,024 to 4,095 (400 to FFF in hex).
During the prototyping stage, it is possible to include
self-test programs in the extra, lower 1 kilobyte of
memory. In addition, since the page-zero addresses of
RAM and vo are available, a digital analyzer or an
external RAM may be used to capture data written to
these locations for examination. Read operations from
page-zero addresses only occur internally to the emulator rather than from the external data bus to ensure true
RAM and ho functioning.
Developing with the System 65
As for the System 65, it basically supports hardware
and software development for the entire 6500 family of
microprocessors. Itself a6502-based system, it has dual
minifloppy-disk drives and 16 kilobytes of static RAM, as
well as assembler, editor, monitor, and file-management
programs resident in ROM. The system may be connected
to other terminals through current-loop or RS-232-C
interfacing and to a dot-matrix printer for hard copy
through astandard parallel interface.
Since instructions are consistent throughout the 6500
family of processors, the file management, text editor,
and assembler can be used without modification in
preparing software for the 6500/1. However, the monitor program used during debugging is contained in a
ROM on the 6500/1's personality module and interfaces
uniquely to the emulator version of the chip. Once this
monitor has been entered, it remains in control until an
exit command is given by the operator.
The commands used by the 6500/1 monitor are as far
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3-K RAM FOR
PROGRAM STORAGE
DATACAPTURE
RAM

R6500/1
MONITOR

SYSTEM 65
TO
R6500/1
CONTROL

EMULATOR POD

PIA =PERIPHERAL INTERFACE ADAPTER

SYSTEM 65

PROM

DISK 1

DISK 2

PROTOTYPE SYSTEM
UNDER DEVELOPMENT

B. System design. With the 64-pin prototyping version of the 6500/ 1on an emulator board, external memory can be used in lieu of the chip's
built-in memory. The memory board has a read-only-memory monitor that adapts the 6500/1 to the System 65 for development.

as possible the same as the 6502 monitor commands. All
are of the self-prompting question-and-answer type used
by the System 65. The monitor controls execution of
6500/1 programs by exercising the emulator device's
extra control signals. It can force a restart to start the
emulator as if power had just been turned on, and by
using the RDY and SYNC lines it can single-step or halt
execution. Examination and modification of the emulator's program memory is accomplished by accessing the
personality module's RAM with the address assigned to
the System 65. To examine the emulator's data memory
and I/O, the monitor reads the capture RAM on the
personality module; to modify the emulator's RAM or uo,
the monitor stores appropriate routines in the extra
kilobyte of program RAM found only on the emulator,
which it then forces to effect the changes by executing
these routines.
Eight software breakpoints are provided for non-realtime debugging, plus one hardware breakpoint for realtime debugging. The program RAM may be writeprotected to prevent the emulator from overwriting the
data it stores. Writing into protected memory may still
be done by the monitor program.
As errors are found, the text editor may be re-entered,
corrections made to the source code, the assembler used
to reassemble the program, and debugging resumed
within avery short time. The fact that all these routines
are Rom-resident means that no time is wasted on loading them into the system.
The personality card that matches the 6500/1 to the
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System 65 plugs into any slot available in the system. A
typical development setup is shown in Fig. 6. On this
board are:
• A 2332 4,096-by-8-bit ROM containing the 6500/1's
monitor program and communicating only over the
System 65 bus to the System 65's 6502 processor.
• Three kilobytes of RAM available to either the System
65 or the emulator for program storage.
• Additional RAM for capture storage of the emulator
write operations to its on-chip RAM or I/O.
• Two 6520 programmable interface adapters, which
control and monitor the emulator device activities and
are available to the System 65 bus in a portion of the
address range allotted for the personality module monitor Rom.
• Fast transistor-transistor logic to allow the hardware
breakpoint, which causes a sync-pulse output on the
System 65's oscilloscope connection, to operate while the
emulator is executing in real time.
Drivers and receivers for the address, data, and
control lines from the personality module are contained
on the emulator pod module, which in turn is connected
to a cable that terminates in a 40-pin plug. The plug
mates with a 40-pin socket that is wired to the 6500/1
pin configuration used in the breadboard of the product
under development. All of the uo from the emulator is
unbuffered, the better to simulate the eventual configuration. The 5-v power supply, as well as the reset signal,
is provided by the System 65. The time-base source is a
crystal on the emulator module.
El
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1. Slow but sure. Because much of the formatting, conversion and coding is done in software, the display/keyboard hardware in the 6000
comprises relatively few parts. Although execution is relatively slow, there is anet gain in versatility.

the display are not dependent on speedy execution.
Thus a software-intensive design approach can improve versatility. For instance, it increases the number of
characters that can be displayed to over 30, which
greatly clarifies certain higher math operations.
Configuring with software
Versatility also means the operator can reconfigure
the instrument under software control. In the basic 6000,
the microprocessor will calculate a dc/dc ratio. By
adding an optional ac converter, ac/dc, dc/ac, and ac/ac
ratios can be taken. Also, the user not only has the
standard 10-volt reference range available, but can select
almost any range usually available for the signal input.
In fact, with both root-mean-square and ohms options,
more than 70 combinations of ratio functions and ranges
can be commanded from the keyboard or over the IEEE488 interface.
Another area where versatility makes itself visible is
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the selectable integration times: five, all programmable
from the IEEE-488 interface. Varying the integration
time allows the 6000 to take measurements under special
conditions, such as situations where the input voltage is
only stable for a few milliseconds. The longest integration time, 100 ms, provides 6'/2-digit resolution, plus
ample normal-mode rejection at 50, 60, and 400 hertz.
A microprocessor orchestrating the instrument does
not in itself guarantee that versatility and utility can be
achieved. If it must spend aquarter of its time trying to
unjumble a poorly designed hardware-software interface, then throughput especially will suffer. The design
goal was to optimize the surrounding hardware so that
the microprocessor can go on to bigger and better tasks.
One common mistake of hardware designers is to
assume that the microprocessor's data bus is the most
efficient path for transferring control information.
Actually, the data bus is best for data-dependent control
information but unused or don't-care address lines are
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TO
COUNTING
CIRCUIT

DIELECTRIC
SOAKAGE NETWORKS

1
INTEGRATOR OUTPUT

T

SLOPE Vs /RC

T

SLOPE VR /RC

ZERO
CROSSING

SIGNAL INTEGRATE
1
1

REFERENCE INTEGRATE
t
R

(c)

2. Dual slope. A modified dual-slope circuit is the heart of integrating
a-d conversion. A simplified circuit is shown in (a). Departure from
linearity can be introduced by the capacitor C's leakage resistance
and less-than-perfect dielectric (b). A compensating network can
make the integrator output approach an ideal linear ramp (c).

much superior in terms of code length and speed when
transferring data-independent control information. This
technique is used where possible in the 6000 to improve
throughput and to free more cycles for other tasks.
Selecting the microprocessor
Before the hardware-software interface could be
defined in complete detail, amicroprocessor needed to be
selected. Since both number-crunching and control operations were required in the 6000, a general-purpose
microprocessor was desirable. At that time, the Zilog
Z80 and the mos Technology 6500 were eliminated for
cost and/or second-source problems. The internal architecture and speed of the Intel 8080 and the Motorola's
6800 were found to be comparable in terms of throughput and ease of programming. But the 6800 was the
clear victor in the area of required power supplies and
bus timing.
Six months into designing, the decision was made to
move up to the 6802, which has an on-board clock driver
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and 128 bytes of random-access memory. The resulting
computer board is less than 3 by 10 inches, yet it
contains 640 bytes of RAM and 12 kilobits of read-only
memory, plus address decoding for most of the hardware
throughout the instrument.
Choosing the functions
With appropriate programming of the microprocessor
and careful use of ROM and RAM space, a number of
functions can be made available. After an investigation
into some of the major uses of collected data in measurement systems, it was decided to offer such functions as
offset and scaling into engineering units; capture of the
minimum, maximum, and calculation of the average of a
series of readings; sorting capability with as many as
seven categories; and measurements in dBv and dBm.
All were made available by appropriate programming of
the microprocessor and the use of memory.
The offset and scaling function converts the reading
into any desired units. It allows the user to do percenterror and scaling as in other instruments, as well as to
correct his sensor for both offset and scale errors.
The minimum-average-maximum function, MAM, is
useful for determining worst-case variations in aquantity, as well as for filtering the effects of noise. It can be
left in operation for weeks at a time to determine the
worst-case limits in aslowly changing quantity.
The high-low-limit function allows the user to enter
between one and six limits, which are stored as category
boundaries. When HLL is selected, each reading is then
compared against these boundaries to determine in
which category it is contained.
The decibel-measurement function provides a display
in decibels referenced to 1milliwatt into a600-ohm load.
If users choose, they can store adifferent resistor value
from the keyboard and the dBm routine will use his
entered value rather than 600 SZ. Most users will want to
enter a 1-kilohm load, because this value of resistance
will generate 1mw when exactly 1volt is applied. Thus
they can measure and display decibels relative to 1v, or
the useful day measurement.
Many applications can be found in the areas of
frequency analysis where, with the use of an ac converter, the dBv function can obtain audio-amplifier , frequency response. A typical application might involve plotting
the roll-off of an amplifier.
Here, the user would connect the excitation oscillator
to the amp's input and connect its output to the 6000.
After storing the R constant as 1kU, he would then tune
the source frequency to somewhere in the midband gain
region of the amplifier. By storing the present reading as
C in the math equation and selecting dB and MATH on
the keyboard, the 6000 will then display exactly 0dB. If
the input oscillator frequency is then varied, it will be
easy to read the —3-dB frequency or any other point of
interest directly from the function generator and 6000's
displays.
Internal operation of the decibel function is centered
around a logarithm routine adapted from the powerseries expansion, which requires the processing of at
least six or seven terms to achieve the required
0.1-dB accuracy. To shorten the calculation time with
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3. Normal-mode rejection. If the integration period is not identical

ATTENUATOR

BUFFER GAIN DIVIDER

to the power-line period, the system's rejection of power-line noise is
adversely affected. An internal oscillator controls the integration

4. Stable elements. The accuracy of the 6000 depends on th(

period to ±01%, essentially limiting normal-mode rejection to 48 dB

design of the input attenuator and the stability of the isolating buffe

with the expected 60-cycle line variations.

amplifier, which also contains aselectable filter to combat noise.

The time intervals in Fig. 2c, t
1and t
R,
are determine(
by counting cycles of a crystal-oscillator frequency
source. From the equation, it is apparent that the absolute value of the count rate is immaterial if it is stablc
over the measurement period. However, the normalmode rejection does depend on the absolute accuracy ol
Improving the dual-slope integrator
the oscillator. Thus it is necessary to use a crystalThe integrating a-d conversion method selected for the oscillator circuit for accuracy and stability over time one
model 6000 uses amodified dual-slope circuit because of temperature.
The crystal oscillator used in the 6000 has a basic
its simplicity. Figure 2a is asimplified representation of
the dual-slope integrator. Switch SI is closed during the accuracy of 1:10,000 or 0.01%. Assuming an exact lin(
frequency, the minimum normal-mode rejection woulc
signal-integrate period. At the transition from signalintegrate to reference-integrate, SI is opened and either be represented by the shaded area divided by the averag(
area in Fig. 3. The 0.01% accuracy in frequency mean:
S2 or S3 is closed, as determined by the polarity detector.
During reference integration, the capacitor discharges the NMR at 60 Hz would be down at least 80 dB. Howevet
to zero at a rate of VR/RC volts/second. The defining the actual NMR is specified to aminimum of 48 dB down
because the instantaneous power line frequency usually
relationship, assuming idealized components, is:
varies slightly from 60 Hz.
Vs .
VR
The basic 6000 also contains a signal-conditionim
RC" — RC"'
buffer amplifier (isolator) and an input attenuator. The
isolator is a high-input-impedance, low-bias-current
VS
tR
potentiometric amp with selectable gains of x 1, x 10
VR =
tl
and X 100. These gains correspond to the 10-, 1-, arm
Note that the RC product cancels out, providing RC is 0.1-v ranges, respectively. The input attenuator offer:
constant during the measuring cycle. Maintaining a — 10 and — 100 outputs for 100- and 1,000-v inputs. Or
constant R is no problem, but maintaining aconstant C these ranges, the input impedance seen by the signa
requires a linearization network to compensate for the source is 10 M. Both the attenuator and gain resisto]
integrating capacitor, whose equivalent circuit appears strings affect the basic accuracy of the instrument. Theil
as in Fig. 2b. The net result is to make the integrator values must be stable and accurately known.
Figure 4 is a simplified diagram of the isolator
output more nearly approach an ideal linear ramp for a
attenuator system. Note that the isolator also contains t
step input (Fig. 2c).
Thus, with a properly compensated RC product, the selectable filter for reducing undesirable noise effects.
With so many functions available, the instrument',
converter accuracy depends just on the absolute accuracy of the reference voltage and the ability to accurately accuracy depends on a number of elements. However
measure the integrating periods. In the 6000, the refer- the 6000 uses both laboratory calibration and self
ence voltages are accurately determined to within 3parts calibration. The primary accuracy elements—those tha
per million, with a 1-ppm/°C temperature coefficient must be calibrated with the aid of other instrumenta
and better than a 6-ppm stability for 90 days. This tion — are in an easily removable reference module. Thi
accurate, stable reference is achieved by using a pre- allows lab calibration of all operating functions to bl
performed either in the instrument or off line in t
mium-quality zener diode in areference bridge.

the 8-bit microprocessor, Chebyshev polynomials and a
specially developed compression algorithm are used.
They reduce the number of operations under worst-case
conditions to two multiplies and five adds, which greatly
increases the speed of the decibel function.
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5. Interface board. A self-contained IEEE-488 interface board is controlled by an algorithmic state machine. The board operates
independently of the microprocessor. A BCD interface that occupies the same address space is also available.

metrology lab. Once the module's elements are calibrated, it may be used in any 6000 without affecting its
certification. Thus instruments may be fully calibrated
merely by inserting anew reference module.
Making calibration simple.
The lab-calibration process determines the actual
values of the primary elements, such as the reference
voltage and the gain and attenuation resistor networks.
These elements are stored in a nonvolatile memory,
which is apart of the reference module.
These stored constants are then used by the microprocessor system to make calibration corrections to subsequent measurement readings. Thus the primary elements
need not be adjusted to exact values, so the number of
adjustment potentiometers is drastically reduced. For
example, the earlier model 5900, a 51
/-digit, 0.001%2
accuracy DVM has 14 pots in the basic model or 25 if the
ohms-measuring option is installed. A model 6000 has
only two pots, with or without the ohms option, and both
are given aone-time factory adjustment.
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In addition, the gain and attenuation resistor strings
are made up of homogeneous matched resistors. This
approach eliminates the need for trim pots with different
temperature coefficients, thus enhancing resistor ratio
tracking and stability.
In addition to the dc-voltage-measuring elements, the
primary elements associated with the ohms measurement
are in the reference module. These are resistors which, in
conjunction with the reference voltage, generate accurate current inputs to the ohms amplifier.
The reference module also contains the ac-dc converters used in measuring ac voltages. These units must be
calibrated for proper frequency response over the full
measurement bandwidth.
The lab calibration procedure needs to be done only at
infrequent intervals, say 90 days. However, drifts and
changes in the secondary accuracy elements must be
corrected for continually— but fortunately this may be
done by self-calibration. The frequency of correction will
depend on the length of time since power turn-on and on
variations in ambient temperature. The self-calibration
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The team that designed the 6000
Development of the series 6000 amplitude-measurement
system covered so much ground in digital-multimeter
design that, at one time or another, it involved seven
engineers: half of Racal-Dana's engineering department.
"It's probably the most ambitious project ever undertaken
by the company," says Arch Conway, the engineering
manager (left). He was development manager for the
series 6000 when it got under way in September 1976,
and he kept this post "because of its importance" when
promoted in 1977. His background in developing the
microprocessor-controlled model 9000 counter/timer in
1975 prompted the decision to put him in charge.
In organizing the project, Conway rpcalls, he called on
seasoned enginpers for the Fonventional areas, including
analog and ac converters. But they neéded help for digital
hardware and software design. Given this assignment was
Gregory R. Cruzan (right), a 1976 graduate of California
Polytechnic of Pomona, Calif., where he was a member of
the first class with extensive microprocessor exposure.
"Cruzan had microprocessor experience even veteran
engineers didn't have," says Conway.
In the subsequent year and ahalf, Cruzan came through
on the job, designing about 80% of digital hardware and
half the software for the 6000. Looking back, the 25year-old thinks the major problem in building the instrument centered on the heavy real-time operating load put
on it. "What I would do differently is make it less
software-intensive and depend more on hardware for
easing the real-time load," he says. About 60% to 65% of
development time went into software, Cruzan estimates,
but this could be lessened by a different tradeoff.
In practical terms, the results of this started to show up
when the 6000 was assembled. "Getting it to operate in
real time was a problem for a while," but normal adjustments got it going, he says.

sequence is under the control of the 6802 microprocessor
and is performed at intervals determined by the stored
program. It may be inhibited or initiated under external
control or from the keyboard to prevent any interference
with measurement sequences.
At each step in the sequence, the data obtained is
compared to preset limits. If any calibration measurement is outside the normal range, an error message is
generated to warn the operator that the instrument may
need attention before it goes out of spec. The corrections
will continue to be made, but incipient failures can be
detected before actual occurrence.
The 6000's hardware has been designed to allow the
measuring circuitry to be disconnected from the input
terminals and connected to the internal reference voltages to make calibrating measurements. All connections
to the instrument remain in place; the procedure is
entirely self-contained.
Self-calibration consists of inserting the known reference voltages or an NBs-traceable input short circuit into
the isolator and comparing the measured result to the
correct result. The deviations are stored in volatile RAM
and then are used to correct actual readings of the
inputs. The correction data are primarily offsets and
scaling numbers.
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Available components proved more than adequate to
Racal-Dana's design plan, although Cruzan admits falling
into a classical design trap. "We physically outgrew our
memory space on the breadboards. If we hadn't upgraded
with higher-density units, we would have ended up taking
chips in the side."
The design team began using electrically programmable
read-only memories of 512 words by 8 bits, jumped to a
1-K chip and ended up with a 2-K version. By the time the
6000 goes into volume production, it likely will have 4-K
memory, he predicts. "A veteran engineer warned me that
for instruments you take the alloted memory space and
multiply by pi," he says, "and Ishould have listened."
But the company is greatly pleased with the performance of Cruzan and the other engineers. The young engineer is now as "experienced as anyone in the business at
implementing microprocessors into instruments," says
Conway.
In addition to Cruzan, other members of the design
effort included Edward M. Billinghurst, analog circuitry;
Lou Baridinio, ac converter: Nick Kapadia, parallel interface; Bruce King, software; and Michael Racelo, display
software. "We were fortunate to have their skills to call on
when we needed them," Conway says.
Larry Waller

The scale factors are a product of the gain and
attenuation constants determined during lab calibration
and constants relating to the integrator's input resistance. In Fig. 2a, the switches connecting the signal or
reference voltages to the integrator are actually fieldeffect-transistor switches with a finite resistance. The
self-calibration procedure determines the actual scale
factors including the FET resistances, so that these transistors do not have to be matched sets. The instrument
continually calibrates long-term changes of FET resistances and corrects for them.
Designing the system interface.
Systems people are likely to be one group that benefits
most from the 6000's capabilities, and for this reason
much attention was given to the systems interface. Either an IEEE-488 or a parallel binary-coded-decimal
interface is available. They share the same motherboard
connector in the unguarded section of the 6000 and
occupy the same area in the microprocessor's 65-K
address space.
Several requirements acted together to determine the
characteristics of the 488 interface: increased user attention to bus-handshaking speed and response time; the
need to put out readings from the optional high-speed
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6. Sending data. The algorithmic state machine, a 256-word-by-8-bit variable-format design, has a microcycle time of 250 nanoseconds. It
executes two types of microinstructions: store output and conditional jump, taking one and two microcycles, respectively.

digitizer at a respectably fast rate; and the need to
insulate the microprocessor from moment-to-moment
bus activity to improve throughput.
These requirements led to the design of a selfcontained 488 interface card (Fig. 5), which is controlled
by its own algorithmic state machine. It operates independently of the microprocessor and handles all interface
commands on its own.
When a device-dependent message (such as function
or range information) appears on the bus, the interface
board sends an interrupt to the microprocessor, which
then receives the byte and processes it. Sending data is
also straightforward. The 6802 latches a byte into the
output register, signals the algorithmic state machine,
and waits for permission to latch the next byte.
The ASM is a 256-word-by-8-bit variable-format
design (Fig. 6) with a microcycle time of 250 nanoseconds. Two types of microinstructions can be executed:
store output and conditional jump. The store instruction
requires one microcycle. Therefore it will execute in 250
nanoseconds.
The conditional jump requires two microcycles.
During the first, qualifier select-and-control information
is made available, along with abit indicating the beginning of a two-cycle instruction. At the end of the first
cycle, the qualifier is latched in the correct polarity to
effect the conditional jump in the next cycle. During the
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second cycle, the jump address is placed at the parallelload inputs to the counter and the latched qualifier from
the previous cycle is allowed to determine whether a
parallel load (jump) or an increment (continue) takes
place.
Typical response times for the 488 interface board are
well under 20 its. The high speed of this interface allows
digitizer output to the bus at more than 6,000 readings a
second. This capability permits systems users to digitize
fairly fast waveforms using a direct-memory-access
transfer to the controller memory.
The interface hardware by itself can handle all the
interface-related protocol, but it cannot act upon
device-dependent messages. Instead it passes these along
to the microprocessor. Having received abyte from the
interface, the microprocessor then decodes it to decide
what action should be taken.
The 6000 is also available with a parallel interface,
allowing users of the model 5900 to move up to the 6000,
in most cases. This interface permits programming of
function and range via a parallel input port. Once the
program has been latched, a read command can be
initiated and a flag bit changes state when the output
data becomes valid. Since this interface is designed to be
pin-compatible with an existing voltmeter, the higher
math functions are not programmable from the parallel
input port.
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Twenty minicomputer makers
are testing the 6250 bpi capability of
the STC
What about the high-performance capability of your minis?
Can you offer your customers the high performance read-write capability of the GCR
format?
•increased throughput using GCR's
6250 bpi.
•Improved error correction for fewer
reruns.
•Three to one file compaction on multireel files.
Can you remain competitive without a
6250 bpi tape subsystem for your minicomputer?
You can, with the STC 1900 high density
magnetic tape subsystem. It includes 1600
and 6250 bpi as astandard feature, so you
have library interchangeability with other
systems operating at these densities.
140

Circle 140 on reader service card

You can offer the storage capability formerly available only with big mainframes.
Computer output microfilm (COM), and
seismic exploration equipment makers have
tested and approved the 1900. Minicomputer manufacturers have tested the 1900 and
found it fits their needs for arack mountable
high density tape subsystem.
You can afford this high density subsystem because it's designed specifically for
the OEM market by the world leader in high
density tape subsystems.
To arrange for an evaluation, call Ron
Brown direct, toll free. 800-525-2940.

and they're
buying it.

STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
P.O. Box 6, Louisville, Colorado 80027
8-3878
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Logic-state and signature analysis
combine for fast, easy testing
Microprocessor-based tester enhances logic-state analysis
with signature-analysis algorithm that operates
on stored data to find hardware and software faults quickly
by Ira H. Spector,

Paratronics Inc., San Jose, Calif.

Logic-state and signature analyzers have successfully
defanged some nasty testing problems found in servicing
microprocessor-based products. But they have done so
separately. Thus the next step up in pacifying problems
of field-service fault-finding for microcircuitry is a
combination: logic-state analysis enhanced by a signature-analysis algorithm that operates on stored data to
identify faults within asystem under test. By combining
the two, it is possible to analyze collected data more
quickly and to eliminate the need for special test-support
circuitry within the microprocessor-based product.
Logic-state analyzers (Fig. 1) are widely used to
monitor sequential machine states and to help uncover
many hardware problems such as soft address bits,
missed flags, and intermittent control signals. In soft-

ware debugging, the instruments have helped find
programming errors, such as those responsible for sending the machine into some unwanted loop.
Spending time
However, these testers require the user to spend a
great deal of time examining and analyzing captured
data. The expenditure of time becomes even longer as
manufacturers expand the instruments' triggering capability and memory size to increase the probability of
localizing faults. This helps explain why they are not yet
widely used in field-service or production applications
where test time is often at apremium.
The need for simpler digital test equipment in fieldservice and production testing inspired Hewlett-Pack-

Fast service. Combining the best of two analyzer worlds, the model 532 captures 250 32-bit words of logic-state data and automatically
computes and displays two associated signatures that identify faults in the microprocessor-based system under test.
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1. Localizing faults. In the basic logic-state analyzer, parallel data is clocked synchronously into a memory for later display in binary.
hexadecimal, or octal notation. The instruments are widely used in monitoring sequential machine states and in software debugging.

ard's development of the model 5004A signature analyzer (Fig. 2). With asingle-channel probe, this instrument
captures a pulse train of digital events unique to the
particular circuit node being examined. This pulse train,
or serial bit stream, is fed to a linear-feedback shift
register with tapped outputs driving a four-digit alphanumeric display. Each test node in adigital circuit thus
is given an identifying four-character signature, much as
each node in an analog circuit is characterized by an
identifying voltage.
In operation, a series of signatures are computed for
nodes in a known-good digital circuit and recorded on

the corresponding schematic, in atroubleshooting guide,
or even on the printed-circuit board itself. Circuit failures are isolated simply by moving the analyzer's probe
from one test node to the next until the signature noted
differs from the expected result. The component failure
must be between the good and bad nodes. It is as simple
as that, and adetailed understanding of circuit operation
is not necessary at this point.
However, signature analysis currently works only for
testing systems designed to accommodate it. For example, the system must supply aclock pulse to load the bit
stream into the analyzer's shift register. It must also

LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT

MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT

SYSTEM CLOCK

16 STAGE
SHIFT
REGISTER

INPUT DATA
STREAM
12
LINEAR
FEEDBACK

2. Watching digits. In the basic signature analyzer, a single-channel probe catches a pulse train unique to the node under examination.
Passing this train through alinear feedback register gives an identifying signature that can be compared with that of aknown-good node.
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A look at two signature-analysis algorithms
Signatures can be created from data streams using algo- streams will produce the same signature during testing.
rithms implemented in either hardware or software. The • The probability is 0 that two serial bit streams will
conventional single-channel signature analyzer employs a produce the same signature if they differ by precisely 1bit.
hardware technique based on a 16-bit linear-feedback • The probability is 2-16 or less that two serial bit streams
shift register. The algorithm in the model 532 differs in two will produce the same signature if one stream has multibit
respects besides its implementation in software. It oper- errors disclosed during testing.
For the software approach, the signature algorithm
ates on parallel, rather than serial, data streams, and it
operates on data that has already been collected, rather begins by zeroing the accumulator in the 532's microprocessor. The first word in the data memory is then added to
than in real time.
In the hardware approach, the feedback mechanism the contents of the accumulator, generating a sum. The
next word is added to this sum, generating anew sum plus
consists of a modulo-2 summation of selected taps of the
shift register with the input serial data stream. This a carry bit that is saved. This process, including adding in
arrangement falls into the category of acyclical redundan- the carry, continues until all the data words contained in
cy check and is well documented in the literature of the memory have been processed. The final carry is
discarded, and the resulting sum is a residue or signature
information theory.
Sampling signals that are supplied by the circuit under of the memory contents.
Saving the carry at each step and adding it to the
test precisely define the duration of the bit stream. When
sampling is halted, a residue of the original serial data is intermediate sum in the accumulator performs a function
similar to the tapped bits in the linear-feedback shift
left in the register. Because of the feedback, this residue,
or signature, is as representative of events occurring at the register to the extent that this action ensures that all
beginning of the stream as it is of those at the end. words in memory equally affect the outcome of the final
[Electronics, March 3, 1977, p. 911 To cite some of the signature. If the length of the data word is 16 bits, the
error-detecting properties of the resulting four-digit signaerror-detection properties of this technique:
• The probability is 1(100%) that two identical serial bit ture are similar to those for the hardware approach. •

upply specific start and stop signals so that the duration
fthe stream is defined and repeatable, and it must have
rovisions for exciting normally static nodes while break1g digital feedback paths in order to avoid signature
mbiguities.
To accomplish this, the product's design must include
pecial hardware and software to support the test instrulent: something that may not be feasible when board or
irogram space is at apremium. It is for this reason that
he signature analyzer is not yet found in widespread use
nthe field.
;ombining the two
The new model 532 logic-state and signature analyzer
wercomes many of the problems of the two individual
nstruments. It computes two four-digit hexadecimal
ignatures after each data collection, one for each sepa•ately clocked 16-channel half of the analyzer's
12-bit-wide memory. After each collection, both 16-bit
lalves are processed, word by word, using a add-andmrry algorithm of the residue type (see "A look at two
;ignature-analysis algorithms").
The resulting pair of four-digit hexadecimal signa.ures appears on the front-panel display of the instrument. Also, it can be written out on an oscilloscope,
'long with a 16-word page of data (Fig. 3). In much the
;ame way that the single-channel signature analyzer
converts acomplex serial bit stream into an identifying
four-digit code, the 532 compresses the entire contents of
its 32-bit-by-250-word data memory (8,000 bits total)
into two four-digit words.
For a given test setup, the memory will contain a
specific, repeatable set of data for which aunique signature pair can be calculated. As long as the system under
test is operating properly, this setup will continually
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yield the same signatures. Once even one bit of the entire
set of collected data changes, the associated signature
comes up differently.
Since these signature calculations are performed on
the data gathered by the 532 in its normal course of
operation, no special hardware or software support
features need be integrated into the system under test
when it is designed. Also, the large amount of data
collected by the instrument's memory, which would present aformidable analysis task for the user, is analyzed in
asingle stroke. This feature is particularly helpful when
comparing sequential data collections in search of the
problematic one.
The signature-analysis feature of the 532 can also be
used to verify that the instrument itself is working properly. For example, it has a back-panel self-test port to
accept the data-input probes. Each time the unit is
turned on, aspecial routine is executed. If the resulting
signatures are correct, the user is assured that the entire
instrument is operational.
Operating the 532
A good example of the 532 in operation is a simple
microprocessor-based controller. This unit is to be used
in arelatively severe industrial environment, and it is the
designer's job to determine if it will meet its performance
specifications under simulated operating conditions.
Random bursts of electromagnetic interference, variations in supply voltage, and changes in temperature are
common examples of these conditions.
To assess the controller's susceptibility to operational
failure, it is essential to view simultaneously as many
critical signals as possible. In the test setup (Fig. 4), 32
signals are monitored: the 16-bit address bus, the 8-bit
data bus, and eight status signals. The system is first
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Immediately the designer knows that the simulated
environmental conditions are beginning to affect system
performance, although the particular failure may not
have been catastrophic. In fact, were it not for the use of
logic-state signature analysis in the test setup, minor
failures might even go unnoticed.
Adding auxiliary memory
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In this controller example of a532 at work, the sudden
signature change indicates that a failure has occurred.
What step of the program and which bit or bits of the
associated data or status word are responsible? Without
painstakingly recording and comparing the expected
data with the erroneous collection, all the designer knows
for sure is that an error has occurred. The location is still
aquestion mark.
However, storing aset of known-good signatures and
data in an auxiliary memory of the 532 turns precise
identification of the problem area into asimple two-step
process. The first is to capture data into the main memory from the system under test and compare the resulting
signature pair with the expected values in the auxiliary
memory. The instrument does this automatically, and
any differences are flashed on the display. Once adifference is noted, the second step is abit-by-bit comparison
of the 8,000 bits of data in each of the two memories.
Again, the 532 does this automatically, and any discrepancies are highlighted.
For example, if the failure is due to one of the status
bits misbehaving in step 107 of the controller's program,
the precise bit responsible is immediately evident. Investigating further, the designer might find that the corresponding address word, which is also displayed by the
532, has anumber of lower-order bits change from all Is
to all Os just as step 107 occurred. Perhaps the internally
generated noise associated with the address transition
has caused that particular status bit to fail. To find out,
the analyzer's trigger output can trigger an oscilloscope
on step 107 as the designer views the suspect circuitry
with the scope's probes.
Using the 532 in the field

Combining auxiliary memory with logic-state analysis
and signature analysis clearly makes the resulting instru3. Identifying data. The data in the model 532 main memory can be ment package more useful in field-service applications.
displayed in the form of 16-word pages on a scope in hexadecimal
This usefulness can be enhanced by anonvolatile auxilia(top) or binary (bottom), along with the identifying signatures.
ry memory that contains both the expected data and
signature for agiven application.
operated under benign laboratory conditions to verify
The 532's auxiliary memory incorporates seven
proper program execution and to compute aknown-good programmable read-only-memory chips for nonvolatile
signature pair. The designer need not calculate these storage, as well as arandom-access memory for temposignatures in advance, since the 532 does that. Thus, the rary storage. Each of these eight memory elements can
measurement can be treated as empirical, just as it is store acomplete 32-bit-by-250-word data collection and
when asignature analyzer is used alone.
the corresponding signatures.
With the expected four-digit codes recorded and the
The contents of the main memory are transferred to
process controller's program in aloop mode, the designer the selected auxiliary memory element by a front-panel
can vary the environmental conditions while watching keystroke. In the case of the programmable ROMS, the
their effect on the displayed signatures. For example, a instrument first checks to see if the selected device is
lowered supply voltage may increase the product's blank before transferring the data and signature via
susceptibility to externally generated emi such that one internal programming circuitry.
or more of the data or status bits comes up in the wrong
Using this technique, the results of seven tests
state. Then the associated signature will change.
performed on aknown-good system can be carried along
144
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4. Checking a controller. In monitoring the performance of a microprocessor-based industrial controller, the 532 is first used with the
product operating under laboratory conditions. Then it looks for signature changes as the environmental conditions are varied.

with the field engineer on a service call. To make the
visit faster and easier, the 532 incorporates a learning
mode in which the actual control settings used to collect
the known-good data and signatures are automatically
programmed into the auxiliary memory.
Replicating known-good data
When the field engineer wants to execute aparticular
test, the configuring of the instrument for that test—
including setting up the triggering words, collection
modes, clock or loop delays, etc.—is performed automatically. In this manner, he knows that the test performed
Dn a known-good system can be replicated in the field.
Otherwise there would be no positive way of knowing
whether comparisons between field- and factory-generated data are truly valid.
The RAM in the auxiliary memory can also be useful in
the field. If the seven basic tests in the PRoms are not
enough to find the problem, additional tests may be
down-loaded into the RAM over atelephone line, using a
standard modem and the instrument's RS-232-C interface. Such atest would operate the same way as the tests
in PROM. Test setup and execution are entirely automatic
and under remote control. After new data is collected
and compared with the stored values, the results of this
comparison, including the associated signatures, can be
sent back over the telephone line to the factory, which is
better equipped to deal with difficult problems.
It has been said that it is sometimes easier to build a
product than to test it. This is particularly true for
microprocessor-based systems in which production test
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stations are complex setups that require highly trained
personnel to operate them.
Where the logic-state analyzer and the signature
analyzer may individually fail to satisfy the unique
demands of the production-test environment, acombined
instrument has a better chance for success. The logicstate signature analyzer offers a rapid go/no-go indication using its signature-analysis feature, automatic test
execution, hardcopy output via its RS-232-C interface,
and a broad monitoring capability of critical system
signals. The 532 also includes an IEEE-488 interface for
the execution of a series of production tests under the
control of an external computer.
Circumventing limitations
The combined technique can circumvent some of the
limitations of logic-state and signature analysis, particularly when teamed with an auxiliary memory. However,
one should note that it is not as simple to use as the
single-channel signature analyzer for finding a faulty
component in acircuit.
The 532 is more of ageneral-purpose instrument in its
analytic approach and does not rely on product-supplied
hardware and software to support testing. Thus, bits
flashing on the display will only have relevance for
fault-isolation purposes to the user with an understanding of the circuitry involved. But, for aquick overview of
system operation as well as an in-depth look into the
complexities of the circuitry involved, the combination of
logic-state and signature analysis is useful in avariety of
test situations.
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Engineer's notebook
Proper filter choice eliminates
oscillations in dc-dc converters
by Joseph Perkinson
Semiconductor Circuits Inc., Haverhill, Mass.

Designers often call upon a low-pass LC filter to reduce
system noise entering a high-efficiency dc-dc converter.
But often as not, they end up with an oscillator instead,
if the converter has a negative input impedance and the
filter's values are inappropriate. The oscillatory condition can, however, be avoided if the converter's input
impedance is known, because then it becomes possible to
select components for the filter that will prevent it from
exchanging energy with the converter, in effect preventing the converter from turning into anegative-resistance
voltage generator.
Dc-dc converters that have an efficiency of 70% or
higher and that accept input-voltage variations of 2:1 or
greater are the most vulnerable to oscillation when there
is anegative input impedance. Generally, this happens if
the current measured at the input of a converter
decreases as the input voltage increases. Although this
impedance can be determined graphically from data
sheets, it is better to determine it analytically since this
yields agreater understanding of the problem. It can be
done if the converter's efficiency is known and, accord-

ing to the data sheet, remains fairly independent of
input-voltage variations.
Such an analytical solution is less time-consuming and
involves less lab work than using data sheets to determine the relation between the converter's input resistance and the LC filter's constants. (Note that, at low
frequencies, the terms input impedance and input resistance may be used interchangeably.) Shown in (a) of the
figure is a typical input characteristic of a typical dc-dc
converter. The curve is ahyperbola, meaning that:
V.I = P = constant
or:
dV/dI = — P,„/I 2 = — V2/P,„ = R

(1)

Now assume that an LC filter is placed at the input of
the converter. As shown in (b), the network the converter sees when looking back from its input is a parallelresonant LC filter having an impedance at resonance of:
= L/CR

(2)

where R is the equivalent series resistance of the capacitor and IZ,,, a,,I represents the impedance of an undamped
(medium Q) circuit.
The converter-filter impedance of the (parallel) is thus
expressed by:
RT = /( /Z + 1/ R )

(3)

Oscillation results when RT < 0. In other words, unless
L/CR
R,„, the converter-filter combination will oscil-

Filter interaction. Switching dc-dc converter (a) exhibits negative input impedance, causes converter/noise-filter combination (b) to oscillate
at
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if Z.

R.„. For proper filtering, and to eliminate the possibility of oscillations, filter's L-to-C ratio must be reduced.
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Trust Ampex when the data's
from the heart.
There's alot of information in a
heartbeat.
Especially the heartbeat of an
unborn baby.
Using the electrocardiogram
(EKG) of the mother, researchers at
Stanford University's Institute for
Electronics in Medicine are developing
sophisticated computer techniques
to isolate and display the weak fetal
EKG. And confidently monitor the
baby's health and growth.
In this and similar research projects at the Institute, data must be
gathered in ahospital, not acomputer room. And the data must be
used over and over again as analytical
techniques are tested and refined.
So the data recorder must be both
portable and reliable.
The Institute chose an Ampex
PR2200 portable data recorder.
Quiet, reliable and easy to use,
Ampex recorders such as the PR2200
and the expanded performance
PR2230 are ideal for on-location data
gathering. They record direct or FM
signals on from seven to 32 channels.
Bandwidth capabilities up to 2MHz
are offered, and tape speed ranges
from 1%8 ips through 120 ips or 15/16
ips through 60 ips.
When the data's from the heart,
trust Ampex to save it. We've been
specialists in magnetic tape recording since the beginning.

AMPEX
Ampex Corporation
Data Products Division
401 Broadway
Redwood City, California 94063
415/ 367-2758
Circle 147 on reader service card

late at the resonant frequency of the filter, and this
condition must be avoided.
An example will underscore the usefulness of Eq. 3.
Assume that adc-dc converter with an input power of 50
watts and an input voltage range of 10 to 40 volts has a
negative input resistance. Also, assume that the dc
power-distribution system limits the input ac currents to
the converter to less than 20 milliamperes peak to peak
at 20 kilohertz, but that the actual input current waveform has a5-ampere peak amplitude at 20 kHz.
If the LC filter values are arbitrarily selected for L =
75 microhenries and C = 470 microfarads, the filter

Appropriate biasing mates
ECL and TTL families
by William A. Palm
Magnetic Peripherals Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

The speed and flexibility of emitter-coupled logic can be
combined with the convenience of transistor-transistor
logic in circuits that work over awide range of frequencies. The easiest and most economical way to mate the

cutoff frequency will be about 850 hertz, which offhand
would seem a suitable value for amplitude and noise
reduction. But from Eq. 1, given V = 10:
R, n = — 10 2/50 = —2ohms
and from Eq. 2:
14,4 = 5.33Q
for R = 30 m12. Then 5.33 > gm' =2, and oscillation
occurs. If the converter's input characteristic cannot be
altered, then other values for L and C must be selected
independently of the resonant frequency.

two logic families is to adapt ECL to the 5-volt operation
of rrt, since the rebiasing of ECL elements is easily
accomplished. Then the circuits can be powered by a
single supply voltage.
Emitter-coupled logic is costly and draws considerable
power at higher frequencies. So there is little sense in
using it throughout in such acircuit as a 100-megahertz
counter/divider, for example, when the part of the
circuit that operates at lower frequencies could be implemented with TTL. As shown in (a), the typical dualoutput logic gate in the Motorola 10,000 series requires
a supply voltage of —5.2 y, conventionally wired as
shown in (a). ECL circuitry is so configured that such a

Evolution of an interface. Standard emitter-coupled logic is powered by at least one negative voltage, cannot drive or be driven by TTL (a).
Re-biased ECL device generates positive output voltage, but not within proper TTL switching threshold range (b). Adding atransistor enables
0-2.7-V swing, suitable for TTL (c). Five-volt ECL gate and two transistors drive 100-ohm TTL loads at 0-3.5 V (d).
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That new product...
where ¡s
now that
you need ¡t?
new
new
new
new pRoduct tRends
in aectRonics
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
numbeR one

New Product Trends in Electronics
by the editors of Electronics Magazine
333 pages, $14.95

How often do you have to go back through magazines and
journals, searching for the specific development that's
needed on one of your design projects? You noticed it then,
but you need it now. State-of-the-art products, arranged by
application, are easy to find in this newest addition to the
Electronics Books Series.
Compiled from recent issues of Electronics Magazine, this
reliable reference presents up-to-date, usable information
on important materials and equipment. It's more convenient
than going back through periodicals ... more current than
textbooks.
From the simple to the complex
Covered here is awide range of products from simple
resistors to sophisticated automatic testing Machinery.
More than 500 manufacturers are represented from throughout the world—all cross-referenced in an easy-to-use
company index.
Functional... dependable
The emphasis is on listing products according to function,
making this atrue problem-solving guide. And all product
information was researched by the editors of Electronics
through direct contact with the people responsible for the
product's development.
Electronics Book Series
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520
1. Microprocessors
Send me
copies at $8.95 per copy.
2. Applying Microprocessors
Send me
copies at $9.95 per copy.

emir

glectronics
Book Series

Find out all about the latest
•amplifiers
•computers
•industrial equipment
•components
•semiconductors
•instruments
•power supplies
•packaging and production
•displays
equipment
•memory products
•data converters
•communications equipment
Among the hundreds of manufacturers included
Allen-Bradley
Intel
American Microsystems Inc
International Rectifier
Analog Devices
Motorola
Analogic
National Semiconductor
Bourns
Philips
Burr-Brown
Systron Donner
Dana Laboratories
Tektronix
Datel Systems
Teledyne
John Fluke
Texas Instruments
Hewlett-Packard
TRW
Order today, and don't forget the other
valuable books in the Electronics Books Series
listed in the coupon below.
If after my 10-day free-trial examination Iam not fully satitfied Iunderstand
that my payment will be refunded.
D Payment enclosed
El Bill firm
D Bill me
Charge to my credit card:
C] Diners Club
i:] Master Charge*

D American Express
D BankAmericard/Visa

3. Large Scala Integration
Send me
copies at $9.95 per copy.

Acct No.

4. Basics of Data Communications
Send me
copies at $12.95 per copy.

•On Master Charge only.first numbers above neme

5. Circuits for Electronic, Engineers
Send me
copies at $15.95 per copy.

Name

S. Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers
Send me
copies at $15.95 per copy.

Company

7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes
Send me
copies at $12.95 per copy.

Street

e. New Product Trends in Electronics
Send me
copies at $14.95 per copy.

City

Discounts of 10% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book.

Signature
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gate will operate if there is a supply voltage differential
of 5 y between pin 8and pins Iand 16, independent of
the actual values as long as they are within device limits.
Thus, it is permissible to place a 5-Y supply voltage at
pins 1and 16 and to ground pin 8as shown in (b).
This arrangement is not suitable for driving rr1.
because an input of 3.2 to 4.1 y results in an output
voltage swing at point A of only 3.2 y (logic 0) to 4.1 v
(logic 1). But note that the voltage at B is the inverted
output of A. By using both outputs and adding atransistor to shift the output swing levels (c), approximately 10
milliamperes is made to flow through the 270-ohm
collector resistor at point A when the transistor is saturated. Thus there will be a2.7 ydrop across RL when the

transistor is on, and the voltage will go to zero when the
transistor is off, enabling TTL elements (or any other
elements, for that matter) to be driven.
The fourth circuit (d) is useful in applications where
considerable speed and output current are required to
drive abalanced load. There will be a 1-v drop across the
2741 resistor during the time each transistor conducts,
and so 35 mA will flow through the 10042 collector
resistors. Thus 3.5 v will be developed at each output.
This circuit is suitable for driving a 10042 twisted-pair
cable.
El
Engineer's notebook is aregular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $50 for each item published.

Calculator notes

HP-25 finds maneuverability
constraints for large cabinets

of this parameter to the others shown, when the cabinet
is in its worst-case position, is:
W = D sinA — L sinA cosA + C cosA

Solving this equation with the HP-25 calculator
pinpoints the maximum possible cabinet size for a given
by Robert P. Owen
L, C, D, and T. Note that T (wall thickness) does not
Burroughs Corp., Pasadena, Calif.
appear in the expression for W, although it is used in the
application of the equation.
Unfortunately, the maximum value of W cannot be
As anyone who has struggled to fit a large piece of
found
directly, so that the equation must be solved
electronic equipment into an office knows, it's a good
idea to calculate in advance the maximum size of cabinet repeatedly for incremental changes in A. To use the
that can pass through all the doors and corridors on the program, store the values of C, D, and T in registers
way to the equipment's final home. This program is a R1—R 3,specify L, and then execute the program.
Initially, W is set equal to C in lines 5 and 6 of the
quick way of determining, given doors and corridors of
specific widths, what is the largest cabinet that can pass program and then is placed in Rs.Lines 26 and 27
through them or whether an existing cabinet will nego- determine if the current value of R5 is indeed the maximum permissible value. If not, lines 31-39 determine if
tiate them successfully.
The plan in the figure shows the various widths, the cabinet has cleared the specified wall thickness.
openings, and angles needed to solve the problem. The Calculations stop either when W is maximum or when
limiting factor that determines whether or not acabinet the cabinet clears the door opening. Otherwise, the
is too large for an opening is its width. The relationship calculator updates A in 1° steps and places its current

C = CORRIDOR WIDTH
D = DOOR OPENING

I
L

T =WALL THICKNESS
L =CABINET LENGTH
W = CABINET WIDTH
A = ANGLE OF TURN

W = D sin A — L sin A cos A + C cos A

Tight fit. HP -25 program finds the largest equipment-cabinet width, W, that just allows it to pass through door opening. Calculation stops when
the maximum value of W is found or when it is determined that the cabinet corner just clears the wall.
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EVIL!
WIRE -WRAPPING
TOOL
MODEL BW928

$49"

BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED
BIT & SLEEVE NOT INCLUDED

• BATTERY OPERATED
(2) Standard "C" Ni Cad Batteries (not included)
• INTERCHANGEABLE BITS & SLEEVES
(not included)
• REVERSIBLE ROTATION

• BACKFORCE OPTIONAL
Model BW928-B F $52.95
• POSITIVE INDEXING
• LEIGHT WEIGHT
*LEXAN r"Housing

For unwrapping, reverse batteries

*LEXAN

GENERAL ELECTRIC

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION
3455 Conner St., Bronx, N.Y. 10475 •(212) 994-6600 •TELEX 125091

Circle

1

rin rp

rier

rp r re-1

value in R4, then recalculates for W, placing its new
value in R5. The process is repeated until the program
can end. To save needless iterations, an arbitrary initial
angle of 31° is set by lines 2, 3, and 7in the program. But
for cabinets that are very long in relation to corridor
width, it may be necessary to modify the program by
using astarting angle of less than 31°.
The program should not be applied to cabinet lengths
that are less than the corridor width. In these cases, of

course, the cabinet will fit if W is not greater than D.
As an example, consider the case where it is desired to
pass a 60-inch-long cabinet (L) along a 48-in.-wide
corridor (C) and through a30-in.-wide door passage (D)
having 6-in.-wide walls (T). Keying the required values
into the appropriate registers and executing the program
reveals that W may be amaximum of 23.9 in., and the
angle of turn required to fit the cabinet through the door
is 58°. The entire calculation takes 3minutes.
LI

HP-25 CABINET-MANEUVERABILITY PROGRAM

Line

152

Key

Code

STO 0

01

23 00

02

03

3

03

00

0

04

23 04

05

24 01

RCL 1

06

23 05

STO 5

07

01

08

23 51 04

09

24 02

RCL 2

10

24 04

RCL 4

11

14 04

fsin

12

61

13

24 00

STO 4

1
STO + 4

Registers
Ro

L

R1

C

R2

D

R3

T

R4

A

R5

W

x
RCL 0

14

24 04

RCL 4

15

14 04

fsin

16

61

17

24 04

RCL 4

18

14 05

fcos

x

x

19

61

20

41

21

24 01

22

24 04

RCL 4

23

14 05

fcos

24

61

x

25

51

+

26

24 05

RCL 5

27

14 41

fx<y

28

13 41

GTO 41

29

21

30

23 05

STO 5

31

24 01

RCL 1

32

24 03

33

.51

34

24 00

35

24 04

RCL 4

36

14 04

fsin

37

61

x

38

21

x

39

14 51

f xy

40

13 07

GTO 07

41

24 05

RCL 5

RCL 1

Instructions
• Key in program
• Enter RUN mode

x .. y

RCL 3
+

• Key in GTO 00
• Enter corridor width, door opening,
and wall thickness
(C), STO 1, (D), STO 2, (T), STO 3
• Specify cabinet length (L)
in X-register stack
• Press R/S
Cabinet width (W) will be displayed

RCL 0

y
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FINDE X° makes you portable!

ACTUAL SIZE
77

keys in less space than a standard 55 key
typewriter keyboard.

CINDEX ®
keyboard size: 10-5/8" x 3-1/8",
I
— all standard characters, operations and symbols,
with calculator pad and 17 extra functions. (Only
0.350" thick overall; weight: 5oz.)
Order 100 to your 17 extra functions specifications for $119.00 each, and get one FREE! Price
list for large orders available. Keys are connected
in an 8 x 10 matrix, compatible with ASCII decoding. The connection is made via a standard
18 pin dip-socket either from the top side or from
beneath the board, or even hardwired to pad.
Order sample for $299.00.
INTERFACE and SOFTWARE: Available for the
8080 and Z80.
LIFETIME: 10 million cycles at 5v, 5mA or
2 million cycles at 24v, 200 mA,AC.
RATING:
Up to 200 mA, 24v DC resistive.
CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50 milliohms maximum.
CONFIGURATION: SPST N.O. (Form A).
LEGEND: Black characters on white background
made of laminated vinyl.
TEMPERATURE: —40° C to +75° C.

F

ULL tactile feedback (not a touch switch);
key travels 0.055"± 0.015". It requires light
actuation pressure (20 -60 grams); less than 2
milliseconds leading or trailing edge bounce. The
keys, made of CELCON, are black (other colors
available at extra cost). The PL Board is made of
epoxy glass with black finish topside and insulating covering on the back.
TRY FINDEX® FOR SIZE
For your portable terminal, the FINDEX ®
board is the answer.

key-

FINDEX® Phone: (213) 541-2220
P.O. Box 334, Glendale, CA 91209. U. S. A.
along this line•ammum
3264FI

To: FINDEXe
▪
P.O. Box 334
▪
Glendale, CA 91209
I

'Please find enclosed check for :IS
I send

Please

FINDEX ® keyboards.

IName
ICompany
IAddress

I. City
lectronics/June 8, 1978
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Engineer's newsletter
More on
the TI-58's HIR
instruction

Erik DeBenedictis of Caltech has discovered still more uses for the HIR
instruction of the TI-58 calculator than those discussed on this page on
April 13. He states that operation of the HIR instruction requires two
instruction locations on the TI-58 and TI-59 calculators (both seem to
treat it the same way). The first location contains the two-digit op code for
HIR (82) and the second describes what operation will be performed on
which register. It also consists of two decimal digits, the left one being
used by the I-HR instruction to determine which of six functions it will
perform on the register selected by the right-hand digit. The register
selected is from the pending operations stack, such that a 1refers to the
first entered operand, a 2 the second entered, and so on. The function
chosen to be performed on the specified stack register is also done on the
number in the display. If you let STACK refer to the selected stack register
and DISP refer to the display register, the functions (in Algol notation) are:
Left digit
Function
O

STACK: = DISP

2
3
4

NO-OP

STACK: = STACK*DISP

5

STACK: = STACK—DISP

DISP: = STACK

6,7,8,9

STACK: = STACK + DISP

STACK: = STACK/DISP

These instructions are very difficult to enter into aprogram. The easiest
general way to enter them is to use RCL 82, RCL DD, and then delete the RCL
op codes.

Cascode
capers
continued

Computer cleans up
electroplating

154

S. Ashok of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute has areply to John Carroll's
comment on the use of cascode optocouplers in high-speed applications
[Engineer's Newsletter, April 27]. He agrees that the cascode configuration
would not improve speed in digital applications— being essentially an
analog circuit technique with all the transistors operating in the active
region, it obviously will improve frequency performance only in smallsignal, analog applications, but perhaps he should have said this explicitly.
In conclusion, Ashok says that tests with the 2N28 optocoupler show that
even an unoptimized cascode optocoupler circuit improves bandwidth by a
factor of at least five.

If you are in the business of electroplating small electromechanical parts
and assemblies with gold, nickel, or copper, the disposal of solid and
gaseous wastes has to be a problem. A new computer-controlled electroplating system for electrical contacts has been designed by engineers at Bell
Labs and Western Electric that radically improves all aspects of presentday electroplaters. Completely self-contained, the line carries out all
chemical processes in small, totally enclosed cells instead of in the large
open vats of conventional systems, cutting gaseous exhausts by 97% and
chemical waste by 90%. Gold use is halved and output has increased 600%
at a Western Electric plant in Dallas. For further information, contact
S. E. Bleecker at Bell Laboratories, Mountain Avenue., Murray Hill, N. J.
07974.
Jerry Lyman

Flarfrrtnirda/ hineR
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synthesis... in bottles
The reproducibility of processes in the manufacture of semi-conductors
depends upon the pure chemical products having constant properties.
Rhône-Poulenc, being itself aproducer of the base molecules,
controls all the stages product development
and thus ensures constant quality
• ACS and MOS acids and mixtures
• ACS and MOS solvents
• products for epitaxy
• mineral products of high printy

_
SS

firm _

_

like to receive information on the pure products for use in electronics.
D-poulenc (CF/PSP) 21, rue J. Goujon F. 75360 PARIS CEDEX 08 Tél. (1) 256.40.00

rhône-poulenc
rirrlp
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The complete125 ips package—beats
anything in its class now moving tape.
Strong words. For strong capabilities,
wrapped up in astrong new look. A totally new
design in vacuum column drives houses the
first complete high-speed package in the field.
The T1000 Series from Pertec.
No more compromising. No more shopping
around. We've got it all. Together. Just for
starters: 125 ips. Plus GCR. Plus auto-thread
and auto-load.
You'll find everything you need to feed your
powerful mini systems, in aT1000 configuration.
These are not only our most advanced, most
flexible tape transports produced today—they're
built by Pertec to fit tomorrow's data processing applications to aT.
Ask for 6250 bpi GCR. In addition to dual
NRZI/PE modes available, T1000 drives offer
OEMs the only Group-Coded Recording at
125 ips —with avacuum capstan to protect
high-speed operations with afriction-free
instant grip, for safer fast starts and stops.
Ask for operational convenience. T1000
makes life easier for your customers: with
cartridge auto-load, automatic threading, and

automatic load point seek. With abuilt-in daisychain capability. With front access to all
electronics to simplify maintenance.
Ask for internal data formatting. Intelligence can be built into T1000 NRZI/PE
configurations (as well as our tension-arm 7"
reel FT7000 and 10 1/
2"reel FT8000, and our
37.5-to-75 ips FT9000 vacuum column series).
Pertec is now installing our Microformatter
inside these units, on order, to simplify interfacing, and reduce system costs.
Now complete the picture: ask for Pertec.
Making it still tougher on the competition, our
broad line of tape transports covers the full
spectrum of OEM requirements. With the same
total commitment backing T1000: Pertec, the
world's largest independent manufacturer of
peripheral equipment, backs all its products
with the international sales, support and service
operations of Pertec Computer Corporation.
There's aPertec service office near you...
and your customer. With emergency assistance
on-call, on a24-hour 7-day basis, through our
toll-free 800 line.

0 Please send complete details on the Pertec T1000 Tape Transport Series.
0 Send pricing information as indicated on the RFQ below (no obligation or cost).
Request for Quote
T1000
Model #

Data
Format

Data
Density
(bpi)

Tape
Velocity
(Ms)

T1640-98

PE/NRZI

1600/800

75-125

T1940-96

GCR/PE

6250/1600

75-125

F11640.98
w/internal
formatter

PE/NRZI

1600/800

75/125

Quantity
Required

Date
Wanted

Send
Specs
Only

Name
Title

Phone

Ext

Please attach coupon/RFQ to company letterhead and return to Pertec, 9600 Irondale Avenue,
Chatsworth, CA 91311.
For immediate requirements, call your nearest Pertec regional sales office:
Los Angeles (213) 996-1333. Ann Arbor, Michigan (313) 668-7980. Hudson, New Hampshire
(603) 883-2100. England (Reading) 582115.

PCC

PERTEC

adivision of Pertec Computer Corporation
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COMPLETE 10-BIT ADC.
version time of 25 microseconds means the
AD571 will serve well as the core converter for
high speed data acquisition systems.
Its three-state output buffers allow easy digital multiplexing of multiple AD571s, and aminimum of external interface components will provide quick connection to amicroprocessor bus.
So don't just take our word for it, if you still
want to build your own add up the parts. (Hint:
we did and it takes 19, and the parts alone cost
approximately $23.) And don't forget to add
board space, assembly, trimming, and testing.

YOU GET MORE FOR LESS.
IN 1000s.

ONLY $215-1)

The AD571, the world's first complete 10-bit ADC
is so inexpensive it's hard to ignore. It gives you
everything you ever dreamed of in a10-bit successive approximation ADC and then some. Even
the die-hard "build-it-yourself" bunch can't
come up with acheaper, or more complete fast
precision ADC. For specs and information, call
Doug Grant at (617)935-5565.Analog Devices,Inc.
PO. 280, Norwood, MA 02062.

ANALOG
DEVICES

WAY OUT IN FRONT
Analog Devices, Inc ,Box 280, Norwood, MA 02062; East Coast: (617) 329-4700; Midwest: (312) 894-3300, West coast:
(213)595-1783, Texas: (214) 231-5094; Belgium 031 37 48 03; Denmark: (021845800; England: 01,94 10 46 6;
France. 686-7760; Germany 089153 03 19, Japan: 03 12E 36 82 6, Netherlands: 076(879 251; Switzerland:
022 319704, and representatives around the world
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See Products newsletter, p. 245

New products

Fiber-optic connectors match singles
Amphenol series 801 is capable of handling single
or multiple optical fibers in standard receptacles
by Bruce LeBoss, New York bureau manager
To date, connectors for fiber-optic
cables have been able to interconnect
only bundles of fibers, as opposed to
single fibers, leaving much to be
desired in system performance. But
now engineers at Bunker Ramo
Corp.'s Amphenol RF operations,
have developed the series 801 connectors for efficiently coupling even
single optical fibers. Employing
standard receptacle and plug shells
that meet MIL-C-83723, the circular eight-channel, environmentally
sealed fiber-optic connector (see
photo) terminates a range of cable
sizes, from small single fibers having
a diameter of 0.005 inch to large
bundles measuring 0.046 in. across.
Moreover, total accumulated
losses are held to a maximum of 1.5
decibels per contact, claims Lee E.
Eichenseer, marketing vice president
at Amphenol's RF operations. This
is done by holding the end separation
between 0.0001 and 0.0013 in., keeping the center lines of the transmitting and receiving fibers to 0.0002
in. per channel, and maintaining an
angular displacement of less than 1
°.
"Variations in the axial direction

of the fiber-optic connector must be
controlled more tightly" than in an
electrical connector, says Eichenseer, because the light from a transmitting fiber is in the form of acone
and "the amount of light coupled
into the receiving fiber will decrease
as the fibers move away from one
another." Misalignment of the fiber
cores creates most loss, while angular misalignment adds slightly to the
total accumulated loss.
Key to keeping these losses down
is the series 801's optical alignment
system, consisting of aspring retainer and an alignment bushing that is
captured in the plug shell and
allowed to "float" in the individual
contact cavities. The polymeric
bushing has cross-slotted ends to
enable the slightly smaller inside
bore to comply with the larger
contact outside diameters; such a
design "eliminates loss due to variations in the contact's stainless steel
body," notes product marketing
manager John T. Morrocco
The retainer has two sets of slots,
set at 90 ° to one another and perpendicular to the cylinder's axis, ena-

bling the retainer to act as a spring
to preload the contacts and absorb
any axial build-up in component
tolerances. What's more, overall
length of the alignment bushing is
held to a precise dimension, so that
there is aminimum gap between the
polished faces of the contacts.
According to Eichenseer, series
801 connectors can be supplied with
multiples of channels numbering
either more or less than the eight
shown here, and with combinations
of single fibers, bundles, and power
within the same connector. Tools for
installing and removing contacts and
polishing the optical faces are also
available. A typical eight-channel
connector for 0.005-in.-diameter fibers, with a precision positioning
disk to hold small fibers in place, will
sell for $125 to $150. An eightchannel connector for 0.015-in. fibers, not needing the disk, will cost
$80 to $100. Delivery is 16 to 20
weeks, after receipt of order.
Amphenol

RF

Corp.,

East

33

Operations,

Bunker

Franklin Street,

Conn. Phone (203) 743-9272 [338]

Ramo

Danbury,

We have. So our
microprocessor system
offers real time trace.
To spot problems
as they happen.
Tektronix microprocessor labs
can cut your time to market
by letting engineers and software designers work together
throughout development.

WE'VE GOT
DEBUGGING DOWN
TO A SYSTEM.
Everyone offers some
kind of in-prototype testing.
But our unique array of features can cut debugging
time by 50 percent or
•
more.
Most significant is our
lab's Real Time Prototype
Analysis option: with two
fully independent 48-bit
breakpoint registers that let
you get software timing down to prototype
clock cycle resolution. Plus pre-, post-,
and center triggering. Our engineers say
it saves them time in all stages of
integration.

MORE OF THE BEST
When you see all the debugging
features available to you, you understand
why our labs have been so enthusiastically adopted by engineers and software
designers.

DISC BASED SYSTEM
Text editor, macro relocatable
assembler, file management utilities and
powerful debugging software keep you
moving through test and integration.

DUAL ARCHITECTURE

program workspace and
realistic emulation, while
making the system virtually
uncrashable. And you get
versatile testing with 128byte block mapping.

DISASSEMBLY
When the lab displays instruction data in
debug mode, you receive it
in easy-to-read assembler
mnemonics. You never
get bogged down
translating machine code.

MULTIPLE MICROPROCESSOR
EMULATION
Our design aids are the first to actually emulate, not just simulate, avariety of
major chips: The 8085 and 8080. The Z80.
The 6800. The TMS 9900. And others to
come.
Let us show you the kind of
development system you'd probably
engineer for yourself. Contact Tektronix
Inc., PO. Box 500, Beaverton, OR,
(503) 644-0161. In Europe, Tektronix, Ltd.,
P.O. Box 36, St. Peter Port, Guernsey,
Channel Islands,

TektronDc
-

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Separate system and application
memories, and processors, allow more

Tektronix
microprocessor
development labs.
Designed by
people on your side
of the bench.
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Up-down counter cuts parts count
C-MOS 4-digit counter chips have built-in decoder and driver
and can be controlled by mechanical switches or computer
By Robert Brownstein, San Francisco field editor
Intersil's counter-on-a-chip series
packs a lot of functional versatility
onto a single 2.92-by-3.38-mm slab
of silicon. The c-mos family's eight
presettable up-down counters feature stable registers, direct drive of
seven-segment light-emitting-diode
displays, and carry/borrow, comparator-equal and zero-count outputs —
plus
a transistor-transistorlogic—compatible binary-coded decimal input/output port.
There are two versions of the chip:
the ICM 7217 for hardwired instruments that employ thumbwheels,
toggle switches, and such; and the
ICM 7227, which interfaces with
microprocessor-controlled systems.

Where more than four digits are
required, the carry/borrow output of
one chip can be used as the count
input for another, thus allowing a
user to string them together serially.
A display-control pin provides means
to disable the segment drivers by
connecting the pin to the positive
supply pin, or inhibit the leadingzero blanking by connecting the pin
to the negative supply pin. Normal
operation—drivers enabled with
leading-zero blanking—occurs when
the pin is left floating, in which case
it is self-biasing.
In the 7217, counter presetting
and register loading are controlled
by pins which take three-level inputs.

CARRY/BORROW

COUNTER
INPUT

BINARY-CODEDDECIMAL
HIGH-ORDER
DIGITS

BCD
LOW-ORDER
DIGITS

ICM
7217

o

UP/DOWN
SELECT

RESET

HIGH
ORDER

7-SEGMENT BUS —

1A, 113

4-DIGIT BUS

DIGIT 0

ICM

7217

LOW
ORDER

DISPLAY
CONTROL
CIRCUITRY

NJ'

COMMON-ANODE
LIGHT-EMITTING-DIODE DISPLAYS

If the pins are left floating, the
display is enabled with the BCD 1/0
port outputting to the display.
Depending on which line is pulled to
V+, the data on the BCD I/0 lines
will be loaded into the register or the
counter. Pulling the load-counter pin
to V — forces the BCD port into a
high-impedance mode; whereas pulling the load-register pin to V — puts
the chip in power-down status, and
the display can be used for other
purposes. While in the power-down
mode, the chip continues to count,
and the carry/borrow, comparatorequal, zero-count, up-down, reset,
and store functions continue to operate normally.
The 7227, which is almost functionally identical to the 7217, handles control of the BCD I/0 port,
store, and up-down counting differently. In the 7227 the store, updown, select code 1, and select code
2 pins form a 4-bit control-word
input for a microprocessor. When
the SC 1 and SC 2 taken together
have a 00 code, store and up-down
states can be changed without causing a data transfer. Data transfers
follow nonzero codes.
In the lowest power mode—the
7217 is rated at 600 µA maximum
and the 7227 at 500 µA maximum.
The display drivers for the commonanode devices will supply a minimum of 170 mA. Intersil guarantees
a 2-MHz maximum count input
frequency.
The counters are available from
stock. In quantities of 100 or more,
the 7217s are typically $6.63 each,
the 7227s $7.30 each.
Intersil Inc., 10900 N. Tantau Ave., Cuperti-

Up -down eight -digit counter. When two 7217 four-digit devices are used in tandem, the

no,

low-order stage's carry/borrow bit becomes the high-order stage's input.
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Calif.

95014.

Phone (408) 996-5100
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ADVANCED OPTOELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

Now you
don't have to approach pane
design in aroundabout way
OUR REVOLUTIONARY
NEW RECTANGULAR
LED GIVES YOU A
CHOICE OF HIGH
EFFICIENCY COLORS.
The "Legend Lamp" series of
indicators from Monsanto brings
you arpew shape for modern
industrial panel design ...
plus aselection of three high
efficiency colors (red, yellow,
and anew, brighter green). It's
the perfect design answer for
alegend backlight, apanel
indicator or abargraph meter.
You can add symmetry and
efficiency to panel design
without crosstalk problems.
The unique design of our Legend
Lamps utilizes aspecial plastic
to hoLse the LED assembly, so
that no light is emitted from the
sides or edges of the unit. All
of the light is concentrated on

the viewed surface. Lamps
can be stacked, side-by-side in
an Xor Ydirection without light
interference between units.
And mounting becomes asimple
operation with aspecial
2-piece grommet.

We'll seni !you afree sample.
Write today, on your company
letterheac, for afree sample.
Please indicate desired color.
We'll also send you full
specifications.

MV5X124 POP-IN
Black panel grommets are available which easily
adjust for professional finish mounting

/

RED
NW57124

Anew dimision in light output.
You re assured of uniform
illumination across alarge
emitting area (.15" x.25") This
new package makes maximum
use of emitted light, minimizing
unusable light. Light output is a
very bright 4millicandelas at
20 mA (red and yellow) and
3mcd for green. That's up to
3tmes the output of other
rectangular amps.

I

Monsanto Commercial
Products Co.,
Electronics Division,
3400 Hiliview Avenue,
Palo Alto, CA 94304.
Telephone. (415) 493-3300.

YELLOW
WW53124
GREEN
IVW52124

FIRST IN LEO MATERIAL AND TECHNOLOGY

Monsanto

Circle 165 on reader service card

The
microprocessor that thinks it's a
••
minicomputer can now evaluate itself.
Not too long ago, Fairchild
introduced 9440 µFLAMETm —the
world's first 16-bit bipolar
microprocessor that executes a
minicomputer instruction set with
minicomputer performance.
Now we're introducing
SPARK-16 —
adouble-sided pc
board designed to
evaluate the 9440
µFLAME CPU. The
newest addition to our
µFLAME family can
also be used as a
stand-alone
microcomputer for
applications requiring
small amounts of memory
Before we give you the details
on SPARK-16, let us bring you
up-to-date on µFLAME: The 9440
µFLAME microprocessor is a

bootstrap and binary loader
(FI RELOAD), and an interactive entry
and debugging program (FIREBUG).
In addition, the µFLAME
microprocessor can
execute the Data
General NOVA
1200 instruction
set. FIRE software
such as text editor,
symbolic debugger
and business BASIC
are also available now

Hot new technology.
The new microprocessor is
based on an advanced form of I
2L
technology known asI 3Le (Fairchild's
lsoplanar Integrated Injection Logic).
It provides the combined advantages
of bipolar high-speed and MOS packing density and power dissipation.
In addition to the I
3Lcircuitry on
the 9440 chip, there is conventional
TM

aTTY or CRT terminal. The single
board price is $995.00. If you would
rather do it all yourself, we can also
supply you with a9440 + FIRE I
software for $550 (single unit price).

Only the beginning.
More sophisticated FIRE software, board level hardware and
LSI support circuits will become
available throughout the year. The
software will include afloppy disk
operating system, disk operating
system and aFORTRAN compiler.
New LSI circuits will include a16K HL
dynamic RAM; amemory control
with control, refresh and DMA capabilities; and an I/O bus controller.
For 9440 parts and SPARK-16
boards, contact your Fairchild sales
office or representative. Or, for more
immediate results, call your nearest
Fairchild office.
France: FotrchIld Comer° 8Instrument SA ,121 Ave. dltole. 75013 Pons.
Tel 331 584 55 66. Telex. 0042 200614.1toly: Fxirch,ld SemKondutton
SPA, Ve Roselle), 12,20124 Milano Tel 02 688 74 51. Telex: 36522.
Germany: FolrchIld Camera 8Instrument (Deutschland) Gmbli.
8046 Gorchng Hockbruck, Dchmlerstr. 15. Munchen Tel 089 320031.
Telex 52 4831 fog d England: FonchIld Camera 8Instrument (UK) Ltd,
230 hIgh St., Potters Per. Hertfordshlre ENO 5BU. Tel 0707 51111.
Telex. 262835. Sweden: Foorchtld SemIconductor AB. Svarengsgoton 6,
S-11620 Stockholm Tel 8.449255. Telex. 17759
NOVA n trademark d Dab Geneml Cergargote.

complete minicomputer CPU on
one chip, packaged in a40-pin DIP.
Major applications for this
device include OEM data processing
in avariety of computing control
and instrumentation environments;
telecommunications PBX and
PABX switching installations; and
distributed intelligence, distributed
multiprocessing and front-end
(terminal) processing.

Where there's flame there's fire.
Fairchild is also introducing its
FIRE Tm (Fairchild Integrated Realtime Executive) software. FIRE I
is
an initial software package for the
9440 that includes the required
development aids: diagnostics, a

TTL circuitry which allows
HL interface with other
logic: PROMs and RAMs.

Aspark of genius.

The new SPARK-16
pc board is loaded
with features including a
16-bit 9440 µFLAME
CPU, 4K words of RAM,
2K words of Autoload
PROM, Memory control with
DMA capability, interface logic for a
Teletype or RS232C, 100-pin connector with 9440 Bus, connector for
TTY/RS232C, control switches
(Autoload, Continue, Halt and Reset)
and display. SPARK-16 requires only
asingle 5V, 4.0 A power supply and

Prepared for
FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR
by Abert, Newhoff Er Burr, Inc.
No. FC-1-93a

SPARK-16

RCHI LA=
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In the vast
we've made over 1200 successful custom
- 12 years,
,
circuits, pioneering in just about every product area you can name.
ournbusiness.
ake you
Asn
ta
d
nd
mak
tha
e
t
re areep
sl
u
enstyo
nu m
fbreear one
ns
we
7 out in yours. We have a
large staff totally dedicated to
custom MOS. We can design from your ideas, produce
from your designs, solve problems with standard microcomputers, or acombination of standard and custom. To top it all,
a our average time from circuit definition to production is shorter
than anyone else's. So whatever kind of circuit you have in mind, come to AMI.
We'll help make your product acut above the others.
ilf I I

AMI CUSTOMYOU'VE GOT IT
MADE

Over the years, we've perfected a
system for working with our customers
that cuts down errors and speeds up
production. Pioneering with computers and SLIC (Symbolic Layout of
Integrated Circuits), we recently sliced
30 percent off our design time. And
we're getting faster.
We offer the widest range of
processes, too. With seven variations
of P, N and CMOS to choose from,
we can build acircuit with exactly the
right poWer and speed for your application. At adown-to-earth price.
If you'd rather control the design
yourself, remember AMI has the only
department completely dedicated to

building circuits from customer-originated tooling. We'll advise you, check
your design rules and test parameters,
and produce your chips. That way,
you can get asmall quantity for atest
market without running up your
engineering bill. And when you're
ready for mass production, we have
the facilities to turn out all the circuits
you can handle.
To get things started, write AMI
Microsystems, Ltd., 108A Commercial
Road, Swindon, Wiltshire, England.
Phone (0793) 3135 or 25445. Between
us, we've got it made.

AMI
MICROSYSTEMS LTD
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New products
savings, he says.
For a 4,096-by-16-bit memory
block built with 9124s, the power
dissipated would be 2.4 watts,
instead of the 8 w that would be
used by 9114s. Whereas standard
9124s draw a maximum of 100
milliamperes and only 20 ITIA in the
AMD device requires less
standby mode, selected parts achieve
operating power than do
70-mA maximum and 15-mA standby current.
other 2102 replacements
The power-down feziture is the
result of isolating portions of the
To quadruple density and halve circuitry from the supply whenever
power dissipation per memory bit, the RAM is deselected. Other porengineers may choose among a tions, where such isolation might
number of 1,024-by-4-bit replace- adversely affect memory retention,
ments for the venerable 2102 series remain connected at all times.
of 1,024-by- 1-bit static random"It is a simple scheme, and users
access memories. A new contender is
have expressed no lack of confidence
the 9124, which Advanced Micro in the principle," Schlageter says. In
Devices is promoting as a power fact, he expects that other suppliers
saver.
will follow with their own versions of
The new RAM joins Intel's 2114, automatic-power-down static RAMS.
made without apower-down feature,
For the 9124, AMD used an
and American Microsystems'
advanced n-channel process but
5406/2114, which employs its without :sorting to the extra comV-groove metal-oxide-semiconductor
plexity or masking layers associated
technology to get good speed and
with it, Schlageter says. The result is
power specifications
[Electronics,
that the chip is only 23,000 square
March 30, p. 116].
mils in area, he observes, and "we
Key feature of the 9124 is an
expect faster parts in the future."
automatic power-down mode that
AMD is offering samples of the
needs neither clocks nor refreshing.
9124 now. The price for 200-ns
The new chip requires 40% less operversions of the chip will be $13.35 in
ating power than the 2114 and
100 and-up quantities.
upwards of 60% less when it is in the Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thompstandby or power-down mode, enson Place, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [411]
tered when the chip-select pin goes
high and deselects the device. When
selected by a low on the chip-select
Monolithic op amp
line, the 9124 automatically powers
up with no performance penalty,
has low bias voltage
according to Jeffrey M. Schlageter,
manager of mos RAM design and
Offering a powerful combination of
development.
very low offset voltage and low
Compared to a 9114 (second
offset-voltage drift and input bias
source to a 2114), the write pulse
width and chip-select access time of
the 9124 are longer though both have
address access times of 200 nanoseconds. The 9124's write pulse width is
150 ns compared to the 9114's 120
ns, and the chip-select access times
are 185 ns versus 70 ns, respectively.
"These differences present no real
obstacle to using a9124 in place of a
9114 or 2114," Schlageter states.
What is significant is the power

Semiconductors

Static RAM boasts
power-down mode
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CONVERTERS
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The U, CU Series
El INPUT PROTECTION:
Over/Under Voltage
Shutdown-Standard

Ej

CHIP PROTECTION:
Clamped Logic Outputs

• INPUT RANGE TO 4:1:
9-36V...18-72V...28-90V
El UP TO 25 WATTS OUT:
Singles-Triples-Quads
See Us in EEM and Gold Book
Get The Facts Fast, Circle the
number for Free Catalog.
We'll also include the new issue
of our power supply journal,

WATTS UP,

SEMICONDUCTOR
CIRCUITS, INC.
218 RIVER ST., HAVERHILL, MA 01830
Tel. (517) 373-9104, TWX. 710-347-0269
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New products
of 1nA. The device's performance is
current, one version of a precision
comparable to that of available bibipolar monolithic operational amFET amplifiers at room temperature,
plifier, AD517, has a maximum
but its input currents decrease to less
input offset voltage of 25 µv, the
than 0.5 µA, rather than increase, at
lowest at present available without
temperatures of 70° C and above.
using nulling potentiometers.
In addition, that version features a The AD517 is available in five
versions, including one processed
maximum offset drift of 0.5 µv/°C
and screened to MIL-STD-883, level
and a maximum input bias current

B, for precision stable references,
followers, bridge instruments, and
analog computation circuits.
Designed for the temperature
range from 0to 70° C, the AD517L
is priced at $11 in quantities of
1,000. Another version, with slightly
relaxed tolerances, AD5171, sells for
just $3.50 in thousands. Delivery is
from stock.
Analog Devices Semiconductor Division, 829

Give 'em hell.

Woburn

St.,

Wilmington,

Mass.

01887.

Phone Doug Grant at (617) 935-5565 [413]

Interface chip takes
burden off microprocessor

Ifs acruel world. People don't treat your equipment the
way you would. But they still expect it to work.
Since you can't be there to protect it, do the next best thing.
Put it in aZero Centurion' case. It's built to give your equipment
the best possible chance of surviving. In 7styles and over 70
sizes with 2week delivery from stock.
Ask for ademonstration of the right case for
your equipment today. Tomorrow, someboch
will be giving it hell.

We make you look good.
Zero Corporation •Burbank. CA 211846-4191 •Monson, MA 413,267-5561
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Circle #170 Call me, I'm interested
Circle #117 Mail Catalog

Fabricated by n-channel silicon-gate
technology, the INS8250 functions
as a serial data input/output interface in a microcomputer system. Its
functional configuration can be controlled by the system's software by
means of athree-state 8-bit bidirectional data bus, thus reducing the
need for other kinds of devices and
the time spent by the microprocessor
in interfacing tasks.
The device performs serial-toparallel conversion on data characters received from aperipheral device
or a modem and parallel-to-serial
conversion on data characters received from a central processing
unit. The CPU can read the complete
status of the INS8250 at any time
during functional operation. Status
information reported includes the
type of transfer operations being
performed by the chip, as well as any
error conditions.
In addition to providing control of
asynchronous communications, the
chip contains a programmable baud
generator capable of providing a
clock signal for driving the internal
transmitter logic. Also included is a
complete modem-control capability
and a processor-interrupt system
that can minimize computing time
required to handle a communications link.
Address setup time for the
INS8250 is 110 ns while address
hold time is 10 ns. Read access time
is 450 ns; write data setup time is
200 ns. The unit operates from a

Electronics/June 8, 1978

Spread the word.
Siliconix announces CODEC.

Siliconix introduces the ultimate
man/machine interface:
CODEC. Our DF331 coder is a
high-speed serial output
A/D converter — acomplete
subsystem-on-a-chip. Its
counterpart, the DF332
decoder, converts highspeed digital bit streams
into analog signals. Both
devices operate logarithmically, giving our CODEC awide
dynamic range: 12-bit resolution
(±1 bit) for low-level signals,
and 8-bit accuracy for high-level
signals.
Designing with Siliconix'
CODEC is acost-effective solution
to the problem of vocal interface
with computers. Siliconix CODEC

minimizes external component requirements and system costs:
serial output and sample-and-hold
circuitry are all on-board. And
CODECs will have many applications in telecommunications
because they meet all D3 specifications and are
compatible with
the /2255 law
for companding.
A key
CODEC specification:
signal to distortion is 28dB
(Pin= —45dBm0) max.
Our CODEC set continues the
Siliconix tradition of providing
products that link the analog world
to digital systems. We've been
manufacturing monolithic analog-

to-digital converters for five years.
And we're currently supplying
the instrumentation industry with
the latest in technological advances, such as our LD120/LD121
series 43x2 digit A/D converters,
high-speed analog switches, and
logic compatible VMOS transistors. Experience and expertise
make Siliconix the logical
source for CODECs. Spread the
word. For details, call or
write Siliconix, 2201 Laurelwood
Road, Santa Clara, CA 95054;
(408) 988-8000.

Siliconix

The Siliconix connection:
Innovative products linking the analog world to digital systems.
Electronics/June 8, 1978
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You get a
much better performance
when the maestro is
aSHARP SM-4.

New products
single 5-v power supply with amaximum current of 80 mA.
In 100-unit quantities, the device
is priced at $8.50 and delivery is
from stock.
National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor

Dr.,

Santa Clara,

Phone (408) 737-5956

Calif.

95051.

[414]

TI seconds Motorola
on sensing circuit

l

e
ro
Versatile, low power consuming, economical
one-chip C-MOS microcomputer.

Our little SM-4 delivers a perfectly-orchestrated performance from
all kinds of instruments—from calculators to vending machines.
And it's not only versatile, it consumes very little energy. Since it
contains high RAM/ROM capacities, static shift register, 15-stage
divider and other peripheral circuits on one chip, it can be mass
produced at a substantial reduction in cost. So at Sharp, we've
already put our little semiconductor to work directing the operation
of such products as our electronic tape processor and clockcalculators. So look over the numbers behind the SM-4 performance.
We think you'll like this little maestro so much you'll end up asking
for encores.

ROM capacity

2268 bytes x8 bits

RAM capacity

96 words x4 bits

Instructions
Subroutine level
Input port

54
1 level

Output port
Input/output port
Divider
Drive circuit

6 bits
41 bits

(external RAM drive)
Others

Texas Instruments
Service,

4 bits
15-stage divider with reset
LCD internal drive circuit
Internal crystal oscillation
circuit, internal low voltage
detection circuit. single
power supply (-3V Typ.),
60-pin quad package

System Construction.
Applications
•Electronic clock-calculators
•Multi-function clocks •Cash registers
•Printing calculators •POS terminals
• Electronic scales •Machine games
•Automatic vending machines
•Controllers for various home appliances
and audio equipment

SHARP CORPORATION
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DIV.
22-22, NAGAIKE, ABENO-KU, OSAKA 545, JAPAN
PHONE: OSAKA (06) 621-1221 TELEX: 5267286 (SHAPEC
CABLE: SHARPCO
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The MC3423 is designed to protect
electronic circuitry from voltage
transients and loss of regulation by
triggering an external crowbar silicon controlled rectifier. Introduced
by Motorola, the integrated circuit is
now also being produced by Texas
Instruments.
The protective mechanism may be
activated by sensing an overvoltage
at one of the device inputs or by
applying ahigh-level transistor-transistor-logic signal to another input.
Separate outputs are available to
drive the crowbar circuit and to
provide a logic pulse to an edgetriggered indicator or power control
circuitry. The MC3423 also offers
an internal current source that can
be used to charge an external capacitor used to avoid noise triggering.
With a 2.6-v internal voltage
reference and a temperature coefficient of typically 0.06%/ °C, the
MC3423 can operate in the temperature range from 0 °C to 70 ° C. It is
offered in an eight-pin plastic or
ceramic package and in quantities of
100, or more it is priced at $0.79 in
plastic and $1.08 in ceramic. Availability is from stock.

SHARP
SHARP CORPORATION

P. O.

Inc.,

Box 5012,

Inquiry Answering
M/S 308 (Attn:

MC3423), Dallas, Texas 75222. Phone Dale
Pippenger at (214) 238-5908 [415]

PLL circuit offers
highly stable performance
With a temperature stability of
20 ppm/ °C, the XR-2212 phaselocked loop circuit is about five times
more stable than previously availElectronics/June 8, 1978

ENERTEC

measurement
is our vocation
/

/
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Oscilloscopes
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«10.1111.111
101,11

-11.11.11.1.1r

microprocessor
controlled counters

Voltmeters

2710 120 MHz - 2711 520 MHz - 2712 1.25 GHz
9 versions -stability up to 5.10 -10 /day
All functions programmable
Period 10 ns, ratio, time interval 10 ns

DC powers

Totalize, phase 01 °
General Purpose Interface Bus
Selective levels

LF

generators

/111111111en

Counters

ENERTEC

Schlumberger
ENERTEC
DEPARTEMENT INSTRUMENTS
5 IRUE DAGUERRE 42030 SAINT-ETIENNE
CEDEX FRANCE TEL. (77) 25.2264
TELEX 330696 CIRCE STETN
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QUICK: Name a
GigaHertz Counter.
It's aname worth knowing especially when you're making measurements
to 1GigaHertz. Why? Because this new plug-in counter features 20 mV
rms sensitivity and pinpoints audio frequencies with 10 milliHertz resolution in 1second. That's swift.
But if you haven't guessed its name yet, here
are some clues.
It has a 9-digit LED readout that shows frequencies and totalizes events from 0 to
999,999,999. That's pretty far out. It indicates
kHz or MHz automatically, and even positions
the decimal point.
Still stumped? Okay. Let's say you're
measuring a frequency that's too low or an
input signal that's too weak. This particular little
counter turns on its "out-of-range" light, stops
counting, and blanks its display. Erroneous counts get wiped away.
It also takes the guesswork out of checking
oscillator and phase-locked loop frequencies.
And, in just one second, it measures low frequency tones in the 10 Hz to 25 kHz range
with aresolution of 0.01 Hz.
This new digital counter is part of agrowing
family of compatible plug-in instruments—
oscilloscopes, digital multimeters, function
generators, audio oscillators, Rf sweepers
and others. The name of the family is "TM
500"—a collection of nearly 40 configurable
instruments from Tektronix which slip neatly
(one, three, four, five, up to six-at-a-time) into avariety of mainframes,
available in bench, roll cart, rackmount, and
traveler models.
TM 500
You're so close now that the name of this GHz
Designed for
counter is practically on the tip of your tongue.
Configurability
Tektronix DC 508. The one to count on for
up to one GigaHertz.

1›..IctronDmc.
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Call your Tektronix Field Engineer and ask to see adata sheet and communication application note on the DC 508. He can give you prices, ademonstration,
and more complete information about other TM 500 instruments, too. Or, write
to Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077. In Europe: Tektronix,
Limited, P.O. Box 36, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, Channel Islands.

Better take a closer look.

New products
able PLLS. The monolithic device
consists of a preamplifier, a phase
detector, avoltage-controlled oscillator, and a high-gain differential
amplifier. The differential amp can
be used either as an audio preamp
for detection of frequency modulation or as ahigh-speed sense amp for
frequency-shift-keying demodulation. With these'characteristics, the
circuit should find use in frequencysynthesis, data-communications and
control-system applications.
In addition to improved temperature stability, the circuit offers a
frequency range of 0.01 Hz to
300 kHz, and it can accept either
digital or analog signals with amplitudes between 2mv and 6y peak to
PHASE
ETE CT

T
JT
rAP

peak. The supply voltage may range
between 4.5 yand 20 v.
In a 16-pin dual in-line plastic
package, the XR-2212 is priced at
$3 each for quantities of 100 or
more. Delivery is from stock.
Exar

Integrated

62229,

Systems

Sunnyvale,

Calif.

Inc.,

P. O.

94088.

Box

Phone

Brooks Hamilton at (408) 932-7970 [416]

Fast PROMs offer quick
fuse programmability
With a proprietary platinum-silicate-fuse technology, the AM27S
family of low-power Schottky programmable read-only memories can
be rapidly programmed. Typically, a
4,096-bit memory can be programmed in less than 1second with
a 50-ms pulse. Maximum access
times for members of the family are
in the range from 40 ns to 60 ns.
Included are 256-bit, 1,024-bit,
2,048-bit, and 4,096-bit memories,
all of which come with either opencollector or three-state outputs. The

174
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Now, 804\8, 8041 8085
._Simple.
ROMs in two v

OTP ROMs.

How can
Intel do that',

1

Now you can get fast two-week
turnaround on programmed 8048
Single Chip Microcomputers, 8041
Universal Peripheral Interfaces, and
8355 ROMs for 8085-based designs.
Here's how. Send us your program
object code with your first order for
250 or more pieces. Fourteen days
ARO we'll ship 25 programmed onetime-programmable components.*
Then six to eight weeks later we'll
begin volume shipments of mask-

lectronics/June 8, 1978

programmed parts.There's no extra
charge for this service that enables you
to verify your program and get your
first units into the field quickly. And if
you need even faster turnaround, you
can program our pin-compatible
EPROM devices in your own lab in less
than 5minutes. For more details call
your local Intel sales representative.

intel
delivers.

This same service is available on Intel* 2616/2316E 15K ROMs.

Circle #175 for more information
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INTERNATIONAL

OE CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR
ELEVEN
International's OE series of Crystal
Oscillator Elements provide a
complete crystal controlled signal
source. The OE units cover the range
2000 KHz to 160 MHz. The standard
OE unit is designed to mount direct
on a printed circuit board. Also
available is printed circuit board
plug-in type.

Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thompson Pl., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. Phone E.

Audio transistors broaden
safe operating range

All OE units are designed for 9.5 to 15 volts dc operation. The 0E-20
and 0E-30 require a regulated source to maintain the listed tolerance
with input supply less than 12 vdc.
Prices listed include oscillator and crystal. For the plug-in typ e a dd
the suffix "P" after the OE number; eg 0E-1P.
0E-1, 5 and 10 can be supplied to operate at 5ydc with reduc ed rf
output. Specify 5 vdc when ordering.
Output — 10 dbm min. All oscillators over 66 MHz do not have
requency adjust trimmers.
Catalog

Oscillator
Element
Type

2000 KFtz
to
66 MHz

035213
035214
035215

0E-1
0E-1
0E-1

$13.50

035216
035217
035218

0E-5
0E-5
0E-5

$16.75

Catalog
Number

Oscillator
Element
Type

4000 KFtz to 20000 Kit

Overall
Accuracy

25't
lblemace

035219

0E-10

$19.75

-±.0005%
-10° to +60°C

Zero
trimmer

035220

0E-20

$29.00

±.0005%
-30° to +60°C

Zero
trimmer

035221

0E-30

$60.00

±.0002%
-30° to +60°C

Zero
trimmer

67 MHz
to
139 MHz

140 MHz
to
160 MHz

$15.50

r.01%
$19.50 -30° to +60°C

Overall
Accuracy

±.002%
$26.00

4-tc device is the first of its kind with
edge-triggered full registers on the
output. In addition, two chip enables
are provided. One contains an edgetriggered register to allow the synchronous busing of several units to
increase word length and expand
control. The other allows fast asynchronous control of the output
enable to let other devices talk to the
instruction bus.
Prices for the PRoms begin at
$1.95 for the 256-bit unit.

Sopkin at (408) 732-2400 [417]

The various OE units are divided
into groups by frequency and by
temperature stability. Models 0E-20
and 0E-30 are temperature
compensated units. The listed "Overall
mein
Accuracy" includes room temperature or
Ifiri
25° C tolerance and may be considered a
maximum value rather than nominal.

$19.75

New products

-10° to +60°C

25 C
Tolerance

-± .005%
Lt .0005%
2 -66MHz
±.001%
67 to 139 MHz
±.0025%
140 to 160 MHz

The TOP-3 family of high-power
audio transistors has 50% greater
safe operating area than other comparable units. The increase has been
achieved through the use of a floating-emitter construction.
In addition to the standard emitter
diffusion, an added diffused region
around the emitter's periphery serves
as the floating emitter. The base
region forms a ballasting resistor
that minimizes the localized concentration of emitter current and as a
result increases transistor reliability
and helps improve the thermal characteristics.
The transistors have a gain bandwidth product of 7 mFiz. With a
collector-emitter voltage of 5yand a
collector current of 1 A, the dc
current gain ranges from 40 to 200;
with the same collector-emitter voltage and a collector current of
between 3 and 7 A, depending upon
the type of transistor, the dc current
gain is less than 20 or less than 15.
Peak collector current is between 8
and 15 A for the family and collector
power dissipation is between 60 and
100 w at 25 ° C.
The transistors, in TOP-3 packages, can be interchanged with
JEDEC TO-3 type devices.
Electronic Components Division of Panasonic Co., One Panasonic Way, Secaucus,
N. J. 07094. Phone Bill Bottari at (201) 348-

INTERNATIONALCRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
0 North Lee

176

7276 [418]

Oklahoma City Oklahoma 73102
405/236-3741
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Intel's nèitv 11MHz
World's fa4est si nid

At 11MHz our 8049 is the world's
fastest single-chip microcomputer.
It's the higher performance brother
of our industry standard 8048 and
includes 2K bytes of ROM, 128 bytes
of RAM, an 8-bit timer, 27 I/0 lines
and a1.4 µsec instruction cycle.
Perfect for high speed control applications such as line printers and cassette
drives. The 8049 is pin compatible
with the 8048, for easy upgrades.

Electronics/June 8, 1978

And, of course, it's backed by the
most comprehensive development
support available.
Best of all, Intel is delivering the
8049 in production quantities now.
For more information contact your
local Intel representative or Intel
Corporation, 3065 Bowers Avenue,
Santa Clara, CA 95051. Telephone:
(408) 987-8080.

inteJdelivers.

Circle #177 for more information
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Digital's $141,000 VAX
vs.
amulti-million dollar
CDC 7600.
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VAX wins two out of three.
Round one to the 7600: Speed.
The 7600 is still the speed king of the
world with 9100 Whetstones per
second.
9100 WHETSTONES/SEC

Directly addressable
Directly addressable
program space: CDC 7600 program space: VAX-11/780
711 WHETSTONES/SEC
CDC 7600

VAX-11/780

Round two to VAX: Price/
Performance. The 32 bit VAX is the
world's fastest mini. A $141,000 VAX
system runs 711 double precision
Whetstones. That's one twelfth the
speed —at one twenty-fifth the cost.
A dozen VAX systems could equal the
throughput of one 7600 —and you'd
still save literally millions of dollars.
PRICE/PERFORMANCE

CDC 7600

VAX-11/780

Digital Equipment Corporation,
PK3-2/M18, 129 Parker St., Maynard,
MA 01754. European headquarters:
12, ay. des Morgines, 1213 Petit-Lancy/
Geneva. In Canada: Digital Equipment
of Canada, Ltd.

d

DIM

Round three to VAX: Program
size. Virtual addressing and agigantic
32 bit address size, compared to the
18 bit address size of the CDC 7600,
allows VAX adirectly addressable program size that is —are you ready? —
1000 times larger than the CDC 7600.
Get the VAX facts: Get mainframe FORTRAN performance without waiting in abatch queue —or
paying batch prices. If you have an
application in aerospace computation,
signal processing, simulation, educational computing, industrial automation, or any other big FORTRAN job,
get the VAX facts today. Write for
your copy of the VAX-11/780 brochure
and complete technical summary.

Digital Equipment Corporation, PK3-2/
M18, 129 Parker St.,Maynard, MA 01754
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State
Zip
VAX PRICES APPLY IN US. ONLY.
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Suddenly
your last year's
Electronics
Buyers' Guide is
as outdated as
last year's
phone book
Completely new listings of catalogs, new
phone numbers, new addresses, new manufacturers, sales reps, and distributors!
The total market in abook—four directories

¡none!

New products
Subassemblies

Sample-and-hold
is rapid and right
Datel's 12-bit hybrid gives
half-bit accuracy without
sacrificing conversion time
High speed, accuracy, and an
uncommitted input amplifier combine to make anew sample-and-hold
circuit attractive for high-speed
12-bit analog-to-digital converters
and data-acquisition systems. The
SHM-6 is a thin-film hybrid circuit
featuring an acquisition time of 1its
with an accuracy of within 0.01%/ bit out of 12—for a 10-v input
2
1
change.
The open-loop input amplifier permits external connection for gains of
± 1 to ± 10. This feature is not
offered in competitive units approaching the circuit's acquisition
speed, says Eugene Zuch, product
marketing manager for data-conversion products, at Datel Systems.
To get the high speed and accuracy, he says, it was necessary to
design the input and output amplifiers with discrete components, since

The only book of its

monolithic amplifiers would not
meet the speed and accuracy requirements. He points out that the
a-d converters with which the SH M6will be used have conversion times
of 8 js, "and we wanted the sampleand-hold to be much faster than
that, so we're adding only 11.i.s to the
conversion time."
The circuit uses ahigh-impedance
input transconductance amplifier to
drive an internal metal-oxide-semiconductor hold capacitor of 400 pF.
Zuch points out that internal capacitors are not often included in hybrid
sample-and-hold circuits, but that
their use allows a hold-mode droop
rate of 10 etv/ms —"a good tradeoff
for the speed and accuracy of this
device," he says.
The input amplifier has an openloop gain of 10 6 and an input impedance of 100 MO, with a commonmode rejection of 74 de minimum.
Laser trimming provides an input
offset voltage with atypical rating of
±2mv or amaximum of ±5mv. A
high-impedance field-effect-transistor input device, with a ± 10-v
output capability of ±50 mA, is used
in the output amplifier.
Some of the other important dynamic specifications include a5-MHz
bandwidth with again of 1, an aperture delay of 20 ns, and an aperture
uncertainty of 2ns. For that gain, no

kind in the field.
If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with
the coupon now.
Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020
Yes, please send me
copy(les) of
1978 EBG.
D I've enclosed $25 per copy delivered in the
USA or canada.
i've enclosed $35 per copy for delivery
elsewhere ($47 if shipped by Air). Full moneyback guarantee if returned in 10 days.
Name

Company

Street

City

182

State

Zip
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New products
additional parts are needed; negative
input is simply connected to output.
Four models, in 32-pin dual in-line
packages, are available. In quantities
of 1 to 24, a 0°C-to-70 °C unit is
priced at $129; a hermetically
sealed, full-military-temperaturerange part has a price of $209.
Delivery is four to six weeks after
receipt of order.
Datel Systems

Inc.,

1020 Turnpike St.,

Canton, Mass. 02021. Phone (617) 8288000 [381]

NEED RELIABLE
CIRCUITRY?
ELORG CAPACITORS
WILL DO THEIR BIT!
With their specifications that meet IEC
standards for ratings, tolerances and temperature coefficients.

Offered 40-odd types include
• K10-7V ceramic capacitors rated from
22 to 47,000 pF for voltages of up to 50 V;
la Electrolytic capacitors;
• Thin film capacitors.

Sole exporter

Bias current for FET op amp
is only 75 fA max
Extremely low bias currents are the
boast of the 3528 series of fieldeffect-transistor operational amplifiers. The three op amps in the
series, designated AM, BM, and
CM, have maximum input bias
currents of —300, — 150, and ±75
femtoamperes (10 - '
5A)
measured
after warmup and without a heat
sink. Input offset voltages are similarly small; they are only 500 tv for
the AM and CM, and 250 /iv for the
BM. Maximum offset voltage drift is
between 5 and 15 /Iv per °C. With
these specifications, the FET op amps
should perform quite well in their
intended applications: measuring the
very small current signals of photometers, selective ion detectors,
long-term integrators, and low-droop
sample-and-hold circuits.
Unity gain bandwidth with small
signal is 0.7 MHz, typically, while the
full power bandwidth with a load
resistance of 2k12 is a minimum of 5
kHz. Slew rate with the same load is

(nett

32/34 Smolenskaya-Sennaya
121200 Moscow
USSR
Telephone 251-39-46, Telex 7586

184
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General Instrument has the answer to
your "high volume" 32K ROM requirements.
You can count on our service and volume production
capacity to deliver the 32K ROMs you need—NOW. What
else would you expect from the industry's leading supplier
of ROMs?
There's no secret to GI's performance proven ROM
achievements. Our extensive facilities include computerized custom programming, automated mask-making
equipment and the only wafer fabrication areas devoted
exclusively to ROM production. Our fully-static 4096 x8-bit
N-channel ROMs are available with maximum access times
of 35Ons, 45Ons or 850ns. Their 24-pin packages and static

operation make them pin compatible with other
ROMs, so it's easy to expand existing designs with no
clocks or "triggers" required.
For more memory, two mask-programmable chipselect inputs simplify memory expansion. Or, you can plan
on our pin compatible 64K ROMs which will be available
later this year.
Write or call for our free 1978 Product Guide and for
proven, service-supported "high volume"
ROM performance, contact General Instrument Microelectronics, Ltd., Regency House,

"=.".

1

1/4 Warwick Street, London W1R 5WB, Telephone 01-439-1891.
We help you compete.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
MICROELECTRONICS

El

New products
a minimum of 0.3 y per jis, while
settling time to 0.1% of final value is
typically 150 its.
The design of the operational
amplifier protects it from damage
due to shorting of the output, either
to ground or to the positive or negative dc supply voltages required.
Rated power supply voltages are
± 15 ydc. Maximum internal power
dissipation is 500 mw.
To obtain maximum operation
from the unit, shielding of the input
leads is required. The amplifier case
can be connected to aguard pattern
surrounding the input leads to
provide this shielding, according to
the company.
In quantities of 100 or more, the
FET op amps range in price, from
$9.90 to $17.50.
Burr-Brown Research Corp.,

International

Airport Industrial Park, Tucson, Ariz. 85734.
Phone Bill Stacy at (602) 746-1111 [383]

Power supplies fill gap
between 30 and 60 W
Designed to satisfy power requirements that fall between the industry
standards of 30 and 60 w, five additions to the Hi-vol series of dc power
supplies have voltage/current ratings
of 5yat 9.0 A, 12 vat 5.1 A, 15 yat
4.5 A, 24 yat 3.6 A, and 28 yat 3.0
A. The units should find application
in data processing, microcomputer,
industrial, and instrumentation applications.
Standard
features include
115/230 y ac ± 10% input acceptance and ±0.05% line and load
regulation. Maximum output ripple

Rockwell MOS/LS I
Touch Tone' detection can
get you into more products.
CRC-8030, Rockwell's MOS/LSI digital Touch Tonedetector, can open up new
markets for your products by providing alow cost, high performance solution for
dual tone multi-frequency (DTMF) detection.
A product of Collins high-technology telecommunications experience coupled
with Rockwell's extensive MOS/LSI production capability, CRC-8030 has been in

quantity production for over ayear. Besides traditional telephony systems, it can
be used in agrowing number of applications including computer signaling and
control systems.
CRC-8030 reduces costs versus conventional systems (in some cases as much
as one fifth the cost) and offers the size and reliability benefits of MOS/LSI. You
get: detection in 22-39 MS; on-chip oscillator operating at 3.579545 MHz color
burst crystal frequency; binary or 2-of-8 coded outputs; operation with single or
dual power supply.
The CRC-8030 performs the key critical functions of DTMF detection. To
implement acomplete DTMF receiver, anumber of front-end band-split filters are
available. And, if you need DTMF-to-dial pulse conversion, use the CRC-8030 in
conjunction with Rockwell's MOS/LSI Binary-to-Dial Pulse Dialer, the CRC-8001.
For more information on telecommunications devices and applications
services, contactyour nearest Hamilton/Avnet distributor. Or use the coupon below.
Touch Tone is oregistered trademark of AT& T.

Get the full story.

E 6/8

Microelectronic Devices
Rockwell International
P.O. Box 3669, Anaheim, CA 92803
Attn: Marketing Services D/727 RC55 •(714) 632-3698
Iwant information on 0 CRC-8030 D CRC-8001
0 Send it by mail D Have asalesman call me.
Name

Title

Company
Address
State

City
Zip Code

Telephone

Rockwell International
..where science gets down to business
Electronics/June 8, 1978
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Anritsu's New Standard
of Excellence
• is

New products
is 3.0 mv peak to peak, while full
load operating temperature specifications are 0°C to 50 °C, derated to
40% at 70 °C.
The supplies measure 7by 4.87 by
3.10 in. and weigh 6 lb. The units
cost $64.95 each, except for the 5-v
supply, which has built-in overvoltage protection and costs $69.95,
according to the manufacturer. Delivery is from stock.
Power-One Inc., Power One Dr., Camarillo,
Calif. 93010. Phone Fred Adams at (805)
484-2806 [387]

Dc-to-dc converters are
the smallest 9-W units

Level and Attenuation Calibrator ME642A

Today's signal generators and attenuators require calibration of unimpeachable accuracy. Anritsu delivers with an accuracy of ±
-0.1dB
from 0.1MHz to 100MHz, and ±
-0.2dB from 100MHz to 1200MHz.
The extreme sensitivity of this new instrument, which is capable of
measuring down to —20dB (OdB = 1µV emf) makes it ideal for calibrating signal generators and attenuators with great precision. Stable

The Power line of dc-to-dc converters measures only 0.875 by 1.75 by
0.375 in., making them the smallest
units available in their power range.
There are 26 different models, which
include devices that accept inputs of
5, 12, 28, and 48 y dc and provide
single and dual outputs in the 5-,
12-, and 15-v dc ranges. Both regulated and unregulated devices are
available; regulation of 1% or less
can be obtained.
In quantities of 100 and above, the
units sell for approximately $65
each.

tuning is assured at any frequency by the AFC and the wide pass band-

Integrated Circuits Inc., 13256 Northrup
Way, Bellevue, Wash. 98005. Phone Stan

width selection of 30kHz/150kHz. The automatic self-calibrator as-

Hochman at (206) 747-8556 [386]

sures easy operation. Even small variations of 0.01dB in level can be
measured by an indicator, and input signals up to 130dB can be
measured with same unwavering accuracy.

Module makes light work
of digital scale design

For comprehensive literature on Anritsu's Level
and Attenuation Calibrator ME642A, contact—

Anritsu

ANRITSU ELECTRIC CO., LTD
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
SALES DEPARTMENT:
12-20, MInarniazabu 4-chorne. Minato•ku. Tokyo 106. Japan
Phone 103) 446.1111/Telex 0.242-2353
Cable ANRITDENK ITOKYO
U.S.A. Tau•Tron Inc. Tel: (617) 667-3874 •West Germany Knott Elektronik GmbH Tel: 108178) 4085
• U.K. Dyrnar Electronics Limited Tel: Watford 37321 • France Tekelec Airtronic Tel: (1) 946-96-48
• Italy Vianello S.p.A, Tel: 102) 54 40 41 •Spain Unitronics, S.A. Tel: 242 52 04 • Holland C.N. Rood
B.V. Tel: 070-99 63 60 • Sweden Teleinstrument AB Tel: 08-38 03 70 • Singapore O'Connor's (Pte.) Ltd.
Tel: 637944 • Australia NEC Australia Pty. Ltd. Tel: Melbourne 560-5233 • Malaysia O'Connor's
(Malaysia ISDN.BH(D. Tel: 51563/5 • Brazil Anritsu EletrOnica Comércio Ltda. Tel Rio 221-6086
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Modules 166 and 167 contain a
bridge power supply, an instrumentation amplifier, and a voltage-tofrequency converter —practically all
the elements needed for a straingage digital scale.
The supply's output is adjustable
from 4 to 10 v. The amplifier gain
can be set between 10 and 1,000, and
the converter's maximum output is
either 10 kHz for the 166 or 100 kHz
for the 167. Units are priced at $98.
Calex Manufacturing Inc., 3305 Vincent Rd.,
Pleasant Hill, Calif. 94523. Phone (415) 9323911 [388]
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A NEW SERIES
OF CMOS GATE
ARRAYS FROM
INTERDESIGN.
MCA
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c.ecoc?ing and gating
circuitry to free up circuit board real
estate, lower assembly costs, and improve product reliability. With 100 gates
available, you can integrate up to 224
inverters, 56 exclusive OR gates, or 28 D
flip flops. Very reasonably priced, too.

and 44 I/O devices.
Along with integration of random and
combination logic, the MCC can be used
to build custom counters and registers
tailored to meet specific systems requirements. For example, ripple counters with 50 binary stages are a snap.
And at avery affordable price!

MCB

MCD

Designed specifically
for larger circuit integration requirements.
A 150 gate array permits integration of
up to 18 MSI packages resulting in PC
board savings of almost 27 square
inches. Proven CMOS technology insures low power consumption, ease of
interface with TTL or CMOS, and an
operating range from 3to 15 volts.

Your Own Custom CMOS Chip!
Start designing today! Breadboard your
CMOS circuit and then convert it to an IC
layout using our CMOS Design Manual. The
price is only $25 and that includes layout
sheets, functional overlays, and personali7ed
applications support. After layout, we'll tool
your IC and deliver 20 prototypes in 4weeks.
And at acost of only $2800.
To learn more about modernizing your
designs with CMOS gate arrays, write or
call us today. Interdesign,1255 Reamwood
Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, 408-734-8666.

q11
1

A FERRANTI COMPANY
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and 50 I/O's. The buss
oriented architecture with 30 three-state
outputs and four 8-bit register/counters
fits neatly into microprocessor side car
applications. And if logic integration is
your goal, think of the space and money
you can save with a chip this size!

OUR 054000 TAKES
OVER WHERE TUBE
STORAGE LEAVES OFF.
The Gould 0S4000 digital memory oscilloscope extends your capabilities beyond the
limits of conventional storage tube technology.
With the 0S4000, stored transients do not
deteriorate and are clearly displayed at will
indefinitely — as long as you choose to keep
the data. Stored trigger points allow you to
display pretrigger signals as well as the signal
itself. You see what actually caused the signal.
Digital storage also offers you four useful
options: 1) Fully automatic operation, 2) analog and digital output for hardcopy, 3) higher
resolution through expansion of stored traces,
4) the ability to generate complex wave forms.
The 0S4000 can enhance the effectiveness
of traditional dual trace displays by simultaneously displaying real time and stored traces
without the amplitude restrictions of a split
beam storage tube. Both signals have optimum brightness to help you draw the critical
inferences from close comparisons. At low

frequencies there is no irritating flicker or
C.R.T. glow.
Rated at 10 MHz for conventional operation
the 0S4000 utilizes an 8 bit x 1024 word RAM,
with asampling frequency of 1.8 MHz. Normal/
refreshed/roll modes are standard.
With a multitude of new applications in general electronics, medical electronics, research
laboratories and transducer related measurement situations, Gould's 0S4000 simply outclasses every tube storage scope on the market.
But even though the 0S4000 represents astep
forward in storage scope technology, it is both
easy to use and extremely affordable.
For more information contact Gould Inc.,
Instruments Division, 3631 Perkins Ave.,
Cleveland, OH 44114. In Europe contact Gould
Advance LTD., Roebuck Rd., Hainault, Essex,
CB10 1EJ, England.
For brochure call toll free (800) 325-6400.
Ext. 77. In Missouri: (800) 324-6600.

Example of expanded output (1:2)
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New products
device and 2001 for the TC meter
provide selection of any of 10 input
channels. Channels 0 through 4
accept signals from one type of
sensor; channels 5 through 9 are for
adifferent type.
Option 2002 provides four thumbwheel switches that can set limits at
which a relay closes and an LED
lights. Thus, for example, four-point
control and monitoring of system
process is achievable.
Option 2009 is a snap-on 5-hour
rechargeable power supply. Option
2003 permits calibration of any thermocouple thermometer, as well as
providing portable power.
The price for either model is $695
and options range from $150 for
option -006 to $350 for snap-on 2002
or 2003.

The leader in
Light Pens ...even
before most people
knew what to do
with them

John Fluke Manufacturing Inc., P. O. Box
43210, Mountlake Terrace, Wash. 98043.
Phone (800) 426-0361 [371]

Pulsed actuator has
light touch

ICC. The leader in light pens since 1966. Now
offering improved performance. Lower prices too.
What are you waiting for? Write for full details or
call, today.

II

INFORMATION CONTROL CORPORATION
9610 Bellanca Ave., Los Angeles, Ca. 90045 (213) 641-8520

Circle 194 on reader service card

The series 92100 actuator is asmall,
dc-pulse-controlled device that has a
maximum linear shaft travel of 0.5
in., achievable in 0.004-in. steps. The
shaft can apply a maximum force of
15 oz and can be extended to its
maximum length in as little as 0.3
second. These capacities make the
actuator useful as acontrol device in
many microprocessor-based applications, such as automotive cruise
control and carburetion systems.
Basically, the 92100 consists of a
stepper motor that has been modi-

Just published:
1978 EBG!
Completely new listings of
catalogs, new phone numbers,
new addresses, new manufacturers, sales reps, and
distributors! The total market in
abook—four directories in one!
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A Place to
Rinse Your Mind
Oregon. Much of its natural beauty remains. It is
an ideal place to grow. We grew here ... from a
small shop to aFortune 500 R&D and
manufacturing complex. We're still growing. Rich
green forests and fields, streams, mountains, and
boating waters to the Sea. We believe there is no
better contrast for high technology thinking; and
no better prescription for clearing the mental
clutter that can stand in the way of afresh idea. It
'works. One of our engineering managers recently
ad-libbed: "We've gotten into the habit of
success." Our concern is more than technical
excellence. Excellence in people, and support for
what they believe they can do is the expectation
we place on our commitment. Learn more about
-us, and about what we can da together. There are
continuing opportunities ranging from advanced
20,
4,4-lybrid Microelectronic R&D to IC and Instrument.
r Production and Marketing. If you have any of the
;
14
04"
skills afresh idea company ... aFortune 500 .
leader in Instrumentation Graphic Display, and
Computer Peripherals can.tisé, writ•rà us:
ssional Staffing, TEKTRONIX, INC., P.O. Box
500, Beaverton,Oregon .97077.
full dolorprint of this scenelS•avilable at no
drop anote to: Bill Eppick at the
above address.
, ,
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1.ligatiork:Just

•

Tektronix,
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE
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ELIMINATE NOISE
PROBLEMS WITH DELTEC'S

COMPUTER
POWER
CONDITIONER
5KVA FOR LESS THAN $1,500
Only One Computer Power Conditioner Eliminates All Noise Problems.
Noise on acomputer power line causes data and memory loss as well as
mysterious crashes and errors. This noise can pass through voltage regulators and dedicated power lines.
Deltec DLC Series computer power conditioners eliminate noise and
regulation problems. Unique shielding provides 120 dB (1,000,000:1)
reduction for: Transients—Voltage Spikes—Ground Loops—Line Noise
caused by RF Ior EMI (radiated noise).
The DLC regulates voltage within 3% over a30% input voltage range.
RANGES:

1200 VA -30K VA 10; 9KVA -90K VA 30

AC POWER HANDBOOK
... gives you hard answers on how to
solve AC Power problems. Now available
at our cost of $3.00. Write or call for acopy.

E E

CORPORATION
80 Buenos Ave. • San Diego, CA 92110
Phone (714) 275-1331

Circle 196 on reader service card

HYSTERESIS BRAKES
for unbeatable torque control
and now economical, too

Give your product's users the benefits
of hysteresis torque control — it's
smooth, clean, quiet, precisely
controllable, indefinitely repeatable,
environmentally stable. Hysteresis brakes
never wear out, because their members have
no physical contact. And they soon
repay their slight extra cost by
never needing service —
dependable performance that
pleases your customer, too.
Free handbook rushed
on request.

FREE
OEM
HANDBOOK

,oe our ca,alog

THotylcocr
or can us. ton

a,

800-828•7844
(except Ne ,. York Sla,e)

New products
fled by the incorporation of an internally threaded rotor fitted with a
screw shaft. Energizing each of the
unit's two coils with a 12-v dc pulse
in the proper sequence extends or
retracts the shaft in linear increments of 0.004 in. per pulse. Another
similarly modified stepper motor
offers 6- to 8-lb forces.
The unit is approximately 1in, in
diameter and weighs about 1.5 oz. In
quantities of 100 pieces, it sells for
$14.50; production runs will lower
prices considerably. Prototype units
are available.
North

American

Cheshire

Industrial

Philips
Park,

Controls

Corp.,

Cheshire,

Conn.

06410. Phone (203) 272-0301 [373]

Optical encoder provides
computer-compatible output
The model GC 30 series of optical
absolute shaft encoders, with integral electronics and light-emitting
diodes, supply an output that is
directly compatible with many types
of popular integrated circuits. The
devices do not require any external
signal-conditioning or signal-decoding networks.
Output format is continuous parallel Gray code; both positive and
negative logic models are available.
Resolutions of up to 10 bits with an
accuracy of 3.0 minutes of arc are
offered with standard input power
requirements of 5 y dc ± 5% at
300 MA maximum. Purchasers may
choose input powers of 10, 12, or 15
dc at 175 MA maximum.
These size 30 servo-housed units

o

MAGTROL, INC •

70

GARDENVILLE PARKWAY WEST
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14224 •716-668-5555

leader in hysteresis torque-control devices for industry and research
196
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New products

beam modulation input—both of
which are also in the rear—this
allows interconnection with other
TM 500 plug-in modules, such as
pulse generators, function generators, digital and universal counters,
digital multimeters, alogic analyzer,
and others. With the SC 503, users
should be able to assemble measurement systems that are well suited for
medical or biophysical applications,
as well as for avariety of electromechanical measurements.
The SC 503 is priced at $2,200,
and delivery is 15 weeks from receipt
of order.
Tektronix Inc.,

P. O. Box 500,

Beaverton,

tion below 100 kHz and 1-mHz
above. The unit is fully programmable either digitally from the front
panel or by remote control from
HP's IEEE-488 bus. The unit is
priced at $3,000, and delivery is in
90 days.
The HP 3585A 40-MHz spectrum
analyzer has a measurement range
from — 137 to +30 dBm and it can
measure power line sidebands that
are greater than 80 dB down. Its
spurious-free dynamic range is
greater than 80 dB with full-scale
inputs of —25 dBm to +30 (Ism.
Center frequency and span settings
have 0.1-HZ resolution and 0.1-ppmper-month stability over the entire
operating range, making possible use
of a 3-Hz bandwidth resolution for
close-in analysis even at 40 MHz. It is
priced at $17,500, and delivery is
from stock.
Hewlett-Packard

Co.,

Inquiries

Manager,

1507 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304
[355]

Ore. 97077. Phone Bob Down at (503) 6440161, Ext. 6011 [353]

NiCad-powered multimeter
Fractional-N technique used
Data Delay Devices offers the widest
variety of Digital Delay Units. 14
pins DIP and 16 pins DIP. 1 to 10
outputs and digitally programmable
delay time. These units eliminate
the interfacing in T2 L circuits and
save P C board real estate.
With the following advantages:
• T2L input and outputs
• Fast rise — Time on ah taps
• Each tap isolated with 10T 2
Fan-out capabilities
• Exact delay at each tap
• 2,000 NS total delay
• Up to 10 taps
• Digitally Programmable

-„:„
Request complete

9,

catalog

to synthesize and analyze

Using a liquid-crystal display, the
model 258 41
2 -digit multimeter can
/
The fractional-N technique, which measure true rms values of ac voltprovides excellent frequency resolu- ages and currents continuously for as
tion [Electronics, April 27, p. 107], long as 40 hours when it is powered
has been used to produce both a by rechargeable nickel-cadmium
spectrum analyzer and asynthesizer batteries.
that is also afunction generator and
The instrument's sensitivity is
asweeper.
10 gv, and its accuracy is within
The HP 3325A synthesizer can 0.05% of input foi one year without
generate sine waves, triangles, recalibration. The measurement
square waves, and ramps, including ranges handled by the full-function
sweep. As a synthesizer, for exam- instrument, to name a few, are: 10
ple, it delivers sine waves from le to 500 v and 10 nA to 2 A
ImHz to 21 MHZ with 1-uHz resolu- between 30 Hz and 20 kHz, and ± 10
Av de to ± 1,000 vdc.
Measuring 1
/ by 51/2 by 31/2 in.,
4
1
the meter sells for $295 and comes
with carrying case, rechargeable battery pack, battery charger, and test
leads. Optional accessories include a
high-voltage probe, bench stand,
clamp-on ac current probe, and a
leather or fiberglass carrying case.
Data Precision Corp., Audubon Road, Wake-

DATA DELAY

Vy

DEVICES

e
•;"

253 CROOKS AVE.. CLIFTON. N.J. 07011 Tnl. 12011 772 1106
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reads true rms for 40 hours

Circle 202 on reader service card

field, Mass. 01880. Phone Robert Scheinfein
at (617) 246-1600 [358]

Circle 203 on reader service card
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World's most popular —

*lair

able $575. Delivery begins in July.
Hewlett-Packard

Co.,

Inquiries

Manager,

SINGLE PLATE
Ceramic
Capacitors

1507 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304
[351]

Function generator offers
wide range and choice
The model 737 is an extremely
versatile function generator. Over a
frequency range of 0.0001 Hz to
30 MHZ, it creates triangular, square,
and sine waves and pulses. It allows
single-cycle or continuous waveforms to be triggered either manually or by an internal or external
signal. Frequency can be varied
linearly or logarithmically. Pulses
can have a maximum height of 15
peak to peak, aminimum duration of
17 ns, and rise and fall times of less
than 10 ns.
The output amplifier delivers a
maximum open-circuit output of

accuracy of 0.001% and astability of
0.2 ppm per hour over its entire
frequency range. The unit is frequency-programmable and, with the
model 3911 general-purpose interface bus converter, is IEEE-4881975—compatible. It can be operated
in a-m and fm modes using either
external modulation or internal 400or 1,000-Hz frequencies.
Options for the model 3002
include level programming, external
frequency reference, reverse power
protection, and low-level leakage.
The base price for the generator is
$3,300, and delivery is 6weeks after
receipt of order.
Wavetek Indiana Inc., 66 North First Ave.,

F

Beech Grove, Ind. 46107. Phone Mario Vian
at (317) 783-3221 [356]
.cp.(I,

(:1
C:0

..........

cazumem:01111do:

Plug-in scope stores
signals for up to 4hours

30 y p-p. Fixed attenuator settings in
additive steps of 10, 20 and 30 dB
provide a maximum attenuation of
60 dB, while the variable-amplitude
control adds a further 20 dB. A dc
offset voltage provided is variable
over the range ±7.5 y and is unaffected by attenuation settings.
The model 737 is priced at $1,295,
and delivery is four weeks after
receipt of order.
Exact Electronics Inc., 455 S. E. 2nd Ave.,
Hillsboro, Ore. 97123. Phone Joe Foster at
(503) 648-6661 [354]

Programmable generator
can be interfaced to computer
Designated the model 3002, this
generator produces signals between
1kHz and 520 mHz with afrequency

Electronics/June 8, 1978

An addition to the TM 500 series of
modular test and measurement instruments, the SC 503 is a 10-MHz
dual-trace storage oscilloscope that
can hold signals for up to 4 hours on
its bistable-phosphor cathode ray
tube. The unit can also be operated
in an auto-erase mode, which allows
the user to select a viewing time
ranging from 1to 10 seconds, and in
anonstorage mode.
The normal stored writing rate for
the oscilloscope is 50 cm/s, which
can be enhanced to 250 cm/s by
trading off storage time. The device
offers auto, normal, and singlesweep triggering, a variable trigger
hold-off, and trigger viewing. The
SC 503's sensitivity is 1mv/div.
Inputs to both channels can be
switched from the front panel to a
rear connector. Together with an
internal trigger connector and a

Temperature
Compensating
Stable and
General Purpose
ERIE Red Cap "Weecon""
Ceramic Capacitors long have
been the standard of the industry,
offering the broadest selection of
ceramic formulations available.
Additionally, the Red Cap
Weecon line is available in a
wide variety of package sizes.
This all adds up to the most
comprehensive capability in
miniature ceramic capacitors in
the industry.
So specify ERIE Red Cap
single plate Ceramic Capacitors.
For even higher capacitance
values, ERIE Red Cap
Monoblocs are preferred by
design engineers.
• Capacitance range
1pF thru .039 fiF.
• 25, 50, 100, 200, 500 Volts
• Wide range of TC materials
and tolerances
II Delivery to meet your
needs
Write for catalog 8100.

ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PROD CTS, INC.
State College, Pa. 16802
814-237-1431

Circle 201 on reader service card
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Battery Powered Recorders
...with the super accuracy of the Pathfinder" position
feedback galvanometer.. _clean, skip-free tracings on
low cost thermal paper .... portability ... .rechargeable
battery in Dash Iand Dash II. The Super 8 is optionally
available for 12VDC operation (battery not included) or
for 110/220 line power.
For complete details ask for catalog.

•®
ASTRO-MED DIVISION
N

a1r©L umoueunage, °Ha

Man-tol lndustnal Park'West VVarwick, RL 02893/(401-828-4000)

Circle 197 on reader service card

Memory Power
Eternacell® 10 year lithium primary
battery for semiconductor memories

Don't risk memory failure. Eternacell® high reliability, lithium primary
batteries are the ideal standby power source for all types of volatile
memory applications. The reasons:
• Steady voltage (2.9 volts per cell)
at low continuous current
• Shelf life of up to 10 years
• Highest energy per unit
weight and volume
• No recharging
• Hermetically sealed
• Designed for pc
board mounting
For complete information
and pricing write:
Power Conversion, Inc.,
70 MacQuesten
Parkway South,
Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10550.
Or call (914) 699-7333

lap' Power Cony' 31e
heiet
sion
Circle 198 on reader service card

OUR QUICK START PROGRAM CAN HAVE
YOUR COMPANY OFF-AND-RUNNING
IBM
THE DAY IT
ATLANTA, ACITY WITHOUT
MOVES TO
Yes. I'd like to hear Dr. Charles
ATLANTA.
ILIMITS,
McDaniel, Georgia Superintendent of Schools, ex-

I

198

plain in detail how the Quick Start Program works.
Send thé cassette.
Name
Company

Title

Street
State

Zip

Mail to: Roy Cooper, Economic Development
Division, The Atlanta Chamber of Commerce, P.O.
Box 1740, Dept. EM, Atlanta, Georgia 30301.

Circle 126 on reader service card

Disc Instruments Inc., 102 E. Baker St.,
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626. Phone Everett
McElroy at (714) 979-5300 [374]

gives processor heat data

440
2.9 volts
1.0 ampere-hours
0.64" diameter

City

are priced from $395 for a 5-bit
model to $550 for a 10-bit encoder.
Delivery takes six weeks.

Linearizing a-d converter

,
XiAodel
'

When your company decides
to relocate or expand to
Atlanta, tell us the kind of
employees you need, and we'll
recruit and train them before
you get here.
And it doesn't cost you a
thing.That's Georgia's Quick
Start Training Program.
We can give your employees, II
hired here, advance job training in the skills you specify
before they start working.
And it's free. So is the audio
cassette you get by clipping
and mailing this coupon.

New products

With on-board linearizing circuitry
for purchaser-specified type J, K, T.
E, R, or S thermocouples, the model
SL110 linearizing analog-to-digital
converter allows any of the manufacturer's series 100 scanners and the
user's 8-bit microprocessor to communicate with each other over an
8-bit bidirectional bus. Up to 160
channels can be interrogated and
controlled using a single bus. All
processor connections are compatible with transistor-transistor and
complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor logic at +5 v; on-board
control logic allows the microprocessor to control scanning and linearization and to detect cable breakage at
any analog input.
Sample rates of up to 40 channel',

per second are achievable, and scan
rates of approximately 15 channels
per second can be obtained, allowing
for scanner filter settling and maximum a-d conversion time of 24 ms.
Linearization error is less than 0.1%
of full scale.
The unit plugs into a standard
6.25-in, card slot. Its overall dimensions are 6.25 by 10.45 by 0.97 in.,
and its price is $445.
San Diego Instrument Laboratory, 7969
Engineer Rd., San Diego, Calif. 92111.
Phone John Martin at (714) 292-0646 [375]
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Light - the information medium
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'ransmission and Optical Fiber Department
S

M-1 SYSTEM

9sheathed single fiber -LD 02
ecifications
Silice
Attenuation
5to 10 dB/km
NIumerical aperture
18 to 20 °
3assband
300 MI-1/km
Juter fiber dia
120µ±5p.
2able OD
09mm±01
Max available length 1500 mrn

I
l

Dtical cable with 3, 7 19 silica fibers TIS LD

Dtical cable with 7silica fibers JIS ZMO7 and JIS PZ07
pcifications

Aulurjui
tienuation
• Numerical aperture
• Passband
• >Liter fiber dia
• ,able OD
• Max available length
• ensile strength
• ..'adius of curvature
•
•

'\

5

U
15 to 50 dern
32 °
> 150 MH t/500 m
400e ± 10p.
6mm
500 mm
25 kg
80 mm

*Ideal for real-time single-level automated
proces s co ntrol

systems
a

lowlevel component

,
*Also readily fi ts as
into large sophisticated hierarchies with
the ASVT-M and ES
*A valuable tool in engineering
calculations, too

1
w

4,17ip.„
with

Dtical cable with 19 glass fibers TIS-MD 19
ecifications:

• Material
• Attenuation
• Numerical aperture
• Passband
• Outer fiber dia
• Cable OD
• Max available length
• Tensile strength
• Radius of curvature

ç

< 100 dN/krn
b,
> 100 MH/100 n n
105i.t±5p.
6mm
250 m
25 kg
80 mm

-

1 OUR CABLES

an be delivered WITH ct WITHOUT CONNECTORS

TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER ASSEMBLIES rot fiberoptic cables
ype 1IS
and MD
with connectors

— appreciable speed of up to 400,00 0
addition-type ops per second
— a comprehensive system of checks and
diagnostics, automatic self-recovery
after failures, automated initial
program-loading and starting

and also
lull software and input/output interface
compatlity With M-6000/M-7000
ASVT-M PrOCeSSOÍS,
plus the Instruction List readily
expandable with both standard

System for
LOGIC, ANALOGUF
DIGITAL,
transmissor

ea UMW
MS OD MIMI'
ew‘ ITALIA

additional instruction sets and
User's special instructions

Z.I. de la Gaudréé- 5, rue Lambert
91410 DOURDAN (France)
Tél. (1) 492.94.63+
Télex :TXF RA 270105F REF. 643
RHEINGAUSTRASSE 83 85
62000 WIESBADEN 12
W
Tel 10612112835
VIA PICCININI 2
24100 BERGAMO
Tel 10351222 5/1

GI AMANS

ITAL IA

FORT IS MARKETED IN 14 COUNTRIES
Circle 257 on reader service card

—De TECHIVLASHEXPORT
35 Mostilmovskaya
11733 0 Moscow, USSR
Telephone 147-15-62
Telex 7568

Circle 258 on reader service card
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CUSTOM
POWER
SUPPLIES
LAMBDA MAKES IT EASY FOR YOU TO ORDER
Built to your requirements
Lambda custom power supplies are designed to your
requirements, and we have made it very simple for
you to specify within our 16 standard configurations.
By calling your nearest Lambda office you can tell us
what we need to know:
1. To give you a firm price quotation on the
number and type of custom units you require.
2. To design and build these supplies to the
parameters you select.

No engineering charge
There is no engineering or set-up charge for designing
your custom power supply. This is one more reason
why Lambda can offer you a custom product at a
lower cost than if you built it yourself.

Wide range of options

o

o

Lambda offers you acustom power supply with up to 4
outputs, in 4 package sizes and 4front panel configurations for each package size. (Call your nearest Lambda
office for your system requirements.) Choose one of the
group of 5regulation, ripple and temperature coefficient
specifications for each output and we will determine which
package size you need. From the descriptions on the
following pages, also enter on the Request for Quotation
Form the front panel configuration which best meets your
monitoring and control requirements.
Three week delivery
Your custom power supply, assembled, wired, and
ready to operate will be shipped within 3 weeks after
receipt of your order.

-

5 year guarantee
Every custom power supply is covered by Lambda's
comprehensive 5 year guarantee (when five year
guaranteed power supplies are used) which includes
labor as well as parts. Guarantee applies to operation
at full published specifications at end of 5years.

2

PACKAGE
SIZE J
31/
2"x 19" x 14" • up to 8 outputs • and for any single output up to 150V, up to 90A

CONFIGURATION 1
Blank panel. Economical when power supply will be remotely controlled. Maximum of 8 outputs (up to 4 power supplies) with AC input
wiring provided through barrier strip on rear of rack adapter. Customer to provide necessary wiring for dc outputs available at rear of
rack.

CONFIGURATION 2
Panel with on/off switch for AC input, pilot light and fuse. Maximum
of 8 outputs (up to 4 power supplies) with AC input wiring provided
through barrier strip on rear of rack adapter. Customer to provide
necessary wiring for dc outputs available at rear of rack.

CONFIGURATION 3
Panel with on/off switch for AC input, pilot light and fuse plus voltage
controls (up to 4 potentiometers provided). Maximum of 4 outputs
with AC input wiring provided through barrier strip on rear of rack
adapter and DC output wiring provided through barrier strip on rear of
rack adapter. Power supply nameplates at output barrier strips and at
front panel potentiometers.

CONFIGURATION 4
Panel with on/off switch for AC input, and fuse, plus voltage controls
(up to 4 potentiometers provided) and metering panel (up to 4 supplies
monitored, monitoring up to 70A up to 99.9V per supply). Maximum
of 4 outputs with AC input wiring provided through barrier strip on
rear of rack adapter and DC output wiring provided through barrier
strip on rear of rack adapter.
Power supply nameplates at output
barrier strips and at front panel potentiometers.

Example
Package J, Configuration 1provides acompletely wired, assembled, ready-to-use, customer
power supply consisting of:
One

US-10-5-0V

(5V @ 10A with built-in OV)

$202

One LCSA-01 (0-7V @2.0)

134

One LCSB-02 (0-18V @ 2.0)

177

One LRA-14 rack adapter

75

Blank front panel, cables, and assembly labor

80
Total Price

$668

Call your nearest Lambda office for your custom system requirements.
3

PACKAGE

SIZE K
53/
16 x 19" x 14" • up to 8 outputs

• and for any single output up to 150V, up to 135A

CONFIGURATION 1
Blank panel. Economical when power supply will be remotely controlled. Maximum of 8 outputs (up to 4 power supplies) with AC input
wiring provided through barrier strip on rear of rack adapter. Customer to provide necessary wiring for dc outputs available at rear of
rack.

CONFIGURATION 2
Panel with on/off switch for AC input, pilot light and fuse. Maximum
of 8 outputs (up to 4 power supplies) with AC input wiring provided
through barrier strip on rear of rack adapter. Customer to provide
necessary wiring for dc outputs available at rear of rack.

CONFIGURATION 4
Panel with on/off switch for AC input, and fuse, plus voltage controls
(up to 4 potentiometers provided) and metering panel (up to 4supplies
monitored, monitoring up to 70A up to 99.9V per supply). Maximum
of 4 outputs with AC input wiring provided through barrier strip on
rear of rack adapter and DC output wiring provided through barrier
strip on rear of rack adapter.
Power supply nameplates at output
barrier strips and at front panel potentiometers.

Example
Package K, Configuration 2 provides acompletely wired, assembled, ready-to-use custom
power supply consisting of:
Three

us-11-5-0V

(5V @ 20A with built-in OV)

$247.00

One LRA-15 rack adapter
Panel, AC on/off, indicator light, fuse, cables, and assembly labor

75.00
100.00
Total Price

Call your nearest Lambda office for your custom system requirements.

4

$916.00

PACKAGE

SIZE L
31/
2"x 19" x 21" •up to 8 outputs • and for any single output up to 150V, up to 140A

CONFIGURATION 1
Blank panel. Economical when power supply will be remotely controlled. Maximum of 8 outputs (up to 4 power supplies) with AC input
wiring provided through barrier strip on rear of rack adapter. Customer to provide necessary wiring for dc outputs available at rear of
rack.

CONFIGURATION 2
Panel with on/off switch for AC input, pilot light and fuse. Maximum
of 8 outputs (up to 4 power supplies) with AC input wiring provided
through barrier strip on rear of rack adapter. Customer to provide
necessary wiring for dc outputs available at rear of rack.

CONFIGURATION 3
Panel with on/off switch for AC input, pilot light and fuse plus voltage
controls (up to 4 potentiometers provided). Maximum of 4 outputs
with AC input wiring provided through barrier strip on rear of rack
adapter and DC output wiring provided through barrier strip on rear of
rack adapter. Power supply nameplates at output barrier strips and at
front panel potentiometers.

CONFIGURATION 4
Panel with on/off switch for AC input, and fuse, plus voltage controls
(up to 4 potentiometers provided) and metering panel (up to 4 supplies
monitored, monitoring up to 70A up to 99.9V per supply). Maximum
of 4 outputs with AC input wiring provided through barrier strip on
rear of rack adapter and DC output wiring provided through barrier
strip on rear of rack adapter.

Power supply nameplates at output

barrier strips and at front panel potentiometers.

Example
Package L, Configuration 3 provides acompletely wired, assembled, ready-to-use, custom
power supply consisting of.
Two LGS-6-12-0V-R (12V @ 37.5A with built-in OV)

$594

One LRA-16 rack adapter

95

Panel, AC on/off, indicator light, fuse, cables, voltage potentiometers and assembly labor ..

170

Total Price

$1453

Call your nearest Lambda office for your custom system requirements.
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PACKAGE
SIZE M
53/
16" x 19" x 21" •up to 8 outputs •and for any single output up to 150V, up to 220A

CONFIGURATION 1
Blank panel. Economical when power supply will be remotely controlled. Maximum of 8 outputs (up to 4 power supplies) with AC input
wiring provided through barrier strip on rear of rack adapter. Customer to provide necessary wiring for dc outputs available at rear of
rack.

CONFIGURATION 2
Panel with on/off switch for AC input, pilot light and fuse. Maximum
of 8 outputs (up to 4 power supplies) with AC input wiring provided
through barrier strip on rear of rack adapter. Customer to provide
necessary wiring for dc outputs available at rear of rack.

CONFIGURATION 3
Panel with on/off switch for AC input, pilot light and fuse plus voltage
controls (up to 4 potentiometers provided). Maximum of 4 outputs
with AC input wiring provided through barrier strip on rear of rack
adapter and DC output wiring provided through barrier strip on rear of
rack adapter. Power supply nameplates at output barrier strips and at
front panel potentiometers.

CONFIGURATION 4

a

Panel with on/off switch for AC input, and fuse, plus voltage controls
(up to 4 potentiometers provided) and metering panel (up to 4 supplies
monitored, monitoring up to 110A up to 99.9V per supply). Maximum
of 4 outputs with AC input wiring provided through barrier strip on
rear of rack adapter and DC output wiring provided through barrier
strip on rear of rack adapter.

Power supply nameplates at output

barrier strips and at front panel potentiometers.

Example
Package M, Configuration 4 provides acompletely wired, assembled ready-to-use, custom
power supply consisting of:
Two LGS-5-5-0V-R (5V @ 45A with built-in OV)

$440

Two LGS-5-12-0V-R (12V @ 24A with built-in OV)

440

One LRA-17 rack adapter

95

Digital Meter, panel, AC on/off, indicator light fuse, voltage potentiometer, cables, and
assembly labor

430
Total Price

Call your nearest Lambda office for your custom system requirements.
6

$2285

LL SERIES
I-C REGULATED
BENCH POWER SUPPLIES
for general purpose laboratory use

POWER

METER

ON

VOLTAGE
0

t

CURRENT

VOLTAGE
ADJ.

gile

CURRENT
ADJ.

SE

Multi-position lies flat or stands erect
MODEL LL -903-0V
0

ALAMBDA

40VDC

Outstanding Features

00.35ADC

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY

LL Series l-C Regulated Power Supply

All-silicon DC power supply using
integrated circuit to provide regulation system
except for input and output capacitors, rectifiers, and series
regulation transistors
Regulation
line: 0.01% + 1mV
load: 4mV
Ripple

LL SERIES BENCH TYPE SUPPLY
55/
8" x 51
/
2" x-3 7
/
8"

MODEL

ADJ. VOLT.
RANGE VDO

CURRENT
RANGE (1)

PRICE(2)

250 uV RMS, 1mV pk-pk
Convection cooled
Multi-position operation
lies flat or stands erect
Die-cast aluminum construction
Weight

3 modeis with built-in tracking overvoltage protection
$152

IL-901-0V

0-10

0-1 amp

LL-902-0V

0-20

0-0.65 amp

152

LL-903-0V

0-40

0-0.35 amp

152

LL-905

0-120

0-65 ma

152

REGULATION:

Line:

0.01% + 1mV Load: 4 mV

RIPPLE: 250 uV RMS

NOTES:
(1). Consult factory for operation at 400 Hz or temperatures above
50°C. Ratings apply 0-50°C.
(2) All prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

less than 6 lbs.
No overshoot
on turn on, turn-off or power failure
Adjustable current limiting
0 to

110 % of rating

Controls
course voltage adjust, fine voltage adjust, current adjust,
ON/OFF switch, meter function switch
Built-in tracking overvoltage protection
models available
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SPECIFICATIONS
OF LL
SERIES
DC output
voltage ranges: 0-10V, 0-20V, 0-40V, 0-120V.
Regulated voltage
regulation, line
regulation, load
ripple and noise
temperature coefficient

Output connections
5-way binding posts on side panel.

Meter

0.01% + 1mV
4 mV
250 uV RMS
1mV pk-pk
.(0.015% +
300 uV) 1
°C

dual function meter measures voltage or current
output as selected by meter function switch on front
panel.
Controls
DC output controls

AC input
line

power

105-132 VAC 47-440 Hz
(current ratings based on 5763 Hz) derate current 10%
for 50 Hz operation. 187242 VAC, 205-265 VAC, 45440 Hz, see "AC Input
Option"
LL-901-0V, 30 watts;
LL-902-0V, 32 Watts;
LL-903-0V, 32 Watts;
LL-905, 15 Watts

course voltage adjust, fine voltage adjust and current
adjust on front panel.
On models LL-901-0V,
LL-902-0V and LL-903-0V adjustment of voltage
control allows overvoltage protector to track voltage
output automatically.
Power

on-off switch on front panel.
Meter
function switch to measure output voltage or current.
Multiposition operation
lies flat or stands erect

Ambient operating
temperature range

Physical data

continuous duty from 0° to + 50 °C

Size

5 5/8"W x 5 1/2"H x 3 7/8"D

Storage temperature range
-40 °C to +85 °C

Weight

5 lbs. net, 7 lbs. ship
Accessories
pot covers. See catalog.

Overload Protection
Electrical

external overload protection: automatic electronic
current limiting circuit limits the output current to a
preset value, thereby providing protection for load as
well as the power supply. Automatic current limiting
is adjustable from 0-110% of rating.

Options
AC input

Add suffix:
—V
—V1

Overvoltage protection
built-in
tracking
overvoltage
protection
LL-901-0V, LL-902-0V and LL-903-0V.

on

For operation at:

Price

187-242 VAC, 47-440 Hz
205-265 VAC, 47-440 Hz

$20
$20

Derate current 10% for 50 Hz operation

Guaranteed for 5 years
Input connections
heavy-duty, 3-wire line cord provided.
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5-year guarantee includes labor as well as parts.
Guarantee applies to operation at full published
specifications at end of 5years.

LP SERIES SINGLE-OUTPUT POWER SUPPLIES
LPD SERIES DUAL-OUTPUT POWER SUPPLY
LPT SERIES TRIPLE-OUTPUT POWER SUPPLY
for general purpose laboratory and
test equipment use.

Outstanding Features
Designed for both bench and rack use.
Convection cooled
no blowers, no external heat sinks

Series/parallel operation
Continuously variable
Remotely programmable
Remote sensing
Constant voltage/constant current
Designed to meet RFI
per MIL STD 826A

Completely protected

Short circuit proof; continuously adjustable automatic current
limiting

No overshoot
on turn-on, turn-off or power failure

Features of dual and triple output models
6 models with independent DC
outputs offer widest choice
up to ±250 VDC, up to 5 Amps. Either output may be plus
or minus, or both outputs may be plus or minus.

Series/parallel operation
of outputs yields two times the voltage or two times the
current — up to 500 Volts or up to 3.4 Amps.
Widest selection of laboratory
supplies with big-system
features and capabilities
for bench or rack use.

Auto series/auto parallel (master -slave)

permits tracking to acommon reference

Separate meters
provide simultaneous monitoring of both voltage and current.
9

LPT SERIES TRIPLE OUTPUT MODEL
MAX CURRENT, AMPS

VOLTAGE
MODEL

REGULATION (,)

LPT-7202-FM

RIPPLE
(RMS)

RANGE

500 HV

07

1fiN

(VDC)

AT AMBIENT OF:
30 C

(4

70
0-70

40 C

)

(2)(1)

50 C

60 C

50

4.5

4.0

3.5

15

1.35

1.2

1.0

1.5

1.35

1.2

1.0

DIMENSIONS

Price

5 3/16" x 12 1/2" x 11"

$642

LPD SERIES DUAL OUTPUT MODELS
MAX CURRENT, AMPS
AT AMBIENT OF: (')

VOLTAGE RANGE" )
RIPPLE
MODEL

Per Output/
Outputs in Parallel

Per Output/
Outputs in

REGULATION (5) (RMS)

30 C

Series VDC

40 C

50 C

Price

DIMENSIONS

60 C

•LP D-421 A- FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

0- ±20/0-40

1.7/3.4

1.5/3.0

1.3/2.6

0.9/1.8

5 3/16" x 8 3/8" x 10 3/32"

$449

*LPD-422A-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

0- ±40/0-80

1.0/2.0

0.85/1.7

0.7/1.4

0.55/1.1

5 3/16" x 8 3/8" x 10 3/32"

449

*LPD-423A-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

0- ±60/0-120

0.7/1.4

0.6/1.2

0.5/1.0

0.4/0.8

5/3/16" x 8 3/8" x 10 3/32"

449

LPD-424A-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

0- ±120/0-240

0.38/0.76

0.32/0.64

0.26/0.52

0.20/0.40

5 3/16" x 8 3/8" x 10 3/32"

449

LP D-425A- FM

0.01% + 1mV

1 mV

0- ±250/0-500

0.13/0.26

0.12/0.24

0.11/0.22

0.10/0.20

5 3/16" x 8 3/8" x 10 3/32"

535

LP SERIES SINGLE OUTPUT MODELS
0-10 VOLTS
MODEL

REGULATION (,)

RIPPLE
(RMS)

MAX CURRENT AMPS AT AMBIENT OF: (')
30 C

40°C

50 C

60 C

DIMENSIONS

Price

*LP-410A-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500

uV

2U

1.8

1.4

5 3/16" x 4 3/16" x 10"

"LP-520-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

5.0

4.7

3.7

5 3/16" x 4 3/16" x 15 1/2"

310

*LP-530-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

10.0

90

7.0

5 3/16" x 8 3/8" x 15 5/8"

449

JU

$251

0-20 VOLTS
*LP-411A-FM
LP-521 -FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

1.2

11

10

0.8

5 3/16" x 4 3/16" x 10"

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

3.3

3.0

2.6

2.3

5 3/16" x 4 3/16" x 15 1/2"

310

*LP-531-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

5.7

5.3

4.7

4.0

5 3/16" x 8 3/8" x 15 5/8"

433

$251

0-40 VOLTS
*LP-412A FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

1.0

0.90

0.80

0.60

5 3/16" x 4 3/16" x 10"

*LP-522-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

5 3/16" x 4 3/16" x 15 1/2"

310

*LP-532-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

3.0

2.9

2.7

2.3

5 3/16" x 8 3/8" x 15 5/8"

433

$251

0-60 VOLTS
"LP-413A-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

0.45

0.41

0.37

0.33

5 3/16" x 4 3/16" x 10"

*LP-523-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

5 3/16" x 4 3/16" x 15 1/2"

$251
316

LP-533-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

2.4

2.2

2.1

1.8

5 3/16" x 8 3/8" x 15 5/8"

482

0-120 VOLTS
LP-414A-FM

U 01% + 1mV

500 uV

0.20

0.18

0.16

0.12

5 3/16" x 4 3/16" x 10"

LP-524-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

0.5

0.45

0.4

0.35

5 3/16" x 4 3/16" x 15 1/2"

353

LP-534-FM

0.01% + 1mV

500 uV

1.2

1.0

0.9

0.8

5 3/16" x 8 3/8" x 15 5/8"

535

500 uV

80 mA

72 mA

65 rnA

60 mA

5 3/16" x 4 3/16" x 10"

$278

0-250 VOLTS
LP-415A-FM

0.01% + 1mV

NOTES:
•Overvoltage protection available as an accessory. Each output requires separate OV accessory - add $35.00 for each output.
See page 23.
(i) Current rating applies over entire voltage range. Ratings based on 57-63 Hz operation.
(2) Prices are for metered models. LP and I_PD series models are not available without meters.
(3) All prices subject to change without notice.
(4) LPD, LIDT Series models require one LH-OV for each output.
(s) See next page for full specifications
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OF LP, LPD &
LPT SERIES

Input and output connections
covered terminal block on rear of chassis; five-way binding
posts on front panel. On LPD, LPT Models one set of five-way
posts is provided for each output.

DC output
voltage ranges shown in tables.
Regulated voltage
regulation (line or load)

current range
remote programming
resistance
remote programming
voltage
ripple and noise

Temperature
coefficient

0.01% + 1mV for line variations from 105-132 VAC or
for load changes from no load
to full load.
as shown in table
200 ohms/volt nominal

Meters
voltmeter and ammeter. For LPD, LPT Models, each output
has aseparate voltmeter and ammeter.
Controls
DC output controls

volt per volt
500uV RMS, 1.5mV pk-pk
(either plus or minus terminal
grounded.)
LPD-425-A-FM
model only 1mV RMS, 3mV,
pk-pk.
(0.015%
+
0.3mV)r
C-LP, LPT models (0.015% +
0.5mV)PC-LPD models

coarse and fine voltage and coarse and fine current adjust provided on front panel of all LPD, LPT models for each output.
On all other LP models coarse and fine voltage adjust and
single current adjust controls are provided.
Power
on-off switch, front panel.
Remote sensing
provision is made for remote sensing to eliminate effect of
power output lead resistance on DC regulation.
Physical data

Constant current
(current regulated line and load)
Series

Automatic crossover

voltage range
current range

regulation (line
or load)

as shown in tables
min: 45mA or 1% whichever
is greater (LP-530-FM — LP534-FM, LPT models only) all
other LP models and LPD
models 5mA or 1% whichever is greater.
max: as shown in tables.
less than 0.2% or 5mA whichever is greater.

AC input
105-132 VAC; 47-440 Hz. Ratings based on 57-63 Hz.
187-242 VAC; 205-265 VAC. See "AC Input Option."
Ambient operating
continuous duty from 0° to +60 °C
Storage temperature range

7
14
25
13
24

Overload protection

10
18
30
16
29

Size (Inches)
53/16
53/16
53/16
53/16
53/16

x43/16 x 10
x4 3/16 x 15 1/;
x8 3/8 x 15 5/8
x8 3/8 x 10 3/3:
x 12 1/2 x 11

Panel finish

tan glass-filled, flame-retardant nylon panels.
Accessories
rack adapters, overvoltage protectors, pot covers, blank panels
See page 23.
Options

Price
Qty 1-14

Price
Single
Model
Qty
15 & up

Price
Mixed Model
Qty 15 & up

12% or $30*

10%

12% or $30 4

12% or $30*

10%

12% or $30'

Ac input

—V
—V1

-55 °C to +85 °C

187-242 VAC
47-440 Hz
205-265 VAC
47-440 Hz

*Whichever is greater

Thermal

For 50 Hz operation derate current 10% on all models

Thermostat, automatic reset.
Electrical

internal failure
protection

LP410A
LP520
LP530
LPD
LPT

Add for operation
suffix
at:

temperature range

external overload
protection

Weight
Lbs
Lbs
net
ship

adjustable, automatic electronic current limiting, settable to 105% of rated current.
provided by fuse

Fungus proofing
add suffix "-R" to model number and add 10% or $25.00 tc
the price (whichever is greater).
Guaranteed for 5years
5-year guarantee includes labor as well as parts. Guarantec
applies, to operation at full published specifications at end 01
5years.

LK SERIES
HIGH CURRENT
POWER SUPPLIES
for automatic test equipment, systems and general
purpose laboratory use.

LK Series
Full-Rack Models

LK Series
Full-Rack Models

Outstanding Features
nese e

Convection-cooled
no blower, no external heat sinking
Regulation
0.015% or 1mV — line or load
Ripple
500 uV RMS max.
No voltage spikes or overshoot
on turn-on, turn-off or power failure
Series/Parallel operation
Constant voltage/constant current
LK Series
% Rack Models

Remotely programmable
all models, by voltage or resistan( e
Remote sensing
eliminates effect

of power output lead resistance on

DC regulation
Meet mil, environment specs.
vibration: MIL-T-4807A

•

All silicon convection-cooled power supplies
for bench or rack use

shock: MI L-E-4970A Proc. 1&2
humidity: MI L-STD-819 Meth. 507
temp. shock: MI L-E-5272C (ASO) Proc. 1
Altitude: MI L-E-4970A (ASG) Proc. 1
marking: MI L-STD-130
quality: MIL-Q-9858
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LK SERIES
Three high current, all convection-cooled
power packages
0-20, 0-36, 0-60 VDC and up to 66 Amps.
0-20 VOLTS
RIPPLE
MODEL

REGULATION

(RMS)

MAX. CURRENT, AMPS AT
AMBIENT OF:(1)
40°C

50°C

60°C

71°C

DIMENSIONS
5 3/16" x 8 3/8" x 16"

PRICE (2)(3)

LK-340-A-FM

0.015% or 1mV

500 uV

8.0

7.0

6.1

4.9

LK-341-A-FM
LK-350-FM

0.015% or 1mV
0.015% or 1mV

500 uV
500 uV

13.5
35.0

11.0
31.0

10.0
26.0

7.7
20.0

53/16" x 83/8" x 16"
53/16" x 19" x 16 1/2"

$ 562
1011

LK-360-FM*

0.015% or 1mV

500 uV

66.0

59.0

50.0

40.0

7" x 19" x 18 1/2"

1573

LK-342-A-FM
LK-343-A-FM

0.015% or 1mV
0.015% or 1mV

500 uV
500 uV

5.2
9.0

5.0
8.5

4.5
7.6

3.7
6.1

LK-351-FM
LK-361-FM*

0.015% or 1mV
0.015% or 1mV

500 uV
500 uV

25.0
48.0

23.0
43.0

20.0
36.0

15.0
30.0

LK-344-A-FM
LK-345-A-FM

0.015% or 1mV
0.015% or 1mV

500 uV
500 uV

4.0
6.0

3.5
5.2

3.0
4.5

25
4.0

LK-352-FM
LK-362-FM*

0.015% or 1mV
0.015% or 1mV

50011V
500 uV

15.0
25.0

14.0
24.0

12.5
22.0

10.0
19.0

728

0-36 VOLTS
53/16" x 8 3/8" x 16"
53/16" x 8 3/8" x 16"
53/16" x 19" x 16 1/2"
7" x 19" x 18 1/2"

$ 562
728
1011
1573

0-60 VOLTS
53/16" x 8 3/8" x 16"
53/16" x 8 3/8" x 16"
5 3/16" x 19" x 16 1/2"
7" x 19" x 18 1/2"

$ 610
728
1091
1573

*AC INPUT 188-238 VAC STANDARD

OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTOR ACCESSORIES
ADJ. VOLT. RANGE VDC

MODEL

FOR USE WITH

3.24

LH OV-4

LK-340-A-FM, 341-A-FM

PRICE
$35

3-47

LH-OV-5

LK-342-A-FM, 343-A-FM

35

3.70

LH-OV-6

LK-344-A-FM, 345-A-FM

35

3-70

Add
"-OV" to

LK-350-FM to 352-FM

100

3-70

Model No.

LK-360-FM to 362-FM

135

NOTES:
(1) Current rating applies over entire voltage range.
(2) Prices are for metered models. Non metered models available at same price. Models LK-360-FM, LK-361-FM, and LK-362-FM, which are metered
models, not available without meters.
(3) Overvoltage protection up to 70 VDC as a built-in option for full-rack models. To order, add suffix "-OV" and add $100.00 to price of models
LK-350-FM, 351-FM, 352-FM. For models LK-360-FM, 361-FM, 362-FM, add $135.00 and order by adding -0V to model number.
(4) Chassis slides for full rack models: add suffix "-CS" to model number and add $70.00 to the price, except for models LK-360-FM, LK-361-FM
and LK-362-FM, for which add $120.00.
(5) All prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
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SPECIFICATIONS
OF LK
SERIES
DC output

Input and output connections

voltage ranges shown in tables.

terminal block on rear of chassis

Regulated voltage

Meters
voltmeter and ammeter on all models.

regulation line
or load

0.015% or 1 mV whichever is
greater for line variations from
105-132 VAC, (or 188-238 VAC
LK-360-FM series); or for load
changes from no load to full load.
200 ohms/volt

remote programming
resistance
remote programming
voltage
ripple and noise

Controls
DC output controls

coarse and fine voltage adjust and coarse and fine current
adjust on front panel.
Power

volt per volt
500 uV HMS; with either pos.
or neg. terminal grounded.
0.015%/°C

temperature coefficient
Constant current
(current regulated line and load)

on-off switch, front panel, — 1
2 rack models; circuit breakers,
/
front panel — full-rack models.
Remote Sensing
provision is made for remote sensing to eliminate effect of
power output lead resistance on DC regulation.
Physical data

Automatic crossover

voltage range

as shown in tables.

current range

minimum-5% of 40 °C rating.
maximum — as shown in
tables.

regulation, I
ine

less than 10 mA or 0.1%
whichever is greater for Input
Variations of 105-132 VAC
(188-238 VAC LK-360-FM
series).

regulation, load

less than 10 mA or 0,1%
whichever is great — from 0
to rated VDC load voltage
change.

Weight
Lbs
Lbs
net
ship

Series
LK-340-AFM
LK-350-AFM
LK-360-AFM

35
95
135

Size (Inches)

41
125
170

53/16 x83/8 x 16
53/16 x 19 x 16 1/2
7x 19 x 18 1/2

Panel finish

brushed aluminum
(standard).

clear anodized

panels with grey inlay

Accessories
rack adapters LRA-1, LRA-2 (LK-340 series only) chassis
slides, over-voltage protectors, pot covers, blank panels.
See page 23.
Options

AC input

AC input

105-132 VAC, 47-63 Hz. (188-238 Vac, 47-63 Hz LK-360-FM
Series only). For operation at 50 Hz derate output current by
10%. 187-242 VAC, see AC option.

For LK-340, LK-350 Series Only
Add
suffix

for operation
at:

Ambient operating temperature range

—V

continuous duty from 0°C to +71 °C with load current ratings
shown in tables.

—V1

Storage temperature range

For LK-360 Series Only

-55 °C to +85 °C

—V1

Overload protection
Thermal

thermostat,
removed.

automatic

reset when over-temp. condition is

Electrical

external overload protection: adjustable, automatic electronic
current limiting circuit limits the output current to the preset
value, thereby providing protection for load as well as power
supply. Current limiting settability to 105% of rated current.
internal failure protection: provided by fuse.
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187-242 VAC
47-63 Hz
205-265 VAC
47-63 Hz
205-265 VAC
47-63 Hz

Price
Qty 1-14

Price
Single
Model
Price
Mixed Model
Qty
15 & up Qty 15 & up

12% or $30"

10%

12% or $30*

12% or $30"

10%

12% or $30

12% or $30*

10%

12% or $30"

*Whichever is greater
For 50

H7

operation derate current 10% for all models

Fungus proofing

add suffix "R" to model number and add 10% to price.
Guaranteed for 5 years
5-year guarantee includes labor as well as parts. Guarantee
applies to operation at full published specifications at end of 5
years.

LF-9-04 POWER SUPPLY
LF-9-04-GPIB POWER SUPPLY
The most advanced automatic
test equipment power supplies
on the market today

No w /x\ Lambda offers two power
supplies for your automatic test equipment
power supply requirement. It provides plus
or minus 0-50 volts at 2 amperes DC with
the following features:
Features
LF-9-04
8, 12, or 24 bit
BCD programming
or ASCII programming
0.01% regulation,
line or load
A 2 msec
programming time
for full voltage
compliance
15 mV accuracy
for 50 V BCD
programming
30 mV accuracy
for 50V of ASCII
programming
Resolution 50 mV (BCD)
at 50 V; 100 mV for
ASCII
100% sinking
capability
ripple-10mV pk-pk (BCD)
on 50 Volt range; 20 mV
for ASCII
optical isolation

LF-9-04-GPIB
current limit flag
busy ready flag

IEEE Standard 488-75
interconnector bus
ASCII programming

Current limit
programming

0.01% regulation,
line or load

current over-ride

A 2 msec
programming time
for full voltage
compliance

zero over-ride
inverted/
noninverted input
zero adjust
worst-case
overshoot-1 volt
transient response1.2 msec

30 mV accuracy
for 50V of ASCII
programming
Resolution 100 mV
at 50 V
100% sinking
capability

ripple-20 mV pk-pk
on 50 Volt range
ootical isolation
Current limit
programming
zero adjust
worst-case
overshoot-1 volt
transient response—
1.2 msec
unique digital
c,rcuitry designed
with CrVIOS

unique digital
circuitry designed
with CMOS

Ordering Information
Model
LF-9-04

Price
$1000

Model
LF-9-04-GPIB

Price
$1200
19

•IMI,

M.N.., 1W- 1M

WI

•11•11,

.1••••

'UMW

IM

Overshoot

DC output
MAX AMPS AT AMBIENT OF:
Volt (VDC)

40 °C

50 °C

60 °C

0 to ± 49.95

1.98

1.8

1.6

Worst case overshoot 1volt under any conditions

Input data word:
A 24 Bit data word is used comprising of 12 bits BCD

Output range
Xl range:
± 9.99V

voltage programming, 8 bits BCD current and one bit each

*X5 range:

in 10 mV steps
±49.95V in 50 mV steps

X10 range

ASCII only — selected automatically(0- to

bits, or ASCII to make up the 24 bits. Current is pro-

±49.9 V in 100 mV steps

grammed as apercentage of full scale.

for gain, polarity and current limit override. Data word may
be accepted in 3, 2, or 1 sequential segments of 8, 12, 24

Source or sink

Programming time:

1.98 amps continuous

see graphs on next page

Regulated voltage

Data validity

regulation line

0.01% — for line variations
105-132VAC
option)

(see AC input

regulation load
(all ranges)

0.01% — for load variation of
0 to full load.

ripple and noise

X1 range: 2.0 mV pk-pk max
*X5 range: 10 mV pk-pk max
X10 (ASCII): 20 mV pk-pk
max

temperature coefficient

Voltage
X1 range: .005%/ °C+35 1.2\1/ °C
*X5

range:

0.115 mV/°C
X10 range:

.005%/ °C
(ASCII

+

only)

.005%/°C + .215 rnV/ °C
Current
All ranges: 500 biA/ °C

Constant current operation
Current Range.
load

Data loading
Logic Levels—all 0 to +5V. One CMOS load
Compatible with TTL or DTL

per line.

Interface requirements:
CMOS — direct
DTL — direct
TTL — direct, with a 10K pull up resistor on each
data line to +5V bus.

Control lines
One TTL or DTL buffer per line
Data Flag — CMOS input
Zero Override — requires sinking of 15mA, compatible with
DTL or TTL buffers
Final Transfer Pulse — CMOS input

Output flags
1. Current Limit Flag — optical coupler, conducting when
in current limit.
2. Busy Ready Flag — open collector, logic zero when ready

1% to 99% of full scale

Regulation line

0psec

1mA max
20 mA max

to accept new data.

AC input

Cooling

105-132VAC, 47-440Hz. For 187-242 or 205-265 VAC see
AC input option.

Convection-cooled, no heatsinks or blower necessary

Ambient operating temperature range
continuous duty from 0° to 60 °C with load current ratings
shown in table.

Storage temperature range

Model
(Package 9)

Basic accuracy

LF-9-04

(at 25 °C, 115VAC input and
no load)
Voltage
X1 range: 3 mV
*X5 range: 15 mV
X10 range: 30 mV (ASCI I
only)
Current
All ranges

10 mA

through

Size
(inches)

heavy

duty

barrier

Weight
lbs net
lbs ship

4 15/16 x 7 1/2 x 14

20

22

Options
AC input
Add

for operation

Suffix

Add to

at:

Price

—V

187-242 VAC, 47-440 Hz

12%

—V 1

205-265 VAC, 47-440 Hz

12%

X1 range: 10 mV

Accessories:

*X5 range: 50 mV

rack adapters

X10 range: 100 mV (ASCII)
Current

chassis slides, blank panels.

All ranges: 20 mA

Guaranteed for 5 years.

1.2 msec to within .05% of full scale for 90% load change
*BCD only

connections

Voltage

Transient response

20

Input/output

strip and connector

Physical data

—55 °C to +85 °C

Resolution

Mounting positions
one mounting position on horizontal plane

LRA-10,

LRA-11

Overvoltage protectors,

5 year guarantee includes labor as well as parts. Guarantee
applies to operation at full published specifications at end
of 5years.

SPECIFICATIONS OF LF-9-04- GPIB
DC output
Volt (VDC)

Input Data Format:
MAX AMPS AT AMBIENT OF
40 °C 50 °C
60 °C

0 to ±49.95

198

1.8

1.6

Output range
xIrange:
± 9.99V in 10 mV steps
X10 range:

selected autornatically(0- to
±49.9 V in 100 mV steps

Source or sink
Regulated voltage

regulation load
(all ranges)
ripple and noise
temperature coefficient

see graphs on next page

Data Loading:

Data Input Lines:
0.01% — for line variations
105-132VAC (see AC input
option)
0.01% — for load variation of
0to full load.
X1 range: 2.0 mV pkpk max
X10 20 mV pk-plc max
Voltage
X1range: .005%/ °C+35 LiVrC
X10 range:
.005%/°C +.215 inVrC
Current
All ranges: 500 pArC

Constant current operation
Current Range: 1% to 99% of full scale
Regulation line
1mA max
load

Programming time:

Logic levels ("0"
+ 2.0V; "1" < + 0.8V) and interface
requirements are as specified in IEEE Std. #488.

1.98 amps continuous

regulation line

Data is entered in bit-parallel, byte-serial format as specified
by IEEE Std. #488. The 24 programming bits contain 12
bits BCD voltage programming, 8 bits BCD current
programming and one bit each for gain, polarity and mode.
The valid data format is ASCII.

20 mA max

010-1 thru 8as specified in IEEE Std. #488.

Control Lines:
ATN, E0I, IFC, NRFD, NDAC, DAV, SRQ, REN* as
specified in IEEE Std. #488. All control and data input
lines are accessed through 24-pin GPI B connector on back
panel. The SRQ line is activated by a current overload
condition while in constant voltage mode or overvoltage
limit condition while in constant current mode. Mode of
operation programmed with mode bit.
*REN is not a usable function for the LF-GPIB and is
terminated in alogical "0".

Cooling
Convection-cooled, no heatsinks or blower necessary

Mounting positions

AC input

one mounting position on horizontal plane

105-132VAC, 47-4401-ft. For 187-242 or 205-265 VAC see
AC input option.

Input/output connections
strip and connector

through

heavy

duty

barrier

Ambient operating temperature range
continuous duty horn 0° to 60 °C with load current ratings
shown in table.

Physical data

Storage temperature range

Model
(Package 9)

—55 °C to +85 °C

LF-9-04-GPIB 4 15/16 x7 1/2 x 14 5/8

Size
(inches)

Weight
lbs net
lbs ship
20

22

Basic accuracy
(at 25 °C, 115VAC input and
no load)
Voltage
X1 range: 3 criV
X10 range: 30 inV
Current
All ranges: 10 mA

Resolution

Voltage
X1 range: 10 mV
X10 range: 100 mV
Current
All ranges: 20 mA

Options
AC input
Add
Suffix
—V
—V 1

for operation
at:
187-242 VAC, 47-440 Hi
205-265 VAC, 47-440 Hi

Add to
Price
12%
12%

Accessories:
rack adapters LRA-10, LRA-11. Overvoltage protectors,
chassis slides, blank panels.

Transient response
1.2 msec to within .05% of full scale for 90% load change

Guaranteed for 5 years.

Overshoot

5 year guarantee includes labor as well as parts. Guarantee
applies to operation at full published specifications at end
of 5years.

Worst case overshoot 1volt under any conditions
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SPECIFICATIONS OF LF-9-04, LF-9-04-GPIB
DEFINITION OF TERMS:

Programming Time mSec Vs Programmed
Voltage Step (Constant Current Load)
45
35

Resolution:
I
D = DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
PROGRAMMED CURRENT
AND LOAD CURRENT APPLIES TO CONSTANT CURRENT NON-CAPACITIVE LOAD

25
15
5

Minimum programmable change

Basic Accuracy:
Maximum deviation from programmed value at 25 °C
constant temperature, 115 VAC and no load.

Programming Time mSec Vs Programmed
Voltage Step (Resistive Load)
60

RL
...,-

Time, after data entry, required for the supply to settle
within 0.05% full scale.

50(1

...
,F1 L =loon.7
......- -. .- ---i -' ...--- --R
-L =25n.
30
,--;--- --50

Programming Time:

_ 40
7,

20
10

-*:.-r e>

RL =

1p = programmed current

Data Flag:
Customer generated 3.3 µsec minimum pulse, beginning
at least 2 µsec after date is presented, to signal that data
is available and ready for processing.

1
11
I
p
programmed 1current
RL= Load resistance

10

I . . . 1

RL = Load resistance.
2
msec

33 n

RL = 25S-2

2.8

—2

1p =2.0A
100% Full Load

msec

3

1p = 1.5A
75% Full Load

Final Transfer Pulse:
Customer generated 2 µsec minimum
at least 300 µsec after first data flag,
from input shift register into storage
This pulse is internally generated by
ASCII.

60

60 I = programmed
50 current
L = Load
n40
resistance
630

ip = programmed current
50 " RL = Load resistance

40

--

É30
o
> 20

>20

• .

›'_..-tRL

10 /4/-1

10

L = loon

1

2

3

4

=

—

5on

5 6
msec

7

8

9

1p =0.5A

I
p = 1.0A
50% Full Load

Time required for supply to return to within 0.05% full
scale of programmed value, for 90% change of load.

Overshoot:

çe-

Magnitude of voltage by which output may exceed
programmed value or fall below zero volts during
turn-on, turn-off, voltage to current limit crossover or
current limit to voltage crossover and programming.

10

o
msec

3

4.0

5 5.5

msec

CL =25 mfd
Load Capacitance

C = 50 mfd
Load Capacitance

Zero Override:

25
20

/

e 15
o
> 10

•.
0

3

4

CL = 100 mfd
Load Capacitance
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55.5

e

\O '
,,
_I..'
Vi)

5

msec

Minimum time for which data must remain present after
data flag.

Transient Response:

o

3.0

Data Validity:

25% Full Load

Programming Time mSec Vs Programmed
Voltage Step (Capacitive Load)

2.0

pulse beginning
to transfer data
and the DAC's.
the system for

1

2

3

'o -

o. 51'--

4

Input signal pulse programs output of power supply to
zero volts. This signal is also activated when input data
plug is pulled out. Zero override is a system feature
that may be utilized in an emergency by forcing the
output to zero volts from any previous state. When in
that mode the output will be kept at zero ±50 triV max.
While the output ripple will be limited to 15 mV pk-pk
max.

5

msec

CL = 200 mfd
Load Capacitance

ID = Difference between programmed current and
constant load current.

Output Flags:
System generated signal, available to the user through
the input data connector.

SUMMARY OF THE IEEE STD. #488
See Specifications of LF-9-04-GPIB

IEEE
Standard #488 specifies a system for the
interconnection of as many as 14 pieces of test equipment
on a single 24-wire bus controlled by acentral processing
unit. The bus consists of 8 bidirectional data lines, 8
command lines and 8ground lines. Data is transferred along
the bus via a specific 3-wire "handshake" process. This
process greatly reduces the possibility of lost data since any
one operation must be confirmed by all addressed units
before the following operation may commence.
The address system allows the controller to identify the
units which are to transmit or receive data while allowing
the other units on the bus to function uninterrupted. The
service request (SAO) line provides each module on the bus
with the ability to inform the controller if a particular
condition in that module warrants attention or service.
Listed below are the designations of the 8 command lines
and abrief function description for each:
1. ATN (ATTENTION) — This line is used to call the
attention of all units on the bus (i.e., all units are
listening). All command instructions must be given
under this signal.
2. IFC (INTERFACE CLEAR) -This line is used to set the
interface—parts of which are contained in all units on
the bus—at aknown quiescent state.
3. SRO (SERVICE REQUEST) -This line provides ameans
for each unit on the bus to indicate to the contrdller
that a condition exists which may require attention or
service.

4. E01 (END OR IDENTIFY) -This line is used to indicate
the end of a particular multiple-byte transfer sequence.
5. REN (REMOTE ENABLE) -This line is used to select
between two alternate sources of device programming
data (i.e., computer control or local control).
The remaining three commands comprise the three-wire
"handshake" process. This process utilizes interlocking
command sequences to transfer each data byte across the
interface. These sequences can only proceed at the rate of
the slowest addressed unit on the bus, thus assuring that all
units on the bus can completely assimilate the data.
6. DAV (DATA VALID) -This command is used by the
"talker" to indicate that the data on the DIO signal lines
is valid and ready to be processed.
7. NRFD (NOT READY FOR DATA) -This line is used by
the "listeners" on the bus to indicate whether or not
they are ready to process the next byte of data.
8. NDAC (NOT DATA ACCEPTED) -This line is used by
the "listeners" on the bus to indicate that the data on
the line has been processed and can now be removed.

Consult Factory For:
A. Application information using BCD as input format.
B. Application information using I
FC as an emergency
shutdown.

ACCESSORIES
Overvoltage Protectors Accessories
Adj. Volt.
Range VDC

7riáttmm

For Use With

Model

3-24

LH-OV-4

3-47

LH-OV-5

3-70

LH-OV-6

0 11

Add "-OV" to
power supply
model number

LP-530-FM, LP-531-FM, LK-340A-FM, LK-341A-FM,
LP-410A-FM, LP-411A-FM, LPD-421A-FM, LR-602AFM, LP-520-FM
LP-532-FM, LK-342A-FM, LK-343A-FM, LP-412A-FM,
LPD-422A-FM, LP-531-FM, LP-521-FM, LP-522-FM
LP-533-FM, LK-344A-FM, LK-345A-FM, LP-413A-FM,
LPD-423A-FM, LP-523-FM, LP-413A-FM
LK-350-FM, LK-351-FM, LK-352-FM,

Price
$ 35

LK 360 FM, LK 361 FM, LK 362 FM

35
35
100
135

Adjustable Crowbar type (Mounting provisions provided 2 terminal connections.)

RACK ADAPTERS

LRA-1 Rack Adapter
5 3/16"H x 19'W x 16 1/2"D

LRA-2 Rack Adapter
5 3/16" Heights

For use with LP, LPD, LK, LR,
series $85

For use with LP, LPD, LK
LR series $50

\MI3DA 11.1.x "FRONK'S
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Suddenly your last year's
Electronics Buyers'Guide is
as outdated as last year's
phone book
Just published; 1978 Electronics Buyers' Guide. Completely new listings
of catalogs, new phone numbers, new addresses, new manufacturers, sales reps, and
distributors! The total market in a book—four directories in one!

3.

1.

Directory of products. Over
4,000 products, over 5,000
manufacturers.

Directory of manufacturers.
Local sales offices, reps, and
distributors, with phone
numbers. Number of employees and engineers, dollar
volume, name of company
contact.

2.

4.

Directory of trade names of
products and their manufacturers. You can trace aproduct by its trade name only.

Directory of catalogs.
Includes six post-paid catalog
inquiry cards for 10-second
ordering.

The only book of its
kind in the field.
If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with the
coupon now.

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020
Yes, please send me
copy(ies) of 1978 EBG.
I've enclosed $25 per copy delivered in the USA or canada.
El I've enclosed $35 per copy for delivery elsewhere ($47 if
shipped by Air). Full money-back guarantee if returned in 10 days.
Name
Company
Street

City
Electronics/June 8, 1978
'cle 228 on reader service card

State

Zip
229

New products
Data handling

SOLVES
YOUR
14-BIT
A T° E ,
PROBLEMS

Are you down-hearted? Has somebody sold you a 14-bit lemon?
Cheer up, Bunky. You've got a14-bit
AID ace up your sleeve—at Zeltex.
Need a speed merchant? Try the
ZAD8014. With 10 µsec conversion
times you can overtake high speed
data and peg it with pinpoint
precision.
Want 883B quality? The ZAD3214 is
a hard-nosed, battle tested converter. Designed, qualified and
screened to 883B and sealed in a
rugged metal case.
Want economy? Our general purpose ZAD3014 is just $1997 That's
for 14-bits, not 12, four input ranges
and three output codes in aspacesaving 3.5 cu. in. case.
These are just openers. We have
more 14-bit off-the-shelf solutions
that work and work right. Call us.
We can solve any 14-bit A/D problem you've got!
*(100 unit qty.)

Xldtex ,
The Conversion Product Specialists
940 Detroit Avenue, Concord,
California 94518.

Ampex joins
Winchester
drive club

tor-logic integrated circuits.
Volume shipments of the DF-900
are expected by August, Kirby says.
For quantities of 100 or more, the
price of the new drives starts at
$3,450 each and increases by $150
for each extra disk up to $3,900 for
the 87.8-megabyte version.
Ampex

While Winchester-technology disk
drives are not new, they are for
Ampex Corp.'s Data Products division. Until now, Ampex's drives were
all of the removable-media type, but
that is changed with the appearance
of the new DF-900.
Ampex does not see the Winchester product competing with the
removable-media drives. "On the
contrary," declares Mike Kirby, Memory Products division senior product manager, "there are applications
for both within the same system."
Kirby sees the DF-900 expanding
the present market base; the demand
for fixed-media drives has risen
meteorically compared with removable media drives.
The drive is available with a storage capacity of 12.5, 37.6, 62.7, or
87.8 megabytes. It uses the same
pair of heads on the same oxidecoated disks as the accepted IBM
3340, and it employs modified
frequency modulation, or MFM, for
the double-density recording of data.
The disks spin at a rate of 2,964
rpm with an average latency time of
10.12 ms average access time is 40
ms, and the nominal data-transfer
rate is specified at 885,000 8-bit
bytes per second.
All of the drive's electronics are on
two printed-circuit boards. An Intel
8048 provides drive-motor control,
servo positioning, support, and automatic drive diagnostics. A set of
toggle switches and light-emittingdiode panel lamps on the edge of one
board allows users to initiate random
seeks or read/writes and determine
the origin of any functional problem.
Wherever the timing requirements
of the system are stringent, as in the
read/write system electronics, emitter-coupled-logic circuitry is employed. But random-logic support for
the 8048 is implemented with smalland medium-scale transistor-transis-

Corp.,

401

Broadway,

Redwood

City, Calif. 94063 [361]

Computers cost
up to 21% less
Five new microprocessor-based business computers by Randal Data
Systems give higher performance
and cut system prices as much as
21% over earlier comparable machines. These machines, complete
with all operating hardware, range
from the new top of the line, the
Link 550 at $44,990, down to the
lowest, the Link 140, for $13,350.
Software packages are separate
items, designed for specific types of
businesses, starting at $2,600 and
going up to about $6,300.
At the top of the line are two 500
series machines with hard-disk storage, cathode-ray-tube displays, and
printers. The 550 offers three terminals as standard hardware, 50 megabytes of internal memory, a 110character-per-second printer, and
50-million-character drive— features
that in the past cost at least $45,900
in the Randal line. The cheaper Link
540 has fewer terminals, selling for
$37,900. A faster optional printer, at
125 lines per minute, boosts the price
to $41,900. The 540 can use up to 5
terminals, the 550 up to 10; and both
can drive multiple printers.
At the low end, the Link 140
retails for abasic $13,350, featuring

(415) 686-6660fTWX 910-481-9477
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Suddenly your last year's
Electronics Buyers'Guide is
as outdated as last year's
phone book
Just published; 1978 Electronics Buyers' Guide. Completely new listings
of catalogs, new phone numbers, new addresses, new manufacturers, sales reps, and
distributors! The total market in a book—four directories in one!

3.

1.

Directory of products. Over
4,000 products, over 5,000
manufacturers.

Directory of manufacturers.
Local sales offices, reps, and
distributors, with phone
numbers. Number of employees and engineers, dollar
volume, name of company
contact.

2.

4.

Directory of catalogs.
Includes six post-paid catalog
inquiry cards for 10-second
ordering.

The only book of its
kind in the field.
If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with the
coupon now.

Directory of trade names of
products and their manufacturers. You can trace aproduct by its trade name only.

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020
Yes, please send me
copy(ies) of 1978 EBG.
I've enclosed D $35 per copy for surface mail
D $47 per copy for air mail
Full money-back guarantee if returned in 10 days.
Name
Company
Street
City

Electronics/June 8, 1978
:le 228 on reader service card

Country
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First thing you probably
notice—it's adual filter. Each
of the 24db/octave filters can
be used as high pass, or low
pass, with selectable gain of
lori 0. Connect the dual channels in series for bandpass,
48db/octave high pass, and
48db/octave low pass,with selective gain of 1,10,or 100. Butterworth and Bessel modes

are available at the push of
abutton. And you can select
AC or DC coupling.
Versatility like this should
be seen to be believed. And
wait till you seethe price. $655.
Not bad for all that versatility.
Call or write John Hanson
at Ithaco, Box 818, Ithaca,
New York 14850. Phone (607)
272-7640. IITHACO

4302 Dual 24dB/Octave F.Iter
• 1111

Versatility
is written all over
its face.

11/70s with a total storage capacities of 128 kilobytes to 4 megabytes.
Using the identical interface signals
and cables, the monolithic system is
completely hardware- and softwarecompatible with the DEC minicomputer, requires only 115- or 220-v ac
power, and has optional errorcorrection capability.
A 32-x-by-16-bit MK 8004 is
priced at $4,800, a 32-x-by-16-bit
MK 8005 at $1,690, and a 64-Kby-18-bit MK 8011 at $4,300. All
three will be available next month,
and discounts are available to original-equipment manufacturers.
The MK 8601, with 128 kilobytes
of memory and the error-correction
option, is priced at $9,100. This
series is available now.
Mostek Corp., 1215 W. Crosby Rd., Carrollton, Texas 75006. Phone Bill Smith at (214)
242-0444, extension 2552 [364]

MLZ-80 brings

elthaco,Inc.,1977

Circle 234 on reader service card

floppy interface onboard

THE SUNSHINE STATE
OFFERS HIGHER PROFIT
POTENTIALS TO ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS
THAN ELSEWHERE IN THE
COUNTRY!
Florida's substantial labor
and operating cost advantages,
plus ready access to the markets of
the United States, Latin America and
the world, combine to offer aunique
profit opportunity for aFloridabased manufacturer.
Before you make any decisions
regarding your business, this new industry
study documenting Florida's position
should be reviewed carefully.
To get your copy of Florida Profit Potentials
in Electronic Products Manufacturing, write or call:

1,
bieverinal

New products

A general-purpose microcomputer
employing a 4-kilobyte static random-access memory and up to
8kilobytes of read-only memory, the
MLZ-80 contains a floppy-diskdrive controller capable of handling
up to four single-density drives. The
computer, at the heart of which is a
Z80-type microprocessor, contains
logic for Intel SBC-80 multibus
compatibility, power-on-jump logic,
and the Z80 vector interrupt system.
Users must devise their own bus
priority systems.
Mounted on a 6.75-by-12-in.
printed-circuit board, the device
requires power from + 5-, +12-, and
— 12-v dc supplies. The basic MLZ80, without read-only memory and
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107 W. Gaines Street, Room 103E
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

WE'RE MORE THAN SUNSHINE (904) 488-5507
234
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A NEW SERIES OF
VACUUM RELAYS DESIGNED
TO REPLACE THE HV REED.

New products

Here's a new series of ground isolated vacuum relays that are
ideal for HI REL applications in communications, medical and control
electronics. Look at what this new series has to offer in either SPST,
or SPDT configurations:

input/output line drivers and terminators, is priced at $1,475. A large
number of options, including readyto-run systems and software support,
are available.

GI Low contact resistance—less
than 20 mO.

son,

Heurikon Corp., 700 W. Badger Rd., MadiWis.

53713.

Phone Chris

III Higher power handling
capacity than reed relays—up
to 10 A rms at up to 7W, and
operating frequencies from
DC to 76 MHz.

(608) 255-9075 [365]

Available in both
latching and nonlatching models.

buy for now, grow later

Priebe at

System 25 lets user

The System 25 is adisk-based wordprocessing system available in three
models, each with successively larger
storage capacities. Starting with the
model I, users obtain at least 1.25
megabytes of data-storage and the
ability to interface with up to six
peripherals, such as work stations
and printers. The model Iconsists of
a master word-processing unit and a
disk drive.

El High
reliability
—on the
order

of 106 operations.
If you are designing airborne or backpack
digital RF antenna tuners or couplers, radar pulse
forming networks, TWT power supplies, safety
grounding circuits for defibrillators and surgical
stitchers, or any application that calls for a highly
reliable HV relay—then find out more about the new
RF 40, 50, and 60 Series of vacuum relays from ITT
Jennings. Contact us at 970 McLaughlin Avenue,
San Jose, CA 95122, (408) 292-4025.

JENNINGS ITT
VACUUM TECHNOLOGY FOR TOMORROW...HERE TODAY.

Circle 236 on reader service card

The magazine
you're reading now,
could be your own.
Drop off the routing list. Get your own fresh, unclipped copy mailed
to your home or office. Turn to the subscription card in the back of
the magazine. If somebody has beat you to it, write: Electronics,
P.O. Box 430, Hightstown, N.J. 08520.
236

Model II has a maximum storage
capacity of 2.5 megabytes, model III
one of 5 megabytes. Each of these
models can accommodate 14 peripheral devices. The System 25 is
compatible with the System 10A,
System 20, and the System 30. It
costs $12,100.
Wang Laboratories Inc.,

1 Industrial Ave.,

Lowell, Mass. 01851. Phone (617) 851-4111
[366]

Smart terminal combines
low cost with versatility
Fully user-programmable, the MDT
400 series is a single-cabinet, lowcost intelligent terminal system that
can be used for a variety of distributed data-processing applications,
including source data entry, text

Electronics/June 8, 1978

New products

It's not only the 361 days of sunshine
It's also seagulls
and beaches ... and community
leaders who recognize the
.
0.
101"
.
"`Aoit\
importance of an industrial
base for economic and
cultural progress.
Pinellas County on
Florida's West Coast offers
all of these plus the things you
always hope will be at an expansion site,
or arelocation for your business —
excellent transportation systems,
low living costs, askilled and
productive work force, who take
pride in ajob well done, and the tenth
gaim—.> lowest state in local taxes in the U.S.
The Pinellas County Industry
Council is ready to assist you with
your relocation or new location plans
Make your Great Escape to Florida's West Coast!

Pinellas County
Industry Council
P.O. Box 13000C

FM MI IMO

St. Petersburg, Fl. 33733

_____-_u

Name
111
III

Company
Street
City

Zip

State

Telephone
In cooperation with the Division of Economic Development, Florida Department of Commerce.

Circle 238 on reader service card

processing, and data communications. The unit contains a cathoderay tube with 16-by-18 format that
can be scrolled through its 2,560character buffer, an integral minidisk with 87,000-byte capacity in
IBM soft-sector format, an 8-bit
microprocessor, and random-access
memory. Low- and medium-speed
character printers are available for
use with the terminal, as are
program development systems to
support programming in assembly or
high-level languages.
Model 401 has 8kilobytes of RAM
and a price of $4,275. The larger
model 402 has 16 kilobytes of RAM
and sells for $4,500.
Compugraphic

Corp.,

80

Industrial

Way,

Wilmington, Mass. 01887. Phone John Pryke
at (617) 944-6555 [367]

Plotter controller takes
data from different sources
The Serial Language Independent
Plotter controller (sLIP) is a microprocessor-based X-Y plotter interface that can accept data from a
terminal, ahost computer, or astandard RS-232-C serial communications system. The user program need
only output alist of the integer coordinates to be plotted; the device can
function independently of any formatting constraints imposed by the
programming language. The X and
Y outputs from the SLIP may be
selected to accommodate the input
requirements of most plotters. The
unit also adjusts pen velocity.

NEW & DAZZLINGill
MS-15 Miniscope—$289.00 from

NL-b a

Features Include:
• Bandwidth: 15 MIlz.

•

External & internal trigger.

• Automatic 8: line sync modes.
vertical -10 mV; horizontal -1V.
to 50V/div - 12 settings.
Sec/div - 21 settings.

•

•

Input sensitivity:

• Vertical gain: .01

• Time base:

e accuracy

• Power consumption: <15 W.

•

.1 iiSec to .5

on all functions.

Battery or line oper-

ation with batteries and charger unit included. • Weighs
only 3 lbs 8: dimensions are 2.7" II x 6.4" W x 7.5" D.

Non-Linear Systems, Inc.
Ortmnator of the Modal voltmeter

• Options include a 10 to 1, 10 megohm probe and
leather carrying case.

The SLIP is priced at $1,465, and
delivery is from stock or at most one
week.
Special Systems Inc., 8045 Newell St., Silver
Springs, Md. 20910. Phone (301) 587-2260
[368]

Box N, Del Mar, Caldorma 92014
Telephone (714) 755-1134 TWO 910•322.1132

238
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New products
Packaging & production

Fixture tests
MSI, LSI on cards
In-circuit tester applies
signature-analysis technique
to complex digital chips
Printed-circuit boards today are
often densely packed with many
digital devices, a smattering of
analog interface devices, plus medium- or large-scale integrated circuit—memories, synchronous and
asynchronous receiver/transmitters
and of course, microprocessors.
These complex devices must be incircuit—tested —actually a form of
testing electrically isolated active
and passive components for value,
placement, shorts, and opens. Alternately, they must be put through
time-consuming processing on ex-

240

pensive logic-board test fixtures.
However, most existing in-circuit
testers from companies like Zehntel,
GenRad, Teradyne and Faultfinders
are basically for testing analog and
small-scale integrated circuits. Now
a new in-circuit test system introduced by Zehntel is able for the first
time to isolate and functionally test
msi and LSI devices on a printedcircuit board.
The Troubleshooter 800 (TS-800)
uses an ingenious signature analysis
format to generate stimuli through
its bed-of-nails fixture and to record
the unique output signature that sets
acceptance criteria for the individual
lc. With this technique, no special
criteria for board design are required. Digital feedback paths are
electrically broken, and only minimal programming is required.
Zehntel's programmers are in the
process of developing in-circuit software for four popular microprocessors—the 6800, 8080, 6100, and F8.
Moreover, like other in-circuit testers the TS-800 will automatically

inspect all analog boards and the
analog portion of digital boards,
using the standard isolated-measurement technique.
In programming, the system uses
an improved high-level, intuitive test
language, which is simple to apply in
practical test situations. Hardware
and software is provided to generate
test programs automatically and to
debug the generated program on the
initial test of a known good board.
Included is a full operator-interactive edit mode for giving the final
touches to the program.
The new test system with an Intel
SBC-80 controller and a dual floppy-disk storage undoubtedly will
find acceptance with automotive,
home-appliance, and other highvolume users of pc boards. The tester
costs will be about $100,000 for a
200-point system. The 200 points
refer to the number of spring
contacts present in the built-in
vacuum-actuated bed-of-nails fixture.
To accommodate the needs of
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Electronics
Series
Book
Mag

new
new
new
new pRoduct mends
In eLectRonics
new
new new
new
new
new
new
numbeR one
Electronics
kook Series

New Product
Trends
Now available

From the New Products" section
of Electronics, state-of-the-art
equipment and materials, arranged
according to application. Crossreferenced company index
includes more than 500 manufacturers. New Product Trends in
Electronics, 333 pages, $14.95.
Order today, and don't forget the
other valuable books in the
Electronics Magazine Book Series
listed in the coupon below.
•Electronics Book Series
IP.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520
11. Send me
copies of "Microprocessors"
at $8.95 per copy.
2. Send me
copies of "Applying Microprocessors" at $9.95 per copy.
3. Send me
copies of "Large Scale Integration" at $9.95 per copy.
4. Send me
copies of "Basics of Datai
Communications" at $12.95 per copy.
5. Send me
copies of "Circuits for Electronics Engineers" at $15.95 per copy.
6. Send me
copies of "Design Techniques'
for Electronics Engineers" at $15.95 per copy.
7. Send me
copies of "Memory Design:I
Microcomputers to Mainframes" at $12.95 peri
copy.
8. Send me
copies of "New Product
Trends in Electronics, Number One" at $14.95 per
copy.
Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies
of each book.

New products
the purchaser, test fixtures with as
many as 1,024 points can be built.
Zehntel Inc., 2440 Stanwell Drive, Concord
Calif., 94520. Phone (415) 676-4200 [391]

plated to ensure long life.
In quantities of 10 or more, the
boards are priced at $12.76 each.
Delivery is from stock.
Vector
Ave.,

Prototyping board fits

Electronic
Sylmar,

Co.,

Calif.

12460

91342.

Gladstone

Phone

(213)

365-9661 [393]

Heath, DEC computers
The model 4607 is ageneral-purpose
circuit board that permits users to
construct custom interface circuits
for use with the popular Heath H-11
microcomputers and Digital Equipment Corp.'s LS1-11, PDP-8, and
PDP-11 minicomputers. In form, it
is comparable to DEC's double-height
extended-length module, measures
8.430 by 5.187 by 0.062 inches, and
has etched contacts spaced to fit the
36-pin connectors used in Heath and
DEC computers.
The board's array of 0.042-in.diameter holes spaced on 0.1-in.
centers allows agreat degree of freedom in the placement of discrete
components or sockets for dual inline packages. Permanently etched
row and column markings permit
permanent location identification.
Pin terminations and edge strips on
the epoxy-glass composite boards are
hot-solder—plated while card-edge
contacts are gold-flashed nickel

Solder applicator can be
automatically run on line
With the model ESP, liquid solder
dots as small as 0.005 inch can be
accurately and repetitively applied.
The unit can be adapted for automatic in-line control, and output air
pressure, pulse time, and the size of
the disposable needle used all may
be adjusted to yield dots and stripes
of different sizes.
Basic to the system is a 71
/-by4
81
/-by-2 5/
2
8-in.
cabinet that houses
the pressure and duration controls
and supplies air pressure to the
syringe through a 6-foot hose. With
this come two 10-cc and two 30-cc
syringes, three pairs of disposable
needles of different gauges, two
syringe adapters, a syringe storage
stand, and a foot pedal to control
operation.
The applicator works in two
modes. An operator may preset the
unit for agiven period of application
and pressure, which he initiates with
the foot pedal, or he can press a
button and vary the period of application with the pedal.
Complete with accessories, the
ESP is priced at $325 and is available from stock.
Electron Fusion Devices Inc., 997 Waterman
Ave., East Providence, R. I. 02914. Phone
Jim McGovern at (800) 556-3484 [396]

Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full
payment if the book is returned after ten-day
trial examination.

D Payment enclosed

D Bill firm

D Bill me

Charge to my credit card:

D American Express
DI Visa

D Diners Club
D Master Charge

Acc't No.

Date exp

On Master Charge only,
first numbers above name
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Signature
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PLUGBORDS OFFER MORE. . .
• Unique time saving bus patterns

• Easy to wire hole and pad patterns

• Press-fit wrap-posts & solder terminals

• .042" diameter holes on .1" grid

• Many board and contact sizes

• P.C. plug or flexcable connections

4493-1 ANY DIP, $14.95. Accepts
all DIPs. Offset power and ground
planes. 36/72 contacts. 4.5" x 9.6"
(6.5" also available). 22/44 contacts
also offered in both sizes.

•

fi

JO:MUD LIM111:31:
If.. ••.•

• • •

•l•

••

I •1,-.1.x •

.1l.

Ir •
.• •1 • ••

8804 ANY DIP, $19.95. Accepts
all DIPs. Offset power and ground
planes, 50/100 contacts spaced .125. S-100 size."
4112-5 PAD BOARD, $12.23. Pad
per 3 holes. Ground plane on backside. 4.5" x4.5" or 4.5" x 6.5" or
4.5" x9.6". 22/44 contacts spaced
0.156".
8802-1 PAD BOARD, $19.95. Pad
per 2 holes, each side, peripheral
buses. 50/100 contacts spaced at
.125", S-100 size.•

8801-1, $14.95. No pads — just holes.
50/100 contacts at .125". S-100 size.
*S-100 size is 5.3" high by 10" wide.
VECTOR ELECTRONIC COMPANY
12460 Gladstone Avenue
Sylmar, California 91342

•• •
1111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111
1

gefite

8801 PAD BOARD, $19.95. Pad per
each hole, each side, peripheral buses.
50/100 contacts at .125". S-100 size.*

--Witânittre

FULL LINE OF SUPPORTING PRODUCTS: Card cages and enclosures lotreceptacles, interconnect products.

Phone (213) 365-9661
TWX (910) 496-1539
Send for new data.

Patented

Plugborns, mating

Vector P184 T ool is three times taster for interconnecting

wrap -post designs. $29.95.

Circle 243 on reader

Out front in

Weil men
DO IT YOURSELF LSI

Digitial Testing

A "how and when to" guide that has important
profit and competitive implications

P

Probes for the PRO!

Vertical dis-integration—new opportunity for access to LSI technology, d
an up-to-date report describing • how to get LSI design and manufacturing services um the cost of internal technology development •key steps e
in LSI design and manufacture • custom versus standard components
reaching your make or buy decision mu source of outside services and
how to deal with them.

-

-I

-

h

The only true 5 Nano second Logic Probe.
• Dual Threshold®
• 115 VAC protection on
tip and power leads.

This comprehensive 185 page report from Anderson/Bogert describes the
• new opportunity for companies of all sizes to obtain their own proprietary
LSI.

AVAILABLE IN SINGLE AND
MULTI-FAMILY MODELS

The only Pulser to sic. or
source.
• 1.5 AMP required for digital testing.
• 115 VAC protected tip
and power leads.
HL•680 PULSER

d

-

F

Pre-publication price
After July 15, 1978

$395.00
$475.00

Send check or purchase order to:

Kurz. Kasch, Inc.

PElectronics Trend
10050 North Wolfe Road SW3
I
I Suite 200
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-7401

1501 WEBSTER STREET
P.O. BOX 1246 DAYTON, OHIO
(513) 223-8161

Circle 131 on reader service card

II

This report is amust for anyone concerned with the impact of LSI
technology on their products and their company's future. It will be of i
special interest to small equipment manufacturers who have little or no
j LSI capability, large equipment manufacturers who want to supplement I
▪ their existing captive LSI capabilities, semiconductor firms who wish to
keep overhead low by contracting peak requirements, suppliers of LSI
design and manufacturing services who wish to broaden their capabilities. •
and semiconductor equipment manufacturers who wish to supply these
newly emerging service companies.

p

HL -680 PULSER•

'PAT. #3525939

li

P

LP-600 SERIES'

LP-670 PROBE

service card

45401

II

Ilier.111

Publications

ivirla um.
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PROTECT
SWITCHES
AND
BREAKERS
100 standard crystal filters
to choose from—and then some.
Delivery is virtually off-the-shelf. Choose from 10.7 MHz and
21.4 MHz configurations, with 3dB Bandwidths from 13 to 240
KHz. Filters in standard packages (supplied for natural or 50
ohm impedances) offer plug-in convenience and speedy delivery. For extra space and cost savings, in standard filters,
order sets of loose H3W3 2-pole Monolithic crystals.
Prices from $3 to $35 (25 pieces).
For more facts, circle Reader Service Number, see EEM, or
write: CTS Knights, Inc., 400 Reimann Avenue, Sandwich, IL
60548 or call (815) 786-8411.

and their
mounting
holes too!

Keep contaminants
out of circuit breakers
with transparent silicone RubRglasTm
boots. For your toggle, pushbutton or rotary
switch sealing requirements, choose
Hexsealem (with molded-in hex-nut)
or snap-on Snapseelsu"

APM-IIEXSEAL

CTS

D VISION

KNIGHTS, INC.

Circle 134 on reader service card

OF

APM

CORPORATION

44 HONECK ST., ENGLEWOOD, N.J. 07631*(201) 569-5700

Circle

135 on reader service card

The Schoeller 4501
Standard Transmitter
of unrivalled
quality standards
Schoeller 4501 Standard Transmitter: a handy control unit providing cable-free remote control of hi-fi
equipment and TV receivers.
The packaged design of the 4501 combines highly
developed engineering with functional capability.
Using either ultrasonic or infrared signals the 4501
transmits up to 32 different commands to the equipment controlled. Convenient operation is ensured by
the well-known Schoeller keyboard with its famous
click point switching action. Keys are arranged in 8
series of four. The design allows free assignment of
control codes to key positions. Any number of keys
up to 32 is possible. There is also a free choise of
colours for housing, keys, and cover plate.
Detailed information available on request.

c%)

Schoeller & Co.
Elektrotechnische Fabrik GmbH & Co.
Mdrfelder Landstrasse 115 -119 D-6000 Frankfurt/M. 70

244
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Products newsletter

Burr-Brown to unveil
dual-isolated
dc-dc converter

Second generation
of V-MOS power FETs
on the way from Sillconix

German millivoltmeter
goes for performance,
price improvements

Here comes a
C MOS v
ion
of the 555 timer

Color graphics terminal
joins Tekt ronix line

lectronics/June 8, 1978

For industrial controls, medical equipment, data-acquisition equipment,
and test gear applications, anew isolated dc-dc converter is due out soon
from Burr-Brown Research Corp., Tucson, Ariz. It features high breakdown voltage (8 kv test) and asmall package (27.9 by 27.9 by 7.6 mm).
The 722 converts asingle 5-to-16-v dc input into apair of bipolar output
voltages of the same value as the input voltage. Available in a20-pin dual
in-line package, the converter will sell for $22 in quantities of 100 to 299.

Power field-effect transistors built with the V-groove mos technique could
be in line for application in off-line switching power supplies. Siliconix Inc.
of Santa Clara, Calif., has announced the VN45JA that crosses the 400-v
hurdle (at 4A continuous). In addition, the firm is getting set to bring out
the VN84GA, a 12.5-A, 80-v device and the VN86HF, rated at 80 y and
2 A— both also v-mos power FETS. Because die size for these two is the
same as for previous units, the price will remain the same — $1.13 in
100-and-up quantities.

The West German instrument house, Rohde & Schwarz, is putting on the
international market a high-performance radio-frequency millivoltmeter
that should get attention in the U. S. To sell for under $2,000, the URV4
can measure voltages ranging from 300 µIf to 1kv and voltage levels from
— 57 to +73 dsm over a frequency range from 10 kHz to 2 GHz. The
meter has two displays as well— one is adigital readout of either decibel
levels or voltage values, and the other's an analog light spot indicating
decibel levels only.

The 555 timer, which is probably one of the most widely used ics, will
soon be available in volume for the first time as a complementarymetal-oxide-semiconductor device from Intersil Inc. of Cupertino, Calif.
The new ICM 7555 and ICM 7556 (c-mos substitute for the 556) are
exact equivalents of the popular bipolar ics. As is to be expected, their
advantages are lower supply current, typically 80 A for the 7555 and
160 µA for the 7556, plus the capacity to work with higher-resistance
timing elements than the bipolar timers. These assets make the new c-mos
parts especially attractive in applications for battery-powered, portable
instruments.

Just introduced from Tektronix Inc. of Beaverton, Ore., is a new color
graphics terminal, the 4027, part of the 4020 raster-scan product line. The
system features a 13-inch cathode-ray tube, virtual bit mapping, and
multipage paging. Hard copies of the display can be made in color by
means of a 4662 or 4663 X-Y plotter. The 4027 software can provide
portions of the display one color at atime, so that by mounting ared pen
on the plotter and calling up the red portions, then ablue pen and calling
up the blue, and so on for the other colors, the operator can produce a
complete representation of the color display.
245

New products/materials
A heat-stabilized nylon resin, Zytel
ST 801 HS, is believed by Du Pont
to be the toughest engineering plastic yet developed. Its tensile strength
at 23 °C (73 °F) is 7,500 psi when dry
and 6,000 psi at 50% relative humidity. Under the same two conditions,
its Izod impact strength is 17.0 ftlb/in, and greater than 20.0 ftlb/in., respectively. It has a Rockwell hardness of 112 when dry.
These properties make the material
desirable for use in automotive
engine compartments, power-tool
components, and electrical hardware, which are subject to high
service temperatures and high impacts. It also has good resistance to
solvents, oils, greases, gasolines, and
other industrial chemicals, and can
replace polycarbonate in nontransparent applications. The resin sells
for $1.60 per pound in truckload
quantities.
Du Pont Co., Room 36559-PA, Wilmington,
Del. 19898 [475]

AO STEREOSTAR®
Microscope. It has
everything from
Ato Zoom.
Auxiliary Lenses .5x, 2x

Ferrite transformer cores are suited
for use in ultrahigh-voltage inverters,
ultrahigh-frequency oscillators, tuning inductors, and other specialized
applications where conventional
commercial tolerances are unacceptable. They have a better than
±0.001 dimensional tolerance and
display abetter than ± 10% magnetic property. Fabricated from 100%
homogeneous ferrite materials, they
can be supplied in all sizes and
configurations in production quantities. Prototypes take two weeks.

Boty Rotation: 360 °

Ceramic Magnetics Inc., 87 Fairfield Rd.,

ALL ESSEN — IAL FEATURES FOR AN
OUTSTANDING INDUSTRIAL MICROSCOPE

Eyepieces: 10x, 15x, 25x

Fairfield, N. J. 07006 [477]

Field Size Range (inches): .13-225
Magnification: Standard 7-30x; Range 3.5-150x
UL isted Illuminator
Working Distance: Stanc ard, 4.0 inches; Range, 1.4-5.7 inches
Zoom Range: .7-3x; Zoom Control: Dual Side Mounted; Zoom
Ratio: 4.3-1
These are alt features you want and need for efficient assembly or inspection of microcomponents. The AO STEREOSTAR ZOOM Microscope was
specifically designed for production-line applications. It's easy touse, with
plenty of working distance plus coupled zoom control conveniently located on both sides. And traditional AO quality optics give very high resolution for crisp, sharp images. Send for adetailed brochure. American Optical, Scientific Instrument Division. Buffalo, NY 14215.

AD

American
Optical
246
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plug into
the sun!
with Solarex, the leader in terrestrial photovoltaics. Our maintenance-free SolarvoltaicTM power
systems replace engine-driven
generators, power lines, and primary batteries at surprisingly
low cost. Kilowatts or milliwatts,
we have what you need:
THE PRODUCTS... The most
complete line of high-efficiency
silicon solar cells, panels, systems,
and
Microgeneratorsne
available
anywhere,
manufactured by the industry's leader in
mass production technology.
THE EXPERIENCE ...The pioneer in terrestrial photovoltaics,
Solarex has installed hundreds
of kilowatts world-wide, powering
communication systems, navigation
aids,
pumps,
lighting,
cathodic
protection
systems,
sensors, and consumer electronic
products.
THE SUPPORT ...The application engineers and computerassisted
design
procedures
that ensure an efficient, reliable,
and economical installation. The
R&D expertise to produce stateof-the-art photovoltaics that fit
your need exactly.
Sound like we're blowing our own
horn? We are, but so are our
customers. Join them. Contact us
and plug into the sun!

SOLAREX®

CORPORATION
(301) 948-0202/TWX 710-828 9709
Cable SOLAREX/1335 Piccard Drive
Rockville, Maryland 20850

New literature
60-page catalog. Specifications, dimensions, and ordering information
are given for solid-state models, as
well as for electric (standard and
miniature), predetermined, mechanical, and conveyor counters. Durant
Digital Instruments, 901 South St.,
Watertown, Wis. 53074. Circle
reader service number 423.
Liquid-crystal displays. "Liquid
Crystal Displays—Principles of Operation, Construction, and Application," a six-page application note,
describes the sections that make up a
liquid-crystal display and how they
are put together, explains how to
create the drive signal that makes
them work, and suggests five ways of
mounting LCDS. Beckman Instruments Inc., Technical Information
Section, Helipot Division, 2500 Harbor Blvd., P. 0. Box 3100, Fullerton,
Calif. 92634 [424]
High-temperature effects. Data on
the effects of exposure of polytetrafluoroethylene-insulated cables to elevated temperatures is given in a
12-page bulletin. To prevent failure
of the outer conductor, which would
permanently increase the cable's
outer diameter and thus permanently decrease its capacitance, centigrade temperatures must not exceed
the maximum values listed in the
bulletin. Also described are the
dimensions, materials, normal impedance and tolerances, inside bend
radiuses, and dielectric strengths of
13 types of semirigid coaxial cables.
MicroDelay Division, Uniform
Tubes Inc., Collegeville, Pa. 19426
[425]

****************
*
Introducing
-4(
*
*

American
Technologies

*
*
*
*

EXORcisor ®
*
*
*
*
* Compatible Hardware *
. 8K Static RAM
2-4K write protected blocks
250 and 500 nsec. versions

SOLAREX Pty., Ltd.
33 Bellona Avenue/Regents Park 2143
NSW/Australia
Telephone: 645 3131 or 645 3113
Telex: AA27338

Elastomers. "An Engineers' Guide
to Elastomer Selection," a 40-page
brochure, summarizes the properties
of most rubber and synthetic rubber
compounds and includes a chemical
resistance chart. Minor Rubber Co.,
49 Ackerman St., Bloomfield, N. J.
07003 [427]
Synchro converters and encoders. A
30-page catalog, "Synchro Converters/Displays/Encoders," describes
30 products that meet the requirements for synchro/resolver or shaft

Circle 248 on reader service card
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. Backplane and Card Cage

-e
-e

+5v and ±12 volt regulators
and daisy chain bus extender
5,10, and 18 slot versions

* • Unregulated Power Supply
-e
-e • Extender Board
-e • Analog

and Digital I/O Boards
Available 3rd quarter 1978

American
Technologies
P.O. Box 23001/Rochester, NY 14692 4(
(716) 244-8070

-e
-e EXORcisor is aTrademark of Motorola. Inc
****************
8
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NEW PRODUCTS!!
GENERAL PURPOSE MANUAL
MAGNETIC CARD
READER/WRITER
Amazing low cost: US$20.00 or less for
quantity lot F.O.B. Japan
Read only type:
US$10.00 or less for quantity.

Model
SR D-200-1A

SOLAREX S.A.
Cite Ouest C/CH-1196 Gland
Switzerland
Telephone: 22 64 21 72/Telex: 28603
Cable: Solarexswiss

*
*
*
*

Applications:
Microwave Oven
Telephone Auto Dialing
ID and Security Terminal
VIP Gate Control System, etc.

S.R.D. CORPORATION
2-12-1, KAGA, ITABASHI-KU,

Car'

TOKYO, 173 JAPAN
TEL: (03) 964-1151
TELEX: 0272-3546 SR D CO J

Circle 139 on reader service card
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Dept. E, 138 N. 81st Street Mesa, Arizona 85207

NOW IN OUR 6TH YEAR

* * S-100 bus compatible

**Optional

-....

wait states: none, one or two (se-

-

lectable with plug-in jumpers)

* * Epoxy

[II

board with plated thru holes (douany one of 8 different 8K blocks

It'

ILI

4th OF JULY SPECIAL (July & August)
ASSEMBLED

mime

-

COMPLETE

4111111010111111111 1

* * Complete

instructions

TVT-III (with 2K memory capability)
This system provides 16 lines of 32 characters

(without

KIT

(without

EPROMS)

BARE BOARD ONLY $25.50
2708 SPECIAL 8/$68. (with purchase of

AVAILABLE SOON: (S-100 BUS)
** Phase encoded cassette Interface with
programmable serial port: Dual recorder,
tarbell or K-C method supported ** 2708
Programmer

* * Convertible for use with 2716 EPROMS

TESTED

$42.50
2708 EPROM BOARD

board regulation (heat sinked)

&

EPROMS) $55.50

sockets provided

* * Gold plated connectors

* * On

I

IF!

or any one of 16 different 4K blocks

* * All

I

2C-

ble sided)

* * Address

I

KITS
$99.95
12.65

ASSEMBLED BOARD
$135.45
$32.50
17.30
8.10

board)

MEMORY BARGAIN: 16K STATIC RAM

ONLY

each. It is composed of all TTL except for the 2513

Basic TVT-III
Screen Read

and 2102s. Basic kit includes; Main board, 2K
Memory board, six 2102's (1K of memory), plus

Manual Cursor
U.A.R.T.

other components.

Construction packet sold separately: $2.95

INCLUDES ALL IC'S, DISCRETE PARTS

supply not included.)

AVAILABLE NOW! 64 CHARACTER CONVERSION

All boards are double sided and plated thru. Small

AND/OR SCROLLING OPTION FOR THE TVT-III. Corn-

& SOCKETS: $295.00

boards plug into main board at right angles.

oldie documentation. Kit: $6.95. Data only: $1.00

(Keyboard,

case

and

power

9.95
29.95

13.95
39.95

ON ONE BOARD: (32 EA MPD410); S-100

6.50
15.50

BUS; LOW PWR., 200NS 4K CHIPS. KIT

1
DUAL, GOLD PLATE
EDGE CONN. (.156)

PROGRAMMING SERVICE
1702A: $5. original program, copies
$2. (same order)
2708: $10 original program, copies $4.
(same order)

RAMS
21L02 (25Ons)
$1.50 ea.; 8,611.50
21L02 (45Ons)
1.35 ea.; 8/510.00
2107B, 4K DYNAMIC
$3.50
UPD410, 4K STATIC
9.50

2716: $20 original program copies $8.
(same order)
WE REQUIRE A WRITTEN PROGRAM
IN EITHER HEX OR SPLIT OCTAL OR
A CHIP ALREADY PROGRAMMED!

2114, 4K static (low pwr)
MK4116 (200n5), 16K DYN.

EPROMS
CPU's
Z-80A

$19.50

8080A
6800

9.50
19.95

2716,
2708,
1702A,

16K

$29.50

8K
2K

9.50
3.95

MISCELLANEOUS CHIPS
2813, 32 word x9 BIT FIFO
AY5-2376, keyboard
MM5320 TV SYNC. GEN.
AY5-1013A UART
2513 upper case
MM5330 4. DIGIT DVM CHIP
CT7001 clock/cal. chip

14.50
28.00

SC5889 volt converter
LM1889 TV video mod.
MC1488, 1489-RS232 & TTL

81.85
10.95

interface

1.95

$5 .50
12.95
5.50
4.50
5.50

DIP SWITCHES
4 PIN SLIDE
$1.50
6 PIN ROCKER
1.80
8 PIN ROCKER
1.95
BLACK PADDLE SW., DPST, OR
DPDT CTR-OFF
.95
1POLE, 10 POS. ROTARY SWITCH

7.95
5.75

W/KNOB (mini)
.95
10 POS. BCD THUMBWHEEL SW.1.25

6 POS. 12 CONTACT
10 POS. 20 CONTACT
18 POS. 36 CONTACT
22 POS. 44 CONTACT
MODULAR (make your own)

$.40
.50
1.20
1.75
2 & 3

POS.
SECTIONS, EACH SECTION
100 PIN, S-100
RG179 (75v coax)
110V fan motor
570mfd, 350v, elect. cap
10mfd, 250v, elect. cap
26mfd, 250v, non-polarized
elect. cap
MINIMUM ORDER $15.
FREE SHIPPING (in U.S.)
CATALOG

.15
4.50
10c/ft
$2.50
.99
.50
.50

& FREE

ALL PARTS PRIME & SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

WE WROTE
THiller

Mil

MIM

MMMMM

1111

Buzzzz.

(Write for new catalog.)

INDICATORS

Ilk

«. •
die

RMB

IBM

WE'RE
WAR Pl IHG
You

•_
IMB

SMB

Solid state electronic MICRO-BUZZER from
CITIZEN: High reliability, competitively
priced with immediate delivery.
A complete range:

WRITE US AND WE'LL
SEND IT TO YOU FREE!

p
unlimrted
rojects ®

Circle

141

3680 Wyse Road
Dayton, Ohio 45414
(513) 890-1918

on reader service card

Sin 1.5, 6, 12, 24, VDC
RMB 3, 6, 12, 24, VDC
IMB (Intermittent) 6, 12, VDC

CITIZEN

CITIZEN AMERICA
CORPORATION
1710 -22nd St.
Santa Monica,
CA 90404

Name
Company
Address

Toll Free (800) 421-6516
In Calif. (213) 829-3541

City

TWX: (910) 343-6450

Zip

MIMMIIMMIIII

IBM

Circle

State
Phone

IMIMBMIMMIM1111111MMIM

142 on reader service card
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The 1000L
Series
Amplifiers ...

New literature
interfacing. Some of the products
include multispeed synchro-to-digital, multispeed digital-to-synchro,
and multiplexed synchro-to-digital
converters. Computer Conversions
Corp., 6 Dunton Ct., East Northport, N. Y. 11731 [426]
Reed switches. Electrical, operating,
magnetic, and physical characteristics for a line of reed switches is

Suddenly
your last year's
Electronics
Buyers' Guide
as outdated as
last year's
phone book
Conipletely new listings of catalogs, ne
phone numbers, new addresses, new mar
ufacturers, sales reps, and distributor:
The to:al market in a book—four directorie
in one:

Model 1000L

designed to
your needs
and our
standards
• 1000 watts CW linear
•4000 watts pulse
• 10 kHz to 220 MHz
• Instantaneous bandwidth
• Low harmonic distortion
•Adjustable gain
• Unconditionally stable
• Remote control operation
• Fully protected
• Human engineered
Powerful and uncompromising
in quality and performance.
These versatile high-power
amplifiers are ideal for general
laboratory use, EMI susceptibility testing, equipment calibration, biological research, NMR
spectroscopy, ultrasonics, and
many other applications. The
series also includes Model
1000LM8 (1 to 220 MHz), Model
1000LM9 (1 to 200 MHz), and
Model 1500LA (1 to 150 MHz)
with a 1500-watt output. For
complete information on our
high-power amplifiers, call
215-723-8181 or write:
Amplifier Research
160 School House Road
Souderton, PA 18964

et
250

AMPLIFIER
RESEARCH

given in a 12-page catalog. Details
for their operation with permanent
magnets, including proximity motion, rotation, and shielding, are
provided along with recommendations for physical modifications.
Hamlin Inc., Lake and Grove
Streets, Lake Mills, Wis. 53551
[428]
Stepping-motor controls. Specifications and descriptions for 16 types of
stepping-motor controls are provided
in a 28-page catalog. Translators
and preset indexers in modular,
open-chassis, and packaged form are
some of the products covered. Speed
versus torque curves and connection
diagrams are also presented. The
Superior Electric Co., 383 Middle
St., Bristol, Conn. 06010 [429]
Profile-measuring system. A profilemeasuring system with a digital
readout, which can check turbine
and propellor blades, die and broach
profiles, thread forms, and bearing
races not measurable by conventional methods, is described in an eightpage brochure available from Rank
Precision Industries Inc., 411 E. Jarvis Ave, Des Plaines, 11. 60018 [430]

Circle 250 on reader service card

The only book of its
kind in the field.
If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
endose your check with
the coupon now.
Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020
Yes, please send me
copees) of
1978 8130.
l've enclosed $25 per copy delivered in the
USA or Canada.
D I've enclosed $35 per cony for de.ivery
elsewhere ($47 if shipped by Air). Full moneyback guarantee if returned in 10 days.
Name

Company

Stree:

State

Zip
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The Japan
Output Check.
If the output isn't measuring up
to your input in your approach to the
Japanese market, it may be that you
are switched to the wrong setting.
And since we are talking about
a164 trillion market, you can't afford
to take chances.
You need to do things the right
way in Japan.
And make your name known
to the right people.
Which is where we tome in.

As Japan's leading electronics
magazine, we are in aunique position
to help get your message across. A biweekly, Nikkei Electronics is delivered

direct to the desks of more than 37,000
key decision makers in the electronics
industry.
Nikkei Electronics. For sure
feedback from Japan.

Japan's foremost electronics publication

Subscriptions: 36,550 (as of Jan. 23rd, 1978)
Regularly audited by the Japan ABC.

Nikkei
Electronics

For further information, write to:
H.T. Howland, Marketing Services Manager,
Electronics, McG ,aw-Hill Publications Co.,
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
N.Y. 10020, U.S.A. Tel: (212) 997-6642

NIKKEI-McGRAW-HILL, INC.
The publisher of Nikkei Electronics
Wataru Makishima, Manager, Adverting

Electronics/June 8, 1978

Nikkei Annex Bldg. 2-1-2, Uchi-Kanda, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo, Japan. Telex: J26296 NKMCGRAW
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Cl

assified

section FOR ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

CLASSIFIED SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Cleveland

Mac Huestis

216/781-7000

Atlanta
Boston

Jane Core
Jim McClure

404/892-2868
617/262-1160

Denver

Mike Taylor
Shirley Klotz

214/742-1747
303/837-1010

Houston . ..
Mike Taylor
Los Angeles Stan <assis
New York
Larry Kelly

713/659-8381
213/487-1160
212/997-3544

Chicago

Bill Higgens

312/751-3733

Detroit

Mac Huestis

313/873-741n

Philadephia

215/568-6161

Dallas

English- Speaking
Position
Available
A swiss capital-goods industrial concern,
with world-wide export connections, with
subsidiaries in all parts of the world, and
with many different products on the world
market is looking for:
A graduate engineer to serve as the
technical head electronic control department.
Applicants must have several years
experience in electronics and, in particular,
in the construction of electronic control
devices, encompassing mini-computer
technology. Applicants must also show that
they have successfully directed at least one
other group of engineers.
The firm, with headquarters in Switzerland,
is offering a key position with excellent
development possibilities.
Those interested in applying for the position offered should contact our authorized
representative,
Dr. W. HPnig, Executive Selection Office,
Gladbachstrasse 121,
8044 Zürich, Switzerland.
All applications will be handled quickly and
with discretion.

252

Dan Ferro

Pittsburgh
Dean Genge .412/391-1314
San Francisco ME Kenny •••
41 5/362-4600
Stamford
Jim McClure .203/359-2860
XEROX 400 TELECOPIER
•212/997-6800

CRT
Engineers
Our growth in electronic measurement
instrumentation and computer peripherals
has created positions to advance our
development of color cathode ray tube
displays. These positions will be akey
influence in the success of the program.

Project Engineer
you will coordinate the design and

development of CRT's and work with screen
and yoke designers and manufacturing
engineers to develop the optimum tube
system. Your experience should include, at
least three years experience in design of
CRT's, knowledge of magnetic/electrostatic
electron optics, and CRT fabrication,
materials, and testing. An additional plus is
experience with color systems.

Deflection Yoke
Engineer
You will provide leadership in; defining
CRT-yoke-instrument interactions,
development of atheoretical model to assist in
the design of yokes, setting of specifications
for yokes purchased from vendors, and set-up
of yoke prototype and measurement
facilities.
Your experience should include at least
three years in the application of deflection
yokes on large screen CRT displays with a
thorough understanding of yoke-CRT
interactions/tradeoffs. Familiarity with
deflection yoke fabrication is desirable.
Salary is open. Benefits include
educational support, insurance and profit
sharing programs.
Send detailed resume and salary history
to Roy Epperson, TEKTRONIX, INC., P.O.
Box 500. Z54, Beaverton, Oregon 97077.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M F H.

"fflctronix
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Electronics/June 8, 1978
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Why are FL RIDIANS
moving to Kansas?
OPPORTUNITY...CHALLENGE ... ENGINEERING
career openings exist NOW at Boeing Wichita
Company on a number of long range programs
involving advanced aircraft systems. Staffing is underway for the early phases of arange of projects
relating to Air Force bombers and tankers.
Air Launched Cruise Missiles Integration ... Offensive and Defensive Avionics Systems ... Countermeasures Systems ... Electronic Agile Radar
Systems ... Electronic Steerable Antenna Systems
... Weapon System Trainers ... Aircraft Winglets
and Automated Test Equipment. Join these high
technology programs now while program assign-

ments are growing. Ask us today just how your
experience and background match our many requirements. We think you'll be pleasantly surprised
at what we have to talk about.
AND MIDWEST LIVING, the kind •
of friendly
neighbor environment you won't find elsewhere, in
a Metropolitan area without big city problems is
waiting ... for families and families-to-be. Wichita,
with an area population of 383,312, has close-towork living, excellent schools including three universities, smog-free four-season climate and recreational activities, informal atmosphere with ample
opportunity for personal expression and growth.

IMMEDIATE REQUIREMENTS include the following which call for aBS or higher degree
in Engineering, Physics, Computer Science or Math.

•AVIONICS SYSTEMS DESIGN
•AVIONICS SYSTEM TESTING

•SOFTWARE SYSTEMS DESIGN/ANALYSIS
•SYSTEMS ENGINEERS

•ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE ANALYSIS

•SYSTEMS TESTING

•ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN

•TEST PLANNING

•TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS—ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

Send resume to: Wes Penner, Boeing Wichita Company
4300 E. MacArthur Road, Wichita, KS 67210
or Call Collect (316) 687-3057

WICHITA COMPANY

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Electronics/June 8, 1978
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National is committed to the development of
new products and innovative methods of
producing them. We offer two
stimulating managerial positions that
are at our modern Santa Clara
headquarters. Both these positions have
been created through positive
commitments to achieve technical
leadership.

Manager
IC Process
Technology
The person we select will have
responsibility for staffing and directing
the image technology, solid state technology and the advanced equipment and
automation departments. The person
should be capable of organizing a
central development group, chartered
with applying advanced technology to
future complex devices. Qualifications
must include a minimum of ten years
experience in the application of
advanced semiconductor process
technology. A portion of this experience
will be involved with complex MOS
devices manufactured in high volume.
An appropriate PhD is preferred.
Candidate must also be capable of
proposing projects at senior
management levels.

Wafer
Fabrication
Manager
National offers: a key managerial
position for one of our major linear
product lines. The selected candidate
will direct the production of our newest
linear product lines, currently
converting to four inch capability and
equipment. Responsibilities center on
process engineering, production and
total wafer costs. Your qualifications
should include an MS degree or
equivalent and a minimum of five years
in IC process engineering. Must have
some experience supervising wafer fab
production. This position offers superb
visibility to top management.
Your expertise will be recognized and
rewarded with an excellent
compensation program, including
generous relocation allowance and
unparalleled advancement opportunities.
Please call Bob Hasse'brink COLLECT.
(408) 737-5640, or send your letter of
inquiry or resume to his attention at
National Semiconductor, 2900
Semiconductor Drive,
Santa Clara, California 95051.
We are an equal
opportunity
employer
m/f/h.

National
Semiconductor
254

/e
COMMUNICATION AND
CONTROL SYSTEMS
PROJECT ENGINEERS
Major midwestern energy company seeks several
growth oriented electrical engineers for its engineering staff. Responsibilities will include the system
design, preparation of specifications, evaluation of
new equipment, and directing the installation and
start-up of a variety of complex communication and
remote control telemetering systems utilizing microprocessors and minicomputers.
Your background should include aBachelors degree in
Electrical Engineering and two to five years of related
experience. These positions offer substantial growth
opportunity, attractive salaries, and an excellent
benefits package.
Please submit your resume and salary history

to:

P-7184, Electronics
Class. Adv. Dept., P.O. Box 900, NY, NY 10020
An Equal Opportunii yEmployer MIF

ENGINEER/RESEARCH
Conduct research on fundamental physical
and Mathematical phenomena involved in
the diagnostic medical imaging with X-rays,
gamma rays and ultra sound. Conduct
applied research on development of advanced diagnostic medical instrumentation.
Rags. min. 5yrs, exp. to include application
of signal analysis IL processing techniques
to diagnostic medical imaging, especially
to computed tomography using X-rays and
gamma rays. Should also have experience
in programming and interface of computers
for high speed data acquisition, signal
processing, digital display 8: imaging processing. Experience in pattern recognition
advantageous. PhD-EE with emphasis on
statistical signal processing. Formal education in Physics and Mathematics advantageous. Salary range: $25-25.5K. Please
respond to P11# E02499. Contact Frances
Cornell, EDD, 451 Sherman Ave., Palo Alto,
CA. 94306. An equal opportunity employer.

INSTRUCTOR
ELECTRONICS
Mission College, Santa Clara. CA.
MSEE desired. Instruct students in
all phases of solid state circuit design, fabrication, testing and checkout. and failure analysis.
Application deadline June 30, 1978.
Personnel Services
West Valley Community Colleges
44 E. Latimer Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 379-5890
Equal Oppormnay Employer

POSITIONS VACANT
Engineer —Technicians For Planetarium. National Air & Space Museum,
Wash. DC. Two pos: GS-7/8/9, approx. $12K to $15K (Civil Service)
and ISW-8, $6.24/HR (not Civil
Service) Assist in maintenance, troubleshooting & operation of at.tomated planetarium & sound
systems. Develop special effect projectors for public shows. Design &
build electronic circuits. Should be
well-rounded; familiar with CMOS,
TTL, optics, sound, electromechanicals, AV equip, plastic & light metal
work. Some knowledge of astronomy
helpful. Some odd hours. Excel.
benefits. Send SF-171 (avail. at Post
Office) to Personnel Office, 1410 A
& I, Smithsonian Instn. Wash. DC
20560, Attn: MPA 77-500. EOE, M/
F.
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

M.E.s, I.E.s, E.E.s, Ch.E.s—Let our
search firm represent you to our
clients nationally and overseas. If
you are seeking amore prestigious
position with increased responsibilities and a better Future, send a
resume or request aposition profile
and at no charge we will provide you
with
interview
opportunities.
Register in our exclusive Executive
Search Program. All replies strictly
confidential. All Fees employer paid
at Management Recruiters, 19C0
Point West Way, Suite 281, Sacramento, CA 95815. (9161920-0441.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Electronic engineering growth positions with clients located national y.
We would be glad to consider your
resume. Joe Torcassi (EE), Director,
Ri. Bushee & Associates, 1001
Carew Tower, Cincinnati, OH 45202.
513/621-2015.

Home Video Outlet In Metro Phoenix.
Great potential in growing Sunbelt.
Full line commercial acc'ts, service
etc. LaVaty Rlty 602-967-9481.

Murkett Associates Qualified
Reputable Management placement
with national affiliates—fee paid.
Box 527 Montgomery, Al 36101.
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ENGINEERS (Communications)

Arole in
developing the new
"SINCGARS"1111F—
that's the kind of
challenge you'll find at
ITT Aerospace/Optical.
There's a lot going on at ITT Aerospace/Optical Division
in Fort Wayne, Indiana, to quicken the pulse of an ambitious
communications engineer. Our new contract to develop the
U.S. Army's new generation battlefield tactical VHF radio
is acase in point.
SINCGARS (Single Channel Ground/Airborne Radio System)
is a secure radio that will use the latest frequency-hopping
anti-jamming techniques. Like our other radio communications
and air traffic control programs, it extends the state-of-the-art
and translates it into new and widely diverse fields of application.
If you thrive on challenges of a high order, and are looking
for a position that offers wide opportunity for rapid and sustained
professional growth, we look forward to reviewing your
qualifications for immediate openings in the following areas:
• RF System Analysis and Design
• Portable Transceiver Design and Applications
• Digital and Spread Spectrum Communications Systems
• Modulation Techniques (FM, FSK, PSK)
• Frequency Synthesizers
• COMSEC and Tempest Design
• Mechanical/Thermal Packaging
• Microwave Automatic Test Equipment Design
• RF Power Amplifier Design
• Miniaturized Power Supply Design
• Conversion of Circuit Designs into LSI Form
We're located in Fort Wayne — a city that offers fine cultural,
educational and recreational attractions, non-stressful family
living, and an enviable cost-of-living.

To arrange appointment,
Call collect 9AM -3PM
Larry Haynes at (219) 423-9636
Or send your resume, including salary history to:
Mr. Larry Haynes, ITT Aerospace/Optical Division,
3700 East Pontiac Street, Fort Wayne, Indiana 46803.

AEROSPACE/OPTICAL
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

lectronics/June 8, 1978
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engineers

For achange, join a
company that wants
to work for you!
At GTE LENKURT an employee is first and foremost a human being and
not acomponent.
Our customers depend on us for excellence in design, manufacture, and service
of sophisticated video, voice, and data communications systems. You can trust
us for a rewarding career, endless advancement potential, interface with the
best and the brightest people in the industry, and personal growth and development in adynamic organization.
If you wish to upgrade your position, send us your resume for a new career. If
you don't have a resume, complete and clip our instant application below and
mail it to us for prompt and confidential consideration:

"instant- um'
application
GTE LENKURT, INC.
Name
Address
City
Home Phone (
Bus. Phone
(
Job Applying for
Present Employer
Dates Employed
Job Title

State

Kazim

_

Employment Manager
GTE LENKURT, INC.
1105 County Road
San Carlos, Calif. 94070
(415) 595-3000

Zip

(Salary Regs.) $
(Present Sal.) $

Duties
Previous Employer
Dates Employed
Job Title
Duties
Education
Other experience

NM

BIM
256

BM

LEFIKURT
Electronics/June 8, 1978

development engineers
Electrical Engineers at all levels for projects in subscriber carriers, signalling and VF equipment design, PCM carrier and
switching as well as digital microwave radio. Experience is either linear, digital or microprocessor control circuit design.
(Job #SRS1)

SUBSCRIBER CARRIER
CONCENTRATORS

DIGITAL SYSTEMS

Systems and circuit design Engineers to develop microprocessor
controlled subscriber pair gain systems. Knowledge of PCM signal
processing and digital switching techniques is desirable. (Job
#SRS2)

PCM TRANSMISSION Et TERMINALS
For design of PCM digital multiplexers and terminal equipment.
2-7 years experience. Background in high speed digital design
utilizing TTL and ECL Logic, some knowledge of microprocessors desirable, but not required. (Job # SRS3)

FIBER OPTICS

We seek an experienced Engineer desiring to work on the design
and circuit applications of fiber optics components such as laser
diodes, light emitting diodes, avalanche photodiode receivers,
single fiber connectors and cable-to-cable splicing. (Job # SRS4)

SEMICONDUCTOR TEST ENGINEER

We seek an Engineer with a BSEE (or equivalent) and 2-5 years
experience testing and evaluating low and high frequency semiconductor components such as Diodes, Transistors, Linear and
Digital Integrated Circuits. Knowledge of component failure
analysis, Sentry ll programming and some circuit design experience is desirable. (Job #S RS6)

MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
Responsible for defining radio performance specifications and
product arrangements including baseband, IF, RF and protection
switching. Must have experience in 2-13 gigahertz analog and
digital radio development. (Job #SRS8)

Responsible for defining characteristics, evaluating new applications and developing customer documentation on evolving multi
line PCM subscriber pair gain systems, channel banks, multiplexers and repeatered lines. Should have electrical engineering
background and be familiar with Telephone Operating Company
switching and digital transmission plant. (Job #SRS7)

CUSTOM I.C. DESIGN
Development of Custom Integrated Circuits, Analog and/or Digital
Design and computer simulation desirable. Willing to train an
engineer with solid experience in discrete circuit design. Will work
with Bipolar and N-MOS technologies. (Job # SRS9)

PROCESS EQUIPMENT
PROGRAMMING

Development of Automatic programs for high speed laser trim
and test of hybrid circuits. Solid background in linear or digital
circuit analysis and aptitude in mini-computer programming required. (Job #SRS13)

DESIGN SUPPORT

Electrical Engineers at various levels to maintain, modify and assist
the current production of electrical designs in various product
lines. (Job #SRS11)

EQUIPMENT DESIGNERS

For Physical design of Proprietary Products. Equipment Designers
must have knowledge of electro -mechanical packaging and/or
printed circuit board layout. No degree necessary. (Job #SRS12)

other openings at LE111KURT

INDUSTRIAL:
METHODS IMPROVEMENT

APPLICATIONS ENGINEER

COMPUTER GRAPHICS
OPERATOR

TEST EQUIPMENT ENGINEER

Responsibilities include methods improvement, equipment selection, facilities layout and work flow, materials handling and
packaging, computer applications to manufacturing problems and
solution of production problems during new product introduction.
Electronic assembly experience desirable. Minimum BSIE or equivalent with 1-2 years experience desired. (Job #MCK1)

We need an Operator in the field of Computer Graphics.
Position requires aminimum of 1year experience on
Computer Vision and/or similar equipment. (Job #PM2).

SYSTEMS ANALYST
Bachelor's degree plus 1-5 years experience in analysis and design
of computerized business information systems. Experience in data
base/data communications-oriented applications for amanufacturing company desired. Must have sound knowledge of business
functions and have strong verbal and written communications
skills. (Job #S L1)

Be responsible for analyzing customer orders and determining
exact detailed requirements. This effort requires performing
varying amounts of System Engineering, scheduling, contract
interpretation and direct customer or sales contact plus factory
support.
You must have aBSEE (or equivalent) plus prior technical experience in the following areas: microwave radio, multiplex, supervisory and control and switching systems. (Job #JR1)
Position requires experience in analog and digital circuit design,
preferably in the area of test equipment. Some programming
background desirable. Ability to convert engineering test requirements into finished production test equipment.
You must be able to analyze existing test facilities and processes,
and design and implement cost effect improvements. BSEE or
equivalent experience required. MSEE preferred. (Job #JC1)

SENIOR TEST ENGINEER

Responsibilities include the ability to test and troubleshoot thick
film circuit hybrids, evaluate yield data and take corrective action
in hybrid assembly operations. The engineer should have experience with computer controlled laser trimming and be capable of
programming and evaluating of hybrid test equipment and comANALYST PROGRAMMER
plete controlled laser systems for functional trimming,
To work in an IBM 370-148 SVS environment. Must have indepth
knowledge of COBOL, JCL, utilities, etc. BS or BA degree preThe position will require an Electrical Engineering degree of
ferred, AA acceptable or related work experience. (Job # EC1)
equivalent with three to five years of manufacturing experience.
(Job #MCK2)
GTE Lenkurt benefits are an outgrowth of a feeling of responsibility toward the
Employee that has always prevailed. Some benefits are entirely at the option of the
Employee — as they should be. Others are automatic. Taken as a whole, they represent
a comprehensive, competitive package that can offer a distinct advantage to the user.
Consider the following:
Excellent salaries; paid vacations and Holidays; Medical, Life and Disability Insurance;
stock purchase; savings and investment program; 100% tuition refund; pension plan;
Employee Store, Credit Union and Recreation Club privileges.

(513 LE II K LI

R

I
TWe

are an equal opportunity employer

A Part of General Telephone & Electronics Corporation on the beautiful SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA
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POSITIONS VACANT

• ELECTRICAL DESIGN ENGINEERS
• PRnPaRAMMERS/qYqTEMÇ ANAI YSTS

Work with thepeople who have
revolutionized the banking business:
NCR-Dayton.

EDP Terminals for
Financial Institutions
NCR business computer systems
have changed the financial picture so
radically that yesterday's bankers
and financiers wouldn't
recognize their businesses
today. At NCR-Dayton, our
part in that transformation is
alineup of financial terminals
of such versatility and
performance, they have made
possible new banking and
financial services which have
motivated new marketing concepts
for financial institutions. That, of course,
opens up larger marketing potentials for us. And greater
career potentials for you.
We're now designing new advances in EDP terminals with greater
computing and communications power, to maintain NCR's leadership
position in business and financial systems. To accomplish our
objectives, we're enlisting the best of the field of electrical design
engineers and programmer/analysts. If you'd like to join one of the
computer industry's Big Three, the one that has revolutionized the
banking and retail businesses, we invite you to investigate these
openings. We have opportunities at all levels ...from trainees to
project leaders in the areas listed below. BS in EE, CS, or related field is
required, with or without experience. We'd like to hear from
recent graduates.
Electrical Design Engineers
•Microprocessor Applications
•Digital and Analog Circuits
•Electrical Control Circuitry
•Terminal Peripherals
Familiarity with microprocessor
programming helpful for all
positions.

Programmers/Systems
Analysts
•Microcomputers
•Minicomputers
•Operating Systems
•Distributed Processing Systems
•Communications Software
Requires background with 8080
Assembly and COBOL language.

We offer an outstanding compensation and benefits
package with a fine environment in which to work
and live. Please forward your resume, indicating
salary requirements, to:
Mrs. Judith E. Chorazewitz
Engineering & Manufacturing-Dayton
Employment Dept. E 525
NCR Corporation, Dayton, Ohio 45479

N
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Communication, Radar, and EV/
Engineers—We are a search firm
that specializes. Our client has
retained us exclusively to locate the
best. If you are looking for upward
mobility- top benefits and salary,
then send your resume in complete
confidence to E.G. Jones Assoc. Inc.,
51 Monroe St. Rockville, Md. 20850.
California Institute of Technology.
Research Fellow or Senior Research
Fellow position in the Power
Electronics Research Group of the
Electrical Engineering Dept., to
contribute to theoretical and experimental studies of switching-mode
converters and regulators. Ph.D. required, with up to 10 years background in analog circuits and feedback systems; specific experience in
power conversion preferred but not
essential. Apply to: Prof. R.D. Middlebrook, 116-81 Caltech, Pasadena,
CA 91125. An Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Would
you hire
an engineer
who
couldn't
understand
this
magazine?
Of course not. ELECTRONICS is
the technical publication for
technical people. If they can't
understand it, they can't receive
it. That's why, when you're looking for qualified engineers, you
should consider our Classified
Section.
For only $46.00 per inch your
recruitment

advertising

will

reach 46.000 pre-screened engineers—that's just $1 per thousane—as they're reading to
combat job obsolescence, while
they're
thinking
about their
future and bettering themselves.
There's no charge for typesetting and free layout service is
provided.
For more information call or
write:

ELECTRONICS
Post Office Box 900
New York, N.Y. 10020
Phone: 212 ,997-2556
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uter Systems
Professionals
We Have Room For
Your Imagination
and Innovation!

At National we are making an irvestment
to change computer design through
semiconductor technology. This is part of our
commitment to making computers accessible
to abroader market at more effective price
and performance, than is available today.

INVEST IN YOUR FUTURE BY JOINING
NATIONAL'S COMPUTER PRODUCTS GROUP

CALL JIM ROOK
For immediate appointment or information

(408) 737-5000 (Locally)
(800) 672-1811 (In California)
(800) 538-1866 (Out-of-State)
Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Computer systems professionals with areas of specialties that include: Mini, Micro, Mainframe, and
Memories...the following positions are currently open:

• Software Development
• Mechanical
Packaging
• Software Support
• Technical Support
• Manufacturing
Engineering
• Analog Design

•
•
•
•

Digital Designers
Design Drafting
Field Service
Product
Management
• Quality Engineering
• Micro Code
Specialists

e Test Engineers
• Software/Hardware
Training Specialists
• Order Processing
Administrator
• Material Production
Control Planners

FUTURE MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
IN ALL AREAS
Areas of experience should include major mainframe manufacturer's, mini-computer manufacturer's
and microprocessor manufacturer's. 3 to 5 years working experience with CPU's, peripherals,
operating systems, traditional languages, and systems configuration or integration knowledge, plus a
technical education is required.

National -a company making technology tools for people.
If unable to call, send your resume to the address listed below.
Join Us In Our Goals

National Semiconductor
COMPUTER PRODUCTS GROUP
2900 Semiconductor Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95051
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neers
Stability
+Growth
Opportunity!
The SYSTEMS division of Litton has
DOUBLED its size in the past four years,
and TRIPLED volume in SALES creating
one of the more STABLE environments in
industry.
Positions of uncommon potential are now
available in Defense and non-Defense
contracts. Ask us about them!
ANALOG OR DIGITAL PROCESSING
•LSI application
• High speed data conversion
• Power supplies
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
DESIGN
•Advanced digital subsystems including
TDM
• RF and analog subsystems including
frequency synthesis and FDM techniques
• Microprocessors and related real-time
operating systems software
•Voice switching systems
ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS
•State-of-the-Art, ESM/ECM
•Signal processing
ELECTRONIC WARFARE
PROCESSING — HARDWARE
• Microwave subsystem design
•Circuit design — RF, video, analog, high
speed A/D converters
•EW digital subsystem design — signal
sorting, microprocessors/microcontroller
design, computer interfacing
RF
• Microwave communications and
receiving systems
• High Sensitivity DF Receivers
•Solid state microwave component design
We are located in a pleasant college town
in Maryland with rolling hills, and the
Chesapeake Bay and nation's capital less
than an hour away. If this sounds like the
opportunity you seek, please send your
resume including salary history in
confidence to:
W.L.McAmis

Amecom Division

Litton

LITTON
SYSTEMS, INC.
5115 Calvert Rd., College Park, MD 20740

design
engineers
SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA
Boschert, the technology leader in switching
power supplies, can offer you an exciting
projected growth pattern.
Share in this growth—and contribute visibly to it—as amember
of our Engineering Design Team. BSEE required.
We offer all the advantages of a small company—friendly, low
key atmosphere, a ground floor opportunity to develop your
career—but have alarge company fringe benefits package. Our
salaries are competitive, our benefits, too, including medical/
dental, credit union, tuition refunds, & much more.
Please send resume, including salary history, to Sue Lukrich,
Personnel Manager, BOSCHERT INCORPORATED, 384 Santa
Trinita Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 732-2440.

bone
An Equal Opportunity Employer

JR. &SR. ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS

If you are a BS, MS or PhD in EE or computer
science with 0-10 years experience, we would like to
talk to you. You are in desperate demand by
electronic firms throughout the country. MAKE
YOUR MOVE WHILE YOU ARE STILL YOUNG AND
MOBILE.
Predictions indicate 1978 to be the most dynamic
year in adecade for engineering employment. NOW
IS THE TIME TO LAY THE GROUNDWORK FOR
YOUR FUTURE. Don't regard your present position
as atemporary holding pattern or aplace to wait for
alucky break. Present positions are the action base
for future moves.
RCI is a technical search firm with an outstanding
reputation representing abroad base of nationwide
clients serving the Electronics industry. If you are
interested in advancing your career, call us or send
your resume or a brief hand written description of
your background including present salary and
geographic preferences in confidence to:

Search Director-Room E

Regional Consultants Inc.
213 West 9th Street
Cincinnati, OH 45202
513/579-1513
Representing EEO Clients Only

An equal opportunity employer . M F'H
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ENGINEERS

The Boeing Company in Seattle, Washington, has avariety of
challenging career opportunities for experienced engineers on a
wide-range of programs.
Enjoy the relaxed life-styles and unspoiled beauty of the Pacific
Northwest in the "Nation's Most Liveable City." You won't find a
better opportunity to combine career growth with apleasing environment. We'd like to hear from you if you have a BS degree or
higher in engineering or computer science and experience in any
of the following areas:
EI AUTOMATED TEST INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT
O COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
O COMPUTERS AND DISPLAYS DESIGN
E DIGITAL CIRCUIT DESIGN
El ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC TEST
E ELECTRONIC MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
III ELECTRONIC PACKAGING DESIGN
E ELECTRONIC PARTS EVALUATION
III FLIGHT/MISSION/SYSTEMS TEST
O GUIDANCE AND CONTROL ANALYSIS
O NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
E OPERATIONAL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
O SOFTWARE/COMPUTING SYSTEM DESIGN AND
ANALYSIS
E SOFTWARE/COMPUTING SYSTEM TEST AND

EVALUATION
O SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE
E TEST SYSTEMS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
E TEST PROGRAM PLANNING
El SYSTEMS DESIGN ANALYSIS
O SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
Ill WIRING AND CONTROL DESIGN
Candidates must be U.S. citizens. Selected candidates will be
offered an attractive salary, comprehensive fringe benefits package, and relocation allowances.
Send your résumé to The Boeing Company, P.O. Box 3707-LMK,
Seattle, WA 98124.
An equal opportunity employer.

1,47EVAAW
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TEL

DTMF

SIGNAL PROCESSORS

A design solution before it's a problem.

Hager Trapdust Mats
Clean Rooms• Chemical Laos• R & D Labs
Product Assembly Area
Hospital Operating Rooms
Literally pas dust, dirt and bacteria off
the bottoms of workers shoes, and off the
wheels of equipment vehicles. Place in
the hallways and entrances leading up to
any area where dirt and dust are critical
factors. Unique plastic material does not
have to be bonded to floors. Fully washable and reusable. No expensive wastage
caused by having to dispose of soiled surface layers. Single surface has long life.
Availabfe in variety of sizes.
1180 South Beverly Drive, Suite 710
Los Angeles. California 90035
INTERNATIONAL Telephone: (213) 879-1575
TWX: 910-490-2121

KAG

U.S. Headquarters for the Kager Grote of Companies
known worldwide as manufacturers of unique tools and production equipment.

Circle 144 on reader service card
TELARIS LSI DTMF signal
processors...they're competitively priced...
well established in the field.. and available for immediate delivery'
Featuring an optimum mix of micro-electronic technology,
TELARIS Dual Tone Multi-Frequency signal processing components
are the popular choice of design engineers who have an eye for
building tomorrow's ultimate system today.
What's more, TELARIS DTMF signal processors offer a wide
range of uses in such areas as telephone central offices, PBX, key
systems, radio telephones, paging receivers, industrial control,
security systems, accounting/banking systems, patient monitoring.
aircraft and railway systems, TV receivers, channel selectors...
the list goes on!
By incorporating TELARIS DTMF signal processors into a particular design, highest performance to cost, highest density and
reliability, plus the lowest power consuming functional building
blocks available is obtained. Additionally, these components are
ultra- compact in both size and weight and have a long life span
1. 7640-01 TOUCH-TONE' RECEIVER
2. 7516-01 TOUCH-TONE DECODER
3. 7603-01 TOUCH-TONE ENCODER
4. 7603-02 TOUCH-TONE ENCODER
5. 7511-01 ADDRESS SELECTOR
6. 7507-03 4X4 SOLID STATE ANALOG SWITCH
7, 7508-01 C-MOS MULTIPLEXER
8. 7507-01 1X16 SOLID STATE ANALOG SWITCH
9. 7507-02 2X8 SOLID STATE ANALOG SWITCH
10. 7500-02 2X8 C-MOS MULTIPLEXER
11. 7511-01 ADDRESS SELECTOR
12. U.S. DIME
For a complete catalog, application assistance and the
name of a TELARIS representative near you, contact TELARIS
Telecommunications, 'nc., now!

TRAMS
Telecommunications. Inc.
2772 Main Street •Irvine
California •92714. (714) 764-7566 •Telex 681410
*Touch-Tone is a Registered Trademark of AT&T.
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Circle 143 on reader service card

ANTI-SLIDE
Stops everything from slipping and sliding around—
indispensable in assembly
work. Tools and components are playful little devils. They love to dance or
play hide and seek on and
around the work surface.
ANTI-SLIDE puts an end to
this time consuming and
wasteful mischief. This
unique fully washable and
reusable plastic material
holds objects placed on it
as if they were glued. Components do not move even
if they are pushed. In addition, ANTI-SLIDE acts as a
noise and vibration dampener. No other even remotely similar product exists. Available in five attractive colors. Send Inquiries
to:

e 1
Rolls can be cut down
to any desired size

1180 South Beverly Drive, Suite 710
Los Angeles, Calilornia 90035
INTERNATIONAL Telephone: (213) 879-1575
TWX: 910-490-2121

IKAG ElrER

U.S. Headquarters .or the Kager Group of Companies
known worldwide as manufacturers of unique tools and production equipment.

Circle 263 on reader service card
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Electronics
Book Series

1. Microprocessors What you must know about available microprocessor
technology, devices, information, 4th printing. $8.95

2. Applying Microprocessors 2nd and 3rd generation technology. 26 detailed
applications from data networks to video games. $9.95

3. Large Scale Integration Covers the basic technology, new LSI devices, LSI
testing procedures, plus system design and applications. $9.95
4. Basics of Data Communications Includes 47 articles from Data
Communications magazine covering more than 11 key areas. $12.95

5. Circuits for Electronics Engineers Contains 306 circuits arranged by 51
functions from Amplifiers to Voltage Regulating Circuits. Saves design
drudgery. $15.95

6. Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers Nearly 300 articles drawn
from "Engineer's Notebook." A storehouse of design problem solutions. $15.95

7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes The technology,
devices, and applications that link memory components and system design. $12.95

8. New Product Trends in Electronics, Number One From "New Products,"
state-of-the-art materials and equipment, arranged according to function. $14.95

Electronics Book Series P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520
copies of "Microprocessors" at $8.95 per copy.
5'41
1. Send me
copies of "Applying Microprocessors" at $9.95 per copy.lull
2. Send me
3. Send me
copies of "Large Scale Integration" at $9.95 per copy.
4. Send me
copies of "Basics of Data Communications" at $12.95 per copy.
5. Send me
copies of "Circuits for Electronics Engineers" at $15.95 per copy.
6. Send me
copies of "Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers" at $15.95 per
copy.
7. Send me
copies of "Memory Design: Microprocessors to Mainframes" at $12.95
per copy.
8. Send me
copies of "New Product Trends in Electronics" at $14.95 per copy.
Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full payment if the book is returned after ten-day
trial examination.
D Payment enclosed
Charge to my credit card:
C American Express
BankAmericard/Visa

Bill Firm

C Bill me

Ill Diners Club
Master Charge

Advertising sales manager: Paul W. Reiss
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020
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Compare these two lens systems.
Until Perkin-Elmer introduced
the Micralign Projection Mask
Alignment System five years ago, all
manufacturers of projection systems
used refracting optics. Most still do.
Complex refracting optics
Refracting optics can involve as
Typical refracting system lens arrangement
— 16 optical elements.

many as 16 separate lenses. Such
complexity has several drawbacks. In
spite of antireflection coatings, the
individual lenses scatter light.
Imperfections in the glass scatter light.
And all this scattered light affects
image quality. It limits the use of
negative photoresist. In addition,
standing wave effects make the
system hard to use.
Simple reflecting optics
Note the contrast with the Micralign
reflecting optical system. Its simple
design employs only three reflective
elements, no refracting lenses.
Scattered light is near zero. Ghost
images are eliminated, image quality

The MICRALIGN all-reflecting folded projection system
— three optical elements.

is enhanced.
This all-reflecting system has no
chromatic aberrations. The optics are

telecentric, maintaining magnification at 1:1 even if the focal planes shift. Either positive or negative photoresist is practical.
Reflecting optics combined with advances in electronic and mechanical designs have made the Micralign instrument the
choice of 65 semiconductor manufacturers at 100 sites worldwide. Learn more about how the Micralign instrument can
bring efficiency and economy to your operations. Write Electro-Optical Division, Perkin-Elmer Corp., 50 Danbury Road,
Wilton, CT 06897. Or phone 203-762-6057.

REFLECTING OPTICS.
WHY YOU GET BETTER
PERFORMANCE
WITH A MEFahgnm
SYSTEM.
Model 140— the third-generation
MICRALIGN instrument.
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